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Introduction

Research context

Integration and identity occupy prominent positions in public discourse on the po
sition of immigrants in Dutch society. In the past decades these concepts have
been commonplace in the Dutch media, although opinions differasto whetherintegration has failed or succeeded. The variety of opinions seems to reflect the lack
of clear-cut criteria as t o what 'successful integration' would embody. Both inte
gration and identity have become charged with meaning and tend to fuel lively dis
cussions.
Religion is often viewed as an inextricable part of immigrants' identity, and
the apparent insistence on propagating this identity by non-Western immigrants
seen as a potential threat to cohesion within Dutch society. In this respect, atten
tion tends t o be directed particularly towards the identity of first- and secondgeneration immigrants who are adherents of Islam, now the second largest religion
in the Netherlands. That immigrants from the non-Western world include many
practising Christians has received less public attention, except for occasional men
tion that in the face of the general trend of secularisation, the major Dutch cities
have witnessed the rise of a growing number of Christian church communities.
Many of these have been established by African immigrants. 1
The number of sub-Saharan Africans, officially registered as residing in the
Netherlands, was counted at 165,276 on 1 January 2009. 2 Table 1.1, below, shows
the immigrant populations (first and second generation) above 1000. Togetherthe
countries in the table make up 96 percent (158,665 persons) of the registered im
migrant population of sub-Saharan origin in the Netherlands. 3 The remaining 6,611

3

E.g.: In 2004 forty African-initiated churches were reported to exist in the city of The
Hague (Posthoorn 18 February 2004). Two years later they were over fifty (Van der Sar &
Visser 2006:4,35). Amsterdam exceeds these numbers, housing already over thirty-five
African-led churches in one of its districts alone, i.e. the Bijlmermeer, in 2000 (Ter Haar
2000:37). In 2004 the Bijlmermeer was said to house at least forty Ghanaian-led and
twenty Nigerian-led churches of various sizes (Meershoek 2004).
According to CBS statistics, the overall number of first and second generation African
immigrants residing m the Netherlands on 1 January 2009 totalled 543,823. Deduction of
the 378,547 African immigrants from north Africa (Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Tuni
sia) gives 165,276 immigrants from sub-Saharan Africa.
The numbers of undocumented immigrants, who remain outside these statistic records,
is not easy to estimate. Estimates vary between actual numbers doubling the official re
cords (Ter Haar 1995:4), and at least 10,000-20,000 undocumented Africans in the Neth-
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immigrants came from countries which contribute lessthan a thousand people and
therefore do not feature The figures show that 78 percent of sub-Saharan Africans
living in the Netherlands originate from only ten countries
Table 11 Registered immigrants from sub-Sahara Africa (over 1000) by country of origin
1 Somalia
2 Cape Verde
3 Ghana
4 South Africa
5 Ethiopia
6 Nigeria

21,753
20,607
19,741
16,798
10,992

7 Angola

9,317
9,022

8 Dem Rep Congo

7,867

9 Sudan
10 Sierra Leone

6,535
6,071

11 Burundi

3,386

12 Guinea

3,254
3,082

13 Liberia

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Kenya
Cameroon
Tanzania
Zimbabwe
Togo
Congo
Senegal
Uganda
Rwanda
Ivory Coast
Eritrea
Zambia

2,969
2,392
i,934
1,718
1,652
1,581
i,498
1,419
1,410

1,380
1,149
1,138

The total population of all first- and second-generation immigrants (western and
non-western) makes up 20 percent of the total population in the Netherlands * Of
these, sub-Saharan Africans make up 30 percent of the African immigrant presence Immigrants of African ancestry (including north Africa) c o n s t i t u t e ^ percent
of the total (western- and non-western) immigrant population and 30 percent of
non-western immigrants
The statistics do not, however, reveal the number of Christians among the
sub-Sahara African immigrants The overall number of Christian immigrants in the
Netherlands is estimated at around 800,000 (Castillo Guerra, Wijsen & Steggerda
2006 12) Van der Sar and Visser (2006 6) mention 650,000 documented and between 100,000 and 200,000 undocumented Christian immigrants Among the immigrants from sub-Saharan Africa, Christians seem to be in the majority With exception of the Somalis, Senegalese, and people from Guinea and Sierra Leone, the
immigrant populations originating from the other listed countries would appearto

erlands (Rozenga 2008 22)
* All percentages based on the CBS figures for 1 January 2009, as available on www cbs nl
on 22 April 2009 On 1 January the total population m the Netherlands consisted of
16,486,587 persons The total population of" allochtonen', 1 e the population of i s t and
2n generation immigrants, both western- and non-western, consisted of 3,289,671 persons
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have more Christians than Muslims among their nationals in the Netherlands

5

In terms of churches established by immigrants, African-led churches have
taken the lead More than half (182) of the 343 immigrant churches 6 counted in the
Netherlands in 2003 were established by African Christians (Van den Broek 2003)
Many of these were founded by Christians from Ghana, Nigeria and the Democ
ratic Republic of Congo A sizeable Ghanaian presence in the Netherlands devel
oped from the 1970s, increasing in number particularly after 1983 (Nimako
2000 119-20) Nigerians and Congolese arrived from the late 1980s (Mohogu
2000 147) North-African Moroccan (Muslim) immigrants, by comparison, arrived
during the 1960s and 1970s, and were invited as migrant labourers
In small numbers, African Christians, particularly from Ethiopia and Ghana,
were present in the Netherlands from a much earlier date Schreuder (2008 21-2)
dates the arrival of Africans in the Netherlands back t o between 200 and 500 A D
in the capacity of black soldiers who were in the Roman armies 7 There were three
African Popes during this same period The African popes are reported t o have
made "significant contributions t o the growth of Christianity and the development
of the Roman Catholic Faith" (Scobie 1985 96) 8
From 1300 A D , African individuals have appeared in Dutch paintings that
depict the social life of high-placed people, important events and even everyday
situations 9 The lives of Dutch Ghanaians in the 18th and 19th century have re
cently inspired novelists (Kuijer 1989, Japm 1997) 1 0

5

7

9

E g in the case of countries such as Nigeria, Sudan and Cameroon, immigrants from the
Southern Christian regions are disproportionately represented compared to the Muslim
Christian ratio in these countries
Together the 343 immigrant churches accounted for 624 congregations and/or parishes
(Van den Broek 2003)
Van Sertima (1985 14) mentions a "migration of blacks into northern Europe" during the
Roman occupation of England under Emperor Septimus Severus, who brought large
contingents of African soldiers into England around 200 A D
All three African popes were later canonized as saints They were St Victor I (189-199
A D ),St Miltiades(311-314A D )andSt Gelasiusl(492-496A D ),thei4*,32 and49
in line after St Peter respectively (Scobie 1985)
They were ambassadors and deputies, musicians performing in the royal court, soldiers
and army strategists, advisors and royal confidants, craftsmen, monks, students and
servants (Schreuder 2008) The works of Dutch master painters of the 17th century, such
as Rembrandt van Rijn and Peter Paul Rubens, include portraits of African models (Kolfm
2008)

10

They described the respective histories of Jacobus Elisa Joannes Capitem (1717-1749), a
Leiden graduate m Theology who had come to the Netherlands a slave at age ten, and
two young Asante princes, Kwasi and Kwame Boachi, entrusted m the care of King Wil
lem I m 1837
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In recent years the emerging phenomenon of African-led churches is shaping
the religious landscape of the Dutch cities Nimako (2000 127) explains the foundation of churches by Ghanaians is a consequence of the factthat Christianity, in contrast to Islam, has historically been a religion of translations Accustomed to church
services where praise and worship took place in their mothertongue, at least partially, Ghanaian Christians looked to worship either in English, in their own language, ora combination of both Whilst Ghanaian Muslims were ableto worship in
Arabic together with other, often Pakistani, Muslims, Ghanaian Christians opted
for separate worship {ibid ) They started their own churches
The beginning of the underlying project and the formulated research question should be placed contextually within the discursive climate concerning Dutch
multicultural society " Early 2000 the debate on multicultural society was injected
with new vigour when The Multicultural Tragedy'12, an essay by publicist Paul
Scheffer, gave rise, over several months, to a chain of passionate reactions in
Dutch newspapers The debate centred around several concerns the consequences of schools in the inner cities turning into what were being called 'white'
and 'black' schools, the participation and chances of immigrants on the labour
market, the influence of Islam with the growing presence of Muslim immigrants, as
well as the capacity of the (mental) health care system to cope with new groups of
clients from differing cultural backgrounds Scheffer's article, which warned
against the creation of a socio-economic 'underclass' and a co-existence of segregated minority communities, marked the beginning of a period in which political
discourse concerning integration became more and more infused with a pressure
for assimilation The extent of this pressure led to the notion of integration itself
often coming to imply assimilation, or the need for immigrants to adapt to Dutch
values Use of the concept of'integration with retention of own identity', common
in previous decades, decreased in the period following the publication of'The Multicultural Tragedy' It seemed to suffer from the lack of consistent definitions, and,
indeed, strong connotations of both 'integration' and 'identity' Integration and
identity turned into opposite sides of the com whereby immigrants retaining their
'own identity' were seen to be impeding the integration process, and integration,
in turn, seemed to immigrants to imply a loss of identity The two came to carry
connotations of segregation and assimilation respectively In the research questions below the terms segregation, assimilation and integration are used in their
original senses, as devoid as possible of the current, blurred Dutch discursive connotations At the same time, obliging immigrants to naturalise (by means of naturalisation courses and exams) meant the start of a debate about, and a serious

Start date of the underlying PhD research was April 2000
"Het multiculturele drama", NRC Handelsblad, 29 January 2000
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quest after, what exactly made up the 'Dutch identity'. This appears t o be some
thing that, beyond the norms laid out by the judiciary in national laws, seemed dif
ficult to define. 1 3
1.2

Research questions and sensitising concepts

This research study is concerned with social identities and social Γθΐ3ΐίοη5 Η among
African Catholics in the Netherlands. It focuses on how African Catholics in the
Netherlands perceive and position themselves. In line with the debate on
multiculturalism and the persistent interest in the integration of immigrants in
Dutch society, the question arose as t o whether, for African Catholics in the
Netherlands, religion was contributing t o their segregation, assimilation or
'integration with the retention of their own identity'. This question, in turn, raised
others. To what extent, for example, and in which ways do African Catholics in the
Netherlands distinguish themselves within their Dutch surroundings? If we are to
look at the question of whether religion contributes t o segregation or integration,
then from what group(s) are they secluded and with whom does it facilitate
integration? Also, if we speak of "integration with retention of one's own identity"
then what, by implication, constitutes African Catholics'"own" identity? How does
identity work in practice?
The following sub-questions were formulated:
a.

How do African Catholics define themselves in relation to Dutch society,
Dutch Christians and other African immigrants with religious convictions
differing from their own?

b.

What role does religion play in their interaction with others? What is the
place of faith in their social networks compared t o the place occupied by
ethnicity? With whom do they connect and establish relations? Are these
people w h o share the same faith or mostly people from the same region,
the same country, the same language-group?

c.

To what extent and in what way has their stay in the diaspora influenced
their lives religiously? Has living in the Netherlands changed African
Catholics' perception of their religious identity? Has it influenced their
religious affiliation? Do they prefer t o worship separately or togetherwith
other Catholics?

13

H

The contents of the naturalisation course (inburgeringscursus) was often deemed random
in the eyes of native Dutch.
More specifically it views identity as comprised of a particular set, or combination, of so
cial identities (Fairclough 1992:8).
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d

To what extent and in what way do African Catholics contribute to the
face of Christianity in the Netherlands and multi-cultural society in
general7 Do African Catholics worship in a particular way distinct from
other Catholics7

When looking at identity construction among African Catholics in the Netherlands,
theroleof religion within social networks and, particularly, the question of whether
religion contributes to segregation, assimilation, or 'integration with the retention
of their identity', a number of basic concepts require further specification
The African Catholics in this study are first-generation immigrants from
sub-Saharan countries who identified themselves as Catholics at the time they
came to live in the Netherlands More important than whether or not they
attended Catholic church services in the Netherlands was the fact that they
identified themselves as Catholics, or saw themselves as Catholic upon arrival As
such, people who joined Pentecostal and Evangelical churches once in-country
were included The majority of interviewees originated from countries in Englishspeaking West-Africa, Ghana, Nigeria and Cameroon
Religion, in accordance with Johnstone's definition, is viewed as "a system
of beliefs and practices by which a group of people interprets and responds to what
they feel is sacred, and, usually, supernatural as well " (Johnstone 1988 13) As this
definition includes belief, practice, group, and response to the sacred, ittoucheson
various dimensions of religion As such, in the discussion of what religion means to
the lives of African Catholic immigrants, this definition of religion allows for
investigation of religious praxis, group membership and belonging, as well as the
convictions shared by members of this group concerning both praxis and their
understanding of the invisible and divine
Segregation is used to describe the separation or isolation of a group from
other groups in society This may be a desired or perforce separation If faith
contributes to segregation, then it will have to be specified from which groups
separation occurs Do African Catholics, on the basis of belief or mode of worship,
segregate themselves from Dutch or other Catholics7 Do they separate themselves
from Africans who belong to other religious denominations7 We can speak of a
tendency to religious segregation when African Catholics (preferto) celebrate their
faith together with fellow Africans, separately from other Catholics Equally, the
isolation of African Catholics from other African immigrants in the Netherlands on
grounds of religious differences is also viewed here as a form of segregation
Assimilation refers to a complete behavioural adaptation beyond the
recognition of distinct features or characteristic behaviour This might be
adaptation to the mode of worship of Dutch Catholics on the one hand or that of
African Christians belonging to other denominations on the other

ι
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The use of the concept of integration is widespread in the Netherlands It is
applied most frequently in relation to the position of ethnic minorities within Dutch
society, and the extent to which participation of members of these minorities in
various sectors equals the figures representing the 'general' or 'average'
participation of either the Dutch population as a whole or of the 'autochton'
population As such, the integration of ethnic minorities in the Netherlands is often
measured by rates of participation or performance in employment, education,
Dutch language fluency, housing, healthcare, politics, contacts within and beyond
one's "own" community, or by the use of public facilities (Maaskant 1999 31) To
this list, Maaskant adds religion as an additional indicator of the extent to which
one is integrated in society
Whereas the concept of'integration' frequently has the connotation of
mere assimilation and adaptation to Dutch ways, the addition ' with retention of
one's identity' seems to be a way of removing the connotation of a complete
behavioural adaptation, and of directing the meaning of the term integration
towards its more literal meaning of 'the merging of two parts to form a greater
whole' This incorporates a sense of mutual exchange, mutual respect for existing
differences and mutual willingness to make a valuable contribution to the greater
society, to which both parties belong Integration with retention of one's identity,
therefore, promotes adaptation without the loss of certain distinct features For
example, the wearing of an African dress to a Dutch church servicecould be viewed
as part of integration with the retention of an African identity Looking at the verb
'to integrate', one can either integrate 'into', or integrate 'with' It seems the term
'integration with retention of one's identity'seeks to convey the latter possibility of
a process of integration with groups of others as a mutual process
Following from the concept of'integration with a retention of one's "own"
identity', the next concept to tackle is identity In this study, identity is taken to
consist of the body of identifications that come into play in various situations in
which individuals enter into acts of self-definition and definition of others by means
of group membership ascriptions The motivation of this definition will receive
further attention in the theoretical framework
The definition transcends the ethnic denotation When in the Dutch
context reference is made to people's "own" identity, however, this term usually
refers to an ethnicity As Gerne ter Haar (1998a 77-8) points out, in the Netherlands
ethnic minorities are commonly believed to wish to identify with their "own"
people and retain their "own" identity, rather than connect with the majority in
their new homelands
"Whenever people are living in a diaspora, identity becomes a crucial issue"
(Ter Haar 1998a 82) However, Ter Haar draws attention to the important
distinction of who finds it necessary to define identity, the immigrant or the host
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community, and in which way they choose so t o do (ibid ) She calls attention to
the question of whether an identity is self-imposed or ascribed by others, and asto
whose interests are served in the respective cases Having conducted research
among African Christians in the Bijlmer district of Amsterdam, Ter Haar was of the
opinion that African Christians in the Netherlands see themselves labelled as
Africans, when they would rather identify themselves as Christians She writes
"African Christians m the Netherlands generally identify themselves first and
foremost as Christians and only secondly as Africans or African Christians In their
own view, their adherence to Christianity constitutes the most important element
of their social identity Yet there is a general tendency in the Netherlands to
distinguish African Christians from their Dutch counterparts by insisting on their
perceived African identity, while ignoring their shared Christian identity " (Ter
Haar 1998a 83-4)
When Ter Haar indicates that African Christians in the Netherlands generally
identify themselves first and foremost as Christians, we are not provided with
information on the particular context in which this became apparent As it can be
assumed that she arrived at this conclusion in the churches she visited, one
wonders as to what extent this view of identity was influenced by the particular
location or church context in which the question was discussed, as the reason for
congregating in a church in the first place is the Christian faith
Ter Haar seems to apply her findings among members of African-initiated
churches in the Bijlmer, and the True Teachings of Christ's Temple in particular, to
African Christians in Europe generally Since members of the present research
group fall within this category, they might, on the basis of the generalised
presentation of the argument, be expected to define themselves as Christians, or
Catholics, before being Africans or members of an ethnic group The present study
starts from the premise that such self-definition on the basis of faith rather than
ethnicity is potentially t o a large degree context-dependent Consequently, it seeks
to explore the extent to which the theory formulated by Ter Haar applies to African
Catholics in the Netherlands with a specific interest in the concrete circumstances
under which African Catholics identify themselves in certain ways It particularly
looks at the group categories they apply while negotiating their identity
According t o Roswith Gerloff (2001172), Ter Haar's statement "caused
some kind of an uproar among the Afro-British audience, who claimed that
Afncanness and Christianity are coherent elements of one and the same identity "
Gerloff continues with the attribution of the difference in perception t o the
possibility that
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"there might be a time lapse between black migration into Britain in the 1950s
and 1960s, and black migration into the Netherlands and Germany since the
1970s, meaning that new arrivals may speak a more conciliatory language than
those who have already experienced the harshness of European racism But
never, even m the early years, did the undeniable symbiosis between their African
heritage and the Christian faith disintegrate " (Gerloff 2001172)
GerlofPs suggestion that the disagreement may have been influenced by historical
group circumstance and length of stay, once more draws attention t o the need t o
include the context in which such identity statements are produced
In the present study, therefore, the focus will be how African Catholics
construct and reconstruct their identity in interaction with others These others
may be Dutch people, Dutch Catholics, other immigrants, other Africans, or'born
again' and evangelical Christians It is within the process of interaction with other
people that identity is brought t o the fore In what terms do African Catholics
speak about themselves and others 7 What group categorisations do they
maintain 7 What purpose is served by a certain identification of self in a particular
context 7 In other words, when African Catholics in the Netherlands categorise
themselves and people they mention in talk in different ways and at different
times, making use of terms like Africans, Ghanaians, Christians, Catholics,
Pentecostals, Igbo, Asante, believers, born-again, foreigners, blacks or immigrants,
then when, where and why are these various identifications used 7 Identity in this
study is thus approached from a contextual angle
1.3

Theoretical framework and methodology

Identity is concerned with everything that denotes 'who you are' It is a widely used
concept In addition to being used to refer t o persons and groups of persons it is
also applied t o institutions, schools, companies, and even neighbourhoods and cit
ies The concept of identity seems to be in vogue, and in the Netherlands it has ac
quired normative qualities in the sense that 'having an identity' is good and desi rable and everyone has a'nght' to one's own identity (Kraan 200130) Particularly
the discourse on ethnic minorities is fully alive to identity I η the current vocabulary
of the social sciences, the term identity has come to occupy a prominent position
as well It occurs with much greater frequency than a few decades ago (Hannerz
1999 327) Hannerz speaks of an "intercontinental spread of identity discourse and
identity politics during the last third of the twentieth century" 1 5 Hannerz (ibid )
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He tentatively relates this development to possibly "the late 1960s turn of AfricanAmericans from more assimilatiomst/mtegrationist strategies towards more dramatic
self-affirmation" (Hannerz 1999 327)
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and Meyer and Geschiere (1999:2) identify a connection between the ongoing
process of globalisation and the increasing interest in identity. As they point out,
globalisation and the uniformisation of certain styles of consumption, orculturally
homogenising tendencies, go hand m hand with an intensified search forfixed orientation points, generating an emphasis on cultural difference and boundaries.
They speak of the interaction between 'flow' and 'closure', 'flux' and 'fix'. The increased mobility of people, goods and images has brought about increased uncertainties about self and other. "Globalization processes reinforce a radical uncertainty about identities and therefore ever more drastic efforts towards clarifications and ultimate forms of'identification'", whereby ethnic violence isconsidered
the unfortunate ultimate form of identification (Meyer & Geschiere 1999:10-11).
In the growing emphasis on identity, Meyer and Geschiere (19997-8)
indicate that there is the problem of "the double charge of the notion of identity. It
refers t o people's attempts t o f i x the flow' and mark boundaries in the ongoing flux
of globalization processes; but it relates as easily to the nostalgia of social
scientists, and notably anthropologists, for the times when it still seemed possible
t o isolate social formations - when theoretical concepts took the existence of
boundaries for granted rather than questioning their, in many cases actually
contested construction." The first 'charge' takes into account the flexible, dynamic
context and flexible use of the notion, whereas the second refers to a more static
view of 'given' differences and sees identity as something like an essential
substance. Looking at the publications on identity it seems that over the years
there has definitely been a growing awareness of, and sensitivity towards, thefluid
nature of boundaries delineating one's identity. Merely casting a glance at recent
publications will reveal the trend that, as Mendieta phrases it (2003:407), identities
"are always constituted, constructed, invented, imagined, imposed, projected,
suffered and celebrated," and no longer "discovered." "Identities are never
univocal, stable, or innocent. They are always an accomplishment and a ceaseless
project," constituted and negotiated (ibid.).
Thus, not only does the notion of identity seem to enjoy increasing
popularity; there is also taking place a shift in the way identity is being approached.
It needs t o be pointed out, however, that the actual penetration of an
understanding of identity as something fluid rather than stable in the academic
literature remains a recent development. "Slowly, even the mainstream begins t o
suspect that identities are plural, multiple and fluid, merging into one another
rather than facing each other as if from separate corners of the ring" (Alcoff
20037). However, the fact that recent studies still devote much space to stressing
the necessity t o let go of the idea of fixed identities seems to show quite well the
persistence of the traditional view of the notion into present times. Many agree on
the fact that there is a need t o "leave behind the classic view... of the world as a
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conglomerate of separate and internally homogeneous cultures, each with its own
essence, so that intercultural contacts are understood in terms of loss of
authenticity"(Meyer & Geschiere 19997). Yet this view continues to persist.
According to Nyamnjoh, "understanding of the interconnectedness of peoples,
cultures and societies through individuals as products, melting-pots and creative
manipulators or jugglers of multiple identities has been impaired by the stubborn
insistence on Identity (in singular and with a capital I) even among academics." He
says "the tendency has been to essentialise," that is, and here he quotes Werbner,
"to impute a fundamental, basic, absolutely necessary constitutive quality to a
person, a social category, an ethnic group, religious community or nation"; "to
posit falsely a timeless continuity, a discreteness or boundedness in space, and an
organic unity"; or "to imply an internal sameness and external difference or
otherness" (Nyamnjoh 2002:113).
The need to move away from a fixed identity essential to the individual,
towards identity understood as multiple and relational, and people being seen as
'jugglers' of multiple identities, has also been noted by Platvoet and Van derToorn
(1995:352). They agree that "it would be wiserto avoid the use of the term identity
as if it were something absolute and wholly transcendental." To them, people's
identity basically derives from the group to which they belong, and membership of
a different group gives them a different identity. People simply cannot be
separated from their historical situation. As identity is determined by group
membership and a person may simultaneously belong to different groups, the
implication is that an individual has a multiple identity. A single person has many
roles in life. In other words, an individual has a multiple identity consisting of
various co-existing as well as possibly conflicting identities and "the only way to
deal with it is to change hats, and faces, as the scenery changes. Identity is
chameleonic by nature" (ibid.). In fact, Platvoet and Van derToorn find it hard to
picture the theoretical distinction which is sometimes maintained between
personal, individual identity and social identity, as they wonder how identity can
ever be anything other than social (ibid. :35i-3). Indeed it is hard for one to even find
words to define oneself without a frame of reference. Defining 'who one is' always
happens in relation to others. One's sense of self is made possible by means of
comparison. Without 'short' and 'average height' there is no such thing as tall', and
what is considered 'average' varies depending on group and location. But perhaps
what inspires a distinction between individual and social identity on the one hand,
and failure to comprehend the possibility of a non-social or 'outer-social' identity
on the other, is primarily a matter of connotative differences in different fields.
From a sociological perspective identity is seen as the product of the
interaction between identification and self-identification. "In anthropological
terms, identity is a social concept about groups of people who think of themselves,
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or are thought of by others, as alike in some significant way In popular terms,
identity is taken as indicating a distinguishing character of a person or a group of
persons" (Ter Haar 1998c 43) The attempt to separate a personal identity from a
social one, then, seems to want to theoretically incorporate the popular view and
emphasise particularity I would say the distinguishing character of a person, or
what we could term individual identity, lies in the particular combination of a set of
social identities, which together describe the person With that, the self is at once
distinct and relational In a study of Yoruba oriki 'praise poems', Kann Barberiiggs)
shows that within the structure of the oriki, no internal relation has to exist
between the various names given to a person in praise except for the fact that they
pertain to the same person There are many breaks in the poem, where reference is
made to the person's achievements and position in another area of his or her life
Thinking to the level of the individual, we cannot but see the multiple,
social, relational nature of identity One can be ascribed a particularethmc identity,
a religious one, and possess a number of identities based on membership of various
sub-cultural groups, and each of these identities will have associated characteristics
or features Relational identity theorists hold that in each of these positions the
sense of 'who you are' is acquired in relation to others, by means of inclusion and
contrast (Wijsen & Tanner 2002 2) Group identity, then, emerges within an
insider-outsider or 'us' and 'them' dichotomy (ibid )
Scholars have often concerned themselves with the search for,
identification and description of the shared features that constitute a particular
identity (e g Van den Bersselaar 1998, Ofoegbu 1996) They have identified
symbols, products, practices, memories and beliefs shared by the members of a
group Yet in practice we are faced with the difficulty that while groups can be
described in terms of shared features, those features, in reverse, do not always
delineate group boundaries The associated mechanisms of inclusion are fluid more
often than not Not all members of a group necessarily possess or confirm all
associated features and the significance of certain features may in fact be quite
trivial to the experience of a particular identity (Wijsen & Tanner 2002 15)
Moreover, describing the group identity of African Catholics in the
Netherlands in terms of shared features would imply that the fact that members of
this group speak different languages, have spent different amounts of time in the
Netherlands, had different motives of migration, occupy different socio-economic
positions in Dutch society, have different nationalities, and have made different
choices in terms of church affiliation, is considered to be of less influence to their
positioning of themselves in Dutch society than the fact that they are all Catholic
and African, and share an African Catholic identity It would be an exercise of
confirming a group identity that has in the first place been delineated from
without However, before one can set out to describe such an African Catholic
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group identity, one should first of all know if such an identity is indeed recognised
and experienced by the participants Do African Catholics in the Netherlands see
themselves as part of a group that they would identify as 'African Catholics'' Is ita
category t h a t is part of the group categorisations they use and that make up their
view of their social w o r l d 7 And if so, with what frequency does this identity take
effect when compared t o other ethnic or religious categorisations 7 In other words,
what is its weight within the various categorisations they use and that show how
they position themselves m the Dutch context 7
My focus in the study of African Catholics in the Netherlands, therefore, is
primarily on the use of identity categorisations and on how identity ascription
works among this group in practice Recognising the multiple nature of identity,
the approach taken centres on the use of certain labels and their context How do
people talk about themselves and others 7 What terms do they use, what group
categorisations 7 Why do these come up in a certain situation 7 What are the
interests involved in a given presentation of self or identification of others 7 In other
words, when and where are particular identities being made relevant 7
In the Netherlands, African immigrants face questions asking them if they
see themselves in the first place as Dutch, Ghanaian or Asante (Kraan 2001 29) or if
they feel more South-African or Dutch (Van den Bergh 2000 63) Van den Bergh
states that these types of labels remain problematic (ibid ) However, more than
the/a6e/s being problematic (as their situational application can well be imagined),
such questions likely prove 'problematic' since informants are expected t o make a
definitive choice between these identities Rather than taking into account the
possibility of a juxtaposition of different identities applicable t o one and the same
person, it seems they are expected t o be able t o acknowledge something of a
primary identity
The following conversation is quite illustrative Marloes Kraan interviewed
Akosia, a young woman in her late twenties, who came t o live in the Netherlands
as a child, is fluent in Dutch and has Dutch nationality Kraan writes
"In our conversation I asked her about her identity
MK If you had to define yourself, would it be m the first instance as Dutch,
Ghanaian or Asante7
Akosia Hmmm, you can't place it in a specific order
MK Can't you 7
Akosia I think that is a wrong discussion altogether No, yes
MK Why71 just mean how you feel, not that I'm asking you to make a list
Akosia No, of course it is convenient to be able to place someone somewhere,
but when it comes to how you feel it doesn't work that way It depends on the
situation and the environment Look er, I'm also a woman, and also young, but I
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don't constantly walk around like 'oh, I'm a woman1' Haha Or something like
that, that comes up in certain situations, that you become aware ofthat The
same with my background and my culture, yes
MK Just situation dependent'
Akosia Just situation dependent, yes
MK But what about the moment you're m the midst of a Ghanaian group7
Akosia Yes, I notice it then, I feel it then
MK You don't feel all the more that you're Dutch then, or do you feel '
Akosia It depends on the Ghanaian group It depends on the group I'm in " (Kraan
2001 29, translated from the original Dutch)
This quotation, firstly, shows how a person who is asked about her identity clearly
points out that she experiences her identity as multiple and relational She cannot
come up with an out-of-context, essential identity The context is important and it
seems that the mere mention of a particular group in order t o provide a context is
still not specific enough for her t o be able to answer the question Circumstances
are decisive in determining what aspect of a person's identity is experienced
Secondly, the interview excerpt illustrates a tendency that can be observed
more widely in the way that immigrants' identities are often perceived When the
Dutch interviewer says she asked her interviewee about 'her identity', the identity
she is referring t o is basically an ethnic identity Akosia then moves away from the
ethnic labels and illustrates her point that her identity is multiple by naming other
identifications in terms of gender and age that equally apply t o her Significantly,
her response that she thinks it is a wrong debate entirely, appears to indicate that
the matter of being ascribed an identity primarily in terms of an ethnic identity is
not new t o her, and is part of a wider practice She uses the words 'background'
and 'culture' To her, these become relevant in certain situations, ratherthan being
'all-defining' t o who she is Nyamnjoh (2002 136) writes
"we are all familiar with the question "Where do you come from, originally'",
which seems ready for no answer short of the land of your birth or of the birth of
your father Here is an exchange which reportedly took place between an English
woman and a black British girl
English woman "Where were you born'"
Black girl "Manchester"
English woman "I mean before that ""
Nyamnjoh objects t o the idea of identity "in the conventional sense of belonging to
a bounded unit that is culturally and geographically specific," being fixed and
essential (2002 113) As Baumann (1996 xin) has shown, the dominant discourse
about ethnic minorities in Britain "envisages minorities asformmg homogeneous
'communities' defined by an inherited 'culture' thought, in a circular fashion, t o be
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based on their 'ethnic' identity " But whereas the dominant discourse often
assumes that community is a matter of birthplace and inherited culture,
statements made by people in Baumann's study of a multicultural neighbourhood
just outside of London tended t o bear witness t o a vernacular usage of the words
'community' and 'culture', where the division of community depended, instead, on
context and contingency The people Baumann spoke t o all regarded themselves
as members of several communities at once, each with its own culture "The same
person could speak and act as a member of the Muslim community in one context,
in another take sides against other Muslims as a member of the Pakistani
community, and in a third count himself part of the Punjabi community that
excluded other Muslims but included Hindus, Sikhs, and even Christians "(ibid 6)
Lastly, the interview excerpt quoted from Kraan, methodologically
speaking, gives a vivid indication of the type of answers that questions of selfidentification generally seem to harvest Akosia's first response is to reject the
question Questions which ask people t o define themselves and t o identify their
membership of a particular group more often than not lead t o an objection, at best
a reluctance in interviewees t o categorising themselves, o r t o a request for further
specification of a context When Widdicombe (1998 54-5) approached people in
the street, asking them "How would you describe yourselves 7 " and "Would you call
yourselves ^ ('punks' in this case, and 'goths'), they either failed t o provide any
kind of self-identification, or they would invoke an alternative identity, namely
their identity as an ordinary person
Again, in discussing African Catholics' identity or identities we are not so
interested in merely confirming categories that are applied from the outside for
analytical purposes, such as ascribing an African Catholic identity t o t h e m and
describing the associated features Rather we try to grasp how people see
themselves, and seektopresenttheirview of themselves in theirownterms Since
the questions asking informants to tell us their identity generally tend t o
encourage evasive responses it seems more meaningful t o study identity by
looking at how people present themselves t o one another, and what group
categorisations they actually use, in everyday interaction and conversation
Conversation analysts show "how identity is something that is used in talk
something that is part and parcel of the routines of everyday life, brought off in the
fine detail of everyday interaction" (Antaki & Widdicombe 1998 1) The principles
drawn from the conversation analysis perspective on identity are the following
•

•

for a person to 'have an identity' - whether he or she is the person speaking, being
spoken to, or being spoken about - is to be cast into a category with associated
characteristics or features,
such casting is mdexical and occasioned,
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•
•
•

it makes relevant the identity to the interactional business going on;
the force of'having an identity'ism itsconseqi/ent/a/z'tyinthe interaction; and
all this is visible in people's exploitation of the structures of conversation, (ibid.-.3)

According to Antaki and Widdicombe (1998:4) a person "can be a member of an
infinity of categories, and each category will imply that she or he has this or that
range of characteristics." Expressions of category membership are indexical in the
sense that they make different sense at different times and places, according to
the company they keep. Like any other utterance they come up in a here and now.
A good part of the meaning of an identity ascription "is to be found in the occasion
of its production - in the local state of affairs that was operative at that exact
moment of interactional t i m e " {ibid.).
With the third principle Antaki and Widdicombe (1998:4-5) indicate that
"identity work is in the hands of the participants, not us. It is they who propose that
such-and-such an identity is at hand, under discussion, obvious, lurking or'relevant
t o ' the action in whatever other way. It is they who 'orient t o ' something as live or
operative, without necessarily saying it out loud." They maintain a principle of
procedural consequentiality, which means that the use of any kind of identity
which one might want t o apply in a political or cultural frame of analysis should be
avoided unless such an identity is visibly consequential in what happens, that is,
until it is relevant to the interaction taking place.
As for the structures of conversation, Antaki and Widdicombe state that
"once you are in another person's sensory orbit, anything either of you does is up
for interpretation as being meaningful for the other. Your demeanor - your talk changes to fit something the other person does, and vice versa. ... Every turn at
talk is part of some structure, plays against some sort of expectation, and m its turn
will set up something for the next speaker to bealiveto"(/6/cf.:5-6)
In this study I take these insights of conversation analysis as a starting
point for the conduction of discourse analysis, rather than using the methods of
analysis and data collection applied by practitioners of conversation analysis.16 In
other words, the principles of conversation analysis are transposed to a slightly

Conversation analysis largely rests on pieces of audio- and video-taped conversations
and radio recordings, transcribed minutely including the timing of breaks m the flow of
speech to the extent of measuring how many fractions of a second a speaker pausesand
the reproduction of the exact points of interruption by other parties involved m the conversation accurate to a syllable. Labour-intensive in nature, such transcriptions are generally conducted on, and restricted to, small portions of more extensive speech events.
Secondly, the transcriptions are based on audio- and videotape recordings of everyday
situations. In this study the social events, speeches and conversations have not been
tape-recorded.
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broader level of analysis, reaching beyond the level of'a particularconversation'to
the level of'discourse' Conversation analysis is often confined t o the structures of
a conversation 1 7 This study's interest in the relationship between whattakes place
within the conversation and the wider social structures outside it, is served more
fully by discourse analysis The various identities alluded to within the conversation
are hereby viewed in relation t o patterns in discursive practice Fairclough
(1992 72-3), who outlines a three-dimensional conception of discourse, shows
discursive practice (or 'interaction') t o be mediating between social practice
('context') on the one hand, and linguistic practice (or 'text') on the other
Discourse analysis thus combines, or draws upon, the study of the three
dimensions of'text', discursive practice and social practice The study of discursive
practice combines the 'macro' dimension of social practice in relation t o social
structure and group relations and the 'micro' perspective of close analysis of (the
production of) texts {ibid )
The mam body of information up for analysis in the present study
consisted of the interview texts, verbatim notes taken during the in-depth
interviews At t h e initial stage of this research project a choice was made not t o use
the medium of tape-recording the interviews, as this was believed t o potentially
bring into the conversation a certain reluctance t o speak and influence the quality
of the responses When taped, answers from respondents of this research group
were at risk of being more elusive, less elaborate and less detailed l 8 In a situation
where many of the interviewees reside in the Netherlands illegally, sensitivity t o
the delicacy of handing basic personal specifics, such as name, job, address, time of
arrival, age etc t o a stranger is in order When recorded so irrefutably on tape, the
tendency to give examples t o illustrate a point might for instance be suppressed
due to reluctance t o reveal personal specifics Moreover the possibility was
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Consequently the negotiated identities that are discussed in conversation analysis are re
lated to roles within the conversation such as the person who asks or answers a question
(cf The 'meaning' and consequentiahty of identities is thus seen in the roles within the
conversation
18
Hehenkamp (2003) who carried out a short study among African Catholics m the All
Saints Church m Amsterdam and tape recorded his interviews, met with suspicion
towards his intentions The 'official' nature which the medium of tape-recording radiates
possibly contributed to this, as it gave rise to concerns overthe possible use of thetapes
by 'official' authorities such as the foreign police The order m which questions were
asked and insufficient elaboration on the purpose and use of the interview on the part of
the interviewer may also have been of influence To a Dutch person, asking for personal
specifics may seem suitable to get an interview going as such questions appear to
require little reflection and seem relatively 'easy' to answer Yet in view of the situation
of some of the members of the research group, starting with these may well achieve the
contrary
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considered that tape-recording the interviews might make people more wordconscious generally, which might reduce the representivity of categorisations of
self and other used in the interview of categorisation in everyday speech. With
these considerations in mind, I chose from the beginning t o t a k ^ i e r b a t i m written
notes of the speaker's original choice of words during the interviews. 19
Where identity work is in the hands of the participants, it is important to
realise that in the present study, given the fact t h a t the larger portion of the
research material was obtained by means of in-depth interviews and participant
observation, the researcher herself was not only an observer but very often actually
a participant in the production of the material she attempted t o study (cf.
J0rgensen & Phillips 2002:198). Therefore, my role as a participant in the
conversation implied that the identity work in the hands of the people I spoke with
included my own person and their perception of me, making relevant a certain
identity category. During any (speech) event I witnessed in the course of the
fieldwork period, be it an instance of someone addressing a crowd, sharing a story
in a small circle of friends orfellow-parishioners, or tête-à-tête, I tried t o pay close
attention t o categorisation of self and others by the speaker. The categorisation of
others pertained t o others who were either spoken of or spoken ίο. And the latter
included my own person. While they were talking with me, conversational partners
were also casting me into identity categories. This could become apparent through
expressions such as "as a Dutch person you...", "you whites don't usually...""you'll
(not) be the only woman there", "you're a citizen, I cannot...", "in your research, do
you...", "for someone who...". By means of identity ascription the speakershowed
how he or she positioned him- or herself in relation to others. Certain
identifications were made relevant to serve purposes of contrast or inclusion.
The phrasing of questions also influenced the interactional business, orthe
course of the conversation. Responses in an interview setting, a particular
categorisation or choice of words, might be coloured by, or stem from, a reaction
t o an identity category I had been alluding t o in my question, which would then be
taken up by them, advanced, or refuted by making relevant another identity. In the
transcripts of the interviews I have therefore each t i m e included the specific
phrasing of the questions during that particular interview, as well as the additional
remarks I made during the interview. With the transcripts, I sought t o represent
the 'conversation' rather than merely the given answers, as this would help me t o
remain aware of the exact context of interviewees' statements and comments
during later analysis.

As the research progressed and trust was established with people who were interviewed,
I was sometimes asked why I did not use a tape-recorder, but then chose to stick with
written notes for consistency's sake.
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As Edwards (1998:19) phrases it, "the way in which 'identity' categories
work ... is that by selecting one rather than another, speakers can perform and
manage various kinds of interactionally sensitive business, including their motives
and reasons for doing things and saying things. ...[T]he nature of relevant contexts
or 'situations' is also talk's business, being categorized, specified, or invoked, as a
way of defining and restricting the range of that relevance. ...[F]orboth persons
and situations, if they did not have to be described that way (or described at all),
then the way they are described can be examined for what it might specifically be
doing."
The next step, then, is to determine how we will examine the way
individuals and groups of people are being categorised and described, and with
what interests. According to Bourdieu (1991:220) "practical classifications are
always subordinated to practical functions and oriented towards the production of
social effects." His contextual sociological approach emphasises that everything a
person does or says is aimed at achieving effects. All decisions, actions, and speech
events, which naturally include the presentation of one's self in a given situation,
serve certain interests. Yet these interests are not always pursued consciously.
Next to the conscious pursuit of interests, people's behaviour is determined by
their position in society and the body of internalised dispositions associated with
this position.
With this, Bourdieu seems to bridge the gap between a purely
constructivist view of identity and an essentialist one. We have seen that the
dominant essentialist view has gradually lost ground to a multiple, relational,
contextual view of identity as something malleable, constantly negotiated and
constructed. Yet recent studies which try to break with, and offer a contextual and
contingent alternative to, the view of identity as an essential substance from birth
that equates culture with ethnic identity, are still faced with the prominence of
identity ascription based on these grounds in everyday situations. Baumann
(1996:4) observed among the people in the multi-ethnic neighbourhood he studied
that "all this awareness of shifting identities seemed to jar with their predilection
for instant categorization or'telling'." While his study showed that the concepts of
community, culture and identity were in practice redefined contextually, Baumann
notes that the contextually redefined application of these concepts did not mean
that the reified version of the same concepts could be written off as an irrelevancy.
'"In my culture we do,' and 'in our culture we don't' were ever-available phrases to
'explain' why people did or did not do as had been expected of them" (Baumann
1996:4). In other words, Baumann was faced with the fact that the phenomenon of
flexible identities did not deny the presence of the type of identities that were
identified as primary by essentialists. Identity ascription based on place of origin
and an equation of culture and ethnicity was used by the same people who, in
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other situations, would object t o this equation The use of one's ethnic cultural
identity could serve an interest such as t o account for certain behaviour in front of
others and generate understanding
Bourdieu views society as a market in which agents pursue certain
interests, or, struggle for'capital', partly m coalition and partly m competition with
each other He views society in economic terms, as an 'economy of practices' in
which interests which motivate practices are not reducible solely to material
interests Central t o his theory of practice are the concepts of capital, field and
habitus Bourdieu recognises that, apart from material goods, other goods t h a t
present themselves as rare and worthy of being sought after, including "fair words'
or smiles, handshakes or shrugs, compliments or attention, challenges or insults,
honor or honors, powers or pleasures", also inform cost-profit calculations, even
though not always made consciously (Brubaker 2000 96) Each form of capital
follows its own logic ofaccumulation and exercise of power, but the various forms
are mutually convertible (ibid )
Bourdieu's capital is thus understood as a range of scarce goods and
resources that lie at the heart of social relations He conceives of several basic types
which are deeply interrelated Besides economic capital, which translates in
material profit, he distinguishes between cultural, social and symbolic capital As
Conolly summarises, Bourdieu's 'cultural capital' consists mostly of legitimate
knowledge and behaviour 'Social capital' relates to resources gained through
relationships or connections with significant others, and 'symbolic capital'
"basically translates as the prestige and honour that is associated with the
acquisition of one or more o f t h e other forms of capital once it has been perceived
and recognised as legitimate by others" (Connolly 2000 124-5)
The interplay of agents' interests and positions in the struggle over a
particular form of capital can be seen as constituting afield The field, which is
easiest understood as a'field offerees', is thus determined by a particular f o r m of
capital and the relations that have developed around it There are as many fields as
forms of capital
As noted, daily practice, or, the actions, perceptions and decisions within a
particular field, is not only informed by a conscious strategy in the struggle over
resources, but to a large extent by people's internalised dispositions t o act or
behave in a certain way These behavioural dispositions are based on past
experience Bourdieu (1990 53) writes
"The conditions associated with a particular class of conditions of existence
produces habitus, systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured
structures predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles
which generate and organize practices and representations that can be
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objectively adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a con scious aiming
at ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary in orderto attain them.
Objectively 'regulated' and 'regular' without being in any way the product of
obedience to rules, they can be collectively orchestrated without being the
product of the organizing action of a conductor.
It is, of course, never ruled out that the responses of the habitus may be
accompanied by a strategic calculation tending to perform in a conscious mode
the operation that the habitus performs quite differently, namely an estimation
of chances presupposing transformation of the past effect into an expected
objective. But these responses are first defined, without any calculation, in
relation to objective potentialities, immediately inscribed in the present, things
to do or not to do, things to say or not to say, in relation to a probable,
'upcoming' future (un à venir), which ... puts itself forward with an urgency and a
claim to existence that excludes all deliberation."
People who share the same conditions of existence are found to make similar
choices in terms of what they consider the natural thing t o do or say, or the best
way to react in a certain situation. As such "the practices of the members of the
same group ... are always more and better harmonized than the agents know or
wish" (Bourdieu 1990:59) The habitus, as a "system of dispositions common t o all
products of the same conditionings" (ibid.), produces all 'reasonable', 'commonsense' behaviours which are likely to be positively sanctioned because they are
objectively adjusted t o the logic characteristic of a particular field (ibid. 1990:55-6).
The concept of habitus, then, seems t o reflect on the influence of long
term group membership on people's perceptions. It relates people's actions to their
understanding of their social world as determined by the relations between their
own group and other groups as they have developed over time. As Bourdieu
(1990:56) states, the 'unconscious' is never anything other than the forgetting of
history. The habitus is the active presence of the past, t o be understood as
"embodied history, internalized as a second nature and so forgotten as history". As
a system of dispositions common to all who have been conditioned by the same
experiences, or share the same position within afield of forces, and since members
of the same groups act in a co-ordinated way, it follows that the various positions
one may hold within a network of social relations are associated with more than
one form of habitus. The habitus is defined and constituted within particularfields
as people internalise their position within struggles over particularforms of capital.
Individuals have as many forms of habitus as the number of fields they inhabit
(Connolly 2000:125).
Within a particular field, or struggle over certain resources, the habitus
helps t o bring about a probable future, because "agents shape their aspirations
according t o concrete indices of the accessible and the inaccessible, of what is and
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is not 'for us'" (Bourdieu 1995 64) According to Bourdieu the "power relations of
the present project themselves into the future, from where they govern present
dispositions, especially those towards the future "
What people say, therefore, is strongly connected to the position they
occupy within a field of forces, where agents belonging to various groups, each
with their associated habitus, interact with one another Whether or not they are
overtly aware of it, what they say is directed towards some social effect By what
they say they negotiate their position in a field and acquire forms of 'capital',
whether these be recognition, authority, acceptance, respect or anything worth
seeking after We can hereby call to mind Maslow's theory of human motivation,
applicable to almost every aspect of individual and social life, which views people's
behaviour as guided by motivations of fulfilling needs for security, belonging,
esteem, autonomy and self-actuahsation (Maslow 1970)
Looking at the identity work taking place in the hands of the African
Catholics interviewed for this study, the aim is to acquire an understanding of
which identity is relevant, under what circumstances, and with what intention If
we apply Bourdieu's remark that practical classifications are oriented towards the
production of social effects, to the use of categorisations or labels indicative of
group membership, then we can examine the use of these labels for what they
seem to be doing in a particular context When viewing classifications in
conversations in combination with one another, we can ask whetherconsistencies
in the use of these labels tell us anything about the relations between the various
groups Are the ways in which persons or groups of persons are described at a
given time aimed at a coalition of groups or indicative of a competition between
them 7 In other words, when language is considered as an instrument in a social
process, then what do group membership identifications reveal7 Do they
reproduce or seek to transform the status quo7
With the intention to explore patterns evolving from certain consistencies
in the use of categories by members of a particular group, the approach chosen in
this study falls within what is termed 'discourse analysis'20 In their book on the interdisciplinary field of social constructionist discourse analysis, J0rgensen and Phillips state that "underlying the word 'discourse' is the general idea that language is
structured according to different patterns that people's utterances follow when
they take part in different domains of social life" (Jergensen & Phillips 2002 1)
Discourse analysis starts from the premise that "Reality is only accessible
to us through categories, so our knowledge and representations of the world are

Thus, starting from the principles of conversation analysis, the intention was to move
beyond the study of individual conversations and explore patterns common to members
of the 'group' African Catholics m various contexts
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products of our ways of categorising the world, or in discursive analytical terms,
products of discourse" (J0rgensen& Phillips 2002:5). Thinking backto Bourdieu, we
might view discourse as the choice of words common t o the members of a particu
lar group, as determined by the habitus associated with their position within a so
cial field. The fact that people's identities are 'chameleonic' and context-dependent
does not mean that the fields are not 'rule-bound and regulative'.
"Even though knowledge and identities are always contingent in principle, they
are always relatively inflexible in specific situations. Specific situations place re
strictions on the identities which an individual can assume and on the statements
which can be accepted as meaningful." (ibid. 2002:6)
Given that people have as many forms of habitus as the number of fields they in
habit, it follows that
"subjects do not become interpellated m just one subject position: different di scourses give the subject different, and possibly contradictory, positions from
which to speak." (Jorgensen & Phillips 2002:17)
In addition, the meanings attached t o the words used by people within different
discourses may vary from discourse t o discourse. In line with the view of language
as an instrument in a social process, Jorgensen and Phillips (2002:5) notethat "Dis
course is a form of social action that plays a part in producing the social world - in
cluding knowledge, identities and social relations - and thereby in maintaining
specific social patterns." They suggest that "The maintenance and transformation
of the patterns should therefore be explored through analysis of the specific con
texts in which language is in action." (ibid. 2002:12)
This provides the theoretical and methodical framework for theanalysis of
the research material, as outlined in more detail in section 1.7. In brief, lists were
made of the instances of identity categorisation found in the interviews. For each
instance, several aspects were determined. These were: whether the categorisa
tion was religious or ethnic in nature, orfell under a gender, age or socio-economic
denominator; whether the interviewee contrasted this identity with another; the
context in which the ascription of an identity took place; and finally, what interest
was served by using this particular label in this particular context. After systemati
cally examining the instances of identity ascription in each interview this way,
these can be compared. Tendencies can be discerned concerning the more promi
nent identifications used by people in a particular parish t o refertothemselvesand
others and how this reflects the relations with other groups, both in and outside
the parish.
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Generally there are variations in the amount of attention paid to the
demarcation between a group and a variety of other groups. The question whether
a relation exists between similarity of, and demarcation between groups, has been
investigated by Snoek (1995:66), who concluded that
"if a group has the wish to distinguish itself from another group, then ...
demarcation increases with increasing (objective) similarity ... but ... when
(especially perceived) similarity approaches identity, demarcation sharply drops
to zero"
In other words, members of a group may be found emphasising the differences
between themselves and members of another group particularly where, t o an
outsider, the t w o groups seem similar. On the other hand, members of a group will
cease t o focus on the differences once they identify with members of the other
group on the basis of a shared identity. In that case, they will stress the similarities.
Yet in terms of attention given t o differences, these may also receive less
attention when, for one group of people, the difference between their and other
groups is very obvious, and simply does not seem worth mentioning. When
members do happen t o define their own group in such cases, they may resort to
statements of widely different content, which indicates how little they are in fact
concerned with defining themselves as opposed t o others (Snoek 1995:57).
According t o Snoek, who hereby bases himself on group dynamics, intergroup
conflict is caused by competition among groups over limited resources. Many
groups, including religious ones, compete for members, whereby the chance of
losing a member t o another group is greater when differences to that other group
are smaller (Snoek 1995:54). He further notes that by praising their own group
more than others, people bolster their own self-esteem.
Some of these insights from group dynamics may help to interpret the
data particularly at the stage where patterns and tendencies can be discerned. On
the whole however, the framework for the perspective on identity taken for
studying the experiences of African Catholics in the Netherlands is provided
primarily by discourse analysis. This incorporates the micro- and macrosociological perspectives (Fairclough 1992) as presented by Antaki and
Widdicombe's conversation analytical perspective on identity, and Bourdieu's
theory of practice, respectively. Fairclough shows discourse analysis to draw on a
combination of three levels of analysis. These are the analysis of linguistic practice
(e.g. the vocabulary and grammar of the 'text'), discursive practice (e.g. the
production, distribution and consumption of text) and social practice (e.g. the
socio-cognitive effects of texts). The study of discursive practice, then, involves the
interaction between the other t w o , between text and context.
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Thus, through comparison of the way group membership identifications
are used by interviewees who share certain circumstances and differ in other ones,
the present study aims t o gain insight into African Catholics' position within
various social fields. Starting from analysis of the use of identifications, as applied
to the self and to others in the hands of individuals, this research seeks, ultimately,
to bring these together t o see where certain uses are common to the members of a
particular group, representing a common discursive practice, view or outlook.
1.4

Research strategy

In terms of the research strategy, this study can be defined as comparative case
study, incorporating elements of the grounded theory approach. As the aim is t o
grasp how people see themselves, the choice was made for qualitative research. In
examining how people experience their identity and perceive themselves in relation
t o their environment, in-depth interviews and open questions seem more suitable
than questionnaires with multiple choice answers. The difficulty with survey
research is always the interpretation of the results. In October 2003 the magazine
New Scientist published the first results of the World Values Survey, in which
respondents in seventy different countries answered the same multiple choice
questions. According t o this survey the happiest people in the world, who werethe
most satisfied with their lives, were Nigerians. 2 1 Many wondered how this was
possible in a country where 65 percent of the population lived below the poverty
line. Possibly this outcome resulted from the fact that Nigerians who filled out the
questionnaires displayed a strong tendency t o opt for the extreme answers in
responding to questions requiring a choice between answers ranging f r o m Very
satisfied' t o 'moderately satisfied' t o 'very dissatisfied'. Other speculations
concerning the survey results include the role played by Nigerian optimism and
hope of seeing their circumstance improve, encouraged by a steadfast faith in God
or Allah. There is also the possibility that the questionnaires were distributed
among a non-representative segment of the population. 2 2
While the interpretation of survey results in quantitative research often
requires clarification of the meaning attributed t o answers filled out by
respondents, qualitative research devotes more attention t o the meaning of the
answers provided by respondents. Whereas broad surveys want t o draw
conclusions that depend as little as possible on specific, local circumstances
(Verschuren & Doorewaard 1999:145), it is the intention of the present research
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Internationale Samenwerking, November 2003, "Nigerianen zielsgelukkig" by Gerbert
van derAa.
Ibid.
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project to take into account precisely these effects of specific local circumstance on
the way people speak about themselves and others An aim to lay bare tendencies
and the views underlying similarities and differences is often served by the
qualitative grounded theory approach (Strauss & Corbm 1990) It is a strategy that
is often used to gam insight in situations where only a minimum of prior knowledge
is available In grounded theory research the researcher engages continuously in a
comparison of empirical data and theoretical concepts In grounded theory
research they usually do not start at the onset with a detailed theory or hypothesis
which is subsequently tested A theory materialises slowly but surely in the course
of the research project The researcher maintains an open mind, also called
'theoretical sensitivity' to all the impressions involved while studying research data
and relevant literature In the social sciences this attitude is known as a
'hermeneutical' or ^verstehende' attitude, which emphasises the aim of acquiring
insight into tendencies and developing an understanding of the meaning of data
(Verschuren & Doorewaard 1999 171)
The most prominent technique in grounded theory research is continuous
comparison (ibid 172) This involves a comparison of observations and findings
with other observations made in the same research project, or those previously
described by others These are called primary and secondary empirical comparison
respectively In this study primary empirical comparison takes place between
several case studies made of different church situations The research data
available from Maaskant's study of African Catholics in Rotterdam (1999) provide a
source for secondary empirical comparison
The method of continuous comparison used in grounded theory research
further includes primary and secondary theoretical comparison (Verschuren &
Doorewaard 1999 172) In the first case, the researcher compares her observations
and findings to a first analysis of previous findings, the theoretical insights
developed on the basis of earlier observations Secondary theoretical comparison
involves the comparison of one's own findings with theories formulated by other
researchers In the present study this type of comparison comes into play where I
compare the findings, with respect to the labels or identifications used by
interviewees, to Ter Haar's theory The case studies explore the extentto which her
conclusion that African Christians in the Netherlands identify themselves first and
foremost as Christians, and only secondly as Africans or African Christians, applies
to African Catholics in the Netherlands This research thus seeks to build on,
modify or extend the existing theory
Where the researcher seeks to obtain an overall picture of a complex
situation, the grounded theory approach can help to achieve this The advantage
of this approach is that the theory developed, despite its abstraction, will still be
recognisable forthe people referred to in this theory (ibid 1999 178) Ratherthan
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testing hypotheses formulated in words and concepts applied to the situation by
the researcher from without, qualitative research attaches much importance to the
discovery of terms used by members of the research group and the associated
meanings and applications Face-to-face interviews conducted with an interview
guide consisting of open questions leave room for issues addressed by the
interviewees themselves, as well as for expressions used by them to describe their
experience of their social world The interviewer is seeking the interviewees'
perspectives rather than merely seeking confirmation of her own categorisation of
themes Besides interviews, additional data and insights were gathered by means
of participant observation and informal conversations in the various churches
As outlined in the theoretical framework the choice was made for a
contextual approach to the study of identity In order to discoverthe way in which
African Catholics perceive and position themselves within the Catholic community
and Dutch society, I will take a closer look at the way they identify themselves and
others m a number of contexts Here the research strategy relies on case studies
To be precise, it can be typified as a comparative case study following the hierarchic
method (Verschuren & Doorewaard 1999 166-7) The case study refers to a
thorough examination of a complex case It represents "a type of research during
which the researcher tries to gam a profound insight into one or several objects or
processes that are restricted in time and space" (ibid 1999 163) According to
Wester and Peters (2004 37) the function of a case study can be to test a
theoretical generalisation using specific cases, exploring exceptions to the rule,
illustrating or expanding the theory In a comparative case study, instead of a
single case, several interrelated cases are studied and compared The hierarchic
method implies that first of alia number of cases is studied as if they representa
series of separate single case studies As they are nevertheless described and
analysed according to a similar pattern, it becomes possible later on to perform a
comparative analysis of the coherent body of all cases studied, regarding the
similarities and differences between the various cases
In the present study the individual cases examine the experience of identity
by people who have chosen a particular church as their place of worship Three
churches will be examined in greater detail Comparison of the cases will draw
attention to the relationship between church context and identity, and help ussee
what type of relation, if any, exists between integration in society and integration
m the church
1.5

Groups studied

African Catholics in the Netherlands constitute a highly diverse group, which
includes Catholics from all parts of the continent, as well as the island groups such
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as Cape Verde and Mauritius Apart from the different countries of origin and
different languages spoken, the number of years spent in the Netherlands varies
While some have just arrived, others have lived here for one or t w o decades and
raised their children here ^ T h e motives of migration for these African Catholics
and the position they occupy in Dutch society also vary While some are
businessmen and diplomats with their families, others are students, refugees,
asylum seekers or economic immigrants trying t o improve their existence
handicapped by their illegal status Finally, the research group isdiverse in terms of
the choices they have made with respect t o church affiliation Apart from in the
various territorial 2 '' and immigrant parishes, African Catholics can be found in
Protestant churches under African, Surinamese, American or Dutch leadership
A choice had t o be made pertaining t o the groups of people that would be
concentrated on in this study I chose t o approach f r o m the angle of church
affiliation Rather than divide groups on the basis of country of origin or socioeconomic position occupied here in the Netherlands, the starting point was
deemed best t o be a number of churches that corresponded t o different stepson a
scale between assimilation, integration and segregation (shown below in Figure
11) In each church fifteen African Catholics were interviewed, in order t o discern
patterns as t o what those choosing a particular form of church have m common Is
it that they have all arrived fairly recently in the Netherlands or, on the contrary,
have they been domiciled here for some years 7 Do they share a similar purpose for
staying in the Netherlands' Does ethnicity influence the choice of a particular
church, or are there perhaps other patterns 7 This way the division according to
national, regional or ethnic origin will receive attention where it appears relevant to
African Catholics as a factor of significance in church affiliation, community
building and their social networks
The information that was available at the outset of the project was based
on a pilot study by Judith Maaskant (1999), carried out in regard of this present
project She looked at what African Catholics in Rotterdam expected of the
Catholic Church She concluded that there was a need for masses in English and
French Rather than desiring mass conducted in an African style, respondents
indicated they preferred to be part of an international community, where people
from different countries and continents worship together Herfindings were based
on the situation in Rotterdam, where masses in English and French were
unavailable at the time and African Catholics had the option either to go t o the
Due to the young age of the second generation the interviews were limited to members
of the first generation
Another way to describe 'territorial' parishes would be to refer to them as 'local' or
'neighbourhood' parishes The communities they serve are defined by locality of habitation
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Dutch language services in a Catholic church o r t o worship in English in one of the
Protestant churches, and I wondered to what extent these answers were inspired
by modesty. What would be the response of people who are in the situation where
they do have a Catholic mass in English and French and even an African Catholic
community? Where would they prefer t o go and what would this tell us about their
religious and ethnic identities?
Maaskant (1999:26) introduced a scale concerning the role of identity in
church affiliation, thereby distinguishing three possibilities. At the one end of the
scale we find complete retention o f t h e i r ' o w n ' i r e a d : ethnic, cultural) identity in an
autonomous immigrant parish with their 'own' priest and 'own' liturgy. The other
extreme consists of giving up their 'own' identity by dissolving into an existing
Dutch parish without any contribution of their own. In the middle of this scale is
integration with the retention of their 'own' identity.
In line with the research questions these options can be reformulated as
follows.
Figure 1.1 Options of church affiliation placed along integrative
Assimilation
I
I
Dutch
territorial
parish

Integration with retention of cultural identity

Dutch territorial
parish with more
Africans

I
English, French or
Portuguese-speaking
immigrant parish

African
parish

St Agnes

Our Saviour

All Saints

-

-

continuum
Segregation
I
I
non-Catholic church
under African
leadership

This scale outlines the various types of churches where African Catholics worship.
The terms assimilation and segregation here refer t o assimilation with and
segregation f r o m Dutch and other Catholics, at least within the scope of the
Sunday service. From left to right there is an increasing incorporation of African
elements in the mode of worship. The number of fellow-Africans among the people
one worships with in the church also increases. At the extreme right we find a
situation whereby the common ground is no longer the Catholic faith but rather
the fact that the congregation consists of Christians from the same country of
origin. Included are African Instituted Churches and Evangelical and Pentecostal
churches with an African pastor where African Christians form the majority of
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worsh ippers. Not represented in the scale are those who have ceased to attend any
church but who rather practice their faith in the privacy of their homes. 25
Taking the various church types represented on the scale as a point of
departure, the focus is on how people in the various church contexts perceive and
position themselves in relation t o others. What self-identifications feature most
prominently in each of these contexts? What is the relationship between
integration in a church and integration into society in general? Does a successful
integration into Dutch society correspond with the choice fora Dutch church, ordo
people, as is often suggested within the context of the Catholic immigrant
parishes, feel the need to "be themselves one day in the week"? (Wijsen 2003)
A majority of Africans in the Netherlands lives in one of the three major
cities, Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague. 26 While Maaskant's findings
centred on Rotterdam, in the present study three cases were singled out in
Amsterdam and The Hague. Looking at the scale presented above, Maaskant's
research in Rotterdam represents the choice between the two extremes of the
scale. Although Rotterdam has a thriving Portuguese-speaking parish, dominated
by believers from Cape Verde, who attend in great numbers, this parish was not
included in Maaskant's research. She talked t o individuals who attended Catholic
mass in Dutch, who went to Protestant church services in English or French or had
ceased going t o church on a regular basis. After publication of herreport, however,
monthly masses in English and French were established for African Catholics in
Rotterdam.

25

2

On the continuum this option might be positioned on the very left, if we were to interpret it as 'assimilation' to a common 'church affiliation pattern' in Dutch society,
whereby many Christian adherents are non-churchgoing.
In an earlier stage the idea had been to compare two common affiliation options in each
of these three cities. That is, to compare the discourse of those who individually attended mass in Dutch-speaking territorial parishes in which few to no other Africans
were present on the one hand and those who attended English-speaking non-Catholic
church services on the other in Rotterdam. The comparison in Amsterdam would have
involved the discourse of those who belonged to the English-speaking international parish the Blessed Trinity and to the African immigrant parish All Saints respectively. The
comparison in The Hague would have involved African Catholics who had chosen as their
place of worship the Dutch-speaking territorial parish St. Agnes, which attracted a fair
number of Africans, and those affiliated to the English-speaking international parish Our
Saviour. This idea was based on the most common options of church affiliation of African Catholics in the cities. However, soon after publication of Maaskant's report the options in Rotterdam were extended with English and French masses. The Hague also soon
witnessed the origination of an African community m addition to existing options.
Rather than extend the comparisons it was deemed sufficient to limit the case studies to
three church types with attention for how these related to the other affiliation choices.
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A t t h e beginning of the present research the only existing Catholic church,
established specifically t o meet the needs of African Catholics, was All Saints,
Amsterdam, also known as Africa House. While pastoral activities reached a variety
of nationalities, the Sunday mass of this church attracted particularly Ghanaians
and Nigerians. As Africans organising their own Catholic community had been
absent from Maaskant's study, it was important to include the views of these
people in my research. Also, a study concerning the identity of African Catholics
had t o include some of the places most commonly associated with this group. The
parishes selected therefore all represented well-known places of worship for
African Catholics, common options where they could be found in relatively greater
numbers. 2 7
As such, a comparison was made between the experiences and
expectations of people in three different churches or church types: the discourse of
Africans in a Dutch-speaking territorial parish, an English-speaking international
(intercontinental) immigrant church and an (English-speaking) African immigrant
church respectively. Although at present The Hague has both an English-speaking
and a French-speaking African Catholic community, 2 8 these were only established
in 2001. 2 9 The African parish selected for a case study was the All Saints Catholic
Church, also known as the 'Africa-House' in Amsterdam, which came into being in
the mid-eighties. Two further case studies based in The Hague centred on the
African Catholics who had chosen St. Agnes, a Dutch territorial parish, as their
place of worship, and on those who were affiliated with the English Speaking
International Roman Catholic Parish of The Hague, the Church of Our Saviour, an
immigrant parish.
While the churches selected are situated in the middle of the scale range,
people's experiences with the other church situations still received attention. I
interviewed worshippers in these three parishes who had had experience with
other churches, from Dutch territorial parishes t o Ghanaian and Nigerian
27

For instance, their visibility as locations of worship for African Catholics is confirmed by
the fact that two of the three case study churches (St. Agnes and All Saints) are de
scribed in Fr. Paulus J. van Wmden's theological MA-thesis on possibilities for African inculturation (2005).
The communities of English-and French-speaking African Catholics (that are part of the
St. Willibrord parish) would later take the name St. Charles Lwanga African Catholic
community. The English speaking African Catholics started with Sunday services in the
St. Joseph chapel in 2001. They later temporarily moved to the location of the St. Agnes
church in the Beeklaan and subsequently found long-term accommodation in a church
building in the Brandtstraat. Cf. also Castillo Guerra et al. 2006: 67-69 and 70-73
29
Therefore these communities had not even come into existence at the time of making
the initial selection m terms of the groups that would be studied more closely for the re
search at hand.
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Pentecostal churches Also, a number of African Catholics were interviewed from
outside the case studies 30
Other considerations guiding the choice for the three case studies included
the researcher's own language ability Due to the choice of a Dutch- and two
English-speaking parishes, French-speaking Catholics received less attention than
English-speaking Catholics
In this study, the selected Catholic churches in Amsterdam and The Hague
were visited between 20 and 30 times, and 15 people per church were interviewed
I η the selection of the interviewees, the composition of African Catholics coming to
the parish for Sunday service was taken into account For instance, m parishes
where African women made up a third of the African population in the parish, five
out of fifteen interviewees were women Also, both new and established members
were interviewed Another factor in the selection of interviewees was the
willingness to participate and be interviewed Initially my contacts m a parish
centred on the people who stayed on after mass, to drink a cup of tea or coffee
and/or interact with each other
Some of the earlier contacts covered several years and were maintained
while I was interviewing members of the next case study churches During this
period I witnessed changes in the lives of the interviewees ranging from change of
address, change of job, changing language ability, change of church affiliation, or
change of denomination Otherchanges included change of legal resident status,
from undocumented to documented residents of the Netherlands, as well as the
reverse A considerable portion of the research group was living a life in the
margins of society, facing the harsh realities of eviction from their homes, arrest
and incarceration by the police searching for'illegal aliens', possible deportation to
their country of origin, police raids m the workplace, lack of required documents to
keep themselves in employment through the job agencies, and all the stresses
accompanying these
Apart from the variety in characteristics between individuals, it is also
important to note that these individuals could switch between categories over
time In the struggle to secure a degree of stability, the lines of demarcation
between student status, political refugee seeking asylum and illegal economic
immigrant, become blurred
African immigrants m Europe not only constitute a very diverse group but
also a group characterised by a high degree of mobility The interviewees seemed
Eleven African parishioners of the English speaking parish of the Blessed Trinity m Am
sterdam were interviewed, five African Catholics in Rotterdam who attended Dutch par
ishes and/or the 'new' English mass (offered from 2000), and several others in The Hague
who had either ceased going to church, visited non-Catholic churches, or attended the
African mass
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to reflect this characteristic The fact that some had only mobile phones and no
landlme corresponded to the high mobility in their lives, but facilitated a
continuation of communication During the research period some interviewees
moved to other cities, and even other countries In a few cases contact continued
by means of e-mail with people who had moved to Cameroon, the United States
and Spam
1.6

Data collection

The findings of this research derive from material gained through interviews with
African Catholics and pastors, church observations, academic literature, parish
publications, and informal conversations Interviews were conducted with a total of
65 African Catholics using an interview guide consisting of a number of open
questions (Appendix A) These could be asked in variable order Initially the guide
consisted of a topic list and the questions asked varied This was to facilitate
'natural' conversation and to give room to what was considered important by the
interviewees In the course of the first ten interviews the guide developed into a
more permanent set of questions for all the interviewees, in order to enhance the
comparability of the collected data The specific order in which the same questions
were asked remained flexible, as did the extent of attention and detail per
question, depending on interviewees' answers and as to whether these raised
additional topics of interest
During the first year I visited nineteen churches that attracted African
Christians, including African Catholics I attended most of their Sunday services
once ortwice and spoke with the pastors Eleven of these were Catholic churches
four Dutch-speaking, four English-speaking, two French-speaking and one a
Portuguese-speaking Catholic community Four others were evangelical churches
Two were attended primarily by Congolese, Angolans and Cameroonians, and two
attracted mostly Nigerians Four others attracted a more varied congregation
including Surinamese, Dutch and Africans
Most of the interviews took place at interviewees' homes Afewtook place
on the church premises, after service In a few other cases I met with interviewees
in cafes, friends' places, their places of work, and African shops Many of these
shops function as social meeting points and have informal roomsatthe back where
people relax or socialise over a drink, pepper soup, or African meal
Sometimes I interacted with interviewees and other African Catholics at
public occasions Besides the in-depth interviews a portion of the data for this
study, then, derives from participant observation in the social and cultural life of
African communities in Amsterdam and The Hague I attended Afncan community
events such as the end of year parties of some of the cultural associations, informal
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social events such as birthday celebrations, dinners in African homes, and meetings
of various church groups, launchmgs of gospel CD's by African artists, a Euroconvention of a church, and joint celebrations of holidays by various churches
Other events attended included parties organised on the occasion of baptism,
confirmation and marriage as well as, for instance, the celebration of 300-years
Ghana-Netherlands relations in the congress centre and museum and the
anniversary of an African magazine published in the Netherlands
Interacting over time with the parishioners beforehand often proved
helpful, and conducive to the interview, since many of them did not have a secure
status in the Netherlands It therefore was important to remove possible feelings of
insecurity pertaining to the use of the material and establish clarity on the purpose
of the interview
The data collected were used for different purposes The interview reports
provided the mam body on which analysis was performed with respect to the use of
various identity categorisations Information from informal conversations merely
served to provide a frame of reference for the interview material In other words,
these conversations provided occasions to witness the use of identity categories in
everyday conversation The observational notes on church services served to
describe the church context, and were used in the introductory parts of the
chapters on the churches Other information gathered while attending the various
social functions and occasions was mostly not recorded in notes, yet it gave mean
impression of the social networks at hand, and an impression of consistency or
variety in discourse Speeches delivered by African Catholics at a conference on
African Catholics in the Netherlands (organised by Missio, October 2001) provided
an additional opportunity for comparison
In addition to these first-hand data, I had access to the twenty-one interview reports from Maaskant's pilot research in Rotterdam (1999) Sixteen of these
were with Catholics Student theses by Hehenkamp (2003) and Krabbenborg
(1995) also contained six and two interviews with African Catholics respectively As
Hehenkamp had interviewed six people in the All Saints Church, this provided a
useful check on the information gathered through my own interviews in the same
location In terms of literature, Maaskant's study and these student theses were
the only sources on African Catholics in the Netherlands The literature used to familiarise myself with the subject matter consisted of publications on community
building among African immigrants m the Netherlands (Van Kessel & Teilegen
2000), and research carried out in African churches of a Pentecostal and Evangelical nature (Ter Haar 1995 etc, Van Dijk 2000)
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Method of analysis

The method I applied t o systematically study and analyse the (multiple) identities
and social positioning in the three case studies takes into accountthe various social
relations in which the African Catholics were engaged, group-wise. In the analysis
of the interview material, therefore, I not only paid attention to the content of the
answers, but also took a special interest in the way people formulated theirexperiences (discourse). I was interested in how they categorised their social surround
ings, or, the various actors/parties involved, and what the used identifications of
self and others indicated in terms of their positioning.
Before I outline the steps followed in the analysis of the interview material in
more detail below, having a closer look at some of my early observations notes will
be a good introduction t o the chosen method. These notes, taken after I attended
a get-together organised by the prayer group in St. Agnes 3 1 , give a useful impres
sion of how identity works in practice. They show the complexity of identity, that
is, the constant interaction between context and relevant identity, whereby the
context consists of a web of social interactions taking place between the persons in
question and various other groups of individuals. This web covers actual interac
tions, in the present, between members of groups present atthe location where al
lusions to group membership, or, group categorisations, are made, as well as past
interactions which have become part of the speaker's experience, or of the experi
ence of the group the speaker belongs t o . In other words, the context in which an
identity is made relevant may be an actual circumstance (representatives of the dif
ferent 'groups' alluded t o are present), as well as remembered circumstance, in
which case reference t o group membership is made in the absence of the represen
tatives of the groups alluded to, based on past experiences. Therefore, context is
provided both by location and presence, and by a body of experience, either per
sonal or group experience, organised in the mind.
A Christmas get-together
Outside thick snowflakes whirl from the sky - the first snow of the year. It is the
24th of December. I've been invited to attend a 'get-together organised by the
prayer group' by two of its members. As I arrive around three o'clock in the after
noon, the people present, some of whom are still talking with each other in the
halls and doorways of the parish house, arejust abouttaking their seats. The gettogethertakes place in the meeting-room of the parish house, a room with a beau-
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Sunday 24 December 2000. The prayer group is also referred to as Catholic Prayer Meet
ing or CPM.
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tiful wooden mosaic floor and a view to the garden. The monthly prayer meeting
takes place here as well.
A big long table has been created by joining a number of smaller tables.
Three green bottles of palm wine, bottles and cans of various beers (Guinness stout,
Star, Hemeken), bowls filled with fruit (apples, bananas and tangerines), soft drinks
and malt, a bottle of sparkling cider and paper napkins are placed at the middle of
the table, together forming a perfectly straight line. It looks as if the table has been
dressed with nearly mathematical precision, perhaps by someone with a predilection for the number three. At another table facing the wall there are three huge pink
plastic thermal boxes containing food (Jolofnce and fried chicken) with disposable
plastic plates and cups, the type with an ear.
Around the table 22 men are gathered, aged mostly in theirthirties and late
twenties, some m their forties and fifties. Most of them are Igbo, from the eastern
part of Nigeria, with the exception of five or six others who are from Ghana or the
Edo-State in Nigeria. A cassette player carries music into the room; cheerful music
with lyrics in Igbo, in high-life style, and serene Christian songs. I take a seat nextto
a young man wearing a cap and to my right is the only person who wears 'native', a
long shiny white and blue dress. The others are all dressed in casual western clothing, long-sleeved shirts and trousers, and sweaters fitting the time of year.Then
another man wearing a Nigerian dress enters the room. He is addressed as the chief
and he is wearing the okpu-ozo, i.e. the traditional red cap of the Igbo that is worn
by titled men, and a big cream-coloured agbada, or, 'flowing gown'32 made of luxurious brocade lace. Around his neck are three chains of big, orange coloured, square
beads, while he wears three bracelets of the same beads around each wrist. In his
right hand he carries a 'swish', a hairy cow tail with long light-coloured hair. His arrival is welcomed with enthusiasm. As everybody is seated the bottle of sparkling
cider is passed round for everyone to take a bit of it into a plastic cup.
The chief will deliver a speech. Since he is a chief, it is announced he will not
speak m English. "A chief doesn't speak English. But for those who do not understand Igbo, a translation shall be given after the chief has spoken. The chief will
pour libation." The chief asks to be handed a bottle of whiskey and stands up to
speak. He calmly waves the swish. When he commences his speech, he explains
once more that he will not speak m English. Before he continues in Igbo, taking a
look at the floor, he says: "I will pour libation to our Dutch ancestors here." This
statement evokes laughter. Someone who sits at the other end of the table calls
out: "We bring them from Africa [our ancestors]. They have come with us!" The
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The agbada is a dress consisting of a knee-length, long-sleeved dress over a pair of trousers of the same fabric, with an even longer wide-armed dress on top, which reaches to
the ankles and which can alternatively be worn either with the sleeves hanging to the
floor from the wrist, or the sleeves folded and elegantly draped on the shoulders. It is
worn by men with authority such as chiefs and political leaders, and is also called a flowing gown'or'one-thousand-five-hundred'. This last name embodies the idea of'one on
top of another'.
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person sitting to my left tells me m a dry tone of voice: "I don't believe in spirits". He
will later say to me: "I am a Pentecostal". He came to the get-together with a friend
and normally worships at Capitol, the Evangelical church run by the Maasbach family, located within walking distance of St. Agnes. Another member of the prayer
meeting has also brought two Pentecostal friends, who will leave m the course of
the get-together m order to attend another meeting at their own church m the
same Beeklaan, Victory Outreach International.
Accompanied by laughter the chief pours some of the whiskey m a plastic
cup. While he holds the cup m his hand he gives a speech which lasts at least ten
minutes. Time and again his words make the audience laugh. Then he pours some
of the drink from the cup onto the wooden mosaic floor in three waving movements. Again people laugh cheerfully.
At that point the church's administrator enters the room. He expresses his
delight to find so many people present. He is offered a chair next to the chief, who
is now seated. The president of the African community m St. Agnes, a Ghanaian
who also serves at the altar regularly as an acolyte, rises to speak to those present
and to direct a word of welcome to the administrator. ("I have invited the priest to
come. He is the priest of this church and of all this area." And to the administrator
he says: "You are welcome. As you can see we like to come together to celebrate
Christmas.") Then the secretary of the CPM stands up to address the administrator.
Nearly sounding apologetic he explains to him that this is not the way Christmas is
celebrated m Africa, where they are with all their brothers and sisters. Now they
have come here just to spend some time together. He adds that some of the people
present have been at the church doors this morning, only to find out then that due
to the upcoming night mass that evening there was no morning mass today.
The administrator says he is happy to find so many people present, thatthey
are really part of the parish and thatthey are always welcome to make their presence felt, for instance by means of music and dance. Someone sitting close to him
replies: "Yes, but we have the African week..." It sounds as if on the one hand he
seeks to remind the priest that they are already making a contribution, and on the
other hand almost as if that is enough, one week per year.
Then the chairman reads a letter to the gathering. It is very quiet while he
reads. It is a letter from the Catholic Prayer Ministry of Father Edeh. As it turns out,
Fr. Edeh is now a professor at Madonna University in Anambra State, Nigeria,
which he has helped to found. Next year July he will be coming to the Netherlands.
The chairman expresses the hope that the Prayer Ministry will present itself well.
"Show him we have grown," he says, "In Amsterdam they are bigger than us. In
Rotterdam too. We have to show that we have more than a few people."
When he sits down there is a bit of a buzz. I ask him if he will still give the
promised translation of the chief's words. He rises again and says: "Before the chief
began I said that I would translate what the chief has said". From the other end of
the long table someone calls out: "Make it a summary". The chairman begins:
"Some of what he said cannot be translated," (Laughter from the table), "but I will
summarise some of what he said. He prayed: May God continue to guide us. We
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welcomed the Whiteman and the Whiteman should also welcome us1 (Laughter) Is
that not what he said7 He prayed that God may provide us with jobs May he provide those who don't have wives with wives and those who want children with chi Idren. And may he keep us righteous."
The priest stays just briefly. After the translation of the chief's words he
leaves, noting he still has to prepare for tonight's mass. When he has left the Ghanaian president says. "You heard the father said they want us to participate. We are
part of the parish, we are welcome. It is like that here. We asked for this place, no
problem. He gave me the key right away." Later the priest returns to hand over a
Christmas card, sent by the bishop of Rotterdam, addressed to De Afrikaanse gemeenschap, St. Agnes (The African community). This card is passed roundthetable
for everyone to read. The Ghanaian president says: "You see, the bishop appreciates us."
Then itistimeforfood. One by one everyone helps himself tojolofnce and
fried chicken, which is taken with palm wine, beer or a soft drink. Nowthere is more
room for everyone to talk with each other and more interactions between everyone
at the table, m a cordial atmosphere. After some time a few more speeches follow,
by the secretary and the chairman, to thank those present for coming. The chairman notes: "Next year we will invite Amsterdam, so we will have about hundred
people, but then we will also have to make contributions to finance it." The secretary tells me he is sorry I was the only woman present today, but that I should know
that the food was prepared by a woman who was unable to attend, and that they
have three female members in the prayer group.
The chief is also thanked, but it is agreed that next year he will have to be
picked up by car. Now he has come by public transport, which is not ideal given the
clothes he is wearing. Someone makes a joke about the chief's attire, saying, "With
his red cap he does not need a passport." It is obvious where he comes from. Another says, "Should we all start to wear that then'"
The CPM chairman brings out three books with hymns. But since these are
not enough for 22 men to read from together, they have a regular member of the
prayer meetings sing the song first. "I am happy I started with Jesus. O-oh Jesus,
Jesus never fails..." Different men now initiate various songs. Most songs are about
Mary but there is also a more worldly song, m Pidgin English, which receives loud
support "I no go suffer. Make me no suffer..."
After the get-together some of the men went t o an African shop across the street
to pass the time until the evening mass. Like other African shops, this shop constituted a popular social meeting point. Others parted ways after deliberating with
one another their plans for the evening. Some discussed meeting up with each
o t h e r t o continue Christmas celebrations after the evening services in their respective churches. 33

The situation of friends attending the evening service m different churches and waiting
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The notes include references t o a number of social relations. On the one
hand, there were remarks pertaining t o their position in the parish. More specifically, to the fact that they were welcome, treated as part of the parish, and asked
t o make an 'African' contribution (rhythmical, cultural, edible). Secondly, remarks
were made pertaining t o their position in Dutch society - with reference to the present (matters of immigration/documentation); t o the historical past (relations between past generations); and with respect t o the place and/or shape of certain traditions after migration. Thirdly, some of the remarks pointed t o relations with
Catholics in other cities, the bishop of Rotterdam, and a Prayer Ministry in Nigeria.
All these remarks involved a "we/us/our". Yet the exact boundaries of who were included in the " w e " were not constant. They shifted between for instance all who
were present, in their capacity as immigrants from Africa; the African parishioners
of St. Agnes; and the members of the prayer group in St. Agnes.
Besides the identity categorisations that were mentioned in the speeches,
the observation notes also included what was n o i mentioned by the public speakers. For instance information on the nationality of the people present derived from
un-related previous conversations. And information on the church affiliation of the
invited friends was gained in personal conversation, ratherthan that it featured in
the speeches. Except for the fact that the words of the chief had t o be translated
for those who did not understand Igbo, no other reference was made t o the variations in ethnicity of those present. And for instance in relation t o me, the secretary
expressed his regrets that I was the only woman present, but nothing was said pertaining to my colour or nationality.
The organisation of the get-together 34 and the marked presence of the Igbo
chief were consistent with the fact that the Igbo constituted the majority of African

for each other in the street afterwards, is not uncommon in an African setting (Personal
observation New Year's eve in Lagos 1995). While the Dutch churches do not have a tradition of church services on New-Year's eve, some African-initiated churches in the
Netherlands do have such services. In St. Agnes the morning service on the ist of January was visited to a proportionally large degree by Africans. Whereas they made up 10
percent of the parishioners present on ordinary Sundays, on New-Year's day this was
more than 50 percent (1-1-2002 on a total of about 110 people). In 2007 they averaged 5
percent on ordinary Sundays and 20 percent on 1-1-2008.
3
* The structure of the gathering, with full attention directed at successive speeches, and
set times for food and drinks and social interaction as part of the program, also reflected
the Igbo structure of parties. For instance parties of people from the south western part
of Nigeria, the Yoruba, tend to be characterized by music, dance, social interaction, serving of food and an occasional speech blended together simultaneously or in combination. The Igbo, who are from the south eastern part of Nigeria, tend to structure their
parties by creating time for the various elements one after the other. At the time of my
observation of the get-together I did not quite know how to interpret the perfect silence
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Catholics who worshipped at St Agnes 35 Apart from the administrator and myself,
the invited people present all came from the same country and region as the individual prayer group members who invited them This showed that in their friendship networks, shared ethnic background was possibly a powerful factor 3 6 Several
of the invited friends belonged t o denominations other than the Catholic faith
My aim in presenting the notes from the get-together is not to enter into a
deeper analysis o f t h e contents here Thevanousrelationshipsthatwerealludedto
will be discussed in detail in the next chapter which contains the full case study of
St Agnes Rather, the notes serve as a point of reference to outline, at the methodical level, how I worked with the collected materials Both field notes and interviews naturally were full of instances whereby speakers switched between various relational contexts My observation notes, mostly of church visits, provided the
background information t o interpret the interview material The detailed systematic analytical method was principally applied on the interview material - not the
field notes After all, the interview notes were a reliable reflection of original phrasmgs and literal choice of words, whereas the field notes, usually taken in the hours
following participant observation, were subject t o memory
The interview material was analysed following Bourdieu's perspective on
human action, previously outlined in the theoretical framework ( i 3) The identity
categorisations used by interviewees were viewed in terms o f t h e interests served
by their use First, all interviews were 'scanned' for identity labels This scanning
was done manually Reading each interview I listed all references to persons and
groups of persons used by the interviewee in the course o f t h e conversation, in order of appearance For instance, from the quotes in the above text I would subsequently list 'a chief, 'those who do not understand Igbo', 'the chief, 'our Dutch
ancestors', 'we bring them from Africa' (people who bring their ancestors/immigrants who bring their heritage), 'I (someone who) do(es)n't believe in
spirits', '(I am) a Pentecostal', 'the priest', 'the Catholic Prayer Ministry', 'Father
during some ofthe speeches However, as I attended more get-togethers and parties
hosted by Igbo people, I realized the silence was an expected and natural part ofthe respect given to the speakers and the great attention for the spoken word and that successive speeches were an indispensable characteristic of Igbo celebrations
Though they were from different states and belonged to different regional associations
in the Netherlands, their common culture and language and the fact that they formed a
majority, accounted for the presence of an Igbo chief speaking m Igbo at the gathering
Two years later, when I attended the prayer group's Christmas get-together once more,
there was a marked difference m the ethnic background of the people who attended
This time there were a number of white Dutch and Antillean people, and there were quite
a number of women and children as well It seems that the choice of the date and the
time, namely for the get-together to follow a morning mass m the church had a part in
this
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Edeh', 'a professor', 'Amsterdam', 'Rotterdam', 'the chief,'we (who) welcomed the
Whiteman', 'the Whiteman (who should welcome us)', 'those who don't have
wives', 'wives', 'those who want children', 'children', 'the father', and so on Where
the same identity was mentioned in consecutive sentences by the same person it
was noted only once When it later re-occurred it was noted again
After the broad list, sections of the interview in which particular identity
categorisations arose were isolated for closer examination Each of these excerpts
was viewed as a 'speech event' In most cases the identity categorisation in such a
speech event would either be religious or ethnic in nature, but might also fall under
a gender, age or socio-economic denominator Where the label in question was
mentioned as a contrast to another identity, this contrast was noted A brief
reference was made to the context in which the ascription of this identity took
place, and finally attention was paid to the interest served by using this particular
label to identify a person or groups of persons in this particular context
Thus, the structure for each specification of the use of a label was as
follows
a
b
c
d

the part of the interview in which the label appears
the identity category (when used in contrast with contrast pair)
a reminder of the immediate context in which the label was used
impression of the interest served by the use of this label or what the
statement reveals about a positioning of the self in relation to others
With respect to the context in which an identity ascription arose, three levels were
distinguished There was the context of the interview situation, of the topic under
discussion, and of the church to which the interviewee belonged The context
noted in the speech event analysis would generally be the topic underdiscussion at
the time of, or just preceding the use of, an identity label This had to do with the
fact that the context of the interview situation in which the information was
collected, as well as the context of the parish in which contact with the interviewee
was made, were more constant for the interviews as a whole and as such did not
require restating in all excerpts However, as the context of the interview situation
also implied that the use of a label by an interviewee might simply be in answerto a
question containing this same identification, I extended the interview excerpts to
include not only the sentences in which an identity ascription arose, but also the
ones that gave an impression of the immediate conversational context prior to
their use
The result of this approach consists of lists of scrutinised interview excerpts
containing group identifications used by the members of a particular parish Such
lists were made for the three parishes mentioned in section 1 5 Drawing on these
lists, a picture emerges of the identity work taking place in the hands of African
Catholics within a particular context-people who have chosen the same church as
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their place of worship Within the list gathered from the interviews within a
particular parish, the identity categories that are mentioned offer an impression of
the relations that exist between the speakers and members of various groups
Furthermore, comparison of the lists of the different parishes will reveal which
identifications are typical for the general way African Catholics perceive and
position themselves in relation to others in the Netherlands on one hand, and
which self-definitions arise more specifically in a local context and are therefore
location or situation dependent on the other
From the particular (analysis of interview fragments at the micro level) it
becomes possible to move to the general (analysis of discourse and social practice
at the macro-level) (Fairclough 1992) That is, after individual examination of the
labels in all interviews, these can be taken together to be viewed in terms of the
tendencies they reveal In the subsequent chapters (2-4) this is first done per case
study, followed by a comparative chapter (5) Did the majority of interviewees use
the same group categorisations or were some more prominent m a particular
parish than elsewhere7 And if so, how does this reflect the way African Catholics
positioned themselves and were positioned within the existing relations with other
groups in and outside the parish7 With whom did they seek alignment and from
whom did they wish to distance themselves7 Is the emphasis on the similarities or
the differences with other groups7
The case studies take a closer look at African Catholics' positioning of the
self in a Dutch, an English-speaking international and an African parish
respectively In each case, after presenting the parishes and the interviewees,
attention is paid to their participation in the church, their church affiliation, and the
group categorisations (identities) and relations that were typical of the discourse
encountered in the parish

2
2.1

A Dutch inner city parish - St. Agnes

Introduction of the parish

The history of the church of St Agnes, located on Beeklaan, The Hague, covers
more than a century 1 , having been founded in 1899. At that time Beeklaan con
sisted of little more than an unpaved sandy road by a tiny stream 2 on the outskirts
of the t o w n centre, surrounded by pastures for grazing cattle. P n o r t o t h e building
of the church of St. Agnes, pastoral care for Beeklaan and its environs was provided
by the O.LVrouw Onbevlekt Ontvangen parish in Elandstraat, which was founded in
1878.3
The name 'Saint Agnes' was chosen by Johannes Waterreus, the chaplain in
charge of the construction of the church, appointed by the Bishop of Haarlem,
whose jurisdiction The Hague was in at that time. Why Waterreus chose Saint
Agnes as patron saint is not known, but there is speculation that Saint Agnes, re
membered as an innocent child, might have been considered fitting as a young girl
by the name of Agnes had been found murdered in the region (Franke 1999.6).
Saint Agnes lived in Rome around 300 AD, dying a martyr's death aged thirteen
when, preferring t o be a bride of Christ, she refused t o marry the son of the city
prefect. 4 The statue of Saint Agnes in the church depicts her holding a lamb, signi
fying her innocence.
Before 1903, when the present church building in Beeklaan was inaugurated
by the Dean of The Hague, the congregation gathered in a small, temporary
wooden church structure, located m what is now Noorderbeekstraat. The present
church building has survived t w o fires In 1983, the entire roof and all the wooden
pews, subsequently replaced by chairs, were destroyed, although the pulpit and
statues survived In 1991 the church's Fatima chapel caught fire During its renova
tion a special funeral chamber was created, for bereaved families to mourn their
deceased.
Over the course of the century, the parish boundaries moved a number of
1

2

3

4

Information on the history of the parish was primarily drawn from the booklet Haagse
Agnesgemeenschap 1899-1999, which was prepared for the occasion of the 100-years
celebrations of the parish by parish journalist Joop Franke
With 'beek1 meaning stream, or, brooklet, the street probably derives its name from this
fact
In 2001 there were talks of re-umtmg the two churches as a single parish Eventually the
union took place with another parish. January 2007 the congregation of St. Teresia in the
Dierenselaan joined St Agnes.
Agnes Mobile, vol 30, no 5, ρ 28
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times Initially the parish covered a very large area 5 which was not particularly
densely populated, a t a t i m e when parishioners' homesteads were located farfrom
one another and robbery was a persistent problem Over the years, as the population in the area increased, parts of the enormous Agnes parish were split off, first
occurring in 1912 with the establishment of a new parish in the Brandtstraat 6 Over
the following decades St Agnes saw numerous changes and, in most cases, further
reductions in the size of the parish, including the removal of well-to-do parishioners, with obvious implications for the financial capacity of the Agnes parish
Apart from the consequences of the creation of new territorial parishes,
sometimes parishioners themselves moved outside the parish borders In the 1970's
the church's income was affected by many wealthier parishioners moving out of
the parish t o live in the then new quarter of Mariahoeve As the nearby shopping
street, Weimarstraat, began t o lose its appeal, many middleclass parishioners
moved elsewhere (Franke 1999 43)
By the time of this research, the neighbourhood surrounding the location of
the church of St Agnes had become inhabited t o a large extent by immigrants,
and, with such a visible presence of Africans, some Dutch people said that the
number 12 tram 'changes colour'forthe duration of a few stops7 near Beeklaan and
St Agnes African inhabitants of The Hague used t o referjokmgly to the trajectory
between Hollands Spoor railway station and Beeklaan (which leads past the
Haagse Markt, an open-air market where most African immigrants do their shopping) as the 'African route' According t o an informant this same route of the number 12 tram was, in the past, called 'Ghana airways', as the neighbourhood used to
be a popular place for Ghanaians t o live before they moved towards the direction
of Rijswijk
Although the neighbourhood had been becoming more multicultural from
the 1970's, it was only in the 1990's that this began to be reflected in the composition of the congregation of the church In the 100-year history of the parish, the
1990's are noted as the period in which St Agnes developed into a 'multi-racial
church'(Franke 1999 47) Before this time, however, St Agnes had also been active
in rendering assistance t o immigrants, many of whom undocumented, living within
the parish In 1975 the church, in concert with others in the neighbourhood, organ-

5
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In rough terms, from Schevemngen harbour all the way to Moerwijk including, next to
Valkenbos- and Regentessekwartier (the parish at the time of the interviews), for instance the Bomenbuurt, Bloemenbuurt, Vogelwijk, Transvaalkwartierand Moerwijk
Since November 2002 this church serves as location of both the English- and Frenchspeaking African Catholic communities in The Hague
The expression of the tram'changing colour'was used by a pastor of another parish during an interview, but other people taking tram twelve also commented on the feeling of
being 'abroad' when taking tram twelve
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ised a campaign in favour of people in the margins ('Mensen buiten Spel'), drawing
attention in particular to the plight of the ethnic minorities who had come to inhabit the neighbourhood (ibid.-.i^i). The church, in tandem with the nearby mosque,
also initiated Christian-Muslim dialogue, as many of the immigrants who came to
live in the neighbourhood in the igyo's and 1980's were Muslims.
In May 1989, the young Father Bosco Beijk, fresh from the Seminary, was
assigned to St. Agnes as his first parish. It was during his eleven years as parish
priest that African Catholics started to attend mass at his church. In October 1997
the church offered sanctuary to Iranian refugees. This action gave St. Agnes a special place in the Council of Churches, as a church that concerned itself with the
refugee issue. The church hit the headlines when, in December 1998, with the
church's support, 132 so-called 'white illegals' embarked on a hunger strike that
would last 18 days. These economic migrants without staying permits but still paying taxes were protesting against their impending deportation from the Netherlands. The hunger strike followed a one-and-a-half year period during which the
men had, in vain, fought their case. After negotiations with the then Secretary of
Justice Cohen the hunger strike came to an end. Thirteen of these men were eventually allowed to regularise their stay. In the autumn of 2000, police in search of
human traffickers and illegal immigrants raided twenty houses in The Hague, rousing people from their beds, and asking for their identification. In one two-storey
apartment in Beeklaan, eighteen men were found sharing seven rooms. Most of
them had only mats to sleep on, and a bag of clothes as their sole belongings.
In an attempt to deal with its impoverished appearance, it was decided by
the local government to demolish parts of the neighbourhood in orderto build new
houses as part of an urban renewal programme. When the demolition was effected
in 2001, legal residents were offered alternative accommodation by the government, but those living in the area illegally had to search for alternative accommodation on the informal housing market.
When the present research was conducted at St. Agnes, Fr. Bosco Beijk was
no longerthe parish priest, but the plight of the immigrants in the neighbourhood
was continuing to receive the church's attention. Commenting on the need to care
for people in distress and the plight of immigrants, the then administrator of the
church of St. Agnes, Jan Kraus, wrote in the parish bulletin that the true treasures
of the church are the poor in whatever form.
"Only a church that shows in deed what she proclaims by mouth is credible. ...The
poor are not far away. ...[H]ow much grief is still hidden by the closed curtains in

Haagsche Courant, 10-10-2000. During this search 73 Egyptians were arrested, many of
whom lived m poor housing conditions.
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our neighbourhood? Human distress is nearby and in the suffering man so near,
Christ comes to us with that one question: what will you do for me now that I stand
naked before you, as a stranger'" 9

During the fieldwork period the "stranger" was presented in the sermons as an
"angel in disguise", presenting people with an opportunity t o express their Christi
anity and t o learn valuable things. On one occasion Dutch parishioners performed a
small drama sketch in which a Dutch child visited the home of a Somali friend and
experienced the hospitality of the Somali family. And one Christmas Eve, when
Dutch churches in general are packed to the rafters and St. Agnes in particular put
up rows of extra chairs, the sermon was used t o draw attention t o the anxieties of
so-called 'illegal' immigrants.
With the exception of those who witnessed as parishioners the events of the
1990's, it is important t o note here that many of the African Catholics who came
for mass in St. Agnes were unaware of the reputation t h a t the church had gained in
the media. The comparatively 'open' image of the church with concern for people
of diverse backgrounds had therefore not been a factor of attraction that had con
tributed t o their affiliation.
In October 2002 the St. Agnes parish entered into close co-operation with
the Spanish-speaking parish of Mgr. Oscar Romero. The Dutch and Spanish com
munities came t o share both the church facilities and a priest. The priest, Fr. Jan Zijerveld, who had been pastor of the Mgr. Oscar Romero parish since 1993 and had
sought to collaborate with the St. Agnes parish, said masses in Dutch and in Span
ish. Meanwhile, chaplain Franscisco Nino, assistant t o pastor Zijerveld, was being
prepared t o take over from him in due order t o ensure that the needs of both
communities were catered for. He became the parish priest in September 2008,
when Fr. Jan Zijerveld retired.
The t w o parishes officially merged, together with a third parish, into one
multicultural parish of Heilige Agnes/Santa Inès on the i 5 t of January 2007. The
third parish, St. Teresia's, had been in existence since 1928 but forced to close the
doors of its church, located in a nearby street,Dierenselaan. Its parishionersjoined
the Sunday congregation in St. Agnes.
The interviews with African parishioners of St. Agnes were conducted between August 2000 and June 2001. During this period I attended Sunday mass on
16 occasions, staying on afterwards t o make contact w i t h the African parishioners.
I also attended the monthly prayer meetings, choir rehearsals by the African community for an Easter performance, an evening mass by a priest visiting from Nigeria, a baptism and wedding. At the end of this period I moved on to do research in

9

Translated from Dutch, Agnes Mobile, vol. 28, nr. 3, p. 2-3
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other parishes, while maintaining contact with some of the St. Agnes interviewees10 and paying the church an occasional visit.
2.2

Interviewees

As in the other churches singled out for this research, fifteen African members
were interviewed. Attention was paid t o the fact that the interviewees selected had
t o offer an adequate representation of the African population in St. Agnes. Since
African women made up barely fifteen percent of the African population in the
church, only three women were interviewed and twelve men.
Of these fifteen people, eight interviewees had been coming to St. Agnes for
between seven and ten years. 11 Five had joined more recently, ranging from six
months to three years. Two had been members, for seven and four years respectively, but had left t o join other churches. One had joined a Pentecostal church and
the other had moved t o the English-speaking Anglican church.
The majority of African Catholics in St. Agnes were Nigerian. There was a
smaller number of Ghanaians. Some Togolese, as well as individual Cameroonians,
also came, but they tended t o come occasionally and infrequently rather than
regularly. 12 As far as the group of interviewees is concerned, twelve people were
f r o m Nigeria, and three were from Ghana. Out of the twelve Nigerians, eight people were Igbo from the south-eastern part of Nigeria. The other four were from the
western and central part of southern Nigeria, and belonged to other ethnic groups,
namely Bini and Yoruba.
In terms of socio-economic position, a majority of the African members of
St. Agnes church still considered themselves t o be 'unstable'. Many were basically
surviving. Their lives were characterised by hard work and humble accommodation, often a single room. There were those who did not even have a room to themselves but were 'squatting' with a friend. They were doing unskilled and often
physically strenuous jobs, in spite of the higher levels of education some of them
had received in their country of origin. These were generally production jobs, jobs

Over the years some migrated to other countries, including the UK, Spain, the US and
Ghana. Othersjoined English-speaking church communities, whilst some remained consistent in their choice of St. Agnes.
This information refers to the time the interviews were held in 2000 and 2001. In 2004,
interviewees who had joined m 1991 were still part of the parish, as were others who had
joined later. In 2008 the number of African Catholics had reduced from ten to five percent of the congregation gathered for Sunday mass. This was attributed largely to emigration and stricter Dutch immigration policies.
During my fieldwork period in St. Agnes I saw none of them in the church more than
twice.
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in the packaging industry (vegetables, meat or materials), jobs in the greenhouses,
the cleaning of offices or construction sites, and newspaper delivery. Twothirdsof
the interviewees were yet to obtain a residence permit The remaining third consisted of people who were more settled, had office jobs that corresponded to their
professional training, or owned a private enterprise Correspondingly they lived in
bigger, sometimes two-storey, apartments, with their spouses and children.
2.3

African participation and church involvement

On an average Sunday during the fieldwork period, African Catholics generally
made upten percent of the parishioners found in St. Agnes. The numberof people
attending Sunday mass ranged somewhere between 200 and 500 from one Sunday
to the next, with a full church on special occasions like a baptism, first communion
or holiday, and a congregation of between 250 and 350 people for most masses Invariably Africans constituted ten percent of those present. It was gathered from
the interviews, however, that the number of Africans attending mass had reduced
over the past years. In the 1990's the African community was said to have been
more sizeable. One factor, frequently mentioned to have contributed tothis reduction, was migration A fair number of people had moved to other cities in the Netherlands, as well as other countries, England, Ireland, the United States, Canada,
and Italy were mentioned in particular.
The participation of African Catholics as acolytes was one of thefirst noticeable things on a visit to St Agnes church. On most Sundays there were four adults
serving mass, usually with two of African descent, from Ghana or Nigeria, and the
other two being white Dutch people. Sometimes three were Africans while one was
Dutch. Other times three were Dutch and one was African. Apart from the adult
acolytes, there were also children who served mass, including Ghanaian children
who served at the altar on a regular basis.
Apart from the acolytes, African participation was visible during the bible
readings in church. Once a month a Nigerian would read the Second Reading in
English 13 The presence every Sunday of an English meditation in the opening section of the predominately Dutch-language bulletin, and the provision of an English
summary at the back of the monthly Agnes Mobile parish magazine, were further
signs that the parish took its English-speaking parishioners into account
During the mass at St Agnes, other phenomena were easily observable
Some of the Africans, many taking seats m the back rather than the front rows,
were taking moments to pray quietly by themselves. This was visible from their
13

In the 1990's there also used to be a Reading m Spanish for Spanish-speaking parishioners However, at the time of research the Spanish Reading was not m practice
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posture, which showed them to be turning inward. Whereasthe Dutch parishioners
sat straight, listening, African members at the back of the church would bend their
heads, sometimes with the hand supporting the forehead and shielding the eyes
while an elbow rested on the leg. Some of the Africans were seen quietly reading
their Bible, or, sometimes, literature on Christian values that they had brought with
them. Some lit a candle and stood praying for a while by the statues of Mary, on
one side of the church, or Jesus the Good Shepherd, on the other side. This would
occur particularly after communion, although some did so as other people were going for communion. Generally in the Catholic Church, private devotion takes place
only after or before mass, not during. Some of the African members stayed on after mass for a moment of devotion, either by the statue of Mary, Jesus the Good
Shepherd or the statue of St. Anthony in the front of the church, yet in St. Agnes it
was an accepted practice during mass too. It has to be noted that although they
were not the only ones who made use of this freedom, it seemed to have become a
common pattern for a number of African members to do so.
Outside of Mass, African participation in St. Agnes also consisted of: singing
to the congregation in an African choir formed for the occasion of Easter or
Christmas; preparing and hosting one of the Agape meals - in their case an African
meal - during the Lenten period; and helping to keep the church and its garden tidy
or help serving tea. African parishioners expressed their readiness to renderpractical assistance as they were aware that, with many of them being in their thirties,
they constituted a younger segment in the parish demographic. They indicated
that they took on tasks such as cleaning the bells in the tower and the cutting of
branches for Palm Sunday since they liked to relieve the elderly of such tasks. Besides these, individual Africans in the parish had been members of one of the two
regular church choirs, and of the Friends of St. Agnes church committee.
As well as side-by-side participation with Dutch members of the congregation, the church also witnessed, in 1992, the formation of an association called the
'African community', and every second Sunday of the month a group of African
Agnes parishioners came together after mass for a prayer meeting initiated by a
visiting African priest. This African community and the prayer meeting is discussed
in more detail below.
In all the presence of Africans, with other Catholic immigrants, gave the
church an international 'feel'. An interview in the parish magazine reveals that this
had its own appeal. A Father, who regularly helped to say mass during the period
the parish had no priest of its own, reportedly said, "The Agnes always gives me a
wonderful feeling, especially due to the multicultural character the church radiates."14 He noticed this weekly, according to the article, during the Eucharistie

Interview with Father Ben Niekus by Joop Franke, m the Agnes Mobile, May 2000, vol 27,
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celebration "where white and black stand together round the altar." Time and
again he was confronted with "the other religious conviction of our coloured fellow-Christians, like lighting a candle and also other expressions of faith which are
strange to us whites." "All this," he noted, "makes it so fascinating to work in a
church like St. Agnes." Notice the prominent place ofthe black fellow-Christians in
the description ofthe multicultural atmosphere ofthe church. While immigrants
from Eastern Europe and Latin America also visited the church, the participation of
African Catholics as mass servers and lectors made them especially visible as permanent members ofthe church.
The lighting of candles is, here, identified by a Dutchman as part of aforeign
(non-Western) tradition, as practised by coloured (African) Christians. The same
practice was identified as a Dutch or Western tradition by an African woman in the
same church. She first came in contact with this practice in the Dutch Agnes
church. Thus the origin of practices was interpreted differently. The presence of
worshippers of different backgrounds seemed to offer room, or create a 'space', in
which practices such as private prayers over candles during mass were allowed to
develop into 'traditions' of their own. As we will see below, this was closely linked
to the language barrier.
2.3.1 Managing the language barrier
For a Catholic church, the number of people seen in St. Agnes who carried their
own bibles with them was striking. In The Hague, as in Amsterdam and Rotterdam,
the sight ofthe neatly dressed African Christian, bible in hand, on his way to church
through the empty Sunday morning streets, is a familiar one. However, those who
carry their bibles are usually on their way to attend a service in one ofthe many
Pentecostal and Evangelical churches. There they will underline, with a pen or
bright yellow marker, the passages that the pastor preaches about. In the Roman
Catholic Church it is not tradition to bring one's own bible from home as people are
handed a bulletin, or missalette, containing the Gospel and Bible readings ofthe
day, and so the bible-carrying Catholic Christian is generally an exception rather
than rule. Yet in St. Agnes, among the African members ofthe congregation,
bringing one's own Bible was common practice.
It was one ofthe ways by which African Agnes parishioners overcame obstacles posed by mass being said in a language they had not yet mastered. With a few
exceptions, most of them were not highly proficient in Dutch. So while the lectors
and priest read the First, Second and Gospel Readings to the congregation in
Dutch, the Africans present checked the chapters in the bulletin, looked them up in

no. 9., p.11. The quotes are translated from Dutch.
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their bibles, and read along in English, or in French. Several claimed they took the
Sunday bulletins home to go over the bible verses by themselves.
The fact t h a t one would find Africans praying quietly forthemselves, reading
from their bibles or other Christian tracts that they had brought to the church, or
spending a moment of devotion by the saints, seems t o show how people made
their visit t o church meaningful in the face of a language barrier. The fact that
many of the African members sat in the back half of the church, ratherthan in the
front, may have been related in part to this as well. On the one hand it may have
been a consequence of the fact that some of them came t o the church a bit late,
during the service. One of the African parishioners also attributed the tendency to
sit at the back t o shyness. Yet in view of the language barrier, it also brings us t o
the fact that in such a situation attendance of a church service had more to do with
what coming t o , and being in, the church meant t o one's faith, than with a search
for inspiration f r o m the preaching. In this situation, hearing everything that was
being said and sitting closer to the altar better t o hear the preaching were of less
importance. The African Catholics in St. Agnes were following the mass by its universal structure ratherthan through its every word.
A Nigerian parishioner agreed that these observations were connected with
ways in which people sought to make their church visit more meaningful when
they did not understand Dutch.
"More Africans do not have a good grasp of the language. They are reading passages of the Bible forthemselves, not out loud but quietly, and lighting candles so
they feel they are participating in that formula.
Father B. translated the day's Gospel a couple of times, orally as well as in
the bulletin. The verse at the opening section would be translated in English in just
a few lines. They still do that sometimes, for instance: "The Lord loves us, that is
why we should be attentive to his saints".
And the hymn-book contains some songs in Latin. I participate in the singing of the Dutch songs, even though I do not quite understand them. While you are
singing you are praying." (nmsag)
"While you are singing you are praying", he says. Important is also that he sees
these seemingly rather personal or individual actions clearly as a form of participating in the greater whole, ratherthan for instance seclusion from it. In St. Agnes
mass was frequently sung in Latin. This was t o give expression t o the universal
characterofthe mass and give immigrantsthefeelingthey were really part of the
church (Franke 1999:47). Several interviewees indicated that they were genuinely
moved by the choir, especially so when they sang in Latin. But as we see here, singing along in Dutch was also attributed a spiritual quality.
It is this quality of experiencing the act of singing hymns in a strange Ian-
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guage as a form of praying that sheds light on the way African Catholics in St.
Agnes were able t o participate in a Dutch mass and still feel content. What was important was that as Catholics they were worshipping in a Catholic church, with fellow-Catholics, and that it was a church where they felt at home. African Agnes parishioners indicated they felt at home in St. Agnes. The fact that they were unable
to understand the language was not considered by t h e m t o be a reason t o leave
the church and turn to an English-language church service 15 . Many pointed out the
universal character of the Catholic mass. The universal liturgy promoted understanding and participation. It was only the sermon, which in St. Agnes lasted for
about 15 minutes, which they missed. Sometimes they asked each other, or a
Dutch fellow-parishioner, the message of the preaching, and some indicated that
they asked their children, should they have been fluent speakers of the Dutch language. According t o an Agnes parishioner,
"There should not be a separate church. Integration m the church is part of being integrated in society. It helps. I don't believe we have to have our own service. To
some the language is a barrier. But to me mass is the same all over the world. You
will be perfectly able to understand what is going on. It is only the sermon you will
not understand. Some do ask me afterwards: "What was the sermon about?"Then I
tell them what I have been able to grasp from it." (nmsa23)
Thus, although the options of an English Catholic mass, and since the beginning of
2001, an English-speaking African Catholic service were available in The Hague as
well, it seemed most African parishioners of St. Agnes remained comfortably in the
church of which they had been part for many years. While several interviewees
gave a positive response to the question of whether they would attend an African
mass if there were one in t o w n , very few bothered in practice to attend the service
of the African community. Some of the Ghanaian parishioners joined the new African Catholic community while continuing to attend St. Agnes. Interestingly, none
of the Nigerians attended the African Catholic community. Despite the fact that,
fora period of eleven months 16 the African Catholic Community in The Hague was
even using as its place of worship the very building of St. Agnes, Nigerian parishioners kept attending the morning mass in Dutch and went home as the African
Catholic community group arrived.

15

Nevertheless, one of the Agnes interviewees did look for, and laterjomed, an Englishspeaking parish. Also, as we will see in the subsequent chapters, members of the English-speaking churches had tried Dutch Catholic churches, among these St. Agnes, before joining their English-speaking parish. However, the current chapter concerns the
experiences of interviewees approached in St. Agnes.
From November 2001 to October 2002
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When the new African Catholic community just came into being a Ghanaian
member of St. Agnes narrated as to why he was comfortable in St. Agnes and preferred t o remain there.
"I've questioned so many friends I know to visit Hoefkade [i.e. the then location of
the newly initiated African Catholic community]. The only answer they give me is:
"The language barrier. To worship God you must understand everything".
But I believe to worship God is in spirit. You cannot see God, but your spirit
can see Him if you're holy and follow the rules of Jesus Christ himself. He will send
the Holy Ghost to you and you will understand everything. He'll guide you. Your
spirit is assisted by the Holy Ghost and the spirit will be directing you.... God is only
one. If you choose to worship Him in your room, He will listen. Not to go here and
there. I don't want it. The Dutch I can't hear, my spirit can hear. We worship with
the spirit, not the body. The body wan chop (laughs), [i.e. the body needs food and
drinks, is concerned with consumption of tangible things while nourishment of the
spirit is of another nature, concerns the intangible].
Those who like English can go. But I've been staying in St. Agnes for many
years. I'm in Nederland, I'll be in the Dutch church. The elders won't like it if I leave
for the other church, and me neither. I don't want to be shifting." (gmsa2i)
From the quote above it becomes clear that, while many Africans preferred a
church service in English, attending a church service without hearing the language
could still bring spiritual 'nourishment'. Interviewees indicated it was importantto
remember "why you are in the house of God". The church was primarily seen as the
'house of God', where they were not only reminded of God's presence, but also felt
His presence strongly. Language, therefore, was not a decisive factor.
Commenting on the influence on her faith of staying in the Netherlands, a
parishioner of St. Agnes said:
"My faith stayed the same, because there are things I do on my own. I do pray at
home. And I would say, my faith increased again. Here, I gam more attention in the
church with the candles we use to present ourselves to Mary. In Africa you don't use
candles to pray during service. But here you put your petition before Him when your
mind is not following mass. The candle represents you before Him. But you can also
thank Him for changes m your situation. In Africa either you are in a prayer group
meeting or you may stay after mass to pray on your own, but you are not leaving a
candle behind. I like it. It's you that's left behind." (nwsai6)
The phrase "when your mind is not following mass" is a clear reference to the language barrier. Significantly, this parishioner indicates that herfaith stayed at the
same level because there were things she was doing on her own. Both at home and
in the church she was deepening her personal relationship with God through
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prayer. This seemed t o compensate for the language barrier and the absence of the
many meetings and societies that one might have attended in an African context.
The freedom to use the church for personal prayer seemed to be part of the
attractive power of the church. A young Nigerian who had just recently come to
the Netherlands, and had visited St. Agnes only twice, shared his impression of the
church:
"I am so much in love with St. Agnes. The priest is so nice and they have the statue
of the Blessed Mary there, which reminds me of the ancient church. I really like the
way they light up the statue with the candles placed m front of it. I went to pray before the statue twice. I prayed for my relations, for my family back home and for my
good friends here. I prayed to God to bless all of us. And both times I went there, I
felt my prayers were answered miraculously. I got a house so fast and I gotajob.... I
am really grateful to my God. Everyone in Holland says things are coming through
for me so fast. I believe it is because of my faith. I don't know about others who
went to that statue but my own prayers were heard. God is great." (nmsaiy)
For this young Nigerian, his prayers were answered due t o his strong faith. His excitement offers an impression of the way St. Agnes was perceived through the eyes
of a newcomer, as he had been t o the church just twice at this point. It shows, as
well, how the fact that seeing others praying through the saints motivated newcomers t o do the same.
Besides the appearance of the church structure, the songs in Latin and the
freedom t o pray during mass, another feature Africans appreciated about St.
Agnes was the blessing of the little children, which took place before communion.
The children of African parishioners were among the children taken to the priest for
this blessing.
Commenting on their motivations for going to church, African parishioners
of St. Agnes said that the service helped in the renewal of their faith, as well as providing an opportunity t o pray, praise, honour, worship and appreciate God. Many
parishioners further indicated that they were accustomed t o attending church services regularly in Africa and that they felt uneasy when they missed mass. In their
own words:
"For me it is natural to go to church. I was brought up that way and it has become
part of me. I cannot spend much time without going. I can't stay away." (nmsay)
"Attending church service is obligatory every Sunday. It is written in Exodus and it
is in one of the commandments: leave one day for God, leave the Sabbath day
holy". (nmsai3)
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"I just make sure I set my foot in the church, that's all I have to be in Church every
Sunday "(nmsai^)
Several parishioners drew attention t o the Biblical passage where Jesus says,
"Where t w o or three are gathered together in my name, there I am in their
midst" 17 While it signifies the presence of God in a gathering of believers, it is important to note that in the context of St Agnes this passage was quoted particularly m relation t o the act of praying in the church
"I go to honour my God forali that he has done in my life I am healthy and I have to
thank Him forthat
He said wherever there are two or three people gathered m
my name, I will be there I can pray anywhere I want, but it's good to go to church "
(nmsa3)
"There is audience m the church, where you cannot be distracted There are no children running to you there to disturb you, or your partner who is showing signs of
unity The church is where you will get full audience of worshipping God [One of
the reasons for me to go there is] to pray on my own In church I have my time with
God " (nwsaiS)
Among the ways found by the African Catholics worshipping at St Agnes t o manage the language barrier, then, personal prayer seemed t o be particularly important To them, when the mind was not following mass due to the language barrier,
they looked for a connection of the spirit through personal meditation
In addition some indicated they also saw the weekly mass as an opportunity
for social contacts, saying
"In church you make contacts with Dutch people You learn more Contacts is important The church opens opportunities m society " (gwsai)
"You can socialise here with fellow-Africans I work the whole week Sunday is the
only day I have time to socialise It's a more social place " (nmsai^)
2.3.2 The African community and the Catholic prayer meeting
Every second Sunday of the month a number of African Catholics was found t o be
meeting after mass in the parish house for a prayer meeting of the Catholic Prayer
Ministry (CPM) The Rev Fr Edeh, who visited St Agnes from Nigeria, established
the monthly prayer meeting in 1998 He was first invited t o visit St Agnes in 1996,
by members of its African community In Nigeria Fr Edeh is well known for his
Matthew 18 20
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healing ministry, which resulted in the establishment of a pilgrimage centre in
Elele, in Rivers State, Nigeria - a centre attracting thousands of Catholics, as well
as Christians from other denominations and Muslims (Edeh 1997:10-11). Called the
'Pilgrimage Centre of Eucharistie Adoration', this centre was established in 1986.
With regards t o the CPM, Fr. Edeh (1997:15) states that
"the Catholic Prayer Ministry of the Holy Spirit is not a healing ministry as some
people mistakenly think. It is a deeply devotional pious association m the Catholic
Church with special emphasis on deepening the proper prayer life of Christians
both individually and in groups in accordance with the teachings of the Catholic
Church."
In practice, the CPM prayer meeting in St. Agnes consisted of praying the rosary
together and singing Christian songs. In August 2001 the chairman in St. Agnes 18
introduced Bible Sharing sessions following the prayer sessions, during which
members discuss the Gospel and Readings of the day.
Those attending the monthly meetings of the Catholic Prayer Ministry all
happened t o be Africans; Nigerians and Ghanaians. Notwithstanding its member
composition, the chairman of the meeting stressed that it was a Catholic, not an
African, prayer meeting, pointing out that the meeting was open to all. However,
since its inception, Dutch parishioners generally have not attended the meeting,
despite the fact that it was announced in the church on several occasions. The
chairman noted:
"The meeting has been open from the beginning. It is not reserved for any particular race. It was to bring to the members the idea of worshipping more. The Dutch
saw it as reserved for the Africans because it was inaugurated by an African priest.
But we had a Dutch member last year. She moved to Leiden so she doesn't come
anymore. The general opinion of the Dutch was that it was not meant forthem. Father B. introduced it to them by announcements, but somehow the Dutch did not
see that it was open." (nmsag)
One contributing factor to the impression that the monthly prayer meeting was intended for African parishioners 19 was that the prayer ministry was preceded by the

In the Netherlands the Catholic Prayer Ministry has two other branches in Amsterdam
and Rotterdam. In Amsterdam it is part of the All Saints Church. In Rotterdam a CPM
branch was established in the Dutch territorial parish church De Doortocht m 1999 after
a Nigerian priest, who said mass in Dutch, had come to lead the parish.
19
During the fieldwork period, Dutch parishioners of St. Agnes referred to the meeting of
the Catholic Prayer Ministry as a meeting of members of "our African community", who
were said to like to come together and have some time "among themselves".
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'African community in St. Agnes', an African community association or society, as
some interviewees called it, which came into existence in 1992. The association
counted about 60 members, mainly Nigerians and Ghanaians, but reportedly included some Kenyans, Togolese and Somalis amongstthe membership, which was
often in a state of flux as a result of the mobility and migration of the Africans.
The activities of the African community in St. Agnes consisted of organising
meetings for the discussion of issues affecting individual Africans, as well as parties.
Membership of the African community in St. Agnes implied that, for instance, one
could be contacted by the church when practical tasks were being delegated. It
also allowed for access to use the hall in the parish house for naming ceremonies,
baptisms, and memorial and remembrance ceremonies organised in honour of
one's deceased parents in Africa. All of these helped to create a sense of belonging.
Between i993and 1996, in response tothe specific circumstances of many
members of the African community, the church organised several evening lectures
to educate and advise the African community on matters relating to immigration.
The 'African community society', according to the African parishioners of St.
Agnes, ceased to exist in 1998, when the Catholic Prayer Ministry was established.
2.4

Church affiliation of African parishioners of St. Agnes

In this section attention, will be paid to the St. Agnes African parishioners' church
affiliations, as the way they experienced their present church may have been coloured by their experiences with other churches. Equally, looking at prior experiences of African parishioners with other churches also serves the future purpose of
comparison of the patterns of church affiliation found in the three different church
situations, which will be helpful in establishing the direction of movement of African Catholics in the Netherlands.
We will first take a look at where the African parishioners of St. Agnes indicated they worshipped before they joined the parish. Following this, their experiences with other churches in the Netherlands, from occasional visits to the attendance of church services outside their own parish on a more regular basis, will be
considered more generally. Their church affiliation and experiences with other
churches are discussed in view of possible patterns and (ethnic) variations.
2.4.1 Affiliation prior to joining St. Agnes
When asked about their experiences of other churches before they decided tojoin
St. Agnes, ten of the fifteen people who were interviewed stated that St. Agnes
was the first church they visited in The Hague. Further, for eight of them it was the
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first church they ever visited in the Netherlands Most of them found the church
within the first months of arriving m The Hague
Table 2 1 Churches attended before joining St Agnes
Churches attended before joining St. Agnes
Dutch speaking Catholic church
Dutch-speaking Protestant church
English speaking Catholic church
No other church before St Agnes

(η=ΐζ)

Persons
1
5
1
8

Of the five people who attended a Dutch Protestant church before they chose St
Agnes as their place of worship, three interviewees had attended the Sunday ser
vice of Capitol, the Evangelical church run by the Dutch Maasbach family, located a
few minutes' walk from the Agnes church This church had a section on the first
floor where people could receive English and French translations of the sermon
through ear-phones This section was occupied mainly by African Chnstians, whilst
the Dutch, Surinamese and Indonesian members of the congregation t o o k their
seats on the ground floor After attending this Evangelical church for several
months, however, each of these interviewees found reasons to look for another
place of worship, ultimately choosing St Agnes One ofthemtervieweeswas nota
Catholic yet stayed at St Agnes forfouryears, before joining the English-speaking
Anglican church in The Hague
When explaining how they came to join St Agnes, most interviewees indi
cated they were living in the neighbourhood at the time, spotted the church build
ing and discovered it t o be Catholic, or had heard about the church from friends
Several interviewees had since moved to other parts of the city, yet continued to
worship at St Agnes 2 0
In particular, the choice to join St Agnes was contrasted with the alterna
tives of joining either other Dutch Catholic churches where one would often be the
only black person, or Protestant and Pentecostal churches attended by people
"looking for miracles" As one interviewee phrased it, African Catholics in the
Netherlands found themselves on the crossroads
"They are m the middle of the road but they don't know where to go They are
Catholics They don't want to isolate themselves by going to another church They

This continued loyalty to St Agnes after moving outside the borders of this territorial
parish applied not only to the African population, but also to Dutch parishioners of the
parish
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don't want to stop going to their Catholic Church. But they still complain they don't
understand." (gmsa2)
As such, the language barrier presented them with the choice between remaining
with the Catholic Church or "diverting". The interviewees in St. Agnes preferred to
stay with the Catholic Church.
2.4.2 Experience with other churches and combined attendance
While maintaining that there was no need t o shift to a new place of worship, since
"God is only one", the African interviewees at St. Agnes nevertheless had experienced other Dutch Catholic churches. They indicated that these visits usually remained one- or t w o - t i m e incidents, since they "didn't feel [as] at home" in those
churches as they did in St. Agnes. Several interviewees mentioned they were the
only black person in the other churches they had visited. The fact that they found
more black people attending St. Agnes contributed t o their preference for St.
Agnes. The Dutch-speaking, Catholic churches were not assessed as negatively as
were the Dutch-speaking, Protestant churches that some had visited, and of which
they had bitter memories. One interviewee recalled that "Nobody comes to sit beside you. Nobody greets you there." Another interviewee felt rejected when, after
entering the church, she "was told to come back the other week, that they have already started". By contrast, in St. Agnes interviewees felt more at ease, more welcome and at home.
Table 2.2 reflects the situation at the time of the interviews. The column
"occasionally" refers to examples given by the fifteen interviewees with respectto
their experience with other churches in the Netherlands, 21 and "regularly" t o the
number of interviewees who attended a particular type of church at least once or
twice a month. Included here are the t w o interviewees who had at the time of the
interviewjoined an Anglican and a Charismatic church under Nigerian leadership,
more permanently. Four interviewees were combining their attendance at St.
Agnes with regular visits t o either the newly established African Catholic c o m m u -

The Protestant churches have been divided in three categories according to leadership
and language. Maasbach's Capitol has, here, been placed underthe heading 'Evangelical
churches under Dutch or Surinamese leadership', as these work with interpreters for
those who don't speak Dutch and attract a mixture of immigrants from different continents. Notwithstanding their composition, it is important to note that the Charismatic
churches with Ghanaian or Nigerian leadership included in the table also aim for an i nternational composition of the congregation, as suggested by the word'International'in
their name.
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nity in The Hague, the English-speaking Catholic parish in The Hague, or an Evan
gelical church under Surinamese leadership.
Table 2.2 Churches visited next to St. Agnes (η=ΐζ)
Churches visited
Dutch-speaking Catholic church other than St. Agnes
Dutch-speaking Protestant church
Evangelical church under Dutch or Surinamese leader
ship
English-speaking Anglican church
English-speaking Catholic church
African Catholic Community
Charismatic church under Ghanaian or Nigerian leader
ship

occasionally'

regularly"

4
3
4

1

-

1

4

1

1

2

3

1

i More than one category possible per person,
li Number corresponds with number of persons
The four who simultaneously combined their membership of St. Agnes with wor
ship at another church were all non-lgbo. The fact that t h e majority of the African
parishioners of St. Agnes were Igbo may be significant here. Those with a second
regular place of worship all belonged to ethnic groups with few other members in
St. Agnes. The Igbo interviewees visited other churches occasionally, often invited
by friends, but did not seem to opt for double affiliation in terms of attending a
second church on a frequent basis.
As noted in section 1.2, eight interviewees were Igbo and seven belonged to
other ethnic groups in Nigeria and Ghana. The seven include the four interviewees
who were combining attendance at two churches. In the years following the inter
views (and therefore not included in the table), t w o more among the seven joined a
Charismatic church under Nigerian leadership. 22
The Igbo parishioners of St. Agnes could be labelled as steady parishioners,
as most of them would be found in the church every Sunday. One interviewee re
marked "We Igbo are a churchgoing people. We have been trained to go t o church
by our parents since we were little" 2 3 Another feature, shared by the interviewees
22

Taking into account the church affiliation of another five African parishioners with
whom I spoke during my visits to the church, not included in the 15 interviewees, on a to
tal of twenty people the ratio of steady parishioners of St. Agnes to the number of pa
rishioners who simultaneously worshipped at another church was 11 to 9.
23
Several Igbo men mentioned that m their phone calls to Nigeria their mothers inquired if
they still went to church.
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who had St. Agnes as their sole place of worship, is that they were all men. The
three women who were interviewed were among those who simultaneously, or
eventually, frequented another church, either a Catholic or Protestant Charismatic.
Although their small number may seem t o inhibit conclusions, it is important to
note that there was a limited number of African ladies in St. Agnes during the research period generally, and an absence among those who worshipped there every
Sunday in particular. Despite the large Igbo population, Igbo women were practically absent. This was related to the fact that Igbo men were said t o have more
freedom to travel, while the Igbo women were said t o be more protected by their
families, and therefore less likely t o travel out of Nigeria alone: those who were in
the Netherlands came with their husbands. The fact that the women interviewees
had another place of worship seemed related t o the fact that double affiliation, in
all cases, appeared t o coincide with membership of an ethnic group that was represented in significantly smaller numbers than the Igbo population in St. Agnes.
It should be noted that what I have termed here 'double' affiliation and 'regular' visits for the sake of describing a practice, were not always labelled as such by
the interviewees themselves. On one hand, those who combined t w o Catholic
churches saw themselves as belonging t o both communities, as they had discovered a place t o worship in English while remaining part of the church and community they had grown attached t o . On the other hand, the lady who went to the
Evangelical church under Surinamese leadership perceived these visits as 'occasional', even as they amounted t o the same frequency as her visits t o St. Agnes.
Moreover, she seemed t o make a distinction between the church she went t o and
the African initiated churches, which she referred to as 'black' churches.
"There are new black churches every time. I have many reasons not to go there.
One thing is that they say something and do something else ... [e.g. asconcernsthe
rules unmarried couples should live by]. And then the clothes. They like expensive
clothes. You have to wear new clothes all the time. In the Catholic Church I can wear
what I am wearing now [jeans trousers and a knitted sweater over a blouse]. That is
why I like my church. I don't have money to spend on clothes for those churches.... I
am not trying to criticise them. I am a Roman Catholic and I find it difficult to deviate. I go to other churches occasionally. But not to leave the Catholic Church entirely." (nwsaig)
All in all, with regard t o attending Protestant church services, interviewees said,
"The most important thing is just for you t o worship your God. All the otherthings
are cosmetics," and "God is only one", indicating that whichever church one chose
as one's place of worship it would be the same God one worshipped.
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2.5

Identity and social positioning of the African parishioners of St. Agnes

The last section of the Introduction presented the notes of a get-together organised by the prayer group in St. Agnes. They showed the multiple facets of identity
in the interplay with a context consisting of a web of social relations. Indeed the
definition of self by the African Catholics in St. Agnes involved a number of relationships. I will discuss the discourses associated with four of these relationships.
Their selection was based on the most common pairs of contrasting group membership labels coupled in conversation.
Discussed below is how African Agnes parishioners positioned themselves in
relation to: a) the parish and, more particularly, the Dutch members of the parish;
b) African Pentecostals; c) Dutch society; and d) the African (Catholic) community
in Amsterdam. In so doing I often refer back to the get-together notes, which illustrate or complement the tendencies deduced from the interviews.
2.5.1 Identity categories in St. Agnes
We shall take a look first at the labels that came up during interviews, before discussing what their usage tells us about the various relationships in which speakers
were engaged, in terms of the different groups with which they interacted, or belonged to. As described in the Introduction, the approach taken to identity in this
study implies a contextual analysis of the use of identity labels. Simply counting the
number of times a certain label or identification occurred may help provide an
overall impression of the identity categorisation commonly taking place at a particular location, in this case the Dutch territorial parish of St. Agnes.
The interview material was manually'scanned'for references to persons and
groups of persons. These were listed and later counted. The various references to
persons were grouped under an ethnic, religious, socio-economic, age or gender
denominator. References to nationality, continent of origin, skin colour, ethnic
group, district of origin, and immigrant status were all viewed as instances of ethnic identity. Religious identity comprised of categorisations based on faith, denomination, church affiliation, church functions, and religious practice. Reference
to occupation, 'status' and motive of migration were grouped under socioeconomic identity.
In the list of all references to persons, and groups of persons, mentioned by
Africanparishionersof St. Agnes during the interviews, the ascribed identities were
in 142 cases ethnic in nature, and religious in 100 cases. There were 19 identifications referring to socio-economic differences, while ape-related and gender-related
identifications appeared 9 and 8 times respectively.
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Table 2.3 Mostfrequently encountered ethnic and religious labels in St. Agnes (η=ΐζ)
Ethnic identity
Africans
Blacks
Dutch/Nederlanders
Nigerians
Ghanaians
Whites
Foreigners
Igbo
Coloured/oriwie
mensen
Immigrants
Assorted

Times Persons
24
17
17
18
8
8
6
6
3
4
31

11

9
10
10

6
6
6
4
3
3

-

Religious identity
Times 1'erse
12
Catholics
25
Christians
5
5
6
Pentecostals
7
Protestants
3
3
People going to
Protestant churches
3
3
Muslims
3
3
2
2
Anglicans
Churchgoers
6
6
Believers
Assorted

2

44

2

-

The first column reflects the number of times an identification was used. Where an
interviewee used the same identification during several consecutive sentencesto
put across an idea, the identification was counted once. Where the same speaker
used this same identification in a new context later in the conversation, it was
counted again. The second column, therefore, shows how many persons used
these identifications during the interviews.
The identifications occurred in both singular and plural forms.'Assorted'un
der ethnic identity included phrases like 'our people', 'European children', various
nationalities, members of Dutch minority groups like Surinamers (remarkably al
ways in Dutch pronunciation rather than in English), Indonesians and Antilleans,
and terms used merely once or twice such as 'allochtonen' or 'darkies'. 'Assorted'
under religious identity includes identifications such as acolytes, untrained pastors,
charismatics, 'born-again', and various religious denominations such as Cherubim
and Seraphim, Baptists, as well as phrases like 'people belonging to otherdenominations', 'those who criticise Catholics', 'a woman conducting mass', born Catholic,
serious Catholic, observer, visitor, parishioner, and so forth. While it seems that
certain identifications such as 'black', 'coloured' and 'darkie' could easily have been
groupedunderonedenominator, for example, colour, the list sought to reflect the
actual word interviewees happened to use.
With respect to the self-depiction, or one's own subscription to a particular
group, the terms 'Catholics', 'Africans' and 'blacks' were the notions that were en
countered the most frequent. 'Nigerians' and 'Ghanaians' were not only used to
identify one's self or a group to which the interviewee belonged, but actually more
often in relation to another person, e.g. "One Nigerian told me...", "the person
who..., the Ghanaian". In terms of reference being made to ethnic origin, it is strik-
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mg that while some statements like "we Igbo " were encountered, nobody spontaneously pointed out their own origin as Akan, Yoruba, or Benin Instead people
referred to themselves in terms of "as Africans we " or in terms of colour or immigrant position In other words, people who did not belong to the Igbo majority in
the church did not call attention to their ethnicity of origin Ethnic identifications
based on nationality, like %Ghanaians' and 'Nigerians', were employed to note or
clarify certain cultural practices, customs, or tendencies
The primary contexts in which ethnic identity labels arose were church affiliation, cultural tendencies, and to point out unity in diversity Ethnic identity
played a part in church affiliation in the sense that the presence of other Africans,
and, for Nigerians the presence of their countrymen, contributed to a certain degree to their decision to join the church ora group within the church Colour and
shared ethnicity seemed to play a role in enhancing one's desire and confidence to
join a group Secondly, cultural background was mentioned m explanation of certain tendencies in behaviour, or preferred ways of doing things (e g concerning funerals) And finally, the summing up of various nationalities was intended to underline good contacts, or stress mclusiveness
In St Agnes the most common pairs of contrast coupled m conversation
were
• the Africans and the Dutch,
• the Africans and the whites, and
• the blacks and the Dutch
Strictly speaking on a comparative level one might have expected the contrast
pairs to be coupling black and white, African and European, Nigerian and Dutch, or
Ghanaian and Dutch Yet in practice the pairs were never that neatly based on colour, continent or nationality The significance of these African-Dutch, Africanwhite and black-Dutch pairs of contrast was that they pointed to the fact that the
terms l we Africans' and vwe blacks' often were applied in an interchangeable manner The other parishioners were called 'the Dutch' or the 'whites', terms that were
also used rather interchangeably
What the mterchangeability of the terms seems to show is that, in the context of St Agnes, the African identity was basically associated with colour In contact with the Dutch, neither nationality nor cultural background were generally
specified or considered relevant In most cases, Igbo or Nigerian identity was reduced to an African or black identity Being African here evolved around the colour
experience Furthermore, possible differences between the Africans and the Dutch
were downplayed by an emphasis on the shared Catholic identity The African parishioners never contrasted African Catholics with Dutch Catholics
With respect to religious identity, 'Catholics' took the lead for description of
self, while people also identified themselves as 'Christians' or 'believers' Identity
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labels used t o referto others in contrast were Pentecostals, Protestants and Muslims. The t e r m 'churchgoer' was used both in contrast with Christians or Catholics
who were no longer attending any church, as well as, by one person, to make a distinction between the mere 'churchgoer' and the true 'believer'.
While their frequency gives an impression of the identity categories most
commonly heard at a certain location - in this case the Dutch territorial parish of St.
Agnes -, more important than the number of times the various labels occurred is
what can be gathered f r o m the use of these labels. From the interviews in St.
Agnes 93 interview excerpts were isolated, in the way outlined in section 1.7, for
closer examination.
2.5.2 African - Dutch relations in the parish: avoiding the 'African' label
In the context of St. Agnes, African members of the parish referred to themselves
as Catholics, Africans, blacks, foreigners and immigrants while they referred to the
other members of the parish as Catholics, the Dutch, or the whites. Looking at why
these labels were employed, we find that they were applied, not to serve a purpose
of emphasising differences but, rather, to point out friendly relations existing between the African and the Dutch parishioners, and the importance of openness, a
welcoming attitude and shared features like faith. African parishioners mentioned
that they counted some of the Dutch families they had met in the church amongst
their friends. They maintained contact and had been paying mutual visits overthe
years.
In terms of social positioning within the church, we may recall a member of
the prayer group drawing the attention of those present at the Christmas gettogether t o the fact that "You heard [what] the father said ... we are part of the
parish, we are welcome here. It is like that here". These words, spoken t o the invited friends, pointed t o a good relationship with the Dutch parish and seemed to
indicate that the welcoming attitude was not taken for granted, when compared
to, perhaps, some other Dutch-speaking churches.
When t h e chief poured libation "to our Dutch ancestors here", someone argued their African ancestors had followed them from Africa. This shed light on an
interaction between perceptions of belonging t o Dutch society and an attachment
t o the local soil on the one hand, and a perception as immigrants who brought their
customs and beliefs, and continued t o practise these in their new home on the
other. The chiefs choice of words was in line with the general message of inclusiveness conveyed by the interviewees at St. Agnes.
In contrast t o those who worshipped at the African Catholic Community in
The Hague (which came into existence in the first months of 2001, bringing t o gether a, primarily Ghanaian and Cameroonian, congregation for mass, or word
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and communion service in English), the African parishioners of St Agnes did not
wish to be categorised as 'African Catholics' Rather, they pointed out that, in their
eyes, there was no need to differentiate between African and Dutch Catholics,
stressing that Catholics were Catholics
In the context of a territorial parish where the majority of the congregation
consisted of Dutch people, they sought t o blend in ratherthan t o be singled out as
different or special Calling attention t o an African Catholic identity ran counterto
their interest in gaming acceptance It is not insignificant that theformerpnest was
appreciated for his efforts t o encourage the parishioners t o accept the immigrants
and develop an open attitude towards foreigners This he did by emphasising the
fact that they were all one Different interviewees made comments such as
"There is nothing like African Catholic, to my belief Every Christian is a Christian
There's no difference between African, Dutch or Italian Catholics It is only in
Europe here that I hear 'African Catholic' and 'African community' It is not all that
importantto differentiate Catholic is Catholic Christian is Christian If you use Af
rican Catholic then one is discriminating about colour In Ghana you can't say Ewe
Catholics, Nigerian Catholics, etc It is only here m Europe Let me tell you, it is because of colour That is why they say African Catholics "(gmsaii)
This not only illustrates that the identity considered relevant m the church was obviously a Catholic one, but it also shows that the 'African' identity was attributed
from outside, by the Dutch The Africans at St Agnes wished to be seen as Catholics in the first place before being Africans Yet they felt they were unable t o avoid
being viewed on the basis of their colour As another remarked
"I'm a believer and when they ask me where I go, I say yes, I am Catholic I don't
have to tell you I'm an African I don't have to tell you that The colour of my skin
makes it obvious " (nmsa22)
A t St Agnes, the African identity was mostly equated with skin colour Hence the
frequent use of the word 'blacks', and phrase combinations like 'the Africans and
the whites' and 'we blacks and the Dutch' The context of these labels was always
related to interaction with Dutch people or life in Europe They seemed mainly to
be an identity experienced as a consequence of the perceived attribution of such an
identity by others, an identity subsequently adopted, or rejected, by themselves
Talking about his decision to come to Europe, a Nigerian member of St
Agnes narrated
"Ever since I was small, they used to say I don't belong there And that is what I used
to feel myself as well I was often sick, because of the weather over there The
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weather here is much betterfor me. They used to call me beke [which] means 'white
man' in Igbo. That's what they called me when I was small." (nmsa23)
One's self-image tends t o be influenced by the perception of others, and this can
be very location-dependent. The statement above shows how colour, and the perception of skin colour, is by no means constant. The same person who was called
white in Nigeria, found himself to be black in the Netherlands. Another person recounted a similar experience:
"When I was eating my eba with a fork in Nigeria, people used to say You are meant
forthat place [i.e. Europe], you are not meant for this place, you go to Europe'. But
now that I'm here, I am eating with my hand. I rediscovered my African roots."
(nmsaii)
According t o the statement, in Nigeria this person was considered to be quite
Western, on the basis of, among other things, his eating habits, such as eating a
dish traditionally eaten by hand in a European way, namely with cutlery. Yet living
in the Netherlands made him more aware, and also more appreciative, of his African background. Faced with a certain degree of disillusionment, he found himself
primarily in a social circle of other Africans.
Apart from colour and African identity being experienced differently and t o
different degrees depending on environment and context, we can see that, in
terms of the frequency of their recurrence in conversation these labels were highly
prominent. Looking at the interview excerpts it turned out that the general idea interviewees sought to convey when using ethnic labels was that of the importance
of openness, or, an open and welcoming attitude t o foreigners and African i m m i grants. At the same time, however, their statements indicated that attention t o
their cultural background was appreciated.
This may explain why, although the African parishioners of St. Agnes generally put their religious identity before their ethnicity, they did honour invitations by
the Dutch t o form an African choir, and t o sing t o the congregation - an invitation
which seemed t o be inspired by the Dutch parishioners orienting t o their ethnic
identity. It is important, however, to realise they honoured a request rather than
that they sought, or were eager, t o introduce African music into the church t h e m selves.2'1 Although one reason given in St. Agnes was that the African parishioners
were still too occupied with their struggle for survival t o make a more t i m e consuming contribution like forming a permanent, or regular, choir, I did not hear

In other places like, for instance, the English-speaking Church of Our Saviour, Africans
did seek to introduce African instruments and African songs to the choir, while some i ntended to form an African choir.
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anyone express the desire to introduce more African touches in the liturgy. Rather,
the African members in St. Agnes expressed their satisfaction with the choir, which
once a month sang in Latin. Some indicated the singing could truly move them.
One interviewee elaborated on this by noting how touched he used to be by a
young boy's "beautiful treble voice" which had the capacity to "shake the church
house".
The overall impression, then, was that the African members contributed to,
and participated in, church activities as Catholics and were content with the service. Their sole regret pertained t o the language barrier. They didn't actively seek
t o bring out their African identity, yet honoured invitations oriented towards that
African identity, such as cooking an African meal during the Lenten period orsinginginan African choir at Easter. They considered these indications from the Dutch
members of the congregation that they had gained acceptance, and wereappreciated as members of the community. Strikingly, the choice of repertoire for the
Easter choir was Western Catholic ratherthan African-oriented. Ratherthan songs
in their mother tongue, say Igbo, accompanied by African instruments, the songs
selected by them were classic Catholic hymns in English and sung à-cappella or accompanied by the church organ. They argued that this way the Dutch would be
able to follow and recognise the songs. Thus, while the Dutch seemed to show
signs of being interested in their African identity, they responded by bringing out
their Catholic identity without African adornments.
The creation of the African community in St. Agnes, which after a while was
replaced by the Catholic Prayer Ministry, seems t o illustrate the same tendency.
One of the interviewees, when narrating as to how the African community started,
explained that the suggestion t o organise the African pa rishionersas a community
came from the parish. In this interviewee's own words
"[The father] brought out the point that we were so many in the church house, that
he likes us to forget about our troubles and ... come together as a unity. He suggested we made a group so we will be recognised by the elders there.... So we
started to select our leaders. We selected our own electoral commissioners and
voted our leaders." (gmsa2i)
The suggestion t o form an African community, then, was welcomed and appreciated by the Africans as a means of enhancing their contribution t o the parish; enhancing their acceptance by the Dutch members of the congregation; and creating
a sense of belonging. As shown, they later preferred to come together under a
Catholic ratherthan African denominator. Regardless of the fact that the prayer
meeting happened t o attract only Africans, the point made by them was that it
was a Cathode ratherthan an African meeting and open to anyone.
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2.5.3 Catholic - Pentecostal relations: standing at the crossroads
Social positioning also occurred in the field of interdenominational contacts. Of the
interactions with Christians belonging to Protestant churches, those with African
Pentecostals often were particularly pronounced. Discussed here are interviewees'
social networks and self-definition in context of their position towards particular
traditions, and their choice of church. The observations at the Christmas gettogether may serve t o illustrate some points in the relationship of the African parishioners of St. Agnes with African Pentecostals.
Friendship networks
Original members of the prayer meeting constituted a third of the people present
at the get-together. The other two-thirds consisted of invited friends. Some of
these, on a less frequent basis, attended mass at St. Agnes. Others were Catholics
and non-Catholics, either worshipping elsewhere or without a particular place of
worship. Several of the invited friends were Pentecostals worshipping in churches
nearby.
What connected these friends? It appeared that, in the case of the Pentecostals who left t o attend a meeting in their own church in Beeklaan, they had met in
the workplace, found themselves in a similar position as regards their legal status in
the Netherlands, and, even though they had not all been raised there and were not
all able t o communicate in their mothertongue, they could trace their roots back
to the same hometown in Nigeria. 25
The fact t h a t the networks of friendship of the African parishioners of St.
Agnes crossed denominational boundaries also became apparent from the interviews. Interviewees indicated they had friends belonging t o other Christian denominations, and expressed the view that a different religious conviction did not
stand in the way of friendship. It seemed that, among their friends who belonged

25

The importance of a common origin as a connecting principle is demonstrated by the
fact that many of the African Agnes parishioners were simultaneously members of regional associations, bringing together people from the same home town, state or local
government. Of the fifteen interviewees in St. Agnes, ten people belonged to such an
association. These ten people belonged to seven different regional associations. Two of
these associations, the Nigerian Old-Orlu association and the Ghanaian BrongKyempem association, had in fact been having their monthly meetings in the very meeting-room of the parish house where the Christmas get-together took place. Athird association, the Association of Enugu State Indigenes Resident m the Netherlands, which rotated the location of its meetings, had also made use of the meeting-room in the St.
Agnes parish house, as they too had members who were Agnes parishioners.
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to other denominations, the Pentecostals in particular occupied a prominent place
Several mentioned their interactions with African Pentecostal Christians in the
workplace Sometimes they lived with Pentecostals under the same roof They
honoured each other's invitations to come t o the other person's church, particularly on special occasions In most cases these Pentecostal friends were people with
whom they shared a common origin, either country, region or hometown 26
Section 2 4 has shown that some of the members of St Agnes had themselves spent some time in Protestant churches of Pentecostal, Charismatic or
Evangelical nature in the past, or were going there on occasion One of the interviewees mentioned attending a Pentecostal church service sometimes in the afternoon, having attended mass in the morning that same Sunday Another interviewee, as indicated before, had recently joined a Pentecostal church on a permanent basis and turned his back on the Catholic faith, merely visiting St Agnes on
special occasions marking important events in the life of friends
Denomination and participation in associations
We may recall from the Christmas get-together that, while the chief poured libation to the ancestors, the people present deliberated as t o whether the chief was
calling on the 'Dutch ancestors' of the soil onto which he was pouring the drink, or
on their African ancestors The young man who identified himself as a Pentecostal
distanced himself from this, saying, "I don't believe in spirits" The fact that this
comment came from a Pentecostal was no coincidence
In response to my question as t o whether religion ever had been an issue in
his regional association, thereby assuming that members might belong to different
denominations, the interviewee replied
"It is a big blow to us1 Our region is the biggest in Nederland Catholics have an understanding that to belong to an association has nothing to do with religion But
the Pentecostals believe belonging to an association is ungodly' So they've neglected us
But when someone needs help, we are there for that person Right now I'm
helping someone to go to a lawyer For the Ghanaians, our problem is that we are

The use of the names Pentecostal, charismatic and evangelical churches and relating
these rather indiscriminately to 'Pentecostals', may seem confusing However, it is important to note that interviewees equally seemed to apply 'Pentecostals' to a mix of
categories They spoke of Pentecostal, charismatic, 'born-agam' and 'spiritual' churches,
or simply referred to them as 'African' and 'black' churches Generally it seems the term
'Pentecostal' was applied without problem to refer to people going to any of these
churches Somebody who attended the evangelical church Capitol called herself a'bornagam' Christian The person at the get-together in St Agnes who also attended the
Capitol identified himself as a 'Pentecostal'
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not more integrated and we don't know our rights. That is why it is good to move
with Dutch people. If you move with Dutch you will learn your rights.
I help Pentecostals. When they use my service they forget they've said we
are ungodly." (gmsa2)
In this regional association 27 only one member was Pentecostal, the vast majority
consisting of Catholics. According to this interviewee the main reason for this
composition originated from the fact that members of the Pentecostal churches
rejected certain practices. He noted, "In ourtradition we pour libation. Even the father said it: we shouldn't forget our culture." The added phrase about a priest's acceptance of this practice draws attention t o the fact that the stance taken by
members of Catholic churches is often shared by the Catholic clergy. In a publication titled 'Libation' which appeared in 1996, Peter Sarpong, Bishop of Kumasi, argues that pouring of libation is compatible with the Christian faith (Meyer
1998:327).
In the Pentecostal view, however, traditional rituals such asthe pouring of libation are perceived as 'unholy' (Van Dijk 1999:4,10,19,24). Van Dijk notes that
Pentecostal churches encourage people t o wage a spiritual battle against the ancestors and what is related t o them. As Meyer (1998:324) points out, in these
churches "traditional religion is completely demonised ... pouring of libation is
mentioned in one sentence with witchcraft, sorcery and ritual murder."
She writes
"While ... leaders of the Catholic and Protestant mission churches, try to come to
terms with local traditions and to reconcile new and old ideas m orderto develop a
genuinely African synthesis, pentecostalists oppose this revaluation of the tradition
and culture. They emphasize the'global'character of this variant of Christianity and
the necessity to break away from local traditions" (Meyer 1998:317)
The limited membership of Pentecostal Christians in regional associations, also
called local government, cultural, or hometown associations, seemed to be one
consequence of this. As noted, among the fifteen interviewees in St. Agnes ten
people belonged t o seven different regional associations. Apartfrom the Ghanaian
association mentioned above, the other associations were Nigerian associations.
Three of these were Igbo associations. In these associations too, the vast majority
of members were Catholics.

Brong Kyempem Association, bringing together people from the Brong Kyempem region in the Northern part of Ghana. At the time of the interview its membership consisted of over 100 people.
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With respect to the situation of African Catholics, who, faced with the choice
of attending mass in a language they did not understand or worshipping in English
at another church, opted for the English service, a Cameroonian who occasionally
visited St. Agnes pointed out their position in these other churches. According to
him it was hard for those who had joined a Pentecostal church t o talk about their
being Catholic. It seemed there was no place for their presence in the church as
Catholics, unless they were willing to renounce their former faith.
"I don't understand why the Pentecostals deem it necessary to talk bad about the
Catholic faith. The Pentecostals always talk so negatively about Catholics. But how
can they expect you to talk bad about your old love now that you've found a new
one? No, it shouldn't be like that. If I was first going out with Anna and now I'm seeing Cynthia, there is no need for me to talk bad about Anna to Cynthia and to everyone who will listen. Why should I put her down m front of others? I used to love
her and let it be like that." (cmsaiG)
A similar opinion was expressed by Bishop Peter Sarpong of Kumasi (1986:10) who
states that fidelity t o a cause one used to follow previously, including a religion,
faith or belief system, is important.
"Linked with discipline is fidelity. The world would be a bizarre place to live in if a
trusted friend or colleague who got to find out some secret aboutyou would divulge
it without inhibition when you were no longer m his or her good books. In the same
way I strongly believe that fidelity to a cause I followed previously, which now does
not appeal to me, is of vital importance. My father, Kwadwo, once a traditional
priest, would never reveal any secrets (tricks') of his old profession when he became a Christian. Really spiritual persons would do all in their power to safeguard
the good name of even an enemy, human or institutional. They act out of love."
(Sarpong 1986:10)
The bishop's view throws light on the approach taken by the African Catholics at
St. Agnes towards the various Charismatic and Pentecostal churches they had visited, in relation t o which they kept stressing the fact that in the end it wasthe same
God being worshipped in all churches. Often they indicated they did not want to
criticise these churches. It also sheds light on the fact that t o African Catholics the
Catholic faith could peacefully coexist with practices, such as the pouring of libation t o the ancestors, which were carried overfrom African traditional religion. African Catholics in the Netherlands could therefore be members of associations in
which such practices were accepted.
Choice motivation
Despite the indication that they did not wish t o criticise other churches, they moti-
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vated their personal choice not to leave the Catholic Church by pointing out elements of other churches that did not appeal to them. Such factors associated with
the Pentecostal churches were generally phrased in terms of personal preference
Several interviewees indicated that they appreciated the universal nature and long
tradition of the Catholic Church, which they contrasted to the explosive growth of
new churches founded by pastors who had not received the years of training
Catholic priests undergo. As one person phrased it, "I can't go to a church when I'm
olderthan that church", as the danger would exist that "untrained pastors" interpreting the Bible might "mislead the congregation". Other interviewees noted
that, "With the Protestants it's easy for anyone to do some little reading and become a pastor" and, "those churches are not for me. Anyone can learn to prophesise, anyone can start a church. All those churches founded by individuals, it is
business."
Several interviewees at St. Agnes mentioned the money factor. While the
Catholic Church was appreciated for "believing in charity" and for "donating
money for projects in places like Ghana and Nigeria", people indicated that, in the
Pentecostal churches under African leadership, it was "not clear where the money
goes. Most of it goes to the pastor." They reported feeling ill at ease with the repeated pressure to keep giving more money. As one interviewee reported, about a
church he visited, "they shared envelopes That envelope means that if you don't
put something you are ashamed of yourself. In the Catholic Church you are not
forced." Apart from the financial contribution, interviewees noted the problem of
expense in meeting the dress code in these churches where, particularly, the ladies
were urged to appear dressed as nicely as they possibly can (cf. Van Dijk 1999.12).
Another factor interviewees mentioned, to explain their personal preference
for Catholic masses over a church service in one of the Pentecostal churches, concerned preaching. Both the length of the sermons and the style of preaching were
not considered appealing An interviewee remarked, "That's the difference with
the Protestants and their long, long sermons They think what the pastor says is
the most important." Another interviewee indicated not to have the time for the
lengthy services, which she considered "boring". Some were of the opinion that
"the Pentecostal program is based on the women They only preach about howto
make your husband love you." Others outlined that the preaching was too strong
for their personal taste, in terms of the "many rules" outlined by the pastors in
those churches who "tell you howto live", with all the "do's and don'ts" leaving little responsibility with the individual, and also in terms of sound. An interviewee indicated, "I don't like the noise they make in the Pentecostal churches. For me, it
goes in one ear and it comes out the other. The way the priests talk here is okay for
me". At the same time he acknowledged that some of his friends preferred the
Pentecostal church "where the pastor really says things with force, with emphasis".
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He believed they were "looking for salvation from the church," an impossible task
as "you cannot get salvation from the church " Others expressed the opinion that
the people they knew who went to these churches were going there to "look for
miracles", or for connections
There seemed to be a mild understanding of, or sympathy for the motivations of those friends who attended Pentecostal services, some of whom were (or
used to be) Catholics As one interviewee said, "I don't blame them, they are looking for ways to survive "However, as noted previously, it was often acknowledged
that the promise of miracles and social shelter was accompanied by continuous
criticism of their (former) Catholic faith "In the Ghanaian Pentecostal churches
they say Catholics are not good " Another interviewee expressed that "In my
friend's church it is different . Ghana[ians] dominate there and they are looking
down on you "
Similarly, the interviewee who was a Cathohc-turned-Pentecostal seemed to
resent his former way of believing, indicating that in the Catholic Church he
"wasn't growing in the spirit", and that "the spiritual food was missing", adding
that the services of his present church were far more lively Those parishioners,
however, who had chosen to remain with the Catholic Church did not seem to
share the view of the Catholic service as 'boring', to be in need of more expressive
ways of worship, or indicate they were missing the 'spiritual food' Showing herappreciation of the Catholic Church, an interviewee remarked, "They are forgiving,
they believe in charity, they are accommodating There is decency in the Catholic
Church, they are well organised
Watch the people who keep the congregation
together during the service In some churches they dance like crazy as if they are in
a nightclub"
All in all, in looking at the relationship between the African parishioners of
St Agnes and African Pentecostals, we find that many of the African parishioners
had Pentecostal friends, in most cases their Pentecostal friends came from the
same country of origin as themselves, some had visited Pentecostal churches in the
Netherlands, and, comparisons with Pentecostals generally came up in context of
church affiliation The choice was, then, between remaining with the Catholic
Church in spite of the language barrier, or attending an English-language service often one of the many Pentecostal churches in the city
2.5.4 African - Dutch relations in society: integrating through the church
This section takes a look at the way African parishioners in St Agnes positioned
themselves in relation to Dutch society We have seen that, in relation to the Dutch
parish to which they belonged, their Catholic identity was the most important and
came before their African identity This African identity, rather than possessing a
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number of culture-related features, was in this context largely reduced to colour
and immigrant status, orto identifying oneself as a foreigner References made to
these identities reflected not only their perception and presentation of themselves
within the context of St Agnes, but also their position in Dutch society The interviewees at St Agnes were of the opinion that being integrated in the church was
part of being integrated in society The contacts with Dutch people through the
church were said to be of help in society, mostly in terms of knowledge acquired
Although the interviewees expressed the concept that they experienced the
church as a community of which they were part, and, as such, as a way of being integrated in society, at times the conditions of many of the African parishioners
seemed to impede free communication This is illustrated by the remark of a Dutch
parishioner of St Agnes who said "They are all working hard, but it is difficult to
have an open conversation about their jobs If you ask 'Where do you work 7 'they
say 'Yes, I'm working', as if they didn't hear your question " The African parishioners often seemed careful about disclosing personal information For those lacking
the documentation necessary to acquire legal residence in the country, a certain
degree oftrust required establishing beforethey could feel comfortable enoughto
disclose their place of employment
During the prayer group's Christmas get-together, the African parishioners
joked that all of them should start to wear the red cap or a Nigerian dress in the
street, as this would renderfurther identification needless Here reference was being made to their position in Dutch society, where many suffered the consequences
of not being able to provide the required documents when asked for identification
Their status, as undocumented immigrants, made it difficult for them to be employed under good conditions Thechiefsprayerhighhghtedtheirtwm desires to
work and to stay on the path of righteousness The latter touched on the difficulties and discouragements which accompany lack of documentation As for the
other part of the prayer, a former priest of St Agnes was quoted in an interview,
saying that "the average illegal wants a job, a home and a family What he wishes
for is exactly what my relatives wished for after migrating to Australia after the
war "28
The insecurities of the undocumented immigrants found expression in the
attribution of a new meaning to existing terminology The acronym "www1, from
'World Wide Web'acquired a local connotation While the World Wide Web offers a
host of opportunities, one also might get caught up in it According to African m-
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Interview with Fr Bosco Beijk m de Volkskrant, 14-8-1997 Undocumented immigrants m
St Agnes themselves simply used the term 'illegals' rather than 'undocumented immigrants', m line with public discourse
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terviewees in The Hague 29 , the letters in w w w referred t o the three major factors of
insecurity in the Netherlands work, women and the weather None of these were
predictable and all could change any day In the same way in which the weather
was reputed t o often defy forecasts, these immigrants could have a job today and
be unemployed tomorrow Women in the Netherlands, and the nature of relationships in the Dutch setting, were considered t o offer as little certainty as the other
t w o w's, as they were reputed to (be able to) end relationships without warning
In terms of contrast pairs related to the insecure position of the African parishioners of St Agnes in Dutch society, some of the interviewees highlighted immigrants from other parts of the world, with w h o m they found themselves competing over scarce jobs, contrasting coloured "white illegals' with white 'white illegals'
"The uitzendbureau [job agency] wants to replace us by people from Eastern
Europe They are cheaper They will house them and pay them less They don't
have to pay social security and holiday money for them like for us blacks It is becoming more and more difficult for blacks to get work and to survive here "(nmsa3)
An interviewee related the dwindling number of Africans in St Agnes over the
years t o the ongoing search, in which many undocumented immigrants were engaged, t o improve their own condition As noted, the mobility between churches
was not only inspired by spiritual needs, but also attributed by interviewees t o
people's need for connections that might enhance their chances of survival In their
search, some of these Christians also directed certain hopes at the St Agnes
church After the church supported the struggle of the 'white illegals'who went on
hunger strike in the church, some Africans had hoped for organised support for
their own struggle for legalisation as well When they realised their expectations
were not being met, they stayed away from St Agnes To them, it was "incomprehensible that
Muslims coming t o a Catholic enclave, who made a request, could
be answered", while they, as Catholics, felt that their request of a similar nature
was neglected 30 The expectation here seemed t o be that the shared Catholic identity would lead t o a partnership in the struggle for legalisation
It has t o be noted, however, that many interviewees defended the social face
of the church The church, they said, in the end also saw itself restrained by the
law In addition, they indicated that the church offered shelter to individual Africans, and organised information evenings t o inform the undocumented immigrants on matters concerning the local government and legalisation The expecta-

29
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Interviewees at St Agnes as well as at the Church of Our Saviour
Nmsa8
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tions of those searching for further assistance from the church, were considered
unrealistic.
"Some came there not with the intention of worshipping God but to achieve something, like a staying permit. Some ran away from the church. They expected a welcome. Jesus was an immigrant in Egypt when the king wanted to kill him. If what
they came to achieve is not there, they stay away. But that is not what God has
promised. We look at things differently, in an immigrant way. It's God's way: go
wherever you like. We are all worshipping the same God." (gmsazo)
In just a few lines, the words of this interviewee sketch the interrelated nature of
various elements concerned with church affiliation. They touch on the religious, social and practical reasonsthat people may haveforjoining a church. While all three
aspects might help them cope with their situation, the speaker seemed to indicate
that those with unrealistic practical expectations continued theirsearch elsewhere,
while those whose simple intention it was t o worship God at St. Agnes' church
were happy t o remain there. It is clear that the interviewees at St. Agnes fell into
the latter category.
It is also important that the speaker appeared to take courage from the fact
that Jesus Christ himself was an immigrant. He concluded with the same type of
understanding acceptance of people's choices, to worship at other locations, which
was typical for those who were interviewed, indicating that everyone was free t o
worship God wherever they chose so t o do. At the same time, the statement that
God gave everyone the freedom t o go wherever they liked represented the view,
popular among African Christians, that God does not recognise man-made borders. 31
2.5.5 The Hague - Amsterdam relations: 'our Catholic brothers and sisters'
Besides identifications pertaining to the self, in relation t o the Dutch, to Muslims
and to Pentecostals, another contrast encountered in the identifications of self and
others by parishioners of St. Agnes was in their references t o African Catholics in
other cities in t h e Netherlands. Contacts with African Catholics in other cities appeared to exist particularly between people from the same country of origin.
Sometimes these contacts were a result of the high mobility of Africans in Europe.
Some had lived in Amsterdam in the past, or had relatives or friends who were liv-

This view was commonly expressed by undocumented immigrants held in detention.
Seminar ^Afrikaanse migranten in Europa, Afrikaanse Christenen in Nederland', organized
at Willem II, Tilburg, 22-6-2000
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ing there. Other times these contacts were linked to a (nation-wide) membership
of the same cultural, regional or hometown associations.
Besides hometown associations, contact also existed between the Catholic
churches at which African Catholics worshipped. On occasions St. Agnes had invited the choir of the All Saints Church from Amsterdam, and the parish priest of
St. Agnes had said mass in All Saints. During a visit of Fr. Edeh from Nigeria, members of the CPM in The Hague accompanied him to All Saints. Some of them also
attended mass in the All Saints Church when the Nigerian Cardinal Arinze visited
Amsterdam. The suggestion that was made during the Christmas get-togetherto
invite 'Amsterdam' for next year's celebration should be seen in light of these contacts, referring to parishioners of the All Saints Church in Amsterdam, which also
had a branch of the Catholic Prayer Ministry.
In terms of the labels used by interviewees, an African parishioner of St.
Agnes noted, "We in The Hague are the civil servants. Those in Amsterdam and
Rotterdam are the businessmen. They call us the civil servants, the workers." Apart
from the fact that, as the ministries are located there, the city of The Hague functions as the seat of the Dutch government which therefore employsa large number
of civil servants, the terms were used to describe the African population. They denoted a contrast between wage-earning workers and self-employed entrepreneurs
as the major ways in which Africans were believed to sustain themselves in these
cities. There were said to be more businessmen of all kinds, including owners of African shops, in Amsterdam and Rotterdam than in The Hague. These people were
perceived as wealthier than the 'workers' in The Hague.
During the launch of a gospel CD, released by one of the members of All
Saints Church's Nigerian choir, a group of parishioners of St. Agnes went from The
Hague to attend the presentation. The artist was a member of their regional association. At this occasion a member of the group from The Hague said, "I am just a
civil servant. I will dip into my pocket and use my widow's might to make a modest
contribution." These words illustrate how a Nigerian from The Hague used the
term 'civil servant', in presenting himself to members of the All Saints Church in
Amsterdam: they were considered, and witnessed, to be able to donate large sums
of money in support of a product of a fellow-parishioner and fellow-Nigerian. The
distinction made by African parishioners of St. Agnes between the 'Amsterdam
guys', and 'the fellows here', was maintained particularly by the Nigerians in the
parish.
While referring to location and financial capacity, the term 'civil servants'
further had the connotation that in The Hague, through the conditions under
which they worked, workers including many 'illegal' immigrants were often paying
premiums over their salaries and tax to the government, without being able to re-
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ceivethe social benefits in turn 'Working for the government'thus acquired added
meaning
The self-perception of African parishioners at St Agnes as people with limited financial means, as deduced from the contrast between Amsterdam and The
Hague, mirrored the fact that some of them indicated that they were not able to
afford the dresses and expensive clothes one was expected to wear at some of the
non-Catholic African-initiated churches One interviewee at St Agnes made reference to a similar contrast and self-image in relation to the people who worshipped
at the English-speaking parish of The Hague, to which the next chapter is dedicated He indicated that, whereas the Church of Our Saviour was viewed as a
church for "powerful people", he and his fellow-Africans who worshipped at St
Agnes were "people of simple means", coming to church by foot, bicycle or tram,
rather than by car
2.6

Concluding remarks

In terms of the question how African Catholics in the Netherlands define themselves, this case study has shown there to be a number of relationships in which the
self was construed Prominent amongst these were the identificationsof oneself as
Catholic and as African, as black, and as foreigner or immigrant Used in combination with references to the Dutch or white people in the parish, these identifications pointed to the fact that within the context of the parish the 'African' identity
had, as its mam feature, the difference in colour from the majority Statements
pointing to cordial relations with the Dutch, and the importance of open interaction and an open attitude towards others provided the context of these identifications This referred both to the self ("I'm open to everybody") as well asto the need
for Dutch territorial parishes in general to be open and welcoming to immigrants
As one interviewee noted, "Catholics have to preach about opening the doors
Anybody who comes here is welcome But it will take the Dutch people years to
learn "32 The shared Catholic identity was seen as connecting people of diverse cultural background Interviewees stressed the similarities ratherthan the differences
Colour and other ethnic specifications also came up in the discursive context
related to initial incentives for interviewees to join a group The presence or absence of people of the same colour influenced the extent to which one felt comfortable in the church It played a role in affiliation
In terms of the frequency of reference being made to particular groups of
people, we find that most remarks concerned the Dutch in the parish and Africans
belonging to other denominations With respect to the latter group, most often
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the actual contacts existed between people from the same country of origin Often, remarks about Africans belonging to other denominations were related to the
topic of church affiliation
As for whether contacts with others were characterised by competition or by
coalition, we find that the words of African parishioners of St Agnes pointed towards a coalition with the Dutch, both religiously and socially The Agnes interviewees also maintained contacts with African Pentecostals In terms of religion,
these were said to worship the same God (coalition) but were criticised for their
critical approach to Catholics (competition) Some seemed to experience a sense of
competition with Muslim white illegal immigrants
Coming back to the integrative continuum presented in the introduction (fig
11), the position of African Catholics in St Agnes was, at the worship level, characterised by assimilation In relation to Dutch Catholics, there was assimilation to the
Dutch way of Roman Catholic worship Distinct features that were maintained centred on appearance (an African dress) ratherthan distinct cultural behaviour Oistmct' behaviour by Africans in the church (such as praying during mass) was informed by the language barrier more than that it was a consequence of choices to
maintain or introduce culture-specific elements Their ethnic African identity was
reduced to physical features (colour) 'African' contributions were a language issue,
rendered in 'English' to represent 'all immigrants' in the parish In as far as interviewees sought expression of their culture-specific identity they turned to their
membership of cultural and hometown associations
The fact that many interviewees simultaneously belonged to hometown associations, shows that assimilation in the church did not necessarily imply they
were individuals who entirely 'forfeited' their culture of origin in favour of Dutch
culture altogether The two were combined
African Catholics in St Agnes clearly sought to integrate into Dutch society
They indicated that they saw their participation in their church as a form and/or
way of integrating with the Dutch and/or into Dutch society On the other hand, religion also contributed to integration with African Pentecostals The first was facilitated by the shared Catholic identity, the second by the shared Christian identity
In both cases, therefore, Gerne ter Haar's claim that African Christians in the Netherlands put their Christian identity before their African identity was valid
The case of St Agnes, then, contradicts a view that assimilation orsegregation within a particular field (religiously or in 'ethnic communities' respectively)
would automatically point to African Catholics'Overall'state of assimilation orsegregation within society Assimilation within the church was coupled with retention
of cultural ethnic identity in the associations An orientation towards Dutch society
combined with an attention to origins, yet in different contexts

3

3.1

An English-speaking international parish - t h e
Church of Our Saviour

Introduction of the parish

The parish of the Church of Our Saviour is the English Speaking International Roman Catholic Parish of The Hague It came into being in the 1950's, when Fr. Willem Vroom, a Dutch air force chaplain realised that there were a good number of
English speaking Catholics among the military personnel stationed in The Hague
who were in need of a ministry. Aided by Fr. Theodore Zwartkruis, who had studied
for the priesthood at the American College in Louvain, Belgium, he arranged to
have masses in English forthem While the congregation initially consisted of military personnel, the church soon began to attract civilians as well
When their responsibilities, to the Dutch military and the Diocese of Haarlem
respectively, no longer permitted Fr. Vroom and Fr Zwartkruis to continue meeting the needs of the growing community, the Redemptorist Fathers consented to
assume the mantle of caring forthe English speaking Catholics. They took turns to
celebrate mass at the Redemptorist house chapel on Laan Copes van Cattenburgh,
where the English speaking congregation continued to gather until June 1984.
A year after the Redemptorist house chapel became the location of worship,
Fr. Hubert Vijgen was assigned to the congregation as its first pastor He was succeeded by Fr. Bernard Van Schaick m 1957, who then guided the parish until his retirement in 1979. During the next two decades the parish had eight priests, several
of whom came from the United States of America. There were periods when two
full-time priests worked side by side to carry the pastorate of the community.
The continuous growth of the congregation had implications forthe church's
location When the Redemptorist house chapel could no longer house the congregation in comfort, the church moved firstly to the Edith Stem College chapel, using
its classrooms for religious education, and then on to the St. Aloysius College
chapel in Oostdumlaan. Although this building had a seating capacity of 410. At
one point however, it too was below the capacity requirement of the congregation
In 1999 the College chapel was extended by a folding-doors section to create seating space for an additional 90 people yet, even then, many people still had to
stand
Between July 2001 and May 2002, when parishioners of the Church of Our
Saviour were approached to be interviewees forthe present research, the church
was still located at St. Aloysius College. By this time, the congregation consisted of
over 700 people. As it was housed in a school building, the church hall had to be set
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up every weekend, as the school used it for classes during the week. Every Saturday before mass volunteers would help to put the foldable chairs in place. The Saturday mass was attended by a little over a 100 people and the Sunday mass by approximately 600 people. The church was looking for alternative accommodation in
an actual church building, which, after a temporary home based at Christ the King
at Robijnhorst (from March 2003), was eventually found intheChurchof OurLady
of Good Council on Bezuidenhoutseweg. This building became the new location of
the Church of Our Saviour from November 2003, sharing the use of this church with
the Dutch community of Our Lady of Good Council. Together, t h e t w o communities numbered about 1000 people (Castillo et al. 2006:65).
On the i s t of January 2000, the Church of Our Saviour became an official
parish in the Rotterdam Diocese. Before then, the church had been underthe Cura
Migratorum, the umbrella organisation forCatholic immigrant church communities
in the Netherlands. However, the church felt that its own position differed from the
majority of church communities underCura Migratorum in the sense that, as an established community, it did not seem to need the assistance which Cura Migratorum offered newer communities. The parishioners of the church voted f o r t h e i r i n tegration into the Dutch Diocese, an option facilitated by their pastor being
Dutch. 1 In July 1998, Fr. Sjaak de Boer, a Mill Hill missionary who had worked in
Kenya and Brazil for nine years, had become the parish priest.
Another aspect in which the Church of Our Saviour differed from most other
immigrant parishes was that its congregation, t o a very large extent, consisted of
military personnel, diplomats and employees of multinational corporations and international organisations. It was, therefore, a comparatively wealthy parish. As
many of these parishioners would be engaged in short-term postings, ratherthan
permanent immigration, the composition of the community changed about every
four years. Every Sunday the priest would ask if there were any people who wanted
to say goodbye, and whether the parish could welcome any newcomers. The parish
had a large numberof young families. Children below theage of twelve constituted
about 25 percent of the congregation. The parishioners of the Church of Our Saviour came from over 50 countries.
The parish counted 50 groups of volunteers who took part in various church
activities. These covered liturgical ministries, service volunteers, parish groups, international solidarity and formation. The service volunteers included, among others, the Care Group, Craft Guild and the Soup Kitchen in Rotterdam, where parish1

Cura Migratorum was established in 1975 to cater for the needs of immigrant parishes
and chaplaincies within the Roman Catholic Church in the Netherlands. In 2005 it was
dissolved in accordance with the new strategy determined at the Bishops'Conference to
incorporate all Roman Catholic immigrant parishes and chaplaincies m the regular diocese structures.
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ioners of the Church of Our Saviour would, on a weekly basis, assist the Sisters of
Charity in serving meals to between 80-100 homeless people. There were groups
organising trips to cultural sites and festive occasions in the Netherlands, groups
for Married Couples, Men, and prayer, a Youth Group and a multicultural Friends'
Group that organised social outings. With the church attracting many students
from Delft and the Institute of Social Studies in The Hague, it also had an International Students Lunch Group, whose get-togethers after mass were organised in
the form of monthly lunches, consisting of national dishes prepared by parishioners.
National dishes also featured prominently during the annual International
Food Fair, a major activity which, involving the whole parish, expressed the international solidarity of the church. The money raised during this event, through the
sale of local specialities, drinks, raffle tickets, craft items and second hand books
and goods, helped to support thirty-five small projects in developing countries
each year. Parishioners could propose projects to support, and the list would contain projects in a variety of countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America. Since 1985
the Food Fair has raised and donated over €25,000 every year, the amount tending
to increase year on year.2 As well as its charity work, the church reached out to
those in need of social justice. Members of the Justice and Peace Group would prepare Amnesty International letters which parishioners had only then to sign after
mass, created awareness of Fair Trade issues, and collaborated with the Jubilee
2000 Campaign, advocating debt relief for developing countries. To this end, 140
parishioners went in June 1999 to Cologne to participate in Jubilee 2000's autograph campaign, and in the formation of a human chain around the city, after
which a petition was handed to the G-8 leaders. Through these types of initiatives,
the parish involved its parishioners in international solidarity. The parish wished to
encourage the parishioners to combine their important, busyjobs with theirfaith.
This also became apparent through other activities. The Religious Education
programme for children reached out to 200 children in thirteen classes, and the
parish also offered an educational programme for adults. Once a month, as their
children took the religious education classes after mass, the parents would spend
theirtime listening to, and in discussion with, guest speakers. Speakers invited by
the parish included the physician who catered for the hunger strike of the 'white illegals' in St. Agnes' church in 1998, who spoke about his approach in his daily work
with respect to the situation of clients with an illegal status. Other speakers included a Straatn/euws-seller, who told of how he became to be homeless, and a

2

In 2001 37,000 euro's were raised for charity during the Food Fair, and in 2003 over
€44,000. In addition to this major activity, the church also makes many other donations
to local charities.
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speaker from Rotterdam who talked about the situation ofthe illegal dock-workers
affiliated to the Filipino parish there. These lectures and first-hand stories served as
a forum in which to confront parishioners with facts concerning the lives ofthe less
privileged, to which the church attached considerable importance since it was
aware that it was a parish with people who were in the position to make a difference.
In the parish mission statement, the church expresses that
"We ... want to share our talents and opportunities to serve as messengers of
Christ's Gospel. Through the wide variety of cultures and international networks,
our Parish offers a unique opportunity to share the vision of God's Kingdom with
the global community. We aim to show our love for God in the love for our
neighbour and our environment and to connect our spirituality, religious formation
and daily lives with the promotion of justice and peace."
That the church was thinking globally, in terms o f t h e impact its parishioners could
make, gains in meaning when bearing in mind the constant changes in the composition o f t h e congregation, with many families relocating t o other countries every
t w o to four years, and the important professional positions occupied by her members. The content of this mission statement was in line with the efforts o f t h e parish t o encourage its members t o apply, and give meaning t o , theirfaith in their lives
and work and to induce change.
Despite the congregation being reputed t o be a rich elite, albeit one in which
there was no room for aloofness (V. van Dijk, 1999), it should be noted that during
the fieldwork period the Church of Our Saviour was also attracting a good number
of undocumented immigrants besides these 'powerful people', and the students.
Shortly before moving t o the building of Our Lady of Good Council late 2003, it was
estimated that o f t h e congregation 10% were Dutch nationals, 80% were foreigners with residence permits, and 10% o f t h e parishioners werethought n o t t o b e in
possession of a residence permit. Estimates in 2006 were less specific as regards
the number of undocumented immigrants. The number of members with Dutch
nationality was then estimated at 30%, while 10% of an unspecified "small" portion
o f t h e remaining 70% with different types of residences, was believed to be without
valid residence permit (Castillo Guerra eia/. 2006:65).
Finally, the origin o f t h e name 'Church of Our Saviour' derived from the desire t o name the church after the oldest chapel in the Netherlands. It was also the
original name o f t h e Pope's own cathedral in Rome, now called St. John Lateran.
The Welcome Booklet o f t h e parish noted that "We seek the blessings and direction of Our Saviour for our life and work."
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3.2

Interviewees

Fifteen African parishioners of the Church of Our Saviour were interviewed Since
African women made up about thirty percent of the African population in the
church, five women were included in the group of interviewees The duration of
their affiliation to the Church of Our Saviour at the time of the interview varied
from a couple of months, to more than two decades Six people had been part of
the parish for a period between two and five years Three interviewees had been
attending the Church of Our Saviour for a period between one and two years, five
people had joined less than a year before the time of the interview, and one person
had been with the parish for twenty-two years
Among the interviewees, fourteen people were Catholic and one wasa Pentecostal who had chosen the Church of Our Saviour as his place of worship Two interviewees had become members of the African Catholic Community in The
Hague One of these remained actively involved in both churches, whereas the
other person had shifted to the African Catholic Community completely, returning
to the Church of Our Saviour only during special events such as the Food Fair and
Parish party
Half of the African parishioners in the Church of Our Saviour were from Nigeria and, m terms of their presence during Sunday masses, clearly outnumbered Africans from other countries Although I occasionally encountered a Ugandan, a
Togolese and some teenagers from Kenya, the chosen interviewees were from Nigeria (eleven), Cameroon (three) and Ghana (one) Regarding the eleven Nigerians,
two interviews were double-interviews, as a second panshionerfrom the same parish was m the room throughout the interview and actively participated m the conversation During some of the other interviews, neighbours, family orfnends who
were members of the same church were often present as well In these cases however, it was one person who was interviewed All interviews took place in the interviewees' homes, with the exception of one, which was conducted via the telephone Eight of the eleven Nigerians were Igbo, from the south eastern part of Nigeria where Catholics constitute the majority of the population
With one exception, the interviewees had not been members of the congregation for longerthan five years, reflecting the international mobility ofthe parishioners Among the interviewees were the wives of embassy and Shell staff, and
people who themselves worked at an embassy or bank Two were students and
nine people did not have a steadyjob These people could be described in a similar
fashion to many ofthe African parishioners of St Agnes Most were surviving, in
spite ofthe higher levels of education some had received in theircountry of origin,
on irregular unskilled work in production, the flower industry, laundry services and
cleaning jobs As the years have passed, some of them would become European
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citizens Four interviewees emigrated to Spam and Great Britain, while others interviewees relocated, for work and studies, to Nigeria and Canada
3.3

African participation and church involvement

As noted, the parishioners of the Church of Our Saviour came from over 50 different countries including several in Africa Whereas there was not more than a handful of African Catholics who attended the mass of the Church of Our Saviour in the
late igyo's, their numbers began to increase steadily from the mid-eighties onward
During the fieldwork period, African parishioners made up about thirty percent of
the Sunday congregation whereas only a few attended the Saturday mass
According to the Parish directory for 2000/2001 and its supplement, African
parishioners, in terms of the countries of origin, included 91 Nigerians, 29 Kenyans,
27 Cameroomans, 13 Ugandans, 8 Ghanaians, 6 Zambians, 1 Ethiopian, 1 Sudanese, iTanzaman, 1 Zimbabwean, and 1 Namibian These numbers denoted registered members, including children However, not everyone was registered, and not
all registered members came to church on a frequent basis
With 91 Nigerians and 89 people from other African countries, the total
number of registered African members in 2000/1 was 180 In comparison, the same
directory registered 413 Americans, 184 British and 74 Filipino members
Africans were members of various parish groups African parishioners participated in the liturgical ministries as ushers, choir membersand Eucharistie ministers African children were amongst the children serving mass Furthermore, the
African parishioners displayed an active involvement in the organisation of the African booth during the annual Food Fair Some of the projects supported by the
Food Fair had been proposed by African parishioners
In terms of parish groups in which the presence of African parishioners was
more regular and sizeable, various prayer groups of the church stood out The
church counted four different prayer groups Among these, African presence was
prominent particularly among the co-ordmators and members of the Christian
Meditation group, the Charismatic Prayer group and the Rosary Prayer meeting
Besides the prayer groups, African members of the parish participated in the International Student Lunches and the outings of the Friends Group
3.4

Church affiliation of African parishioners of Our Saviour

In order to getan impression of their frames of reference on the(ir) church in the
Netherlands, and also African Catholics' direction of movement in affiliation, the
fifteen parishioners of the Church of Our Saviour who were interviewed were asked
about their experiences with other churches in the Netherlands.
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3.4.1 Affiliation prior to joining the Church of Our Saviour
Table 3.1 reflects the various churches attended by the interviewees before they
joined the Church of Our Saviour. For six of the fifteen interviewees, the Church of
Our Saviour was the first church they visited in the Netherlands. The other nine interviewees together accounted for 13 churches in the Netherlands prior to joining
Our Saviour. Evidently, some of the parishioners had tried several churches before
eventually finding a church of their liking. Some, initially, had been unaware of the
existence of an English-speaking parish in the city. Others, having lived previously
in Amsterdam and being used to attend an English mass, felt the need to look for
one in The Hague, meanwhile attending a local Dutch Catholic church. For some,
the quest for an English-speaking Catholic church took them t o a variety of other
churches. One interviewee, who had spent a considerable period attending a Dutch
church, was directed t o the Surinamese parish and from there t o the Antillean parish before discovering the English-speaking parish.
Two interviewees had previous experience with Catholic and Anglican
churches in Belgium, Germany and Britain, with both local languageand immigrant
parishes in these countries, but these churches are not included in the table.
Table 3.1 Churches attended before joining the Church of Our Saviour (n=is)
Churches attended before joining the Church of Our Saviour
Dutch-speaking Catholic church
English-speaking Catholic church
Surinamese parish and Antillean parish
English-speaking Anglican church
Charismatic church under Surinamese or Ghanaian leadership
No other church before the Church of Our Saviour

Persons*
7
2
1
1
2
6

* More than one category possible per person.
Three of the seven people who had earlier attended a Dutch Catholic church had
attended masses at St. Agnes. They indicated that, due t o the language barrier,
they had asked around for a mass in English.They discovered the Church of Our
Saviour after they had been at St. Agnes between three to four times and several
months respectively.
One of the t w o interviewees who used t o attend a Charismatic Protestant
church service before joining the Church of Our Saviour was the person who was a
Pentecostal Christian. Initially a memberof an African-led church in The Hague, he
became increasingly uncomfortable with the central role occupied by the pastor.
When he followed a friend to the Church of Our Saviour, he embraced it as his new
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place of worship. In explaining that he could attend a church service anywhere, he
seemed to ascribe charismatic qualities t o this church:
"That's why I like this Catholic church where I'm going. I like where they sing
praises. When they sing anointing will be flowing, you feel the anointing of God....
You'll feel that the Spirit is around, that something is around you. Normally you will
only getthose things m Pentecostal, not in Catholic. But it depends on you. I can go
to Catholic. I don't need the pastor.
If I'm sick now I don't need to go to the pastor. When I go to church and
somebody sings and I focus on the cross, I can be healed. Some people believe the
pastor has to put his hand. I don't believe such is necessary." (nmos8)
The atmosphere and the choir in the Church of Our Saviour were both very positive
experiences for this person.
The choice t o join the Church of Our Saviour was not only contrasted with
that of joining Protestant Charismatic churches (with a central role assumed by the
pastor; a style of preaching that did not always appeal to the interviewees; and
lengthy services which were considered 'boring'), but also with the alternative of
joining a Catholic service in Dutch in face of a language barrier.
"I've not been to a Dutch service. I feel I wouldn't be part of it. You can still follow
the sequence, that's not a problem, it's only the language. I feel when you are so
desperate to go to church you can still go. When you are bent on going to church
and it [i.e. an English-speaking church] isfarfromyou."(nwosi)
The fact that this lady uses words such as 'desperate' and 'those who are desperate' seems to underline how blessed she feels t o have come across a Catholic
church service in English.
Talking about their first encounter with the Church of Our Saviour, it became
clear that any distance t o reach the church proved t o be of no obstacle once people
had discovered it. The first impressions they shared showed their appreciation for
the friendly community. Three interviewees mentioned they had walked over an
hour the first time trying to locate the church. Although the church later relocated,
to a site only a few minutes walk from The Hague's Central Railway Station, at the
time of the interviews the nearest tram stop t o the church was more than fifteen
minutes walk. The parish house was located nearly ten minutes away.
Interviewees chose the Church of Our Saviour as their place of worship because of factors including these:
"The language, and the people are friendly. I got a warm welcome into the parish
and was quick at integrating myself." (nmoss)
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"I joined because I had a family friend who lives close to me and she took me to the
church. Before I'd been to a Dutch church and of course I didn't like it because I
didn't understand the language and also everything was very traditional there
When I came to the Church of Our Saviour I liked it there, a) because of the language, I could understand everything, and b) because it is a little bit different from
what I'm used to It's not as conservative as what I'm used to m the Catholic church,
both m Britain where I lived before, and m Nigeria "(nwosi4)
"The day I came it was quite impressive At the end of the service, the way the father welcomes the newcomers, it makes you to belong " (nwosi)
The distance then was no longer decisive.
"[One] thing that made us go to the Dutch one was transportation problem We
usedleg lhadnomoneytopayforthetrambythen When I found something doing [that earned me an income] I went to Our Saviour (nmoss)
Laterthe church developed a strippenkaart- initiative, helping low-income parishioners reduce their travel expenses by providing them with pre-paid public transport tickets.
3.4.2 Experience with other churches and combined attendance
Apart from the churches the interviewees had been visiting before they joined the
Church of Our Saviour, I was interested in the churches they visited in the Netherlands after they had come to join the Church of Our Saviour, be it occasionally or
on a more frequent basis
In table 3.2 the regular visits referto repeated visits on a monthly basis, once
or twice a m o n t h . The occasional visits refer to incidental experiences with other
churches out of curiosity, on invitation by a friend, or in responseto the advertising
of a special event such as a "European Congress for Christ". The occasional visits in
the table do not include the joint international mass several interviewees mentioned to have been their sole experience with a Dutch Catholic church. As this was
a joint service t h a t their own church engaged in together with a number of other
Catholic immigrant parishes in The Hague, it could simply be viewed as their own
mass taking place elsewhere on a particular Sunday.
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Table 3 2 Churches visited next to the Church of Our Saviour (11=15)
Churches visited
Dutch-speaking Catholic church
Protestant church under Surinamese leadership
Charismatic church under Ghanaian or Nigerian leadership
African Catholic Community

occasionally'
3

regularly"
2

2

-

1

2

1

I More than one category possible per person
II More than one category possible per person The same person who combined affiliation
to Our Saviour with affiliation to the African Catholic community was going to a Dutch
Catholic church on weekdays
Two people visited a Dutch Catholic church regularly, whilst remaining affiliated to
the Church of Our Saviour One of them paid monthly visits to the Dutch church he
had belonged to previously, which was closerto his house Forthe other, these visits consisted of mass, devotions and rosary prayers on weekdays, often during office lunch breaks
As noted in section 3 2, one of the interviewees had moved on to become a
full member of the African Catholic Community, only coming to the Church of Our
Saviour on special occasions This decision followed a short period of double affiliation whereby he visited both churches every week According to this interviewee, a
group of fifteen parishioners of the Church of Our Saviour had recently made the
switch t o the African Catholic Community in The Hague They were all Cameroomans, barone Togolese The interviewee mentioned t h a t around five of the people
in this group continued to "fluctuate" between Our Saviour and the African Catholic Community There were also some Cameroonianswhojomedthe African Catholic Community for a while, but then returned to Our Saviour
Both interviewees who joined the African Catholic community indicated
their decision was inspired by their appreciation for the African performance of
traditional Catholic songs, as well as a desire t o make an active contribution and
"help them build up"
None of the fifteen interviewees frequented a non-Catholic church regularly
Three of them went t o non-Catholic churches on specific, isolated occasions, when
a popular preacherfrom Ghana or Nigeria visited the Netherlands As one of the interviewees explained, "When there is a visitor somewhere in another church, a
good speaker, I will go, but I keep t o my Catholic faith " Apart from such special oc-
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casions, the interviewees did not seem drawn to attend a non-Catholic church ser
vice. 3 One of t h e m narrated:
"Anyway, church nowadays is business. All these churches with their miracles, it is
business, minus the Roman Catholic Church. My Catholic church is not business. I
just go to kneel down and pray. I'm not attracted to miracles. There are too many
churches m NedeWand. At Hobbemaplein, every Saturday they advertise churches. I
believe: God will answer you whereveryou are, even if you pray at home. In Africa
everyone likesto become a pastor, preaching miracles. But they organise theirown
miracles! They push you in a way that you will fall down. Onetime a pastor prayed
for me. The man was pushing me with force. He was pushing me, pushing me. But I
didn't want to fall down. I said, This is not prayer'. When you fall down he will say,
This is the devil!' My mother said I shouldn't go to any other church." (nmosi2)
The general impression given by the interviewees at the Church of Our Saviour was
one of people w h o were pleased with the English Catholic mass at their disposal.
3.5

Identity and social positioning in the Church of Our Saviour

This section will look at the identity labels most commonly used by the African pa
rishioners in conversation. What does analysis, of the ends t o which these labels
were used, tell us about the position taken by the African parishioners with respect
to various groups within and without the church?
3.5.1 Identity categories in the Church of Our Saviour
Going over the interview material gathered in the Church of Our Saviour, the iden
tifications and group categorisations used by interviewees were religious in nature
161 times, and ethnic in nature 123 times. The remaining identifications in the list
that contained all references t o persons and groups of persons by the African inter
viewees at the Church of Our Saviour, were age-related (in 21 cases); pointed to an
identity ascription on socio-economic grounds (19 times); gender (το times), and;
family position, as parents, children or siblings (8 times).
The most frequently encountered labels, which referto an ethnic or religious
identity, are listed in table 3.3. * The Persons columns show the number of people
3

This is not to say that none of the members of Our Saviour attended a Charismatic church
on a regular basis. I conversed with an African member of the church who sometimes
wentto a Charismatic church under Ghanaian leadership directly after mass, in orderto
continue his Sunday as the 'day of worship'.
4
In orderto avoid that people who happened to be more elaborate narrators than others
would dominate the impression of the use of particular identifications in the context of a
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accountable for the number of times a certain label appeared as indicated in the
Times column The table serves t o give an impression of the relative weight (frequency) attributable t o observed tendencies, thus keeping in check possible
(over)emphasis on what might seem anthropologically interesting to report
Table 3 3 Most frequently encountered ethnic and religious labels in the Church of
Our Saviour (n=is)
Religious identity
Catholics
Christians
Pentecostals
Protestants
Chansmatics/members of
Chansm
Sinners
Saints
Believers
Churchgoers
Born-agam
Muslims
Assorted

Times

Persons

35

14

16

12

12

3

9
3

4

3

6

4

2

2

9
5
5
5
59

7
4
3
4
-

Ethnic identity
Africans
Blacks
Coloured
Whites/white
people
Dutch
Nigerians
Cameroomans
Ghanaians
Foreigners
Immigrants
Assorted

Times Pe
27

13

6

5

1

1

7

5

20

13

10

8
6

8
6
6
3
29

4
4
3
-

Of importance to the system of counting is the fact that the table seeks t o convey
a more or less 'natural', or 'spontaneous', use of identity categonsations/labels 5 It
is meant to reflect the identifications that were considered apparently relevant by
the African parishioners of this church When I considered that the use of certain
labels by the interviewee simply echoed an occurrence in the particular phrasing of
my question, such as in the case of the terminology questions, then these instances
were not counted for the purpose of calculating the table 6

5

6

particular location - in this case the Church of Our Saviour - the choice was made (see
2 5 1) to count an identification, repeated across successive sentences to make a point,
just once If the same identification was used again later m the interview it was counted
again
Most interview questions (Appendix A) did not themselves carry specific identity labels
However, m the course of the first year, seeking to clarify the meaning of distinctions
maintained by African Catholics with whom I spoke, questions on terminology became
included in the interviews These I asked at the end of the interview so that they did not
impact the rest of the interview, or earlier when interviewees had started to use terms
such as 'believers' and 'churchgoers' in their answers to the other questions
As such, the term 'churchgoer* is noted in the list as occurring 5 times in the hands of 4
interviewees In total it occurred 19 times with 11 interviewees of the parish, due to the
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In table 3.3, 'assorted' under Religious identity contains terms such as 'religious fanatics', 'one lady/man m the choir', 'those belonging t o a living church', 'a
God-fearing person', a Baptist, Jehovah witnesses, Presbyterians, a 'registered
member', parishioner, lay reader in the church, and, the music director of the choir
'Assorted' under Ethnic identity includes identifications such as 'people from my
country', Filipino's, Americans, people from Mexico, friends of different countries,
and, Dutch-speaking people
A total of 128 interview excerpts, each containing an identity label, were isolated for closer examination These were analysed by means of the method outlined in section 1.7 by identifying the relevant identity category, the context in
which the ascription of this identity took place, and the interest served by using
this particular label t o identify a person or group of persons in this particular context. This analysis provided the impression, described in the following four sections, of the dynamics of the presentation of self and others by the Africans in this
parish
3.5.2 Ethnic identity in the Church of Our Saviour: the use of nationalities
In comparison to St Agnes, where it was mentioned frequently, colour seemed to
be much less prominent at the Church of Our Saviour. Continent and country of
origin (nationality) were used more commonly as categorisation denominators
Ethnic groups within nationality were hardly mentioned, and never in context of
the church For instance, comparisons made in terms of ways of worshiptended to
be made on the level of'African' on one hand and 'western' on the other, or between 'what we're used t o in Cameroon' and 'how things are done here' In other
words, continent and nationality were more common points of reference than ethnic group at the 'tribal' level. Phrases such as "we Igbo .." never came up in the interviews, even though eight of the fifteen interviewees were of Igbo ethnicity
It is important t o realise that in most cases the use of nationalities served a
purpose of illustrating the integrative power of a shared faith and a shared language of communication, ratherthan in o r d e r t o point out specific cultural differences.
Where cultural differences were pointed out it was clearthat, in spite of the
presence of overfifty nationalities, the Church of Our Saviour was primarily identified as a western style Catholic church, t o which the African Catholics had had to
adjust. Interestingly, it was the female interviewees in particular who pointed out

inclusion of question 15 (on the terms member, parishioner, churchgoer, Christian, believer) m the interviews Often the answers tended to focus on the distinction between
believer and churchgoer
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the differences in ways of worship, and the management of thechurch Combining
their statements, an image emerges of a conscious effort on their part to adjust to
what they identified as a western and, even, a 'white' church
To illustrate this we will hear a few remarks from the women
"Here you have many cultures I think the Africans are m the minority, so you follow
them When you come, you look at the majority, how they do, to decide what you
are doing In the African community, maybe you have prolonged service, there are
many differences, the songs, etc Here you have to adapt But from what I've seen,
so many people [ι e Africans in the parish] are involved " (nwosi)
- What were your first impressions7
- In Nigeria it's different compared to the way we're used to here In my country you
wear a head tie and skirt And the service here is so short1 In Nigeria it is nothing
less than two hours
-1 saw a family the other day The mother and daughters were all wearing head
scarves The second time they came they didn't wear them again
- [Laughs ] You have to follow the system
The first time I was also wearing a
head tie (nwosy)
- Has your faith changed m any way since you came to this country 7
- The thing is that I have to adjust In Nigeria you have so many activities to keep
you busy In Nigeria even if you have a problem you won't even realise it Some
brothers will gather together and pray for you When you are two or three you will
feel surely God must answer my prayer Here you will wonder if your prayer is even
heard'
In Nigeria, because of the preaching in church, you will change one habit or
the other, like gossip The pastor will point out a passage in the Bible You will be
forced to remember
Here they are supposed to put the readings m the bulletin but they only give
quotations First I used to think that the pastor has just started, not knowing that he
has already finished' But I will go through the readings at home and know that
that's what God wants me to do (nwosy)
- Is there something you'd like to see happen in the Church of Our Saviour7
-I don't miss much Maybe this is the way white people do their own Ifsok Iwon't
say they should bring the dancing Even they have some things we don't do
- Could you give an example7
- For example when it comes to the children We have only Sunday school Here
theytakethechildren, teach them something, and bring them back into the service
and they're quiet They do it m a nice way
Well what again I don't put the coffee Back home they sell things In Cam
eroon it mostly happens in the village People bring their things to the church to
sell " (CW0S4)
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'You have t o adapt', 'you have t o follow the system' and 'you have t o adjust' is
what these women say. In comparison to male interviewees, it seems that women
were more prone t o point out differences in practices from what they were used to
in their countries of origin. With the exception of the man who had talked about
the switch made by the group of Cameroonians from the Church of Our Saviourto
the African Catholic community in The Hague, who would have liked to see more
African elements in the Church of Our Saviour, most men pointed out the universal
aspect of Catholic worship. They did not mention the dominance of western, particularly American practices as much as the women did. A woman narrated:
"We never had national influences in the choir. We tried. At one point there were
more Africans in the choir. We tried many times. Even, I have a drum which I
brought along, and a, what do you call it, a shaker, and when I get out of control I
play it. [Laughs.] But when I bring my instruments they say: 'no, not today'. We haven't been able to make an impact. We only sing an African song once a year or so.
There were some students who tried to teach the members of the choir one of their
songs. But it seems they don't want it. The choir master is an American and when
you've heard him say'not today'a couple of times you realise they don't really want
it." (gwosii)
Not expressed as openly, perhaps, as this woman's desire t o have the African parishioners 'make an impact', African parishioners' remarks that during the parish's
annual Food Fair every continent had one booth t o manage implying that, in spite
of their numbers, the Americans also had just one booth, may also throw some
light on, or add a perspective to their enthusiasm about the annual Food Fair. It
represented an occasion where an open appeal was made t o a display of culture. In
comparing his involvement in church activities in Cameroon and the Netherlands,
and remembering with enthusiasm the inter-parish competitions between the
youth movements of different parishes in the former, an interviewee stated:
"Some people feel a type about doing things side by side with people of their parent's age. They need to block that gap and youth can have their activities separate
from the old ones. I enjoyed the Food Fair because they separated the Africans
from the Americans. When they make various camps and organise activities, so
that the camps can come up against each other, it's nice." (cmos2)
Given its context within the conversational comparison between his involvement in
church activities in his parish in Cameroon and his parish here, the quote may signify nothing more than that ethnic (in this case continental) identity here formed a
random base t o place people in competing teams. Yet the context of the parish,
with the American presence tending to be more influential than the African pres-
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enee, seemed t o provide added meaning t o a statement appreciating t h a t the
Food Fair booths were set up according to continent. This 'competition' provided
the Africans in the parish with one of the few occasions where they could actually
'make an impact', since there they were contributing on an equal level, whereas
normally they took a minority position. 7
On the whole, the Africans in the parish seemed t o adjust easily and willingly. That differences in culture were mentioned, and that suggestions for improvement amounted t o suggesting the introduction of African elements in the
church, did not mean they would necessarily preferto change to an African mass.
- If there was an African mass, would you go?
-1 would like to check it once. But there is an African mass in The Hague and I didn't
go there. I think I like it better where I am.
- What contributes to that, that you like it better there?
- Maybe because it was the first church I went to. And activities is more in ours. I like
to go where the activities is more. And one other thing: it is earlier. The other one
starts at one. I preferto go in the morning.
Also because it is good. It makes you integrate with peoplefrom more countries. Over there I'd be with the same people [i.e. other Cameroonians]. (cwos4).
The diversity in nationalities was experienced as positive. The Cameroonian
woman above felt no need t o remain among her countrymen. And here we come
to one of the most frequent ways in which the different nationalities were mentioned. Generally the international nature was considered enriching.
- What were your first impressions when you first came to St. Aloysius?8
-1 like the church because it's not like the one in Belgium. That one was reserved.
For the African Anglophone Catholic community. You don't easily expand your
brain [in such a place]. But in Aloysius you meet many people, diverse ideas, different countries. I [gotto] know some Asian people, and like today, I know about your
educational system from you. One Japanese man told me many things from his
country. In the other church it was only people from Kenya, Cameroon that came
there. We know almost everything about ourselves.
...All Catholic churches worship almost the same. The songs are the same.
The only thing about the African church is, maybe you've not seen someone for
long and you meet. But that can happen here also. I prefer an international church

7

The African Community group in the Church of Our Saviour (Castillo Guerra et at.
2006:66) which was formed later in the location at Our Lady of Good Council, primarily
served to co-ordinate preparations for the Food Fair.
The Church of Our Saviour was located in the building of St. Aloysius college. This interviewee had been referring to his church as Aloysius.
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than a confined one forjustCameroomans, or African people, orjustfor black people.
The first time I came to this country, I found that most Dutch people claim
they don't speak English. But when I came to the church I discovered that most of
the Dutch there speak English. (cmos2)
The international atmosphere was preferred t o one confined or limited to the culture with which one was most familiar. The shared faith overcame differences, and
the Catholic identity was pre-eminent t o a national one. Diversity in background
was mentioned primarily to show that a shared faith was a powerful factor of unity,
together with the ability t o speak the English language.
In terms of the end t o which identity labels were being used when certain labels were mentioned, therefore, it turned out that, in the majority of cases, the
context of making reference t o nationality was to stress unity in diversity.
3.5.3 Social status: 'powerful people and people of simple means'
Next to bridging national and cultural differences, faith was mentioned as being
capable of bridging differences in socio-economic position orsocial status which interviewees discerned between members of their parish. One of the interviewees
made reference t o these differences as follows:
"In Aloysius there are people of different status, but what brings us together is our
faith. We wouldn't have met anywhere else. Sometimes I think who am I, just a secretary, and I'm conversing with them. We meet in church.
When you have friendship on faith there is no competition. Faith is binding
us, we're all equal. Around the table we're just the body of Christ. When we finish
from church we all go back to our social status. ...The faith, I believe, can cut across
social status." (gwosn)
This observation of differences here serves to express the idea that these differences became irrelevant in a church context. Relevant in the church was people's
religious identity. A shared faith unites. The context of the statement was that this
parishioner was telling me about friendships with former parishioners that had
stood the test of time across continents.
Other remarks made during the interviews also threw light on differences in
socio-economic positions existing between members of the Church of Our Saviour.
For instance, a Nigerian member of the parish expressed his appreciation for the
priest after the parish had participated, together with other Catholic immigrant
communities in The Hague, in a big multicultural mass in the St. Martha church,
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Hoefkade. According to this speaker, a considerable portion of the Church of Our
Saviour parishioners had not been present at St. Martha because
"...they believed the area is full of criminals, so they feared that place. [The father]
said it was a pity they did not come, that it is just a low-income area, that the people there have low incomes but that they are just people like us. I liked the way he
spoke."
On one hand, the way this parishioner told the story made it look as though the
priest equated the community with the wealthy segment of the community, and as
though this in itself was justified. This seemed t o show that this parishioner himself
identified his parish as a parish of wealthy and influential people - car owners who
might fear they were risking having their cars broken into should they park in the
streets near St. Martha church. On the other hand, that he had pointed out he was
pleased with the way the father spoke seemed t o be related t o his own position in
the parish. Simultaneously, he seemed t o identify with the people living in these
'no go'-areas. and felt the pastor was enhancing understanding, even though he
was referring t o the low income area as something located outside the parish.
The quotation above, therefore, simultaneously both confirms and nuances
the outsider's view that the Church of Our Saviour was a parish for rich and influential people. Pastors of some other churches in The Hague also expressed this view.
It was often implied that the parish would hold little attraction t o economic refugees from Africa. Yet, when we look at the African population in the church, the
parish in reality had begun t o attract a growing number of people who, in spite of
bigger ambitions, were facing a reality where they had to make a living labouring in
unskilled jobs. Many of them were young men in their twenties and early thirties
and still looking for ways to obtain an official residence permit, a higher education
or the necessary qualifications for a skilled job. They were at home in parts of the
city similarto St. Martha's location. Some of them lived in that very area and, for
others, it was where their friends lived or where they shopped at the open market.
A sense of pride in the achievements of successful countrymen in the Netherlands and the opportunity t o interact with t h e m , seemed t o be included among
their reasons to join the church. As a young parishioner expressed:
"My first impression is the way they preach the sermon and the community they
are. They're very friendly. And the time factor is conducive for me, plus I see people
from my country who are on international assignments. I develop interest. We see,
we take coffee and go." (nmos3)
The presence of successful people in high posts did not, therefore, prove t o be a
factor preventing Africans who self-identified as 'people of simple means' from
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feeling at home in a church of the well-to-do The atmosphere within the church
premises contributed t o this, enabling friendly interaction between people of different status 9
Although their motivation t o be in the church was religious more than anything else, the young undocumented immigrants sometimes wished that the
church would take their plight t o heart After all, they had come to know their
church as one t h a t was fighting social injustice in different parts of the world (think
of the Amnesty International table after mass, Fair Trade, the Justice & Peace
group) In this church a question, asked in all three churches in the project, generated the following answer
- "Can you tell me, what would you really like to see happen in the Church of Our
Saviour If you could make one improvement, what would it be7 What would you
like to happen 7 "
- [Thinks for a moment and then starts to laugh ] "I have to say my mind I will love
to see the day the Church of Our Saviour will fight for those who are m need of
permanent residence [Laughs ] Ja, a religion can fight it for their Christians, not for
everybody, but for their Christians " (nmoss)
This statement points to a desire that the shared faith should create a solidarity between influential Catholics and those Catholics in a marginal position in society
So far, the attention of the church had been directed to social injustice outside the parish To enlighten the parishioners on the plight of the less privileged
and their modes of survival within the Netherlands, homeless Straatn/euws-sellers,
and illegal dock workers from Rotterdam were invited to address the congregation
The plight of undocumented African immigrants who were members of the parish
had not yet seemed t o receive the parish's attention

10

All in all, the various statements, including those which embodied a plea for
equality or solidarity, underlined the fact that within the context of the church the

9

This is not to say that m these interactions an openness existed from the side of undocumented immigrants about their own position, but it allowed a meeting point for interaction that would not have been likely to occur outside the church For as an embassy staff
member said to me "If you're illegal I cannot have anything to do with you," as this ran
counter to the position taken m his work professionally
10
When I paid a return visit to the Church of Our Saviour late 2007, the priest informed the
congregation that members of the Justice & Peace group had visited a parishioner, held
in Dutch police custody after having been unable to provide the required evidence of I egal residence m the Netherlands The church members were said to have pleaded successfully for a more humane treatment of the case, after which the lady was given several weeks extra to make proper arrangements and return with her dignity and her belongings, thus avoiding instant deportation
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shared Catholic identity was considered more important than differences in socioeconomic position. In the same way that different nationalities were mentioned in
order to stress the religious connection, equally any reference to differences in social status was made in order t o point out that the shared Catholic faith superseded
all.
3.5.4 African parishioners' contacts with Dutch Christians: a tale of young
and old
When it came t o African parishioners' contacts with Dutch Christians, the interviewees' answers seemed t o follow a distinct pattern. In order to show how closely
the answers of the African Church of Our Saviour interviewees resembled each
other I quote below, from several interviews, the answers to the question "Do you
have contact with Dutch Christians?"
- "Ja, I have contact with Dutch Christians in the church. There are some Dutch in
the Church of Our Saviour. And in the Dutch church I attended for those five weeks I
made some Dutch friends."
- "What do you think of the faith of Dutch Christians?"
- "The old have more faith than the young ones is what I observe. I think they develop it when they are getting older. The young don't care. ...[T]heyoung ones may
go to church later if they are older, depending on the family religious background.
What I see is that the young ones feel they have everything. They say: what am I going to ask from God?"
- Interviewee's friend: "Even the old ones don't believe in God! I know it from someone I work with."...
- "I observe that old ones are more religious than young ones. That's all I know
about them [the Dutch]. I'm saying it from experience. I used to preach to young
ones at work. They say it is bullshit. One even told me that church is for the old."
(nmoss)
- "Not really. But in our church there are some Dutch. They speak English but they
are Dutch."
- "What is your impression of the faith of Dutch Christians?"
- "The only thing I know is that most of them are elderly. I've been wondering that:
is it when they are old that that is the time they dedicate their life to the church'
Because you don't see them m church when they are young. Young people at work
say they don't believe m God. They say that there is something powerful that exists
in this world. They believe there is something powerful, but they don't worship anything. They believe the best thing is for someone to work hard and get what he
wants in life." (nmos3)
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- "I have no contact with Dutch Christians. The [Dutch] friends I have they say: there
is no God. One said: if there is God, then why am I working? I say: what happened in
the Garden of Eden, it is we that caused it. That's why we have to work. What He
gave us before, we misused it.
The Dutch I know, they don't go to church. There is one Dutch girl. She doesn't
want to be my friend because I put on a cross [reaches for the cross on the chain
around his neck]. She doesn't believe in Christ. She said: I can see you're a Christian
and I don't believe." (nmos8)
- "Ehm, you mean the young'"
- "Any."
- "Well, I discussed with someone at work who said they went to church before but
stopped going. When something happened in the family they went and saw that
[with all their prayers] it didn't make any difference. He said to me: something is
above [points up], but there's no point in going to church.
And I've also heard a Dutchman say: 'what do I want to achieve there?' In my own
view it has to do also with the economic situation. The economy is going well and
the Dutch can't think of what more they would want. What to pray for? They have
everything they want." (nmosg)
Irrespective of whether they said that they did, or did not, have contact with Dutch
Christians, we can see that the interviewees usually made a distinction between
young and elderly Dutch people. The elderly were seen in the church - seen, but
not particularly interacted with. The young were met in the workplace, where a
discussion about religion often revealed that they were either not going t o church
or were not Christian.
Rather than taking into account historical developments and a trend of secularisation, several interviewees interpreted the virtual absence of the Dutch youth
from the churches in terms of a cultural pattern in the life-cycles of members of the
Dutch community. This is interesting, for it points t o the fact that their interpretation remained on a superficial level of observation ratherthan one of communication.
The fact that their view of Dutch Christians followed such a clear uniform
pattern (the immediate distinction between the elderly in the churches and nonchurchgoing young people) seemed to indicate lack of proximity to and interaction
with Dutch Christians. Contact, proximity and communication increase awareness
of internal variety and group dynamics. The closer one is t o another group, the
more details and variety one is likely t o discern. Even though their answers included bits and pieces of conversations with Dutch people, it was my impression
that the parishioners had shared and formed their views pertaining to Dutch Christians more in interaction with African fellow-parishioners than w i t h , for instance,
the Dutch Catholics attending Our Saviour. The similarity in the answers, and the
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fact that more than one person arrived at the same (mis)interpretation seemed to
support this. The exchange among the African parishioners became further evident
from the fact that African parishioners who had arrived more recently in the country, and had little or no experience interacting with the Dutch, expressed similar
views, in the same wording, as did others. 11 They seemed t o enlighten each other.
In contrast, when it came t o relations with members of other religious denominations, it turned out that there was an abundance of vivid accounts of experiences of, and interaction with, in particular, African adherents of other denominations. Amongst these, African Pentecostals were mentioned most frequently.
3.5.5 Catholic - Pentecostal relations: believers, churchgoers, Christians
With respect t o the importance of religion in their social contacts, interviewees'answers displayed three aspects. Firstly, they indicated that religion was important
for their social contacts as the church provided a valuable meeting point where
they made friends. Some counted the church as merely one among many places
where new contacts could be made, similar t o , as examples, the school of their
children, the workplace and festive events. Others said it was actually easier for
them t o make new friends in the church than in other places.
Secondly, in another sense interviewees considered religion noi important
for their social contacts. All pointed out they had friends belonging to other denominations. They indicated that differences in church affiliation or religious conviction were not taken into consideration when choosing friends. It was repeatedly
stressed that all worship the same God. Being a Catholic, Muslim, Baptist, Methodist, Pentecostal, Hindu or Buddhist was not a determining f a c t o r t o whethera person was suitable as a friend. A couple of interviewees indicated they had more
Catholic than non-Catholic friends. This they linked to the fact that they seemed to
make friends more easily in their church than elsewhere.
Thirdly, interviewees considered religion important in the sense of the role it
played in their relations with people belonging to other denominations. They expressed that their religious outlook on life influenced how they related t o other
people in general. Their Catholic faith encouraged them t o view individual differences in perspective and maintain friendships with people belonging to different
denominations.
See, for instance, the phrasing, "From what I've heard it's common with most Dutch
people that the person is not even a Christian, not going to any church, his parents didn't
take him, and he says he sees people going to church whose behaviour is not betterthan
his own" (nwosi). This answer quite literally follows the accounts of other parishioners'
interaction with young people at the workplace.
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The characterisation of their faith as 'open', 'free' and 'liberal' recurred many
times. And the quality of respect for other people's faith was, invariably, much appreciated. To illustrate this, I quote here from the account of a Nigerian parishioner, who narrates the dilemma he faced when he spent three months with
Deeper Life, where he felt pressed to condemn other, including his 'former', religious convictions.
"There is no unity in a family that goes to different churches. Why I say so is because I rememberthe time I got involved with Deeper Life, you knowthem? Deeper
Life association are fanatics. Their ladies don't wear trousers, don't wear earrings.
They tried to convert me. They nearly changed me, and I would argue with my parents that their religion is wrong. It's like the devil has come between. I was confused
and prayed that God should touch me and convince me of my faith, not that I disobey my parents every time. God touched me in my dreams that everyone worships
in their way, but all worship the same thing. I then said that I should trace my roots
again and that as a Catholic I can still make it to heaven and respect other people's
faith. I decided I'd go back to my church. Then the confusion they were trying to
cause stopped.
Deeper Life would ask you, 'Why pray the rosary? It's not in the Bible.' They
said, 'Evil incarnated the rosary around your neck.' They are always against the
Catholics, like Jehovah's Witnesses too. They don't believe in the trinity too. I ask
them, 'You are persecuting other churches, does the Bible tell you to do so and persecute other churches?' I'm not coming to you to convert you to Catholic, you just
do what you believe is right. They won't believe you are a believer. They believe
Catholic is wrong." (nmosis)
This young man went back to the Catholic church purposefully, because he valued
the fact that 'as a Catholic I can still respect other people's faith.' It was a conscious
choice based on an inner conviction pertaining t o the meaning of faith. The view
that faith was not meant t o cause division, condemnation, or lead t o lack of respect, was a recurrent theme among the interviewees. Usually, it was brought t o
the fore in terms of people saying, 'I don't want to judge' and, "I don't like the ones
that criticise", and, with respect t o friendships, "We're friends but I don't want t o
bring religion in".
Although the quote starts from the point of view that unity not would exist
in a family whose members were going t o different churches, many of those interviewed indicated that they came from families whose members went t o different
churches. They used this information, on the contrary, t o demonstrate the respect
for each other's choice of church. One person came f r o m an inter-religious home,
with a Muslim father and a Christian mother. Another indicated that, in herfamily,
the children belonged t o different denominations. Half of the children were Catholic and half were Methodist, depending on which school they attended. Those who
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went to Catholic schools remained Catholic Therefore, it seems that the quote,
saying there is no unity in a family whose members go to different churches, served
more t o make a point about the negative, divisive impact of attitudes expected and
nourished in certain religious circles, than its reference t o the situation of multifaith families This interviewee was placed in a position where he was expected to
condemn other beliefs, and felt uncomfortable with it
His experience with Deeper Life took place in Nigeria, but the church also has
branches in the Netherlands In The Hague they practise active door-to-door evangelisation In narrating their experiences with other churches or adherents of other
faiths, the interviewees often freely combined the situation that they observed in
the Netherlands with experiences they had had in other countries, including their
countries of origin This tendency seems t o direct us back to the fact that most of
the encounters and religious discussions brought t o the fore by the parishioners,
involved Africans
Another issue mentioned by this parishioner mentioned was that, T h e y
won't believe you are a believer ' Here he touched on the subject of the identification of self and others by Catholics and by non-Catholics, specifically Pentecostals
The t w o groups used the same terminology, but with different connotations The
problem as t o who would be called 'believer' and the different interpretations given
by Catholics and Pentecostals was recognised by all of the African parishioners interviewed at the Church of Our Saviour The opposite t o the 'believer' was the
'churchgoer ' The latter term seems t o have obtained its negative connotations
from the Pentecostal usage o f t h e word as, in their churches, it was frequently applied to Catholics
"Pentecostal churches like to criticise that Catholics are churchgoers They say
Catholics don't read the Bible, that they don't follow the things Once you do good
things you're not a churchgoer "
As this statement illustrates, in their use of the word 'churchgoer' the African
Catholics in the Church of Our Saviour oscillated, or, were somehow torn, between
the different connotations o f t h e word It seems that, in the process of rejecting
the application o f t h e term to themselves, they nevertheless accepted or built upon
the connotations clinging to the word before redefining what a 'churchgoer' constituted Once a person did good, he was not considered to be a churchgoer To a
Catholic
"If you're a Christian automatically you're a believer But m some congregations
they use that behever/born-agam to segregate themselves For me it doesn't make
much sense to make so much noise about it If you're a Christian you're a believer "
(nmosis)
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While Catholics saw themselves as both Christians and believers, the Pentecostals
contested their right so to do, claiming the term 'believer7 as being reserved forthe
'born-again.' All who were not 'born-again', to them, were not truly Christians, but
mere 'churchgoers'. Since the Pentecostals were very outspoken in their convictions and African Catholics were confronted by their views on a frequent basis, the
Catholics had developed a clear understanding of what the term 'churchgoer' implied and what distinguished a 'churchgoer' from a 'believer'. Yet it is importantto
realise that, while they could give vivid accounts of this distinction, it wasoriginally
a 'borrowed' distinction, rather than one coming from within.
From the descriptions given by the interviewees, the following profile of the
'churchgoer' emerged. Churchgoers were said to be people who, in the words of the
interviewees at the Church of Our Saviour, basically 'just go to follow others, to
show up', 'go to see other people go to church', or, 'go because others go'. As it
turns out, churchgoers 'don't know what they're going to church for', or, at least,
they 'are not going fortheirfaith'. It remains doubtful whetherthey even 'havethe
faith or the belief. They are there merely 'to participate', yet not very actively.
They 'go once in a while' or'go to church every Sunday, but don't belong to any society' and they 'don't like to abide by the rules'. Not only do they go merely in order
to show up, but it may also be to show off, to use the church as an 'exhibition forum', or with another ulterior motive. 'Maybe they bought a nice dress and wantto
show off, or maybe they came to look for a spouse. In conclusion, churchgoers are
people who 'say they go, that's it.'
On the other hand believers were said to 'go fortheirfaith, devotetheirtime,
go fully'. They 'believe that God exists', 'believe in the Word of God, in Christ's
teaching', 'read the Bible', follow the Commandments', 'put Christ'steaching into
practice'and'live their faith outside the church'. They'apply it in their lives'and'do
good things'. Believers 'have the belief and fear of God'. They 'believe God will
solve their little problems when they ask Him to', and 'they know certain thingsare
a sin and feel a kind of guilt'. Although believers 'are involved in church activities', it
is not a requirement, since they also 'believe in God but don't necessarily have to
go to church to prove it'. In conclusion, believers were held to 'have a meaning to
what they're doing'.
The African Catholics in the Church of Our Saviour, then, were clearly familiar with the distinction. However, this does not mean they themselves liked to apply these words in a judgmental fashion. Invariably, whenever these terms came up
spontaneously, statements were contextually referring to interactions with Pentecostal Christians. Besides pointing out that 'nobody will call himself a churchgoer',
African parishioners of Our Saviour indicated that it was not a thing to say of another person either. As one Cameroonian explained, "I cannot define my position
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because it is some sort of judgement. If I say T m a Christian' it looks like I boast.
And the person you are saying it to may see you as a churchgoer."
The fact that claiming to be a Christian can be considered an act of boasting,
shows not only how others (in particular, the Pentecostals) uttering this phrase
were perceived, but also the Catholic reluctance t o make this kind of value judgement.
"If you say 'this man isjust a churchgoer', it means you've alreadyjudged the man.
'Churchgoer' is judgmental, as if you're not a Christian, not a believer.... I need not
judge any person" (cmos2)
'Churchgoer* is placed here opposite 'Christian' and 'believer'. In the (Pentecostal)
discourse, where these terms are considered as opposites, the former is assessed
negatively. In line with the Catholics' disinterest in applying the type of value
judgement that they believed their Pentecostal friends attached to the word, African Catholics in Our Saviour were also found using the word churchgoer in its original, literal sense of simply indicating "a person who is going t o church" as opposed
to a person who is not. In context of comparing, for instance, the place of the
church in the upbringing of Dutch and African children, an interviewee said,
"[Being brought up in church] is not the most important thing. Some people who
go to church commit sm more than the ones who never go. But for me, it really
shaped my conscience. I believe that if I'd not been a churchgoer, or a believer, ora
Christian, I might be committed in some acts. Not that I'm saying I'm holy. I also
sin, for instance if someone tells me something I don't like and I curse him within
myself, it is also a sin. To curse a person is a sm. I still see myself as a sinner."
- So you're a sinner, a churchgoer, a believer and a Christian all at the same t i m e '
- "Yes, I am all that at the same time." (nmosis)
As can be seen, the simultaneous identification of himself as both'churchgoer'and
'believer' points t o a use of'churchgoer' without the negative connotations associated with its use by Pentecostals. For Catholics, going t o church, believing, and being Christian were seen to be complementary parts of the whole, rather than denoting mutually exclusive varieties of Christians. Thus, while Pentecostals made a
distinction between going t o church and believing in God, and between true'Christians'and mere'churchgoers', thereby often identifying Catholics as'churchgoers',
Catholics chose t o identify themselves as churchgoing Christians who were believers.
Also typical t o the views put across by Our Saviour's African Catholics was a
strong self-consciousness and awareness of the moral impropriety of belittling
others, even if only in thought. They indicated that they thought it sinful t o gossip
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about, or speak badly of, another person Strikingly, these statements came up often in context of their experiences with Pentecostal churches To the African
Catholics in Our Saviour, passing judgment on another was a destructive quality
that ran counter t o their view of what represented Christian virtues Thisto the extent that, should they find themselves criticising Pentecostals, even as to the way
Pentecostals were criticising Cat/7o/;cs, they cautioned themselves with statements
such as not wanting t o judge another
As an interviewee noted,
"The Catholic faith is too [1 e very] liberal It's very, very free I see people from
other denominations They preach and criticise the way Catholics do baptism, or
say the Hail Mary
In the Catholic Church I never heard them preach against another denomination
When Catholic Christians dwell with people of diverse background their im
pact is not being felt For instance someone from the Full Gospel church can preach
m the tram But with Catholic Christians it is difficult to realise that this man is a
Catholic The faith is more liberal The Bible is a proposal If you like you implement The Catholic faith is an open faith Many churches preach against Catholics Butthey [the Catholics] don't do that And they don't try to convert "(cmos2)
Again, it was appreciated that the Catholic Church did not condemn other people's
faith This is not t o say that the African members of Our Saviour did not have their
own views, criticisms or questions when it came t o Pentecostals, but generally
these only tended t o come up as motivation in their personal choice of church affiliation This is where they indicated how certain things, like the central role of the
pastor in these churches, or the advertisement of miracles, simply did not appeal to
them Their mam complaint about the Pentecostals, however, concerned the way
in which they were criticising Catholics
The Pentecostal interviewee who had joined the Church of Our Saviour
agreed there was a difference between Pentecostal and Catholic believers in terms
of the respect they displayed towards the personal convictions of others He indicated that respectfulness towards the like-minded and those who chose to adhere
t o different faiths alike, was what made him enjoy the company of Catholics and
feel comfortable in their midst This was the case on the level of friendships m everyday life and also in terms of the church service (mass) he chose t o attend "

He drew a parallel between attitudes displayed m the various churches and tendencies at
the personal level to engage in passing judgement ('talking bad') on others Being of
Yoruba background, he indicated he preferred to have Igbo friends, since according to
him Igbo (Catholic in majority) were not as fond of'gossiping'
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"What I like about Catholics is that they don't try to convert you. In the Pentecostal
church the pastor says, 'Don't go to that church.' Catholics don't do that." (nmos8)
Interviewees showed a positive appreciation forthe Catholic approach. In their personal interaction with others, African Catholics similarly refrained from exercising
pressure on others to share and follow their religious convictions.
Altogether, from their position in an English-speaking Catholic parish, African Catholics in the Church of Our Saviour were less interested in attending nonCatholic church services than their counterparts in Dutch-speaking parishes, except for when a famous (African) preacher visited the Netherlands. Interviewees
had in common that they tried to apply an open and non-judgmental attitude towards others. Besides the fact that they could use the term 'churchgoer1 in the
positive sense of signifying a believer who frequented mass, they also exhibited
strong awareness of a different 'judgmental' use of this term as the 'hollow' opposite of the rock-solid believer. This second view derived from contacts with Pentecostals. Interviewees indicated they preferred to refrain from categorising others
this way.
3.6

Concluding remarks

In this case study, African Catholics defined themselves in various ways depending
on discursive context. Within the parish, self-identification was primarily as Catholic and on the basis of country of origin. In relation to groups outside the parish, the
African parishioners referred to themselves as (English speaking) Catholics,
(churchgoing) Christians, believers, foreigners and immigrants. Within the parish,
given the high diversity of ethnic and social backgrounds, there was often a twin
tendency to use certain categories and simultaneously point to their irrelevance
when compared to other categories, especially that of Catholicism.
As we have seen, in the Church of Our Saviour the Catholic faith was seen to
unite Catholics of different nationalities, and of diverse cultural backgrounds. Besides religious and ethnic labels (in particular, nationality), interviewees mentioned
socio-economic differences, with the intention behind a mentioning of the variety
being to express the idea that such differences became irrelevant within the context of the church. The shared faith superseded the differences in social status or
cultural background.
Analysis of the speech events helped to provide a good impression of the
dynamics of presentation of self and others as encountered among the African
Catholics who joined the Church of Our Saviour. People basically summed up diversity in order to service the point that they were making about unity. In the same
manner in which different nationalities were mentioned in orderto stress the re//'-
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gious connection, equally reference to differences in social status was made in order to point out that the Catholic identity superseded socio-economic position as
the relevant identity.
Made most relevant was the Catholic identity, thus removing possible barriers provided by differences in social status. Contrary to the outward perception of
Our Saviour as a parish for the influential and wealthy, that held little attraction for
economic refugees, it in fact attracted quite a number of undocumented immigrants. These people, sometimes, expressed their silent wish that the church,
which they knew to be trying to make an impact in fight against injustice all over
the world, would take their own plight to heart, yet their primary motive forjoining
the church was the English worship and friendly community. In company of fellowCatholics of all nations, gathered together as members of a world church, they
seemed to enjoy the opportunity to express their faith through full participation,
and the opportunity to engage in international exchange after mass.
With groups outside the parish, the relationship with Dutch Christians on the
one hand and African Christians on the other was examined in more detail. We saw
how the similarities in the accounts with respect to Dutch Christians reflected a
lack of proximity to Dutch Catholics. In contrast, accounts of experiences and interaction with African members of other religious denominations were more detailed, varied and elaborate. More (intensive) contact seemed to exist with African
Christians than with Dutch Christians.
Let us look now at Ter Haar's theory that African Christians in the Netherlands preferto emphasise their religious identity ratherthantheirethnic identity.
This case study has shown, indeed, within the context of the Church of Our Saviour, that Catholic identity was emphasised over ethnic identity. Nationality was
the form of ethnic identity most commonly referred to. Country of origin featured
prominently in self-identification during social encounters. Being African orlgbo
were less relevant ethnic identities to mention. Nationality or country of origin received the emphasis, without, however, ever being emphasised over the shared
Catholic identity. As an English-speaking international church community, differences in nationality received emphasis in as far as they strengthened the sense of
community. When attention for nationality or exhibition of national features (food,
dress, dance) contributed to the inter-national atmosphere they were freely propagated. The 'African' (continental) identity could in this case become emphasised
when African parishioners of different nationalities joined hands to organise an
event like the African Booth at the annual Food Fair. This is due to the fact that
some of the nationalities present had too few members to manage an entire nationality-based booth on their own and as such became included in the (continental) category.

no
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Therefore, in terms of whether African parishioners were inclined toward
coalition or competition with other groups in the parish, it seemed the mam tendency was toward coalition. The shared religious Catholic identity (coalition) was
the most important, m their view Within the parish, identification on ethnic
grounds could give rise t o a sense of playful competition (during moments of cultural display, e g. the Food Fair) without losing sight of its part in the greater whole
(an inter-national community). Outside the parish not much identification existed
with Dutch Catholics, due to the fact that few interviewees had come across Dutch
Catholics of their own age. Their own large, vibrant and young pa nsh, full of groups
and activities, showed greater similarity t o the Catholic church communities in
their countries of origin than t o the average Dutch parish which had 'grown grey'.
Some interviewees had attempted to get young, non-behevmg Dutch people interested in church life, but in vain. With regards t o African Christians of other denominations, they emphasised a common identity as believers (coalition), yet due t o
their satisfaction with their own vibrant church community in the right language
there was little urge t o be part of a Protestant church community on a regular basis
(competition).
In the case of the Church of Our Saviour, then, religion contributed t o African Catholics' integration (with retention of identity) with Catholics of otherbackgrounds. The church accurately described itself by stating that, "We are the United
Nations praying together." 13 Rather than assimilating t o Dutch culture or way of
worship, African Catholics adapted here to the English or American ways of worship. With emphasis on the international character, they retained their cultural
ethnic identity amid the other nationalities. In response to the question whatthey
would like to see happen m their church, they expressed the desire to give expression to culture-specific elements during Liturgy."·

13

"Wijzijn de Verenigde Naties biddend bijeen". This quote derives from the announcement
of a publication of the homilies of the church's pastor, Fr. Sjaakde Boer (KerkmDenHaag). The book, titled "DolHearA Ves^'was presented m 2005 Another compilation of
homilies, "The Power of No"', appeared m 2006
14
The 'Africa Community of the Church of Our Saviour', established in 2004, included as an
objective in its mission statement, to "coordinate and make proposals for a African
mode liturgical worship through the Church's Liturgy Committee".

4
4.1

An African immigrant parish - the All Saints Church
Introduction of the parish1

All Saints Church, Amsterdam, an immigrant church with a congregation consisting in majority of people who migrated to the Netherlands from Ghana and Nigeria, was established in the mid-1980's The recognition of the need for a place of
worship for African Catholics emanated from the Chaplaincy for Africans, which
the Society of African Missions (SMA) set up in Amsterdam in 1980 In February
1980 the SMA Fathers decided to start the Chaplaincy during a meeting in Wmneba, Ghana They were concerned about the circumstances of the young economic immigrants whom had emigrated, from Ghana to European cities such as
Berlin, Hamburg, Antwerp and Amsterdam, to help their communities cope with
increased poverty by working abroad (Peters 2004) Assigned to the task of reaching out to these immigrants in Amsterdam, Fr Frans Thoolen approached Africans,
on trams and in areas around Amsterdam Central Station and the Bijlmermeerdistrict, thereby greeting Ghanaians m Twi
By means of a Huiskamer* project, or social centre, SMA missionanes offered
African immigrants a place where they could share their troubles, find a helping
hand to navigate the Dutch bureaucratic system, acquire information on locations
where they could sleep or get medical assistance, and meet fellow-Africans to exchange experiences in a relaxed atmosphere where they could feel at ease, and at
home The social centre was based in an apartment at Geinwijk 526 in the Bijlmermeer district, which Fr Thoolen named Osofofie, meaning 'presbytery' in Twi
When police raided the apartment in search of'illegal' immigrants, the incident
gave rise to a national commotion in which concerns were voiced with regards to
the rights of people in the margins of society (Peters 2004) The outcome was that
although Osofofie was prohibited from providing night shelter, it could directthem
for night shelter to other locations that were recognised by the government, and
continue to assist Africans in distress in other ways
The Huiskamer continued, therefore, to function as a social meeting point

1

2

Strictly speaking this church community is officially a 'Rectorate' m the diocese of Haarlem (website www afrikahuis com, February 2007) However, m the ensuing chapter I
write 'parish', as it is commonly perceived as such and its own priests referred to it m
those terms as well Outlining the history of the church m an interview in November
2000 they described the developments over the years in terms of Missio, a beginning
parish, onto a full-fledged parish
^Huiskamer' is the Dutch word for sitting-room or parlour
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and, for many, a postal address or somewhere for Africans without permanent ad
dress to store a suitcase. It also continued t o give information as regards permit
procedures and acted as a point of assistance for those who desired to return home
with useful skills and dignity intact In addition it was a place where people en
gaged in prayer sessions together, as their faith was an important source of
strength t o them. Fr. Thoolen organised prayer services at the apartment and
elsewhere, and soon there was a regular church service at De Graankorrel church in
the Bijlmer. African elements characterised the style of worship.
The Chaplaincy's workload increased. In December 1982 Fr. Thoolen was
joined by Fr. Toon te Molder, a missionary returned f r o m Ghana, who spoke Twi
very well. African volunteers produced a newsletter "Never Despa/r', operating out
of the Huiskamer} The small congregation of regulars at the prayer services gradu
ally turned into a church In March 1984, the Chaplaincy for Africans moved to a
vacant verger's apartment in the building of a Reformed church on Govert Flinckstraat 191, as this location offered more space for social and religious activities. The
Huiskamer and the church were now located in one building, helping to make the
Chaplaincy's activities more visible to the public. Fr. Te Molder started weekly visi
tations to the Bijlmer prison, t o minister t o Africans w h o m had been arrested for
being in the country 'illegally'.
As several other religious and pastoral organisations in Amsterdam became
allied to the Chaplaincy's work, in 1985 Osofofiewas renamed Stichting Pastoraat
voor West Afrikanen Over the course of the years the 5MA realised that, morderlo
cater for both newly arrived and more settled African immigrants, they might re
quire a change of vision and status from a Chaplaincy t o a Rectorate. African immi
grants could, then, be catered for within a parish atmosphere (Africa House
1999.7). To help them assess the direction to take, the SMA approached Rt. Rev.
Peter Κ Sarpong, Bishop of Kumasi, who sent Fr Joseph Amoako-Adusei, then Vi
car-General, t o visit Amsterdam and make recommendations. In his evaluation re
port entitled 'Working in the Boulevard of Broken Dreams', Fr. Amoako-Adusei
noted that there was a great need among Africans, in addition t o continuing the
important work of the social centre, for a strong community of believers. He ob
served that "Africans who arrive in Holland go through the Chaplaincy as though
through a filter, and land somewhere with nobody to minister to them" (AmoakoAdusei 199142). With only a tiny percentage practising at other parish churches
"where they are estranged", there were detrimental effects on their faith (ibid.).
After some years thename'NeverDespair'changed into Talking Drums', refernngtoan
important means of communication in Ghanaian culture (Amoako-Adusei, 1991.36)
Some of the interviewees recalled receiving a Ghanaian newsletter which was distrib
uted in the Bijlmerflats to the mailboxes that carried Ghanaian names Some found their
way to the church community this way.
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The Chaplaincy required a solid base in the form of a parish or rectory and needed
t o take on an African priest as a permanent member of staff While the emphasis
had been on social work, Fr Amoako-Adusei pointed out the benefits of an African
priest who could offer spiritual animation Taking into account the circumstances
of many of the immigrants, this African priest should be someone who could be
characterised as a good listener with good counselling qualities, as well as someone
who would be able t o "serve as a bridge t o people of various cultural and social
backgrounds" (ibid 44) He also recommended that a co-ordmatorbe employed to
handle day-to-day matters, pay home visits and network with other organisations
(ibid 45)
Following acceptance and implementation of the recommendations, the
growing community came t o enjoy the presence of an African priest, the first of
whomwasFr Edmund Akordor The Bishops Conference of Ghana senthimtoassist the SMA in Amsterdam in 1993 At the time Ghanaians made up the majority
of the Sunday congregation, which was growing by the week *
In November 1994 the church and social centre moved t o Van Ostadestraat
270 The building, consisting of a church hall, residential apartments, and a number
of other halls for social and pastoral activities, was officially opened by the Bishop
of Haarlem, the now late Rt Rev Henny Bomers, C M The name Afrika Huis,
adorning the front of the building, was given by Rev Fr Ton Storcken, the Provincial Superior of the Dutch province of the SMA, t o express the society's aim of
making Africans feel more at home in the Netherlands 5
Fr Frans Thoolen, who had left the Chaplaincy in 1985 t o attend t o other
appointments, 6 became the first Superior and Co-ordmator of the Afrika Huis m
1994, to be followed by Fr Gerard Buurman in 1995, Fr Felix Rex Amofa in 1997
and Fr Gerard Timmermans in 2000 successively In October 1997, the Bishops
Conference of Ghana sent Fr Jude Eduafo-Ampah t o be the pastor of the Afrika
Huis Fr Eduafo-Ampah stayed 7 years, before being succeeded by Fr PaulMensah who, during t h e t w o years prior t o his assumption of the post of pastor in A u gust 2004, had been a visiting priest In January 2006, Fr Mensah left to do missionary work in Africa In October 2006, Fr Edward Muge f r o m Nigeria became the

4

5

According to interviewees, m the mid-eighties the Sunday service was attended by an
average of 20 to 25 people, and new faces were coming in each week Some of these
were Nigerians, yet their presence was not consistent until afterthe church moved to the
Van Ostadestraat (gwasi2), when the community attending Sunday mass consisted of
about 50 people and five mass servers (Afrika Huis 2004 44)
From the website www afrikahuis com, February 2007
When he left the Chaplaincy in November 1985 other Fathers including Fr John Brakel
andFr Ton Storcken took over the spiritual activities of the then Chaplaincy, which was
still primarily engaged in attending to the social needs of the Africans in Amsterdam
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pastor of the All Saints Church During his time, the church moved its congregation
to a new location when, from December 2008, it came to share the use of the
Boomkerk, on Admiraal de Ruijterweg in the Bos en Lommer district, with its
Dutch-speaking Catholic community7 The church's procession on Palm Sunday
was declared by the priest to be the first to take place in the neighbourhood "Let's
remind the people that there is a church here " In August 2009 All Saints welcomed
Fr John Affum from Ghana as new parish priest He succeeded Fr Muge who went
to pursue further studies abroad
The interviews in All Saints were conducted during the period from June
2002 till March 2003, having been preceded by incidental visits to the church from
2000 Although the Afrika Huis was at the time involved in the dual tasks of social
centre and church, the underlying research was concentrated entirely on members
of the religious community and not on the visitors to the social centre There was a
clear difference in the target groups of these services, as All Saints served the spiritual, liturgical and pastoral needs of English-speaking African Catholics8 of different generations, whereas the Huiskamer was geared towardsthe practical needsof
newly arrived Africans,, both francophone and anglophone, irrespective of religious beliefs Over the years, Muslims and French-speaking Africans came to make
up the majority of the daily visitors of the Huiskamer (Drayer 2003) There they
found a place to hide from the cold, relax, watch TV, share their problems, and get
tea and sandwiches and/or (two days a week) a cooked meal From 2004, homeless
Europeans and people of Eastern origin gradually became the mam visitors, while
the number of African visitors dropped (Feyisipo 2006 29) In June 2006, the Huiskamer project, which had been financed by the SMA for more than twenty-five
years, came to an end, leaving the Afrika Huis to concentrate on the religious service and pastoral activities 9
During the fieldwork period the Sunday congregation ranged between 150
and 250 people, with equal representation of Ghanaians and Nigerians, and about
five percent white Dutch people Individual Ugandans, Kenyans, South-Africans,
Libenans, Cameroomans, Togolese and Sierra Leoneans were also known to visit
the church, but their presence seemed occasional rather than regular

7

From January 2004 this community comprised the territorial De Boom, Augustinus and
Chasse parishes, the three of which merged and renamed themselves parish of the Hei
lige Dne-eenheid
This is not to say that there were no non Catholics who attended the Sunday mass and
felt at home in this church
9
The SMA had a study conducted to help it reorient to its mission with regard to the services of a social nature for Africans in Amsterdam (Rozenga 2008)
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4.2

Interviewees

Fifteen parishioners of All Saints Church were interviewed Seven of these were
women and eight were men During the fieldwork period it was estimated that African women made up about 35 percent of the people present on a Sunday 10 Eight
of the interviewees hailed from Ghana and seven from Nigeria, reflecting that while
Ghanaians had historically constituted the majority in the early years of the church,
the congregation was made up of an even split of Ghanaians Nigerians by the time
of fieldwork
A t the time of interview, interviewees had been affiliated t o All Saints from
six months t o fifteen years Three members had been affiliated to the church between six months and one year Three people had been coming to the church for
between one and t w o years, four people, three and four years, three people, seven
years, one person, nine years and, one for fifteen years
All interviewees in All Saints were Catholic Most of them were, as they identified themselves, 'born Catholic' Two interviewees had become Catholic during
the last decade to follow the faith of their spouses They had received Anglican and
Methodist upbringings, respectively Three interviewees had been very active
members of Pentecostal churches for a few years, t o the extent that led one of
them t o identify himself as "I was a Pentecostal t h e n " As became clear from the
interviews, their previous affiliation to a Pentecostal church seemed to have influenced significantly the way in which they viewed their present church "
Eight interviews took place in interviewees' homes, four were conducted
on the church premises after Sunday mass and three people were interviewed in
other locations, such as Amsterdamse Poort shopping centre and other parts of
the Bijlmermeer, even though I had been heartily welcomed into their homes At
least eight of the people interviewed lived in the Bijlmer district at the time of the
interview, and some of the others had lived there previously as well Appointments
to have the interviews on the church premises after mass were made in advance,
tuned t o other activities in which these parishioners were engaged at the church
The many other spontaneous conversations I had with parishioners, otherthan the
fifteen whom I interviewed at more length, all helped t o get a deeper understanding of the parish, but were not used as part of the systematic analysis
Five of the people interviewed in All Saints were fluent in Dutch, using it t o
communicate in their professional lives, and studies In terms of some of the pro-

This percentage seems to have remained accurate over the years (see Castillo et al
2006 39)
More on this in section 5 5 4 (on Catholic-Pentecostal relations)
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fessions in which they worked, 12 these interviewees could be considered as'well integrated' in day to day Dutch society. The others had mastered the Dutch language t o various degrees. Two people had private enterprises targeting a largely
female and, often, female clientele. Others were working mostly in the cleaning
sector, often simultaneously taking courses to improve their career perspectives.
4.3

African participation in church activities

Given that All Saints was an African parish, it was only natural that Africans were
involved in all of the activities in this church. This section will outline the various activities and committees in the church, with attention to the target groups forwhich
the various groups and societies were established. First of all, attention is paid t o
participation during mass; then t o the societies; and thirdly to activities which involved the church with external parties.
Participation during mass
In comparison t o many of the Dutch Catholic churches, mass in All Saints Church
was characterised by a relatively high level of participation by the congregation.
Not only did the preaching often involve interaction between priest and congregation in terms of questions and response, butotherelementsduring massalsobore
evidence of an active and interactive participation. The priest of All Saints expressed his opinion, during an interview, that "...in the Dutch church everything is
so priestly, with all the focus on the priest without the people participating. Here
there is a lot of participation." 13 People visiting an African immigrant church, such
as All Saints', would find mass celebrated in the style reminiscent of the Catholic
Church in Africa or, in the words of the church's pastor: "Here with us you can get
the African touch". Asked to specify what this African touch consisted of, the pastor answered:
•
•
•
•

12

Our service is longer. We mostly have a two hour service and sometimes it lasts more
than two hours.
The way we do Offering is different1*
The Collection. We leave our benches and bring it to the collection, while some songs
are sung, instead of passing the collection round while people remain seated.
The drumming. We use African musical instruments.

In the service, medical and educational sectors.
Interview with Fr. Jude Eduafo-Ampah, 1 November 2000.
^ Church members bring trays with fruits, eggs, and other items such as packages ofjuice,
sugar, bags of rice, candles and tomatoes. (See also Afrika Huis 2004:43,45)
13
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•

•
•

The calling of people for blessings, for a special intention, for example a birthday
celebration 15 We pray for them with our hands If there are not too many people who
will be blessed that day, then we place our hands on their shoulders while we pray for
them. 1 We sprinkle them and bless them
During the peace wish the priest and the mass servers walk round to greet as many
people as possible
When the priest enters, he enters m procession with the mass servers in front of him

Asked about the influence of the international composition of the congregation on
the liturgy, more elements that people were used t o in the African setting were
mentioned
•
•
•
•

Most of the liturgy ism English, but elements of our country are put in the choir
The priest can come in singing a native song of our country
The traditions we are used to at home like after receiving the offertory gifts, we bless
these gifts with a cross
The sprinkling of Holy water before mass, every Sunday People expect it If we don't
do it they miss it and if we do it but not very well, they will come to you afterwards and
say "Father, none of the water touched me "

In line with mass being geared towards the involvement of the entire church community, private devotion such as praying by the statue of Mary with the fcenfe-cloth
banner "Queen of All Saints, pray for us" at the back of the church hall, was neither
witnessed, nor allowed, during the service In All Saints private devotion took place
either before or after mass, but not during.
It was common t o find the priest encouraging audience participation during
the sermon, asking for a response from the congregation. This could range from an
exercise on the geography of Asia in order to establish that "together we know a
lot", to sharing ideas on "the social implications of sin." As for the latter, one Sunday the pastor preached about "people's inclination t o do bad things" and how
people prefer t o keep silent about this inclination because of the social implications. When asked for examples by their pastor, members of All Saints came up
with "corruption", "EU law on immigration", "fornication", "racism" and "gossip"
The father's remark "So EU law on immigration is a sin 7 " met with a loud acclamation from the congregation, agreeing that it was. It was noted that in God's eyes
everybody is equal. 17 Such discussions in the Catholic mass bore similarity t o
15

Other common special intentions were for members' parents who had passed away in
Ghana or Nigeria, and for those about to go on a journey
1
They were not required to kneel They usually remained standing while the priest prayed
and placed his hand on their shoulder
17
Observation notes 23-6-2002
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statements of the kind that "God does not recognise frontiers" heard in the services of the African initiated, instituted, independent or international churches. 18
A further similarity with church services in African initiated churches seemed
t o be that in All Saints the mention of the devil was not avoided. 19 In the sermons
by visiting African priests in All Saints Church, Satan was not as infrequently mentioned as seemed to be common in most Catholic churches in the Netherlands. In
thethree-yearcycle of bible readings read during mass in the Catholic Church, the
gospel appears t o pay direct attention t o the devil only about once a year. 20 Although not as prominent as in the Protestant Pentecostal churches, the priest
could refer to something, every once in a while, as "the work of Satan", or speak of
"the darkness you left behind now that you've come t o the light" and "leaving the
things of the devil behind us". It is important t o note, however, that this was certainly not every Sunday, and weeks could pass by without the devil being mentioned as such.
As mentioned above, calling those who had requested for mass t o come
forward to be prayed for, and sprinkled t o receive blessings fora journey, birthday,
or the burial of a relative in Africa, was part of paying attention to the members,
and making members of the church community feel involved.
"We tried to make our liturgical celebrations lively, dynamic and inspiring reflecting
the distinctive African character of the different nationalities involved. So then, the
Mass which is the focal point of our worship was always alive and inspirational as
everyone felt very much involved. During the Mass special needs were prayed for
and blessing were given to those celebrating special occasions m their lives such as
Birthday and Thanksgiving" (Africa House 1999.19)
Clear contributors to the dynamic atmosphere during Sunday mass in All Saints
were the t w o choirs. Besides English, the choirs sang songs in Twi and Igbo, alternating with songs in various other languages including Yoruba and Fanti. With
every song, one would hear different sections of the church community singing
along enthusiastically.

The meaning of the I m the commonly used term AlC's has variedly been known todepict
'independent', 'African initiated', 'African instituted' and more recently 'international'
(See Ter Haar 1998a) The notion that God does not see frontiers was also expressed by
Africans detained m the Willem II prison, Tilburg (for being m the country 'illegally'), m
conversations with the prison chaplain (notes 22-6-2000)
19
A.o. notes visit to All Saints 24-9-2000, 31-3-2002
20
Interview with the priest of the French-speaking church m The Hague (7-11-2000)
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Societies in the church
Among the societies the two choirs - the All Saints choir and the Voice of Grace
choir - were prominent. They were also commonly referred to by members of the
church as the 'Ghanaian choir' and the 'Nigerian choir', respectively. Thechoirs rotated their singing for the church. In addition to every second and fourth Sunday of
the month, the Nigerian Voice of Grace choir sang when the members of the All
Saints choir were invited to sing elsewhere. As noted by members of the choir,
these invitations to go and sing in Dutch Catholic churches all over the country
were a consequence of the media attention surrounding the plane crash in the
Bijlmer in 1992. People seeing reports on the aftermath of the disaster had wondered who were these people mourning the victims by singing so beautifully, and
invitations to sing in various churches resulted. In 2002 the All Saints choir celebrated the tenth anniversary of its existence. Some members of the Nigerian Voice
of Grace choir had initially been part of the All Saints choir." It was in 1998 that the
Voice of Grace choir ceased to be occasional, and began to sing during liturgical
celebrations each second Sunday of the month (Africa House 1999:17), later adding
the fourth Sunday. Due to the fact that the Nigerian choir was younger, it did not
initially receive invitations to sing outside the church. According to its members it
was also a result of the names used bythetwo choirs. As those churches wishing a
performance were unaware that All Saints had more than one choir, written requests were automatically addressed to the 'All Saints choir'. In the course of the
years the Voice of Grace choir became to be invited for wedding ceremonies and
special church services as well.
Besides the choirs, the church had several other societies, including two
women's groups: the Christian Mothers Association and Si. Theresa's Society. Both
groups had ceremonial clothes, worn by all members and theirchildren during special festive occasions, such as the celebration of All Saints day. Motherhood was no
prerequisite to becoming a member of the Christian Mothers Association, but one
had to be a woman. The members of the association usually met to pray before
mass. Members of St. Theresa's Society dressed in their ceremonial clothes to celebrate the feast of their patron St. Theresa in October. Members of St. Theresa's
Society usually met one and a half hours before mass and organised bible studies
before mass on the third Sunday of the month.
The Men's Fellowship Society came together monthly, after mass. They participated in the church's social activities by helping to prepare the hall for parties,
Representing these members, the choirmaster of the Voice of Grace choir attended the
ceremony in honour of the tenth anniversary of the All Saints choir, and received the certificate. Amongst all the people wearing the robes of the All Saints choir, he wore the
robe of the other choir.
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arranging the chairs, and tidying up afterwards. Apartfrom helping with party occasions they also helped to keep the church clean through organised cleaning sessions.
For the children, Children's Services were organised in the small hall every
week (Africa House 2002:11). It was stated, in an annual report from a few years
earlier when it was still only a monthly service, that, "...since most children have
Dutch as their first language, we used English language but it was translated into
Dutch for the children by some of their seniors who have a good command over
both languages. This made the celebration more understandable and meaningful
to them." (Africa House 1999:19) Youths in All Saints were also encouraged to attend festivals and meetings organised by the diocese and the deanery, such as the
Jongerenfestival Amsterdam, together with children from other immigrant
churches. The youths were also involved in organising parties forthemselves, and
plays to be performed forthe entire church. Meetings forthe church's young Mass
Servers were also organised, particularly in preparation for some major celebrations (ibid. 1999:17). First Sundays of every month were reserved forthe celebration of the baptism of infants during mass. In 2001 a few parents and the pastoraccompanied 54 children to the Africa museum in Berg en Dal, so they could be acquainted with various African traditions and customs. The children built a clay hut
at the museum (ibid. 2002:11).
Besides societies with gender-based affiliation, there was also the Catholic
Prayer Ministry. Its members came together for their prayer sessions before mass
every second Sunday of the month. They engaged in praying the rosary, bible sharing, testimonies, benediction and adoration of the Blessed Sacrament, or worship
of the monstrance (1999:17; gmasi6). The Catholic Prayer Ministry also organised
an All Night Prayer session once every three months, on a Friday. Furthermore,
half an hour before mass each Sunday, a small group of people would come together to pray the rosary.
With mass starting noon, it was convenient for many of the societies to meet
beforehand. During the fieldwork period, it was common practice for members of
the various societies to come together after mass too, some doing so in the hall
where people drank tea and coffee. These gatherings could extend to over two
hours, since people liked to stay on a while to talk with each other. It was not uncommon, when leaving around 16.00 o'clock, to find parishioners still chatting in
the coffee room or drinking beer and sending their children to bring fried potato
chips from a neighbouring snack-bar to eat in the coffee room.
Outside of the societies, the general day-to-day running of the church was in
the hands of a number of committees. The pastoral staff, several of whom were African, consisted of the community of priests and sisters of the Africa House. Parishioners could count on them to meet members' spiritual needs, as well as for initiât-
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mg motivational activities for the church as a whole, sometimes in combination
with other churches {ibid 1999 10) The pastoral staff engaged in home visitation
to discuss problems and pray with those who so desired, they visited hospitalised
members and others on request, and they provided counselling to individuals, to
couples preparing for the Sacrament of Holy matrimony and to married couples
with problems {ibid 19)
Community activities with external parties
A number of activities for the church community were organised together with
other churches Members of All Saints had, for several years, made a tradition on
Ascension day, of a joint pilgrimage together with members of the Englishspeaking parish of the Blessed Trinity Every year over a hundred people from All
Saints visited a site of pilgrimage in the Netherlands, in rented buses and private
cars Part of the retreat was a picnic Anothereventheld in the summer, in combination with the parishioners of the Blessed Trinity, was the annual sports competition with barbecue, where teams from the two churches competed against each
other in games of football, volleyball and athletics
Further activities, organised togetherwith other churches, mcludedyo/ntservices on some special feast days Celebrating the Feast of Pentecost togetherwith
the Vredeskerk, a Dutch-speaking Catholic church within walking distance of All
Saints, had turned into an annual tradition The same was true of the Christmas
carol service with the nearby Protestant Oranjekerk "
From 2004 onwards, members of the All Saints Church and the Vredeskerk
have also engaged m a Maria procession through the neighbourhood where both
churches are located, the Amsterdamse Pijp
The Church Committee met monthly with the pastoral staff to deliberate on
matters concerning the societies, individual members or the church as a whole It
was instrumental in making and implementing decisions The church further had
subcommittees for liturgy, welfare and finance The Liturgy Committee planned
church services and discussed arrangements with respect to liturgical materials like
hymn-books, mass servers'uniforms and priests'vestments The Welf are Committee was responsible for planning all of the social activities such as the parties and
picnics The Finance Committee counted the various collections and helped the pastor prepare the quarterly and annual financial reports (1999 16) The church survived on funding from the SMA, who financed the upkeep of personnel and operational costs, and income from ordinary Sunday collections, offerings for mass m-
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Sometimes the choir of the French-speaking church was part of it as well In 2001 the
Christmas carol service involved All Saints, the Oranjekerk and the Vredeskerk all to
gether
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tentions and devotions, collections for welfare activities, and sales of the annual
Africa House Calendar (ibid 11)
Some Nigerians in the church established the Nigerian Catholic Community
The Ghanaians only started coming together as a community many years later,
possibly because they had been in the majority from the beginning The number of
Nigerians gradually increased In 2000 the composition of the church was estimated at 55% Ghanaians and 45% Nigerians 23 When the fifteen members were interviewed in 2002-2003, it was generally believed t o have achieved parity ^ The
purpose of the Nigerian Catholic Community was t o discuss howto organise events,
for example the reception of a bishop visiting from Nigeria On the 19^ of November 2006, the Ghanaians in the church officially inaugurated the Ghanaian Roman
Catholic Community of the All Saints Church, following its formation some months
earlier after the Ghanaians in the church had started coming together to raise
money for a funeral service in Ghana Since then, they continued to have meetings
when the situation or occasion so demanded, such as f o r t h e organisation of the
celebrations in March 2007 of the 50 th anniversary of Ghana's independence, held
in the church after Sunday mass
Last, but not least, contacts between members of the church also inspired
the formation of groups and activities that were not linked directly to the church
For instance the Nigerian Cultural Troupe, which performed with an energetic music
and dance show at festive occasions throughout the Netherlands, largely consisted
of members who were members of the All Saints Church Meetings of the Nigenan
Christian Association, bringing together Nigerian Christians of different denominations, were held in the church building Furthermore, individual members sometimes used the site for festive occasions, including the launch of an individual's
gospel CD Finally, the Africa House social centre also organised a Computer course
and a Dutch language course, which were attended by members of All Saints
Church
While the sections above describe the situation at the All Saints Church, we
turn now to the interview material
if.it

Church affiliation of African parishioners of All Saints Church

When people shared their stories of how they came to join the All Saints Church,
most of them seemed t o refer t o it as 'Africa House' Very striking was the large
proportion of interviewees who said that they felt 'at home' 2 S This was a sponta-
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GmasiG
Gwasi3
25
Half of the number of people who were interviewed did use the term 'at home' to indii4
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neous choice of words, often in response t o the question, "What were your first
impressions 7 " To illustrate this, I quote from some of the interviews
"I was very happy and I was home, because I knew the songs I was a member of the
choir in Ghana And I met people I've not seen for 4years We knew each otherfrom
Ghana and I met them here in the church I was very, very happy " (gwasi)
" n h e y were very welcoming and genuinely interested m you, inviting you to their
homes We were like a family " (gmas3)
"Seeing your brothers and sisters there, I feel at home and also the choir there is
good I love the church " (nwasg)
'They sing songs in my moedertaal [mother tongue] If you go and hear songs from
your place you're at home Most of the time that's why we go there
I feel like I'm
in one of those churches m Nigeria " (nwass)
"My first impression is that I see my people around Even if I don't know them right
from home, I feel at home with them " (nmasis)
The sense of home, then, derived from the familiarity of songs, old acquaintances,
a welcome, friendships, people of the same origin and language Having indicated
how parishioners felt once they found their church, we now look at interviewees'
experiences with other churches in the Netherlands prior to their affiliation t o All
Saints, and other churches they may have visited while being members of All
Saints As noted in the previous chapters, looking at experiences with other
churches is necessary for the comparison, in chapter 5, of patterns of church affiliation found in t h e different church situations, with respect t o the direction of
movement and preferences of African Catholics in the Netherlands
4.4.1 Affiliation prior to joining All Saints
For five interviewees the All Saints Church was the first church they visited in the
Netherlands Within the first weeks after arrival they were introduced to the church
by their spouses, siblings and friends who belonged to the church Five others attended Dutch-language church services before they found the All Saints Church
The period they spent in these Dutch churches ranged from several months t o a
good number of years
The three interviewees, in table 4 1 below, who started in Dutch-speaking
Catholic parish churches close t o where they lived, were members of these
cate how they felt m the church
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churches for several years They remarked that, although they could follow the
Catholic system irrespective of the language, they preferred an English mass and
switched churches as soon as they learned that one existed m Amsterdam
Table 4 1 Churches attended before joining All Saints
Churches attended before joining All Saints
Dutch-speaking Catholic church
Dutch-speaking Protestant and Dutch Reformed church
English-speaking Catholic church
English speaking Pentecostal or Evangelical church
No other churches before All Saints

(n=is)
Persons*
3
2
2
6
5

* More than one category possible per person
Of the t w o interviewees who attended a Protestant church, one expressed that he
had attended it because there were a small number of Surinamese and Nigerians in
the congregation In the meantime he searched for a Catholic church The other,
whilst living in a small t o w n , worshipped with Dutch Protestants before moving t o
the city of Amsterdam Both attended these churches for several months
Two interviewees had been part of the English-speaking parish of the
Blessed Trinity before joining All Saints Practical considerations, such as public
transport routes and schedules, played a role in the choice between the t w o parishes Other motivating factors were appreciation for the African style of worship
as well as the argument that as "the Catholic Church is one", one can go t o any
Catholic church without having t o spend too much t i m e in getting there
That All Saints represented the more convenient choice, in terms of journey
time, was a consideration uttered by other interviewees, even as it took some of
them up t o an hour to reach the church This only seems t o underline the factthat,
in choosing for the 'nearest place of worship', the language and culture were of
more importance than would appear from taking such a phrase literally Some of
these people had Dutch territorial parish churches nearer t o where they lived and
therefore considerations of distance in the case of All Saints merely seem t o indicate that the search was really for the 'nearest suitable or comfortable place of
worship' The congregation of All Saints Church consisted of people from all parts
of Amsterdam, especially the Bijlmer, as well as from Hoofddorp, Almere and Diemen They spent considerable time t o reach their church every week
All Saints fulfilled a more specific need than 'just to set my foot in the
church', which some Africans attending Dutch territorial churches were heard saying As one of the interviewees at All Saints explained,
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"Most people are already religious and would go to church anywhere, butto be able
to maintain them, to keep them interested, it needs more than only the building,
the priest or the faith It needs other important things as well the people they meet
there, the language, the atmosphere - are the people receptive or not receptive -,
also the aspect of connectivity, that people genuinely care about yourwelfare, your
wellbemg
For instance there are numerous Catholic churches here Yet people travel all
the way down to Africa House It is because there you meet people who have the
same aspirations, the same religious goals, the same interest that you do
They
like to go where they can meet friends, socialise, look for jobs They travel more
than necessary
At the moment immigrants need to go to a place where there's a connection, a support system to help you survive m a foreign land That's very essential for
Africans They need a place where they can feel at home Some live in terrible ci rcumstances If the church could be a place where they can find peace at least for
one day, it's important " (gmas4)
This statement also throws light on the fact that, as shown in table 4 labove, six of
the fifteen interviewees had spent considerable periods of time in Pentecostal or
Evangelical churches before finding and joining the All Saints Church These visits
can be viewed as a combination of meeting their religious needs on one hand and
the fact that these churches provided a piacelo meet fellow African Christian immigrants on the other Worship was in an expressive way more reminiscent of that
to which they were used in celebrating the faith in Africa, involving culture, music
and inspiration Interviewees who came through Pentecostal churches were in
search of something more than the neighbourhood parish church was able to offer
Yet their search did not end there Some sighed with relief once they came in contact with the All Saints Church
To illustrate how for many parishioners All Saints Church represented the final stage in their search for a church where the way of celebrating resonated with
the religious experience that had made them practise their faith as Christians in the
past, there follow some quotes from the interviews An interviewee whofirst went
to a territorial parish church for t w o years, said,
"When I came here, for the first two years I was very, very sad
I first went with a
Curaçao friend who took me to Victory Outreach, not as a member, but you know,
there's only one God You can go to any church I went two times a month, but I was
still not happy, not comfortable there, because the way they worship in these Pentecostal churches is different They dance and clap1 [more than necessary] Butas a
Catholic, the way we worship is different " (gwasi)
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Others who attended a Dutch territorial parish church and the Pentecostal church
for a period of time respectively, made the following comments,
"At first my parish was X [name of territorial parish]. Why I left X was that when you
go there it was not so lively and you see only old people.... but, apart from that, the
system is the same so you can easily follow everything, and I still go there once in a
while, but it was not so lively, and I started to ask around for an English-speaking
church." (nwasy)
"I preferthe Catholic Church more than the Pentecostal. Maybe because I was not
brought up in Pentecostal life. I've stopped going there because I've seen what I'm
looking for now. I was going there because I've not seen any African church then.
That is why I was going there. The pastor is from Ghana, a man, and a woman who
is from Nigeria [was there].... The Pentecostal life is also the same life, but they always believe in themselves, that they are the best. They say that Catholics don't
really know the bible.... Before I came here [to the Netherlands] I never went to a
Pentecostal church." (nmasS)
"Before, in Ghana, I used to be Catholic, but when I came to Europe, to France and
Belgium, I went to the Pentecostal church. Here [in Amsterdam] I also went to a
Pentecostal church for a while. Then [my friend] said: Come to the African church."
(gmas2)
Although this last interviewee had pleasant memories of the time he spent with the
Pentecostal church, especially with regards t o the spiritual nourishment he received there and the praying skills which he developed, several practical considerations made him decide t o j o i n the All Saints Catholic Church. One of these was the
shorter duration of the service, as the four hours he used t o spend in the Pentecostal church were valuable time. The offertory system played a part too, along with
the social aspect, since the people in the Pentecostal church dispersed right after
the service. In All Saints he enjoyed the open cordial atmosphere and habit of staying on t o chat and socialise in the coffee room after mass.
The quotes from the interviews above show the important role of culture in
meeting the experience that these Catholics were hoping for when they attended a
church service. The fact that they searched out and attended different churches
bears evidence of their belief in a shared Christian faith. Statements such as'Since
there is only one God you can worship Him in any church' show it is ultimately
about one's own relationship with God - one that they seek to strengthen or be
faithful t o . The fact that they stayed for considerable periods of time in churches
that did not match their expectations of an inspiring church service underlines this.
Their remarks about services being 'not lively' enough or uncomfortably extravagant, show that what was considered inspiring and motivating was closely
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linked to ways of religious expression that they grew up with. Although they had
the strength to keep their faith alive under various trying circumstances, and
among believers used to different modes of worship, it was where the circum
stance of worship came closest to what they had been most familiar with back in
Africa that they felt most comfortable. Evidently, style of worship turned out to be
very important after all. That this style of worship was Catholicism embedded in
African culture, was clearly indicated by the phrase "Come to the African church".
The reason given for visiting a Pentecostal church under African leadership was
"because I had not seen any African church". By this, it was further underlined that
it was elements identifiable with African culture that he was looking for - preferably
within the Catholic Church, but if not available there then across denomination.
As noted in the beginning of this section, All Saints Church wasable to make
its parishioners feel 'at home'. With regard to their participation in the various ac
tivities and societies at the church, there seemed to be no uniform pattern as to the
extent of their involvement in (time spent on) church activities in the Netherlands
when compared to that in Africa. Some of the interviewees indicated they were
now more active as well as being more regular in coming for mass than they had
been in their African country of origin. Partly this was based on a desire to over
come feelings of loneliness, which they had experienced since they came to the
Netherlands. Others used to be more active and involved in Africa than in Amster
dam, their work schedules in the Netherlands playing a part. 26
4.4.2 Experience with other churches and combined attendance
Table 4.2 Churches visited next to All Saints (η=ις)
Churches visited
Dutch-speaking Catholic church
Dutch-speaking Protestant church
English-speaking Catholic church
Pentecostal church under African or Surinamese leader
ship

occasionally'

regularly"

5
2
2

1

6

2

i More than one category possible per person,
ii Number corresponds with number of persons

Yet the reverse was also encountered. While working on Sundays had prevented some
from attending church services in the Netherlands on a regularbasisforquite some time,
one interviewee enjoyed being more involved here, since working in the mines had pre
vented him from attending Sunday mass m Ghana.
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Whereas table 4.1 concerned the period before they joined All Saints, the visits t o
the churches in table 4.2 refer to the time after the interviewees had become
members of All Saints. The table reflects the situation at the time of the interviews.
Included under occasional visits are return visits, for instance t o enjoy a
Christmas service in Latin, to the Dutch-speaking churches that interviewees had
been part of for a number of years previously. Also included among these occasional visits are incidental visits to territorial parish churches more or less out of curiosity. These instances did not amount t o visiting the same Dutch church more
than t w o times.
Not included here are the visits members of the choir paid to Dutch Catholic
churches when invited to sing. This was because the interviewees themselves did
not count these under the denominator of'experience with other churches'as they
had not come there for personal reasons and these churches had not represented
potential places of worship for them. Their impressions gathered from these visits
remained on a superficially observational level. They simply noticed that the congregations were made up primarily of elderly people.
Occasional visits t o Pentecostal and Dutch Protestant churches included invitations from friends, and invitations for special occasions such as a visiting
preacher from Africa, a wedding, a child presentation or a visiting musician from
Africa. Also included were irregular visits t o Pentecostal churches near interviewees' homes in the Bijlmer.
Regular visits refer t o repeated visits that amounted to at least once ortwice
every month. As one of the interviewees noted,
"I don't worship in Africa House alone. I also go to one Evangelical church. The pastor is a Ghanaian, but Nigerians and Ghanaians worship there and some Surinam
people." (nmasi3)
The case of the second interviewee who attended a Pentecostal service on a regular basis consisted of weekly attendance of a Pentecostal church service, whilealso
staying faithful t o the All Saints Church. He indicated he attended t w o or more
church services every Sunday. Apart from those who were interviewed for this
study, several members of the congregation would combine more than one church
service on the same Sunday. When I went with a parishionerto attend anotherservice at a Pentecostal church in the Bijlmer I noticed several familiar facesthat I had
seen a couple of hours earlier that day at All Saints. They held the view t h a t ' S u n day is for worshipping my God', and could spend the whole day doing so in one
church after another. Also contributing to the combining of different churches was
the social interaction with members of those churches and, at times, the need to
extend one's social network in order t o help find jobs or houses.
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Some who were not combining churches at the time of the interviews recalled having done so for a period of time in the past Two interviewees mentioned
visiting the t w o English-speaking Catholic churches in Amsterdam For one of
them, the first acquaintance with All Saints was followed by a period during which
its mass drew her t o return while she continued t o go t o her previous church She
noted,
"The first impression I had is that it's exactly the African system, the way mass is
said, the length of time, the behaviour of the people, it's typically African When I
came they were doing fund raising, and I got an invitation from a member That's
really the first time I went there Once m awhile I went there after my own mass
Their own mass starts at twelve When we close, the mass at Africa House is still
on So once m a while I go there " (nwass)
Thus she combined affiliation to the English-speaking church with visits t o the All
Saints Church until she became a fully-fledged member of All Saints During the
fieldwork period I encountered Blessed Trinity parishioners in All Saints and vice
versa In particularthey cared to not only attend meetings in All Saints, after mass
or special occasions such as Thanksgiving for a Ghanaian member in the Blessed
Trinity, but also just t o socialise and meet friends As noted (in section 4 3) the two
churches also organised joint activities such as the sports day and annual pilgrimage
4.5

Identity and social positioning in All Saints Church

4.5.1 Identity categories in All Saints
Before coming t o a contextual analysis of the use of identity labels in All Saints, we
shall first look at which labels were used most frequently Table 4 3 reflects the
number of times certain identifications came up during the interviews It is important to keep in mind, however, that the counting of the most prominent terms only
acquires meaning through analysis of the ends t o which these terms were being
used Listing the various references to persons and groups of persons merely serves
t o give an impression of their frequency and, in itself, gives no indication as t o the
underlying message of the utterances in which they occurred
As in the previous case studies, the various references t o persons were
grouped under an ethnic, religious, socio-economic, age or gender denominator
References t o nationality, continent of origin, skin colour, ethnic group, district of
origin, and immigrant status were considered instances of ethnic identity Identifications referring t o faith, denomination, church affiliation, function occupied
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within the church, membership of one of the various societies or church groups, as
well as to religious practice, were all considered as instances of religious identity
The list of references t o persons and groups of persons made by the parishioners of All Saints during the interviews revealed 216 cases where the ascribed
identities were ethnic in nature and 295 cases where they were religious in nature
In 48 instances, the identifications referred to family position There were 33 identifications referring t o socio-economic differences, and 33 based on gender Age was
referred to 24 times
Table 4 3 Most frequently encountered ethnic and religious labels in All Saints (n=is)
Times

Persons

Religious

Africans

38

13

Dutch

39

13

Ghanaians

31

Nigerians

blacks

35
6

3

whites

4

3

Westerners
Surinamese
Immigrants

Ethnic

identity

Assorted

Times

Persons

Catholics

62

15

Christians

38

13

9

Pentecostals

25

10

11

Protestants

3

Muslims

4
6

non-believers 2 7

4

3

4

2

Jehovah'sWitnesses

3

3

4

4

Churchgoers

3

3

4

3
-

Methodists

2

2

members of

17

Assorted

131

7
-

51

identity

5

The Times column reflects the number of times an identification was used As explained in the previous chapters, an identification used in identical fashion during
several consecutive sentences t o make a point was counted only once Where the
same speaker used this identification again later in the conversation, it was
counted anew The Persons column shows the number of interviewees that used
each of these identifications during the interviews
The identifications include both the singular and plural form Also included
were those cases where identification took the form of an adjective rather than a
noun For instance, African ethnic identity included not only "we Africans ." and
"as an African ." but also "African people", "the African community" and "African
priests" The material collected at All Saints displayed a large number of cases
where a noun reflecting a religious identity was preceded by an adjective referring
to an ethnic identity and vice versa 29 For the counting of identifications, this
27

Either called 'non-believers', 'unbelievers', or 'people that don't believe'
Name of any group, society or association such as Christian Mothers, the choir, Legion of
Mary, etc
29
Particularly m comparison to the data collected in the other case studies included in this
2
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meant that I chose in such cases to count only the term that underlined the point
the interviewee was trying to make. For example, whilst narrating the story of being refused participation in the Last Supper organised by a Reformed church when
two Protestant friends were allowed to take part, one interviewee said "...what I
heard from the Dutch people in the Reformed church is that they don't count
Dutch Catholics as a Christian".30 Here, I counted Catholics and not Dutch as the
relevant identity that was brought forward, since it was his religious identity as a
Catholic that was instrumental to what happened. On the other hand, in phrases
such as "an African priest knows your background" I counted the African/ethnic,
and not the priestly/religious identity. "Priests" (as in "Most of the Saints used to be
priests."31) or "the father" was counted as a religious identification. Furthermore, "
a member of the Voice of Grace Choir" (whose members were Nigerians) and "the
leader of the Youth Society" were counted under religious identifications, since
they referred to functions within the church. However, "the Nigerian choir" and
"the youth" were counted under ethnic and age-related identifications respectively. The many 'double identifications' were thus reduced to single ones when
counting.
The group membership ascriptions used most frequently by interviewees at
All Saints Church to referto themselves were 'Catholic(s)', 'Christian(s)', and 'African(s)'. These terms were often accompanied by the use of'we'. Use of Ghanaian
and Nigerian nationality was usually in more general terms, and without a preceding 'we'. They were applied to describe, in a matter-of-fact way, a certain way of
doing things or a cultural practice. Although without the literal 'we', the identifications nevertheless included the self as a person familiar with the culture of the nationality described. Statements referring to a nationality different to the speaker's
often had to do with descriptions of cultural ways as well. Another way in which
Ghanaian and Nigerian identities were used, was in order to specify a person with
whom they were in contact. This was to demonstrate that assistance was received
from, or rendered to, people across nationality. It showed them to be on friendly
terms with church members who had come from a different country than their
own.
Equally, with'blacks'and'immigrants'people tended to make statements in
general phrases rather than using 'we' explicitly. 'Assorted' ethnic identity labels
included nationalities such as Cameroonians, Ugandans, Sierra Leoneans, Moroccans, Turkish, as well as terms such as 'newcomers', a 'foreign' priest, 'people
speaking my language', Asante, Igbo, etc. Each of these was used by not more

study.
30
31

Nmasi3
Nmasi5
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than one person within the interview setting It is remarkable that, while all seven
Nigerians who were interviewed were Igbo, the Igbo identity was not made relevant by more than one person within the context of the interview Rather, it was
the African identity and, at most, the Nigerian identity that was brought to the fore
and, as such, seems to have been considered more relevant within the All Saints
context
'Assorted' religious identity labels includes, among others, terms such as
'the father* (occurring in most of the interviews), 'a priest', 'communicant', 'Saturday Adventists', 'these Pentecostal churches', 'prayercells', 'a preacher7, 'more/less
spiritually inclined', mass servers, lay reader, church secretary, thefoundmg members (of the church)', friends of different churches', 'those going to a spiritual
church', 'Evangelicals', and those people doing the bidding prayers'
When it came to people belonging to other denominations, table 4 3 shows
clearly that 'Pentecostals'were mentioned most frequently, being discussed by a
majority of the interviewees, while references to members of Evangelical, spiritual,
or'living' churches, or churches mentioned byname, occurred only in the hands of
one or two individuals
In the following sections, relationships between the members of All Saints
and members of Pentecostal churches receive further attention, asdoes GhanaianNigerian relations in the church community Firstly, however, we look at AfricanDutch relations as revealed through the discussions with All Saints parishioners
4.5.2 African - Dutch relations: elements of surprise
In terms of ethnic identification, interviewees in the All Saints Church alternately
made reference to African, black, immigrant, Ghanaian or Nigerian identities
These identifications have acquired meaning within the context of their church as
well as Dutch society In order to refer to the primary actors associated with this
Dutch environment, they spoke of'the Dutch' or'Dutch people', 'whites' or'white
people', 'Westerners' or 'people from/in the West'
The most common pair in ethnic identification of self and others consisted of
the Africans' in contrast to t h e Dutch' Other combinations encountered in All
Saints were 'blacks' versus 'whites' and 'Africans' in contrast to 'Westerners', or
'people from/in the West' References to any of these identities were further made
implicitly32 in statements such as "In Ghana we but over here " or "Here you
(don't) see . but in Nigeria we/they " Although examples given to indicate certain cultural differences were generally phrased in such terms, it is important to
note that the group membership labels in this context would generally be "Africans'
31

Not counted or included m table 5 3
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versus 'the Dutch', and not, for instance, 'Nigerians' or 'Ghanaians' versus 'the
Dutch'. When 'Ghanaians' or 'Nigerians' were mentioned, this tended to be in
combination with each other, referring to contacts with/between people who had
these nationalities, o r t o cultural features attributed t o these nationalities. In combination with the Dutch, labelling of the self tended t o be as 'we Africans' rather
than 'we Ghanaians' or 'we Nigerians'.
Reflections in the wake of the mission church
In terms of African-Dutch relations, one aspect mentioned by interviewees in All
Saints had t o do with the presence of Dutch missionaries in Africa. For instance,
answering a question on what she would like the Catholic Church to do for African
Catholics in the Netherlands, an interviewee started t o praise what herchurch had
already been doing for immigrants in Amsterdam. As a side fact she noted,
"What I've learned from the Catholic Church my whole life is that they look after
people. In my home town they built a hospital. It was the Dutch who did it, they are
the ones who built the hospital." (gwasi)
With this she established a relationship between her past and present environment. Within the congregation that gathered for the Eucharist on Sundays, the
continuation of this relation also showed. A significant proportion of the white
people, who made up five percent of the congregation attending mass in All Saints
Church, was made up of people who were either themselves in preparation t o be
sent to Africa on a missionary assignment, were relatives t o missionaries stationed
in Africa, or were themselves visiting priests, returned missionaries or nuns working
in the Netherlands. The remainder were usually friends and spouses of African
members of the church community, or small groups of Dutch Catholics paying occasional visits t o the church.
Keeping in mind the missionary relationship, several All Saints interviewees
made reference t o the contrast between their image of what they had expected to
find in the West, as regards the Christian faith, and the reality of a secularised nation. Talking about their impression of the faith of Dutch Christians, interviewees
would often contrast their observations with their initial expectations. For instance,
an interviewee said,
"When I first came here I realised the Dutch are not so religious. In Ghana I thought
Christianity here was a big thing. So I was a bit disappointed. I wasn't impressed.
For the fact that a lot of Dutch people didn't even believe in Christ, in God. The ones
I've seen that believe they have modest faith. They goto church and do their duties
as a Christian and that's about it. But Africans go on activities outside the church
even, go on crusades, retreats and stuff. Among the Dutch it's purely occasionally
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religious, just go on Sunday. We, Africans, we do go a bit more in our faith. I think
Africans are more deeply religious than Dutch people" (gmas4)
In terms of the identifications occurring in the above quote, we can see first that,
starting from "In Ghana I...", the interviewee proceeds by entering an 'African'
identity when making a comparison with respect t o the place of Christianity in the
lives of the Dutch and the Africans. 'We, Africans' implies that this speaker holds
the distinction to be felt wider than just between the Ghanaians and the Dutch.
Secondly, the quote illustrates the surprise at the state of Christianity encountered
in the Netherlands, which was also voiced by other All Saints interviewees.
"That is something which discourages me, seeing Christianity - I see it as from here
- that, why are the people here not seeing things the way they taught us in the
olden days? I've discussed with many.... What [the priests and the missionaries]
taught us in Africa, they don't do it in the church here. Like, they taught us that
women have to cover their hair. Many things they taught us are not practised here.
Like really praying, to show God's presence. They don't do it. Theyjust read the
First, Second Reading and the church is dismissed.... In Nigeria people used to engage in group prayer. You pray for each other, or a nation, or for Africa, or the
world, things like that." (nmasij)
"We as Africans have come to know God through the Westerners. That is to say, we
already knew God and we had our own priests, but they are the ones who taught us
the Bible. It has even grown into people being busy with it 24 hours a day. And then
you come here and find that people don't have time for such. The churches are
empty. I think it's sad." (gmasii)
"I believe Christianity comes from Europe, or the Western world, but the way we
worship is not the way Westerners worship.
I've been m a Dutch church. They
don't enjoy singing, they don't give time, give attention freely, how will I put it.
They don't worship spiritually. They read from the Bible, hearthe sermon, and before you know it the mass is already over. And you see only old people." (nmasis)
Recollecting their assumptions held before coming t o the West, several expressed
a certain degree of disappointment at the situation they found in the Netherlands.
The picture arose of the Dutch having sold Africans something in which they themselves had stopped believing.
Cross-cultural

reflections

It is important t o note that the differences, which they observed between the
Catholic Church in their African countries of origin and in the Netherlands, were
not always necessarily assessed negatively. Initial surprise at a different practice to
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the one with which they had been familiar in their countries of origin, generally led
t o a reassessment of these practices and the rethinking of their meaning. The differences in practice observed, made them both compare and reflect on how they
felt personally about both ways. A Ghanaian lady indicated,
"When we came here first it was strange to me that girls of 13,14 can serve atthe altar here. But I've learned to compare before you judge. Before you can say this is
wrong, you look at things first. And you realise a girl can be there."(gwasi)
A Nigerian lady agreed,
"In Nigeria you don't see any girl at the altar and we have more boys anyway.
Unless a Reverend Sister...Everybody that comes here will wonder about the girls.
[Laughs]." (nwass)
The statement 33 pertains not just t o the presence of female mass servers in Dutch
Catholic churches, but also t o the girls serving mass in All Saints. It is important t o
realise that, although African cultural elements abounded in the Sunday celebration, this does not mean that mass was simply organised in a way identical t o the
African context. The Dutch context made African Catholics reconsider taboos ,
such as the preservation of the sacredness of the altar by ensuring that no girls
above the age where they may have started menstruating would be allowed near
the altar.
In a context where different cultures interact, weighing various perceptions
pertaining t o what constitutes (im)proper behaviour, or (im)purity against one another is left to the individual. This becomes apparent from the following interview
excerpt:
"When we were young we were not allowed by the altar, especially the girls. It is a
special place, you cannot just go there. Before, only boys were allowed to serve
mass. And you don't go for communion when you are not clean. Or if you are a
communicant, if people have seen you with a boyfriend, you won't go. People will
think maybe there is sex. When they know this girl is seeing this boy they will feel
you are not supposed to be there receiving communion, (gwasi)
As we can see, f r o m the taboo on girls by the altar she effortlessly goes on to mention practices surrounding the Holy Communion. A cognitive link seems t o exist in
In itself this observation is no different from what African Catholics saw in the Dutchspeaking St. Agnes church, as we may recall from chaptertwo. It is worth realizing that
the surprise noted equally applied to African immigrants who went from a Catholic parish on African soil to an African Catholic parish in the Netherlands.
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perceptions of purity and the worthiness of something sacred. During mass in the
All Saints Church only a minority of those present would be seen lining up t o receive the host. 3 '' What can be gathered from the above quote is that a strong sense
of morals, or self-imposed guiding principles, determined whether one considered
him- or herself 'clean enough' t o qualify t o receive the Sacrament. This played a
part in the choice of many African parishioners t o refrain from going for communion. 35 The same interviewee went on to explain,
"In the early stages you feel that if you do something wrong and go for communion,
you'll feel the effects. You have to be clean.
- What type of effects?
- Not that anybody will punish you or anything, and nobody's perfect, but you will
feel it yourself. What I mean by effects is that you'll feel it yourself.
When you have a baby and you are not yet married, the baby shows that
you've had sex and you can't go [for communion]. In Ghana before, the church
wedding was not common, and people married traditionally. But when you are not
married and you have a baby ora boyfriend you can't go for communion. Until after
you've married in the church." (gwasi)
Thus, as in the Netherlands the absence of a church wedding does not prevent
couples or parents from receiving the host in the Catholic Church, internal values
derived from the norms instilled through their Catholic upbringing in Ghana could
influence the behaviour of African Catholics surrounding the practice of communion.
Such principles instilled through upbringing remained important in a new
environment. The encounter with a different (cultural) outlook on life in the Netherlands, then, was almost by definition an occasion t o redefine what mattered,
34

The same observation applied to, for instance, the church community of African Catholics in The Hague (i.e. the St. Charles Lwanga African Catholic community which is part
of the St. Willibrord parish in The Hague). The minimal participation in communion was
in vivid contrast to other Catholic churches, including St. Agnes and the Church of Our
Saviour, discussed in the previous chapters, where the majority of the people who attended mass went for communion.
35
Apart from being sexually active outside the bond of marriage, other reasons (mentioned by African Catholics in The Hague) were: when one had come late and had missed
part of the sermon; when one had felt distracted by (whispered) conversations with
friends during mass; when one had temporary doubts about one's faith in God; or when
one experienced the so-called 'Devil's flash'. The latter was said to consist of a man's distraction caused by finding himself looking at a lady's body with unintentional lustful
thoughts. If such occurred when one was just about to go for communion and consequently had to refrain from going, it was believed the Devil was causing this distraction
to keep the person from receiving the body and blood of Christ.
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which elements t o cast aside and which t o preserve. The ways in which the African
Catholics interviewed chose t o view the differing practices that they observed in
the church in the Netherlands varied from person to person. So, while several people made similar observations, their personal responses t o this and,therefore, the
effectsofa different environment on their faith were individual. 36
Often religion was observed as occupying a less significant role in the lives of
most Dutch citizens than in the lives of people growing up in African countries. If
the Dutch were not noted for their virtual absence from the church, then they were
noted for the relatively limited extent of their participation. Parishioners of All
Saints indicated,
"What I feel like is, the way we Africans have interest in Christian life, I don'tthink it
is the same way with the Dutch. Like in Ghana the children are having interest, they
participate in Christian life. Here only the old people really like going to church. But
the youth you won't find them here.... In Africa the church is for everybody, even
the children will participate. Sometimes the children will even be the ones who
bring their parents, if they have non-Christian parents. You know children, sometimes they follow their friends to church and convert the parents. Through the children they can become Christians." (gwas7)
"In Africa there's lots of activities. Here everything is time." (gwasi2)
"In Nigeria, people are more serious with religion, they have that focus on religion.
In Holland people are not that serious with religion, they're distracted. " (nmasi3)
The use of location - 'in Holland' - allows for the statement t o not only pertain t o
the Dutch, but t o some of the African immigrants living in the Netherlands as well.
Indeed this last interviewee noted,
"A lot of my friends say that since they came to this country they don't have anything to do with religion anymore. They say the people here that don't believe are
not having any problems and you that believes are having problems, then what is
the essence of God and all the rest?" (nmasi3)

36

E.g. the role of girls and women serving in the church was a shared observation. Some
were more open to accommodate the thought of girls or women serving at the altar. On
the other hand, for a Cathohc-turned-Pentecostal in The Hague the presence of a woman
conducting the word- and communion service in St. Agnes on Sundays when there was
no priest, had been one of the reasons contributing to his choice to turn away from the
Catholic church. The fact that his daughter was given Holy Communion at the age of five
without Catechism preceding it, formed another reason.
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This highlights the impact of environment on the choices people make. 37 Confronted with a different society, they were making choices in terms of which familiar ways of looking at things t o maintain, or t o abandon. These included not only
views related t o certain practices within the Catholic Church. They could entail the
choice w h e t h e r t o continue o r t o cease altogether going t o church. The people interviewed in All Saints clearly represented a group who chose to remain within the
Catholic Church. Yet in the face of the secularised Dutch society, the choice to continue going t o the Catholic Church seemed t o involve a conscious decision. The
happiness and the sense of home, which they indicated t o have felt on finding an
African parish, underlined the importance of a place, as noted previously by one of
the interviewees, where immigrants could 'be themselves' on one day of the week
while practising their faith in the way closest t o their heart. The world-wide presence of the Catholic Church, also known as the Universal church, was hereby experienced as an advantage. As an interviewee indicated,
"This country has taught me a lot about myself and a lot about my faith. Have I increased m faith? I think so. I've grown to understand more of the Catholic religion,
the faith, than I used to. How the Dutch, the English, the Africans worship is the
same, but we have different input. Once I have the opportunity to compare how I
worship and how the English, the Dutch worship, it has taught me what I have.
My being here... has made me more uncompromising, undiluted in my faith.
I've become so strong in the faith that I wouldn't have any other faith shake me....
Here we have African songs, African time, you know, African things. We
might do our things differently [but apart from style the way we worship is the
same]. If I compare that with the Pentecostal church, if you go to True Teachings or
the Church of Pentecost, you meet two different things. With Catholics it's different
because everywhere you meet the same thing. So I have an advantage." (gmas3)
Going t o church in Europe increased this interviewee's awareness of, and appreciation for, the universal aspect of the Catholic faith. This enhanced his faith, his confidence in it and a sense of belonging t o the right church. As he said, "What if I was
a member of True Teachings of Christ's Temple and I don't see it anywhere else? I'll
meet a different thing again." 38 Membership of a smaller church would have entailed having t o search for another place of belonging, and adjustments. Membership of a church found all over the world allowed for one's experience to resonate
with feelings developed over the years as t o what constitutes religion, and what

37
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For an interesting discussion of the debate pertaining to de-churchification among immigrants as a sign of assimilation, see F. Wijsen 2003.
Gmas3
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the church experience, prayer and worship were 'supposed' t o feel like. It
(re)created an atmosphere, in which faith was restored and renewed.
Since the comment came from someone who worshipped in an African parish, and since the African songs and African elements were pa its of the experience,
we might say that the appreciation forthe universal aspects of the Catholic Church
simultaneously embraced an appreciation of the presence of a particular culture
within it. It seems that the precise space given t o African cultural elements within
the frame of a Catholic mass the same across cultures made for a powerful combination. This combination seemed to be appreciated by those who had taken All
Saints as their place of worship. For these people, an African Catholic parish really
did provide a solution t o the dilemma faced by many African Catholic immigrants:
whether to worship in a Dutch territorial Catholic parish, where they met a more
modest or quiet way of worship in the language of the host society; or to join one
of the many immigrant churches, where, although services would be conducted in
English or even their mother tongue, they would have t o change denomination to
become full members.
Someone who had joined the All Saints Church about a year before the time
of the interview stated:
"I attend the Dutch Catholic church as if I'm in my church. I see a Dutch parish as
more close to me than African Protestants.
But in terms of discussion, if we were to dig out what belief really means, I'm
more connected to African Protestants, more than Dutch Catholics. Africans, to be
sincere, Africans worship with their hearts, but here people worship with their brain
alone. Here somebody can see a beggar on the road and not drop one eurocent, but
he will drop some money for the one playing guitar a little further down the road.
Africans have more emotion than [you find] in Dutch society. The brain will say: is
he not collecting social, or is he not going to use it on drugs? But the heart will see a
human being in this position. Maybe it is the society that makes them [the Dutch]
like that." (nmasis)
Apparently an African Catholic parish filled a void, or bridged a gap between African Protestant and Dutch Catholic styles of worship. It fulfilled a need for practising the faith in a meaningful way. Room for culture allowed for a 'meaningful' experience of the faith.
Contact with Dutch Christians
In this section, then, we have seen that when it comes t o African - Dutch relations,
the African Catholics who worshipped at the All Saints Church in Amsterdam identified three levels of interaction with Dutch Christians. The first level consisted of a
comparison made between their image Christianity in the Netherlands, Europe, or
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the West, formed through their contacts with the (Dutch) missionaries before emigrating, and the state of Christianity they encountered once they arrived in
Europe. In other words, at this level the identity with which they had aligned had
the characteristics of people taking their religion seriously, as opposed to people
for whom religion occupied, at most, a trivial place in life. They aligned with a
Christian identity in a largely secularised host society.
A second level consisted of their actual contacts with Dutch Christians, of all
denominations. In response t o the question whether they had contact with Dutch
Christians, six of the fifteen interviewees answered that they personally did not
have any contact with Dutch Christians. The nine who had responded "not much",
"with few", or referred t o contacts with Jehovah's Witnesses, with the Dutch people who came for mass in the All Saints Church, o r t o televised church services they
had promised themselves t o attend one day. Only a few interviewees made mention of friends w h o m were Christians. Some of these were Catholics with whom
they had stayed in touch after attending mass together in a Dutch parish for a
number of years. Others were non-Catholic Christians. It seems that in the latter
case, the quality of being 'strong believers', even though not from the same denomination, was a positive attribute to the friendship. In most cases the Dutch
people with w h o m they were in contact in their daily lives were non-Christians.
One of the interviewees indicated that he had introduced several non-Christian
friends t o All Saints, especially on special feast days. Another parishioner of All
Saints said,
"Here people don't see church things as a compulsory task. Some goto church here
just for social gathering. One person I met said she doesn't believe m God, butthen
she said she's a Christian. She just goes for social gathering.
-A Dutch person?
- Ja, and she gave me some reasons why she doesn't believe. One, she said: "Nothing like God helps me to have money, I work myself. Or if you're sick you see the
doctor, I don't see how God helps me". My reply was: "Things are very o.k. for
Dutch people. Why? Because if you don't work they pay you social, the government
cares for the old people and you're not in war or m any problems". I told her that
when she's in all this kind of problems she must remember God. She said if something happens it's coincidence, there's nothing like'because of the sin of your fathers'.
- But do you believe some things happen because of the sin of your fathers?
- Even through the Bible I believe so. It's there also. I still believe that if you're really
strong as a Christian it won't affect you, you can break the vow, the curse, as a
Christian....
Christian faith in Dutch society is only for old people. I asked one old man:
"Why are there no young people in the church?" He said, "They're busy with their
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computers". ...The young have nothing left to ask God. They feel everything is o.k.
They insure their life, pay an insurance fee, and feel everything is o.k." (nmasis)
The conversation that the interviewee recalled took place between t w o people
who both called themselves Christians. To the interviewee, the fact that his conversation partner called herself a Christian was difficult to marry with the views she
displayed pertaining t o the role of faith, and presumably prayer, in her everyday
life. Therefore, even once they had encountered a Dutch fellow-Christian, some of
the African immigrants were surprised at the views they displayed towards religion.
To them, they seemed t o be Christians in name only. Other observations they
shared seemed t o underline this:
"When I see some Dutch people who claim to be Christian behaving, I find out
they're not really a Christian. It's not really a Christian life they follow. I don't understand the girls wearing these sexy clothes. There is a kind of dress a Christian must
wear. I don't like somebody calling herself a Christian and wearing something that
is very attractive, like these short skirts." (nmasS)
The comment illustrates that an observation of differences between African and
Dutch Christians is imbued with (cultural) expectations regarding attributes and
behaviour of Christians. This includes observations on appearance. 39 The identity
label of a Christian carried certain expected features, which their Dutch counterparts did not always seem t o embody.
Once again, the observations that the African interviewees shared were accompanied, mostly, by a sense of surprise. In general, they did not condemn what
they observed. Rather, their observations were presented as observed differences
and food f o r t h o u g h t . Interviewees sought to approach these differences from different angles, placing both the refreshing, or positive, and critical qualities in perspective, as shown by the following statement.
"Another thing I want to say is that here, the freedom outside the church is good,
but sometimes it is a little bit too much. I'm afraid for the children here. In Ghana
we go to church on Sunday and the children will always go, but here if my daughter
is 15 and I say 'we go to church' she can say she's not coming with me, that she likes
to do something else. The freedom is good, but sometimes it is too much. The children do whatever they like." (gwasi)

Within the All Saints Church, many of the interviewees made comments revealing their
opinions on certain modes of dressing. What these various comments revealed, with regard to their relationship with various groups of people such as Pentecostals, other
Catholics and the Dutch, will be discussed in a separate section (4.5.5).
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Here, an appreciation for certain elements in Dutch culture or society, and a sense
of worry at the implications for the youth growing up ina non-Christian environment, go hand in hand.
All in all, in respect to this second level of African - Dutch relations, we find
that, in relation to Dutch Christians, members of All Saints self-identified as active,
practising Christians and strong believers. They placed emphasis on adhering to a
Christian life style both within and without the church, as opposed to the behaviour
of Christians whom they would consider nominal Christians. The Dutch fellowChristians with whom the African interviewees at All Saints interacted and were
considered to take the faith as seriously as they did themselves, often belonged to
a different denomination. Their Dutch Christian friends tended to be Protestants
ratherthan fellow-Catholics.
Relation to Dutch Catholics
Atthethird level of African -Dutch relations was that of African parishioners of All
Saints and their Dutch fellow-Cat/7o//cs. As we have seen, here the main tendency
consisted of observations in Dutch parishes, where the African Catholics discovered that the majority of Dutch Catholics belonged to a different generation, and
that people of their own age constituted only a small minority. They observed a
shared faith but, on the level of interaction, in terms of a possible friendship or becoming part of each other's social network, the generation gap played a part. The
person who had a Dutch Catholic friend from a Dutch parish said she was like a
'grandmother' to her children.
The interviewees appreciated joint services with other (Dutch) Catholic
churches. They saw these as moments that gave evidence of a shared faith and
displayed the presence of the Catholic faith in Dutch society. The presence of
Dutch fellow-Catholics in an activity such as the Marian procession through the
neighbourhood was similarly appreciated, as were invitationsforthechoirto sing
in Dutch-speaking Catholic parishes throughout the country. On the level of personal interaction between adherents of the same faith, however, occasions such as
a performance by the All Saints choir were generally insufficient to establish actual
contact between members of the choir and members of the hosting parish.40
While discussing the preferred terminology of'African Catholics'as opposed
to 'Catholic Africans', during which I shared some of my observations pertaining to
one of the other case studies and mentioned that in the Dutch territorial parish African interviewees had suggested that I just speak of'Catholics'and remove the Af-
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A member of the choir -who had indicated she had no contact with Dutch Christiansexplained that the choir was always in a hurry and that after the program "we don't have
time to chat. They'll say we have to get going in the bus" (gwasS)
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rican attribute, an interviewee from All Saints disagreed with the removal o f ' A f r i can'. In a rhetorical, as if self-evident, fashion she stated: "There is a difference between African and Dutch Catholics. Do they mix?"''1 When I mentioned that they
did in some territorial parishes, such as St. Agnes in The Hague, she assured me
that "In Amsterdam they don't". According t o this same interviewee there was a
difference between Nigerian and Ghanaian Catholics, too. Asked what this difference consisted of she replied:
"The way we do things. Like one day m Africa house you call the Christian Mothers.
There is a difference with the Christian Mothers m Nigeria. In Nigeria as long as
you're married even if you don't have a child you're a Christian Mother. But here
someone who is a mother but not married in the church can be part of Christian
Mothers. What we most times forget is that we're all Christians. If that comes first
there's no discrimination. Things like that also happen in Nigeria. We have tribes.
There's that discrimination. We're used to it. It has become part of us. " (nwass)
Firstly, the acceptance of mothers without a church wedding to participate in one
of the societies in the church, as mentioned in the above passage, reminds us that
in All Saints Church, the inclusion and exclusion of people, in the performance of,
o r f r o m participating in, certain church activities, did not strictly follow ways of doing things in Ghana or Nigeria. In view of the Dutch environment, ways had been
chosen or decided upon while taking various influences into consideration, rather
than simply copying old ways. Secondly, it can be seen that it was easy for parishioners to assume that any observed differences, between the ways with which they
were familiar pre-emigration, and those they encountered in All Saints, were attributable to cultural differences between the various ethnic groups that were part
of their church, particularly where a society or association within the church was
dominated (in number) by members of a specific nationality.
Within the context of Dutch society, then, African Catholics in All Saints
Church highlighted their identity as practising Christians, in an environment largely
constituted by non-Christians, non-churchgoing Christians, and seemingly nonpractising Christians. In relation t o Dutch fellow-Catholics, we have seen thatthey
aligned with the identity of a young vibrant Catholic community as opposed t o
modest communities composed of elderly people. We will now look at the identity
ascriptions of self and others within the parish itself.
4.5.3 Ghanaian - Nigerian relations: "Our target is one people"
When it came t o ethnic group membership ascriptions within the context of All
Nwass.
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Saints, African interviewees, as noted in section 4.5.1, used 'Africans', 'Ghanaians',
'Nigerians', 'blacks' and 'immigrants'. As noted previously, hardly any of the interviewees used ethnic identity labels beneath the national level, such as Igbo and Asante, which formed the t w o major ethnic groups within the congregation. An explanation for this is that they did not consider this identity relevant in relation to
the interviewer and/or t o the topics of the interview.
'Africans', 'immigrants' and the occasional 'Igbo' and 'Asante'tended to be
accompanied b y ' w e ' m o r e frequently than was the case with the term'Ghanaians',
'Nigerians' or a 'black' identity. The latter terms tended to be used in descriptive
ways, particularly to illuminate certain habitual tendencies. 'Black people' came up
in particular within the context of patterns of church affiliation, or in relation to
numeric presence ("I was among the few black people there"'' 2 , or "Even if it's a
black community there'll be some whites"'' 3 ).
In addition t o the description of cultural tendencies, Ghanaian and Nigerian
identities came up in relation t o social networks within and without the church. For
instance, in answer t o the question of whether during the week he stayed in touch
with the people that he met in church on Sundays, a Ghanaian parishioner responded,
"I've got friends whom I introduced. It was through me that they got to Africa
House.'"'' With a few people we became closer through the social activities in the
church. We meet downstairs after the service. We can talk about so many things,
jobs, if you have a problem. You exchange numbers. I met someone, a Nigerian,
and he told me he's looking for an apartment. And through a few conversations we
had we call each other sometimes even now, although I wasn't able to get him a
place. "(gmas4)
Bearing in mind that if an identity does not necessarily have to be mentioned, its
being mentioned makes it relevant to the interaction at hand, so we might wonder
as to what purpose the ethnic identity label serves here. Specification of the Nigerian nationality might serve t o draw attention t o cross-national connections in the
church. The shared faith, shared place of worship, and atmosphere of the coffee
room were conducive t o cordial relations and possibly friendships between Ghanaians and Nigerians. On the other hand, particularisation of nationality might also
indicate its special status. It had involved some additional (practical) occasion other

Gmas3, gmasii
Gmas2
Several of the interviewees referred to the All Saints Church as the Africa House, the
name of the social centre that was closely intertwined with the church's origin and history.
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than solely being members of the same church forthis contact to have developed
into a friendship.
Social networks and the rote of language
Though Ghanaians and Nigerians interacted within the church, social networks of
Ghanaian members outside the church most frequently turned out to be with fellow-Ghanaians. Both for Ghanaians and Nigerians it generally appeared that contacts with church members beyond the Sunday service, taking the form of phone
calls, meetings and home visits during the week, were with people of the same
country of origin.
Interviewees' social networks outside the church also appeared to consist
primarily of people from the same country of origin, no matter whether they had
become friends through their places of work, the neighbourhood, social gatherings
and parties. Several interviewees indicated that most of theirfriends were from the
same country, or, more specifically, "Most of my friends are people that speak my
language."" This included members of other denominations.
Those interviewees at All Saints who indicated that most of their friends
were Catholics added that this had to do with the fact that they had made most of
the friends that they had in the Netherlands through All Saints. To demonstrate
how close they were, they used terms such as being l i k e family'. Among those who
had friends of all denominations, many indicated that a shared mothertongue was
an attribute t o most of theirfriendships. An interviewee gave a vivid impression of
the lines along which such social networks developed:
"Maybe friends may invite you to come to thanksgiving at Pentecostal churches.
When I go I just listen to what they are saying. I don't have interest m the way they
worship. They have a different way of worshipping. They also say they don't have
interest in the way Catholics worship. Me too I don't have interest in their way.
- You said you follow your friends when they invite you. Do your friends of other
denominations also come to Africa House4 with you?
- When I was doing thanksgiving for my father's funeral, friends from other
churches also joined me there.... I have friends that don't go to the Catholic church.
But they are Ghanaians. You don't expect all of them to be Catholic. Some go to
Methodist or to the spiritual churches. ... Some of them we know each other in
Ghana. Some are family friends. Some are friends of my friends or my husband.
Most of them, we know ourselves in Kumasi, Ghana. Sometimes you meet some45
1,6

Nwass
Generally I used the name All Saints Church during the interviews. However, if the interviewee called the church Africa House, it could be that in the course of the conversation I
adopted the name used by the interviewee, as was the case in this quote.
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one in a party or funeral. Sometimes you meet somebody you knew m Ghana. At
times when you live in a neighbourhood and you all speak the same language you
are connected. Here [in my new neighbourhood] I don't know anybody, only one
Ghanaian woman but I don't know where she lives. But when we lived in Bijlmer
then a lot of Ghanaians we get to know ourselves through the neighbourhood.
- The people you meet in church, do you stay in touch outside Sundays?
-Ja, because a lot of us are friends and also families. When we are in Bijlmer a lot of
us we are visiting ourselves. They come to my house. Now we contact ourselves on
the phone." (gwasi2)
As illustrated in the quote above, speaking the same language provided a point of
connection, which in the case of this interviewee seemed a significant ingredient
for a natural initiation and continuation of a relationship. There hardly was any
need for additional practical incentives. When you speak the same language "you
are connected" she says. This appeared even more powerful than, for instance, a
shared faith with members who did not grow up speaking the same mother
tongue. Outside the church, then, it was more common for African Catholics belonging t o All Saints Church t o maintain contacts with countrymen that belonged
to other denominations than t o really stay in touch with fellow-Catholics from their
church who had come from a different country.
The above quote also illustrates how often networks in part represented a
continuation of contacts with people encountered before migration. Recognition
of afamiliarface, whether or not there had been much actual personal interaction
in the past, was a guaranteed point of entry into cordial relations, exchange of experiences and, consequently, friendship.
It is important t o realise, then, that while African parishioners of All Saintsalluded to an 'African' identity when speaking about their motivations to join the
church, outside the frame of the church setting this 'African' identity equated primarily with a national rather than continental identity. Certainly, if we look at the
other Africans with whom they chose to spend most time, their most frequent contacts were usually with people from the same country, rather than people from
various African countries. As one of the interviewees noted,
"Here in Amsterdam here, or Holland as a whole, before you can see me having
contact with an African person I know him from Ghana. There are some people I
meet at my workplace - should I say they're my friends or not 7 We just talk and go
home -they're mostly Africans, from Ghana in particular." (gmasi4)
Overlooking individual exceptions, we can say that the majority of contacts with
fellow-Africans in practice consisted primarily of contacts with fellow-nationals.
Deeper contacts often could be traced back to Ghana, and existed between people
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who already knew each other in Ghana The above quote further touches on a
common tendency, that of people from the same country drawing nearer t o their
countrymen in the workplace Indeed, those interviewees who were engaged in unskilled labour in t h e Netherlands, such as the cleaning of offices and production
work, made frequent mention of contacts with (Pentecostal) countrymen in the
workplace
All this points to the significance of language in the social networks that
these African immigrants developed in the Netherlands We should therefore take
note that language, as researchers m the field of linguistics will confirm, is not only
associated with ease of communication but, more generally, a whole outlook on
life Embodied m a language are many cluesthat can be discerned with respecttoa
culture's worldview While speaking a certain language, and making use of the vocabulary at our disposal, we enter into the mindset of a culture Networks of people
using the same (native) language, therefore, says something intrinsic about the
significance of culture t o those thus engaged
Having noted that, in their spare time, many members of All Saints Church
maintained close relations m daily life with people speaking the same language, we
now turn to the implications of this tendency on the relationships within the
church As highlighted in section 4 4 , an important part of the attraction of All
Saints Church was its ability t o give people a sense of feeling 'at home' Often, this
was achieved during their very first visit t o the church, due t o a combination of the
music and encounters with people from the same country Although the importance of this encounter was phrased primarily in terms of seeing 'my people', or
'your brothers and sisters', which are, in theory, open to multiple interpretations,
we can now safely assume that these phrases are, in fact, pointed specifically at
people from t h e same country, rather than just fellow Africans, or black people in
general By way of example, have a closer look at the following interview quote In
answer to the question as to how she came t o join the church and what her first
impressions were, an interviewee responded,
"The first time I came I heard that sometimes Ghana keeps the mass and sometimes Igbo I was happy It makes me feel that I'm welcomed If it was only Ghana I
wouldn't have liked coming there I don't know how to sing m their language
- What made you decide to join this particular church7
-1 joined this church because I aman African Of course I have to join my people1"
(nwasio)
This last answer she uttered in a highly self-evident way, as t o imply I was asking
f o r t h e obvious In terms of seeing how identity works in practice, the quote shows
how the 'African' identity t o which she aligns herself in order to explain why she
joined a known African Catholic immigrant church, here equates with her cultural,
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or, l lgbo' identity After all, in the previous sentence she has just outlined that it
was the encounter with Igbo songs and Igbo people that prompted her happiness,
and that she would not have felt at home if the songs and the people would all have
been from Ghana The 'African' identity and the phrase 'my people', then, seem to
refer specifically to an Igbo cultural identity
Another interviewee also draws attention to the importance of the mother
tongue, when she notes,
"It was some years later that I joined the choir Because before there was only one
choir and they teach you Nigerian songs and English songs Every time somebody
will be teaching the other people a song m her own language That is how the choir
was before When I joined the choir they were already two [ι e two choirs] but
sometimes if they don't have enough people they sing together " (gwasi)
Crucial here is that the repertoire of the choir appealed t o her much more once it
consisted of hymns in Ghanaian languages and English, and no longerof a range of
songs in a variety of African, including several Nigerian, languages The experience
of singing in a familiar language was considered more powerful and appealing than
singing in other African languages
Both quotes concentrate on the personal experience of joy They therefore
contain no value judgement in the sense of a preferred mass for one ethnic group
only Both interviewees were quite content with the existing mass offered by the
All Saints Church The quotes merely illustrate that within this mass, it was specifi
cally the incorporation and presence of elements drawn from the specific cultural
heritage with which they had personally grown up t h a t provided an important
source of attraction This, also, could explain why visits t o the church by, among
others, Cameroomans, Libenans and Sierra Leoneans tended to remain occasional
ratherthan developing into a steady attendance Due to the absence of fellow na
tionals and songs in their mother tongues, these Africans did not experience the
same sense o f ' h o m e ' as described by the interviewees, who underwent a feast of
recognition The history of the church has shown that over the years the nationali
ties already present in the church have kept attracting new members of the same
nationality
Bringing the nationalities

together

It is striking that, although the interviews did not contain any specific question ask
ing afterthis, the relationship between members of the t w o nationalities came out
quite prominently as an issue requiring some attention The apparent consensus
that existed became evident through the similarity in answers to the general ques
tion "Is there something you'd really like to see happen in All Saints7 If you could
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make an improvement, what would it be?". As many as seven of the fifteen interviewees answered independently of one another that they had a desire for an increase in unity between the Ghanaians and the Nigerians in the church. This appeared t o be the first thought on their minds when it came t o aspects they would
like t o see improve. In answer to this question, interviewees stated,
"What I'd like is, we are so many nationalities. People see we have two, Ghana and
Nigeria, but we have more nationalities than that. And we have to build the church
as a Catholic church, not m division. We should become one. If we are one for other
people to know we are the Africa House in Amsterdam, it will encourage the other
Africans m other places. Sometimes we see worship on television. It will be good to
see that these people are Catholics and they are one. We have to be strong."
(gwasi)
"You know the church is based on Nigeria and Ghana. I would like the place to be
50/50 in terms of influence, how they participate and the decisions, and more corporative "(nwasg)
"The integration. I'd like people to be more integrated. I don't like the dichotomy
that exists there [between the Ghanaians and the Nigerians] I'd like them to have a
feeling of belonging and togetherness." (nmasi3)
"I would like people to come there as one, as one body, not as Nigerian or Ghanaian, but as a member of the Africa House. If I can change that, I'll be very very
happy. If people have one mind That if somebody is doing something, like a baptism, you will all come. And not that when the person is a Nigerian the Nigerians
will come, or that the Ghanaians will go there because the person is a Ghanaian."
(nwasy)
"Interesting [question]. I think I'd want to see more harmony between the Ghanaians and the Nigerians. We form the majorities in the church. I'd like to seethe relationship between the Nigerians and the Ghanaians to be more cordial. You don't
see fight or animosity but you feel it, that there is no harmony. If we have a Nigerian perhaps, a Nigerian priest celebrating, you'll find the Nigerians are more enthusiastic. They're more enthusiastic when you have a Nigerian priest. And the
Ghanaians are more enthusiastic with a Ghanaian priest. I think it is quite natural,
but I would like to see the same enthusiasm with a Dutch or any other priest."
(gmas3)
As can be concluded f r o m the first part of the present section, the tendency of
people drawing nearer t o their countrymen may, in the words of the last person
quoted, be quite 'natural'. This may be particularly true in a place that those African immigrants who became members were drawn t o because of the attention
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paid t o their cultural heritage, language and ' o w n ' people t o begin with The same
tendency that attracted them t o the church found continuation once they had become part of the church To ensure that parishioners would indeed come together
'as one', it therefore worked best to allude to their shared identity as 'members of
one church' Alluding t o their'African Catholic' identity might not, in practice, suffice t o bring African Catholics together in a context where the 'African' identity
equates with culture
Apart from the desired increase in unity, people mentioned other things
which they would like t o see happen These included wanting the church t o grow,
changes in the duration of mass (both shorter and longer), spreading the message
of the Gospels (in particular to the Dutch population), more time spent on prayers
and the development of praying skills47, an improvement of the punctuality of the
members attending mass and, lastly, a change in "the way we present ourselves,
especially the women"'* 8 In context of the present section, attention is restricted to
the responses pertaining to the relationship between the Ghanaians and the Nigerians
The quotes above all show the same ideal More of a corporate or team
spirit, more (feelings of) togetherness, a greater sense of belonging, more harmony, more unity, greater enthusiasm over each other's causes for celebration, as
evidenced by a greater participation in each other's festive occasions - all of these
remarks point t o the same goal of feeling part of a cohesive community It is important to note, however, that each and every one of these remarks points t o a feeling,
t o the emotional experience of a situation They therefore tell us more about the
common perception of the situation than the actual situation One interviewee, curious about the answers I had collected thus far, commented on the desired increase in unity
"What do other people say7 We have the songs already [ ] Harmony, you could
say it's already there, but some people don't see that We always want more unity
so that the church will be stronger " (gwasi2)
With this statement, she aptly underlines the fact t h a t the desire for greater harmony rests in larger part on the way people choose t o perceive a given situation It
is also interesting t o note here that her words, "we always want more unity", touch
on an important ideal in Ghanaian culture
Stylistic

differences

The wishes related to prayers will receive further attention in section 5 5 4, in the discussion of Catholic-Pentecostal relations
Gmas2 More attention will be given to expectations related to modes of dressing in section 5 5 5
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The enthusiasm displayed overthe sermon seemed t o involve variations m experience related t o cultural differences One of the interviewees quoted above, observed an increased enthusiasm of Nigerians when a Nigerian priest came t o say
the mass At the time of the interview All Saints had, for many years, enjoyed the
presence of a Ghanaian priest for many years, while Nigerian priests visited only
occasionally t o say mass

49

Indeed, at times when a visiting Nigerian priest had

come to say mass, several Nigerian interviewees indicated how they had enjoyed
the preaching, using phrases such as that the preaching had been Very sweet' 50
and that
"People clapped because he really preached about repentance, as if it's you he's
talking to Most of the time in the church they preach Bible stones and in a way as
not to offend anybody But a good preacher will offend somebody "(nmasis)
To understand how 'offending somebody' could be considered 'sweet', a sign of
'good preachmg'and cause forapplause, involves cultural appreciations Also, the
statement by the interviewee who wished t o see more harmony, actually continued as follows
"When you have a neutral priest to which both countries have the same attitude
then that is fine But to someone from their own country they'll feel more con
nected In the English church, Fr X is neutral In Africa House the Ghanaians feel
more at home than the Nigerians who are missing a Nigerian priest In your own
language you can get to the point " (gmas3)
Here, the remark that "in your own language you can get t o the point" is essential
On one hand this referred t o an ease of communication between parishioners and
their priest in private conversations in their vernacular language On the other, it
related t o his (earlier) observation that people experience a sense of connection
with the way in which a priest from the same cultural background preaches As the
sermon was delivered in English, this referred t o the ways of phrasing certain issues
in preaching In other words, it refers to the style used t o get a message across to
the listeners This style of preaching, then, resonated with a certain approach to or,
outlook on, life, and ways of viewing and dealing with things 51
*9 A couple of years later the parish priest was a Nigerian, while Ghanaian priests would
come to say mass on occasion The Nigerian priest did not speak the same native language as the Nigerian Igbo population in his parish It was believed this would place him
at a more neutral position vis-à-vis the Igbo and Asante majorities
50
Nmasi3
51
In an article on the manner in which Ghanaian and Nigerian artists (musicians and dance
ensembles) comment on the political, social, and economic problems of their countries,
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The question about what interviewees might like to see happen or improve
in their church seemed t o trigger people t o think in terms of imagining an ideal
situation. The responses of a wish for greater harmony between Ghanaiansand Nigerians in church, then, should not be interpreted solely as comment on the state
of the relationship between the two primary nationalities within the church. For, in
part, they resonated with thoughts of an ideal, triggered by the question. From the
similarity in the answers we can deduct that this ideal was shared by many. Not
only Ghanaian interviewees mentioned the desire for more unity. Nigerian interviewees did so as well.
As can be seen in the quotes above, the person who simply stated that, "I
don't like the dichotomy that exists there", was a Nigerian. With that he was perhaps the most blunt or direct in formulating his suggestion for improvement, linking it directly t o his judgement of the present state of affairs. The Ghanaians embedded their views in outward signs of an understanding that it was 'only natural'
or, pointing out it was a pity when people failed t o see the level of harmony already
achieved 52 , a matter of perception, and by drawing attention to the positive effect
which a demonstrable unity would have on other Africans. 53

Frank Salamene identifies a difference in approach between how members of the two
national cultures address problems and seek to mobilize action to solve them. While Nigerian artists were seen to take on an open oppositional role, speaking for their audiences, Ghanaian artists showed evidence of a more quiet subversion of the existing order
(Salamene 1997:63). We may recall that many of the interviewees in All Saints wished for
greater harmony and unity. Salamone's observation of a harmonic unity as common
ideal m Ghanaian culture, sheds some light on this desire.
Especially considering the fact that the history between the neighbouring countries of
Ghana and Nigeria has painful memories, such as the eviction of nearly a million Ghanaians from Nigeria in 1983 when the Nigerian oil boom years of relative plenty came to an
end. Many of the Ghanaians who left Nigeria then migrated to Europe - including the
Netherlands - and America m search of work opportunities. The interventions of the IMF
and the Worldbank from 1983 only increased unemployment rates in Ghana (Nimako
2000:118,120). The Ghanaian expulsion from Nigeria was followed by eviction of the
thousands of Nigerians who had been working in Ghana. The arrival of Ghanaian immigrants in the Netherlands was a gradual process that started in the 1970s when the Ghanaian economy suffered from the worldwide oil crisis. Nigeria's economy, as an oil producing country, on the contrary entered a boom phase from 1974-83.
Still in terms of the approaches adopted by musicians, Salamone uses the phrase that,
"in an important sense, all Ghanaian music is ... being used to smooth out the rough
edges" (1997:72). By contrast, "in Nigeria protest takes a more overt form.... It is part of
Nigerian culture to protest openly and clearly" (1997:78). Such descriptions with relation
to the tendencies in the performing styles of Ghanaian and Nigerian artists cannot, of
course, be transposed literally onto the preaching styles of Ghanaian and Nigerian
priests as such. Nevertheless, the described cultural differences in addressing and
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We have seen that a Ghanaian interviewee noticed a greater enthusiasm
from the Nigerians when a Nigerian priest conducted mass. We have also seen that
Nigerians explained their enthusiasm in terms of the fact thatthey enjoyed it when
a preacher preached "as if it's you he's talking t o " . They appreciated it when the
priest would point a finger into the audience, so to speak; asking sinners t o search
their own souls right here and now and repent. This was contrasted with the fact
that "Most of the time they preach Bible stories and in a way as not to offend anybody." This referred t o the style used by the Ghanaian parish priest at the time. 5 4
The styles and tendencies most appreciated by the people who visited an African Catholic church, then, tended to be those styles and tendencies associated
with the ways t o which they had been used in their respective countries of origin. In
other words, they felt most at home with what they knew f r o m home. These were
the ways that corresponded t o their personal images of what could be appreciated
as 'sweet' and 'good'.
Balancing cultural attention
While people could easily connect with a priest from the same culture, the aim t o
serve and please a congregation consisting of people from various cultures made it
clear that a certain 'neutrality' was required on the part of the priest towards
church members of diverse cultural backgrounds. One of the priests at All Saints
stated clearly t h e aim of making parishioners feel part of a whole, when he said
"Ourtarget is one people" 55 . The attention to cultural elements, such as the priest
singing a song in a native language, required therefore a careful sense of balance
with the interests of the various other ethnic groups present in the church. In answer to the question of what they believed the Catholic Church should do for African Catholic immigrants in the Netherlands, 56 most interviewees in All Saints re-

amending social wrongs do shed some light on the remarks of the interviewees where it
pertained to the approach they particularly enjoyed when it came to a preacher pointing
out a social wrong.
54
This is not to say that this Ghanaian parish priest was not loved, for he was well appreciated, and he succeeded particularly well m keeping the congregation together. It only
serves to underline how parishioners from a certain cultural background could experience a heightened sense of enthusiasm for styles of preaching that resembled most
closely the style with which they had been brought up. As an exampleof the Nigerian 'directness', an interviewee mentioned a statement such as "Black is beautiful". The comments from interviewees pertaining to the way they enjoyed to see missteps addressed
by a preacher, then, corresponded with Salamone's description of the 'direct' Nigerian
and more 'indirect' Ghanaian style of pointing out a social crime to the perpetrator.
55
56

Gmasi6
In full the question was: What doyou think the Roman Catholic Church could dofor African Catholic immigrants? Bring more African priests; offer mass in different languages;
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sponded that there was a need for African priests in the Netherlands However,
several said it was not of the utmost importance that the priest ministering t o an
African parish had to be an African himself It was considered more important that
it was someone 'neutral' with a good understanding of the day t o day circumstances of the parishioners It became clear that if preference was t o be given to a
priest of the same background as (part of) the parishioners, with whom the closest
'connection' would exist, then there might always be claims from some that another candidate would have been 'closer' t o their experience For instance, it was
suggested that the needs of African Catholics in the Netherlands might be best
served by a priest, himself recruited from within the community of African immigrants residing in the Netherlands
"Here it's not only Ghanaians, also Nigerians A priest would have to be internationally inclined, do the work with international objectivity If you bring somebody
from Africa there's difficulty adjusting If he's a Nigerian, the Nigerians willfeel he's
o k And Ghanaians will feel he's too nationalistic And vice versa
But if you have somebody from here, he'll be able to do things efficiently He
doesn't need all that time to assimilate That could be avoided with an African
priest from here
- How long do you think it will take a priest to adjust then 7
- It takes about a year to adjust
Even though we're immigrants we live here Some have spent most of their
adult life here Somebody who's been here will understand you betterthan some
body from outside
We have more priests m Africa than here to do the work We don't have
church members who are trained to be priests yet That could be encouraged So
many who were m the seminary come here and it's gone If people who were already m the seminary were given the opportunity, it could be pursued " (gmas4)
Important here is the phrase "Somebody who's been here will understand you better than somebody from outside" The quote shows that even when a priest who
apparently shares a 'cultural background' with his parishioners is invited, there is
still a time of adjustment required to become acquainted with the Dutch system
and the experiences of the members of his congregation in the Netherlands This
probably explains why many of the interviewees indicated that the country of origin of their priest was of less importance than the fact that it would have t o be
somebody with good interpersonal skills and a willingness to understand the circumstances of his parishioners For whoever would do t h e j o b , there would always
be a learning period involved, t o develop an understanding for both the situation of
the African parishioners in the Netherlands and the various cultures present within
focus more on the integration of African immigrants m Dutch parishes7
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the parish In the ideal situation both nationalities in the church would feel close t o
the priest
After a number of Ghanaian priests, a Dutch priest was invited to strengthen
the community, working alongside the incumbent Ghanaian parish priest When
the Ghanaian priest left, the Dutch priest was joined by a Nigerian parish priest
According t o the interviewees, that he did not possess an Igbo cultural background, and was not able t o speak Igbo, was generally perceived as an advantage
In terms of communication he therefore related t o the Ghanaians and Nigerians in
an equal manner, having t o resort to English Some Africans of other nationalities
joined the parish, among w h o m a few people were from Southern Africa The Nigerian priest appointed a Zimbabwean as assistant secretary As noted by one of the
interviewees, "bringing in the multicultural element" was a good thing, as long as
the parish priest would remain "careful not to flush out the present cultures" After
all, this interviewee said, "When the Nigerians came they had t o adjustto the Ghanaian style So when a new culture comes, they also have to adjust to the Ghanaian
and Nigerian style They can then later also form a choir, like the Nigerians did " 57
All in all, when they interacted with other churches the African Catholics in
All Saints sought t o present themselves as Catholics They were of the opinion that
'African Catholics' was a suitable term to describe them The presence of African
culture was an important aspect of the liturgy Within the church, they also ascribe
to themselves and t o each other an identity as 'African Catholics' and 'members of
the Africa House', rather than identifying themselves as Nigerian or Ghanaian
Catholics Here it functioned to create unity The terms Nigerians and Ghanaians
were employed t o explain particulartendencies in ways of doing things, as well as
sources of attraction in the creation of networks of friendship outside the church
The comments pertaining t o their wishes for more unity revealed that the same
trend of social networking with fellow nationals outside of the church was also visible within the church However, the fact that the parishioners agreed on the desire
to be 'one', translated into the prevalence of the identification 'Afncan'and 'member of the All Saints Church' ratherthan Ghanaian or Nigerian
4.5.4 Catholic - Pentecostal relations: views on spirituality
The African parishioners of All Saints made frequent reference t o Pentecostals, in
several ways One significant way involved a comparison between the modes of
Catholic and Pentecostal worship, respectively This comparison came up specifically m the interviews with those members of All Saints who hadjomed a Pentecostal church before finding the African Catholic church However, even among those

57

Nmasis
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who found their way t o All Saints immediately on arrival in the Netherlands, the
question of what they might like to see happen in All Saints led some to voice that
they would like to see more so-called Pentecostal touches added. Secondly, interviewees made mention of discussions they had with Pentecostal friends, acquaintances, colleagues, and relatives.
Discussions with Pentecostals: new churches, alcohol, tithes
These discussions generally revealed a difference of opinion regarding how outspoken, or in what way, t o carry one's faith into everyday society. African Catholics
were frequently confronted with the tendency of Pentecostals to make faith a
topic of discussion in their interaction with others. By comparison, the Catholics
themselves seemed t o prefer to keep a low profile in terms of declaring their religious adherence in everyday situations. They would rather make their Christian
faith speak through their actions and the way they treated other people. A closer
look will be taken at (portions of) one of the interviews, which highlighted the
stance taken by the interviewees at All Saints, where it pertained to their relationship with African Pentecostals.
"All these Pentecostal churches they have problems. After one ortwo years you see
they split. I told my sister who goes to another church. In Ghana she was Catholic.
She criticises me that we Catholics are m the old church. I told her. "Why is there
always division, division7 You think your pastor is good but still there is division. If
you're with God there should not be division." I told her when she criticises me,
that's when I say it. That's why I remain with my Catholic.
Sometimes many African people say, "I'm a Christian. I don't drink," and
sometimes I say "You don't drink but you don't speak with your friend1" Where I was
working they have many Pentecostals, they bring their Bibles, they have a problem
with other nationalities. My problem is that I don't like somebody who says, "I'm a
Christian." I like the person who does good, is helping people, but not the person
who says "Leave your church and come with me." It's all about money.
That is why we Catholics have to be strong. Nowadays we see the scandals
on the television. But everything is from [i.e. is determined by] we ourselves. We
have to create a better future for the children. The future is not about money."
(gwasi)5

This quote was a direct continuation of the quote cited in the previous section stating
that "we have to build the church as a Catholic church, not in division.... We have to be
strong" (gwasi). From this point she moved on to describe the frequent divisions in Pentecostal circles, which shows the proximity of Pentecostals as a common reference point
for comparison.
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Here, this interviewee touches on several topics that came to the fore, in relation to
interviewees' contacts with Pentecostals For one, she raises the issue of the proliferation of new churches The Catholic Church is referred to (by Pentecostals) as the
'old' church, while new charismatic, spiritual or Pentecostal churches were established every month Many of these churches are established by members of existing Pentecostal churches, taking along part of its membership Reason forthe establishment of a new church may be the reception of a 'divine calling' Criticism of
the church to which they belonged up until that point, and at the person of the
pastor, is sometimes part of the process of extricating themselves from that
church As a congregation splits into factions, members have to make a choice either to stay, or to follow the newly risen pastor In addition, another type of'division' occurs within Pentecostal circles Where churches59 are establishing new
branches of the same mother church, a strategy is sometimes followed to order a
part of an existing congregation to worship in the new location, even if this new
branch is located in another city, several hours distant from their current branch
By doing so, which we might view as a form of dividing the congregation deliberately, the new branch is able to attract new members more easily, due to the fact
that these are welcomed into a group of people who apparently have been worshipping at this church for some time
Related to the first type of division was the Pentecostal tendency, noted by
the members of All Saints, to criticise other churches Both involved a certain outspokenness in critiquing the way others (either the pastor, a section of a congregation, or members of the mainline churches, such as the Catholic Church) chose to
practice their faith
The interviewee said she was not pleased with the way Pentecostal colleagues would say, "I'm a Christian " Here she was referring to the distinction often
made by Pentecostals between the true 'Christian' and the mere 'churchgoer'6o
She liked the person who would do good things ratherthan the one who said, "I'm
a Christian" This underlined the difficulty African Catholics had with what seemed
to represent somewhat of a contradiction to them The self-declaration of being a
true Christian seemed to contradict the judgement of others accompanying these
claims In the opinion of the interviewees, the attributes of someone they would
consider a Christian or believer did not lie in abstinence from alcohol and active
evangelisation in the workplace (apparently particularly aimed at people of the
same origin) The Catholic image of the devoted Christian or believer rather implied
an abstinence from hostility towards fellow human beings and offering a helping
hand to people in need, whilst trying to refrain from judging or condemning an-

Such as the Redeemed Christian Church of God
The distinction is discussed m more detail m section 4 5
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other person on the basis of their faith or their mistakes. The interviewee mentioned she liked people proving through their actions that they were good to other
people. This was inline with the characteristics of the 'believer'. According t o several interviewees, this goodness had t o include forgiveness. The Catholic initiatives
t o reach out t o those in need were really appreciated by the interviewees. In the
words of the same interviewee,
"Here some immigrants they are giving them food. They are helping the immigrants, helping people. They don't look if you're Catholic, Christian or Muslim.
What they are doing is good. In the Catholic church they donate, they give time to
people. They have to continue. We all have to help them. You know the Catholic
Church pays attention to people in the hospitals, and in the prisons. Some other
Churches they don't care. They think those people are criminals. If they sentence
you to life imprisonment, then we have to help him to change his life, (gwasi)
As we can see, in her appreciation of Catholic acts of welfare she was proud to see
that her church reached out to people of different religious traditions without the
ulterior motive of conversion to the Catholic faith. The Pentecostals, on the other
hand, were believed to be keen on, and aiming for, conversion.
She noted that the Pentecostals who brought their Bibles t o her place of
work in order to preach t o colleagues had 'a problem with other nationalities'. This
seemed related t o the pattern of some of the African-led Pentecostal churches t o
attract people belonging t o one particular ethnic group, 6 1 particularly in those
cases where sermons were delivered in a local language.
"Some of the people here [in All Saints] before, they were going to the Pentecostal
churches, but they don't feel good there. The Pentecostal churches they grow so
fast. After two or three years you see them they have to divide. In the Catholic
church they are always welcome. The people are interested in singing in their own
language. It's good to have churches like this [i.e. All Saints]. But not only with one
language. I wouldn't like it if it was only Ghanaian language. We have to combine
the languages with English for everybody to be happy. This is something I tell
them: we have to mix." (gwasi)
With this statement she explained that an African Catholic church fulfilled a particular need which people were seeking t o fulfil in (other) African churches, i.e. t o
sing and worship in their own language. 62 At the same time she included a reminder of the international aspect of the Catholic faith, spread across countries
61

On the other hand, a large number of Pentecostal churches also sought actively to have a
diverse composition of their congregation.
62
She seems to refer particularly to mono-cultural Ghanaian Pentecostal churches.
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and continents, bridging (bringing together people of) different cultural backgrounds with a shared faith.
The view of Catholics inconspicuously incorporating a caring and more forgiving attitude, ungoverned by prospective membership interests, permeated her
statements. Noting that the Catholic Church welcomes those who tried out other
ways in living their Christian faith, she touched implicitly on that not really feeling
good' in the Pentecostal churches may have been due to the judgmental approach
there, and because they were being criticised (or even ridiculed) for having belonged to the Catholic Church. Again, the tendency displayed towards Catholics in
these churches, was held to be related to the tendency partly responsible for the
frequent divisions within these churches, held in part to result from (internal) criticism. Remember her remark that "You don't drink but you don't speak with your
friend", by which she was implying that, in her view, the claim to be Christian
would be sustained by a forgiving, peace seeking, reconciling attitude, ratherthan
by the choice to condemn, and consequently avoid, another person while, at the
same time, taking pride in being a true Christian on the grounds of abstinence from
alcohol.
Her statement that songs in the mother tongue fulfil a need gives voice to an
understanding towards people in these other churches. The welcome and acceptance in an inconspicuous manner (without public condemnations of prior allegiances) are in line with the forgiveness; the wish not to criticise others; and the attitude of being 'open' to other people. "We have to mix" shows that she would not
promote the path of single culture congregations based on immigrants' particular
local cultures of origin. The phrase touches on the need for an open attitude, as
well as for unity between Catholics of different origin within All Saints Church.
The example of the Pentecoste Is at her work underlined the prominence of
same-nationality or same-language tendencies in interviewees' social networks.
Her words represented the African Catholic view that Christianity should contribute to unity ratherthan division. It is clear she realises this more deeply when confronted with the attitude of Pentecostal Christians. In her view, they created division (between fellow-Christians) where Catholics would not.
Before proceeding with the influence of the Pentecostal experience on interviewees' perceptions of their present church, I will first briefly touch upon two more
commonly mentioned elements that came to the fore in the first quote above. One
aspect was the different approach towards alcohol. The second was the issue of
money, in particularthe collection of tithes in the Pentecostal churches. Several interviewees mentioned that people attending Pentecostal churches disapproved of
the drinks that parishioners of All Saints had after mass, or at festive occasions
celebrated on the church premises. An interviewee recalled that in the Pentecostal
church he attended "They were against drinking. But I think that to drink is just
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part of the party. I see nothing wrong in that". 3 Part of the %born-again' experience
is to denounce the use of alcohol completely, whereas t o Catholics alcohol does
not oppose the qualities making someone be considered a good ortrue Christian. It
is not surprising, therefore, that the only interviewee w h o was critical of the use of
alcohol in, for example the meetings of the Men's Fellowship, was someone who
spent a considerable period as an active member of a Pentecostal church.
As for the collection of tithes, several members of All Saints expressed that
they felt more comfortable with the Catholic system of offering than with the ways
in which money was collected from members in Pentecostal circles. Some interviewees linked pastors' efforts to make church members instrumental in attracting
new members, t o money-based considerations. At the same time they were sceptical about the destination of the money collected. More than one interviewee indicated they believed that in some churches members' feelings were manipulated to
increase donations. One of them noted,
"Some churches are opening a church, becoming a pastor overnight, to make
money. I will not be deceived by all these miracles. I was born and brought up as a
Catholic, but I'm not saying Catholic is the best. I won't praise my personal church,
but all these [merit-makings] are not there, like those pastors collecting money
with tricks, counting on shame. I don't give them any kobo 4. The pastor will say:
"Raise your offering up [stretches out his arm] so it will be blessed". They do it so
people will not like to raise coins or small money. But I believe that if people don't
do it from their heart God will not receive it. I don't worship the pastor, I worship
God." (nwasis)
As this passage shows, the interviewee believes the system of offering affects the
personal dignity of those unable to come up with big bank notes. The fact that he
says people should give from the heart implies he assumes the pressure to give, in
those churches, makes people give more than perhaps they are able to afford. Giving ten percent of one's income in public makes visible t o all present how much, or
how little, one actually earns. Moreover, in context of a prosperity gospel, where
prosperity is seen as God's reward for one's faith, evidence of a low income is further complicated. The tendency being encouraged is t o give to the church as much
as possible.
An interviewee who had belonged t o a Pentecostal church similarly addressed the subject of pressure to pay by listing the aspects he weighed against
each other in his decision t o join All Saints. He said "it was hard to put coins" and in

Gmasn
In Nigerian currency, a Kobo is one Naira-cent.
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addition to the general collection of the offering, every Sunday there were additional collections, e.g. for a naming ceremony, and "You have t o pay". 65
Influence of previous Pentecostal

membership

As noted earlier, a number of people in All Saints had intensive personal experience
with Pentecostal, Evangelical and, what they termed, 'spiritual' churches before
they joined All Saints. We will here look at how this influenced their perception and
expectations of their present church. A few interviewees appeared to have internalised the style of worshipping as practised in these churches t o such an extent that
they viewed their present church as if'through Pentecostal eyes'. A basic difference was perceived in terms of the type of spirituality encouraged in the different
churches respectively. An interviewee stated that,
"When I used to go there I was more spiritual than when I'm going to Africa House. I
was more spiritual. I used to feel something is happening in my life. The only obstacle that made me not to go there is the distance and the time they start. They
start 10 o'clock and I would have to use one or two hours to get there. Africa House
is very close to me." (nmasi3)
Another interviewee, who came t o Europe as a Catholic but, upon arrival in Belgium, joined a Pentecostal church and continued in the same vein in the Netherlands before All Saints Church became his place of worship, expressed a similardifference in spirituality. He noted,
"When I was in the Pentecostal church I was more spiritually inclined than in the
Catholic. Because in the Pentecostal church I was leading open prayer and worship
whilst in the Catholic church none of this happens.
- Do you miss that?
- Really. I was a preacher. When you meet in the prayer cells you build your spirituality. You meet twice a week to talk about the word of God.
In Africa House many people don't know how to lead open prayer. Before I
wasn't able to do so either, I was nothing. Through the Pentecostal church I was
able to build my spirit. Church is about spirituality. Now I am empty. Before I was a
little bit hot, reading the Bible. There's a big difference. In the African church here I

Other considerations that were part of his decision to join the All Saints Church and
leave the Pentecostal church were the time factor, as the 4 hour-church service was
"time consuming", and the social factor, noting that, "the social aspect also contributed
to my decision. In Africa House the people are open-minded. You can talk to each other
afterwards, talk about your problems. That one is not bad, it's ok. In my point of view in
Africa House it's more open and friendly than in those churches. In those places when
you close you close, there is no time afterwards. Everybody just goes home." (gmas2)
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see we don't do that." (gmas2)
As we can see, he links a sense of having been 'more spiritually inclined' and 'building your spirituality' to prayer practice and the development of praying skills. In the
Pentecostal churches which he joined for a period of t i m e , prayer occupied a prominent place within, as well as outside, the service. Members were encouraged t o
learn how t o 'lead the church in open prayer', and stimulated to make greater use
of the power of prayer, at home and in their personal lives. In the church services,
as well as in the so-called prayer cells,66 members were given turns to lead the others in prayer. Unlike in the Catholic church, where parishioners read the mass intentions and prayers from sheets of paper or scribbled notes, in the Pentecostal
churches he attended members were encouraged to pray spontaneously, formulating what they wished to say on the spot. Comparing his experience in the Pentecostal church on the one hand and the All Saints Church on the other, he noted
that
"Here in Africa House I don't feel whole, I don't feel I'm being fed. It's just now that I
started fasting, praying on my own again." (gmasz)
Whereas in the other church he was constantly encouraged to pray (through the
emphasis on prayer in the church service), as a member of the Catholic All Saints
parish he rather had to tell, or remind, himself t o do so. The fasting he mentions, is
typical for the view held by many African Christians belonging to churches referred
to as 'Pentecostal' or 'spiritual churches', seeing the efficacy of their prayers especially enhanced during periods of fasting 67 . Fasting is believed to clear and open
the 'channel' of communication with God, just as the style of praying adopted in
these churches is held to create room for the Holy Spirit t o become present. The
words uttered in prayer are viewed as springing directly from God.
Clarifying his juxtaposition of being 'empty' and 'not well-fed' in one church
versus more 'hot', 'whole' and 'spiritual' in the other, he explains that the emphasis
on prayer in the Pentecostal church helped him acquire a deeper experience of the
presence of God in his life.
"I know I'm an empty vessel, but with prayer and dedication God can give you the
way to preach. He will speak through me.

A prayer cell consisted of 10 to 15 church members who lived in the same locality, such
as Diemen or the Bijlmer. They met once or twice a week in one of the members' rooms.
They had a schedule indicating which members were to lead in prayer, lead in worship,
or preach at the next meeting.
In most cases this fasting takes the form of one week without any food.
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And these things are lacking in the Catholic church. I know there's only one
God in this world, but when you go to two different churches you can see there's
two different things going on, on the spiritual aspect of it." (gmas2)
Here he uses the familiar phrase, "there is only one God," often used in support of
cross-denominational affiliation. 68 However, whereas others seemed to apply the
phrase to iron out differences, this interviewee identified the Pentecostal and
Catholic styles clearly as t w o different approaches t o spirituality. By focussing on
the d/j5ierence between their Christianity and Catholic Christianity, he appeared t o
have internalised some of the Pentecostal views. While Catholics tended to look at
commonalities, Pentecostals placed emphasis on the differences, and expressed
frequent criticism of Catholics.
Similarly, the interviewee who indicated (above) that he, too, was 'more
spiritual' when he attended an Evangelical service, was critical of the Catholic way
of life of when he said,
"When you're born a Catholic you still have the spirit that you belong to a Catholic
community. It's the spirit of belonging. For instance if I marry I'll like to do it m the
Catholic Church. But their way of life is not impressing me." (nmasi3).
It seems his personal views of his own church and fellow-Catholics had incorporated part of the preaching in many Pentecostal, Spiritual, Evangelical o r ' B o r n again' churches that criticised the inconspicuous, modest role of faith in the lives of
Catholics.
Stance vis-à-vis Pentecostal touches in All Saints
In answering the question as t o whether there was something they would like t o
change in All Saints, several interviewees referred sideways t o the Pentecostal
Churches. They did so both t o indicate that there were certain elements they
would welcome into the mass at All Saints, and t o indicate that they would not like
their Catholic mass t o incorporate too much of the 'Pentecostal touch'. In both
cases however, it is significant that the Pentecostal churches were apparently a
natural point of reference t o the interviewees. They were spontaneously referred
t o although they had not been part of the question.
The incorporation of a greater emphasis on prayer ('more time spent on
prayers'; the development of praying skills; 'being able to meet in a prayer group,
learning how to lead in open prayer*) was an element that several interviewees said

For a more detailed juxtaposition of the various ways in which the phrase was applied,
see section 5.1.1
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they would appreciate. Obviously this was an element that they deemed positive in
the Pentecostal churches they had visited. As one of the interviewees phrased it:
"I'd like to add more, more, more and more in prayers. Nothing is efficient without
prayer. Worshipping God, glorifying God is not about going and being in a hurry to
go back. I'd like to add a bit of a Pentecostal touch. Having more prayers, more time
for explanation of the Bible, to read the Bible, take us to the verses, explaining what
happened." (nwasio)
Another said,
"I think the way we pray is, to me, not enough. During praying time they write for
them to go and read, and I don't think it is the best. People have to go there and
pray from the heart." (gmasiz*)
On the other hand, others clearly indicated it was importanttothem that All Saints
remained a typical Catholic Church, and that Pentecostal elements should not be
too prominent. If they had wanted to g o t o a Pentecostal service they would have.
We may recall the Ghanaian lady who indicated that she would visit Pentecostal
churches on invitation for thanksgiving services, but had'no interest in their way of
worship'. 69 Other ladies noted,
"In Africa House they exaggerate sometimes. [...] In terms of duration of time. The
choir will sing and sometimes they bring out one person to sing. In the Catholic
Church in Nigeria it's not like that. It's from the Pentecostal churches." (nwass)
"I've been to so many churches sometimes with my family. For instance when
somebody is sick and wants to thank God. I believe we all worship the same God
and I don't want to criticise other churches, but sometimes I don't feel good there.
Sometimes the way they sing and clap is too much. Sometimes in the church here
[i.e. All Saints] they sing Pentecostal songs. I don't want it too much. I like the
Catholic way. Sometimes I like the music with organ, and when they play the drums
softly, so you can hear the voices very well. Because to sing is to pray." (gwasi)
Their preference and expectations, in terms of the service in their Catholic church,
was for mass to be in line with the general Catholic liturgy. Although they were
open t o visiting Pentecostal church services, they kept their preference for the
Catholic style of worship. As we have seen earlier, Ghanaians particularly attended
each other's churches on occasions.70

69

See quote (gwasi2) under the subsection 'Social networks and the role of language' in
section 4.5.3.
70
Usually this meant a friend of theirs had requested that the church service be dedicated
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As noted in section 4 5 3 , the friendship networks of the members of All
Saints stretched across denominations The majority of their cross-denominational
friends consisted of people from the same region who spoke the same language 71
All in all, prayer took a significant place among the issues that came up with
regard t o Catholic - Pentecostal relations Here, the example of the Pentecostal
churches was often viewed in a positive light However, the miracles, which took a
prominent place in the Pentecostal churches, did not take up any significant role in
the discussions Neither did interviewees express wishes such as for a more prominent role for the pastor, or priest in their case Rather, when they spoke of prayer
they referred to improving and deepening their personal relationship with God, and
their understanding o f w h a t was happening in their lives, as well as increasing their
faith and courage so that they would be able t o face and overcome difficulties in
their lives They did not adhere to a belief in pastors miraculously resolving all one's
difficulties (e g the bringing back of a deserting spouse through prayer) As an interviewee stated, "some black people just want t o kneel down and be prayed for,
but I believe you have t o work on things yourself You don't expect things t o be
solved for you the minute you are prayed for " 72 The part they especially appreciated, then, was a stimulation and deepening of one's personal relationship with
God, through prayer and a style of worship that encouraged 'worship from the
heart' 73 As one of the interviewees expressed it,
"It is better for yourself to once in a week have time for God, to meditate, be part of
a congregation, dance, worship You know you have to know who created you And
it helps you also to be a good Christian, free hearted [ ] You know, to worship God
truly with your heart, with the whole of your heart, everything m you You have to
worship God, have to love God, Jesus Christ, have to be free for yourself, not doing
it for somebody, but doing it for yourself " (gwasi2)

to the thanksgiving for the life of someone who was sick, injured or recently recovered,
or in memory of a deceased relative The other way round, friends belonging to other
churches equallyjomed the Catholic mass when parishioners of All Saints had a thanksgiving service, for example in honour of the funeral of one of their parents m Ghana
71
Given that among the Igbo m Nigeria, Catholics still constitute the majority, it is not surprising that mention of Pentecostal friends was particularly evident among the Ghanaians However, even among the Nigerians in All Saints, the practices and styles of the
Pentecostal churches were a common frame of reference They visited such churches
particularly on occasions where a Nigerian preacher visited the Netherlands oran Evangelical musician performed in such a church The Ghanaians particularly mentioned
events in the lives of their Ghanaian friends as occasions to visit Pentecostal churches
72
Gwasi
73
Gmasi4
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We may recall that one of the interviewees (section 4 5 2 ) indicated, despite the
fact that the Catholic mass was universal, that "if we were to dig out what belief
really means", then he felt more connected t o African Protestants than t o Dutch
Catholics This comment, then, aptly seems t o summarise a more general impression gathered from the interviews m All Saints Permeating parishioners' responses
was an appreciation for celebrating and living the faith 'from the heart', with emotion, rather than a merely cerebral approach It was enhanced by an 'African' way
of celebrating, a style of worship incorporating elements rooted in the culture (customs) they had grown up with The experience of worship as moving and, with
that, 'meaningful' was accommodated by the style of worship in which they had
first learned to give meaning t o their faith
4.5.5 Appearance: comments on clothing
With regards t o social positioning, in relation t o various groups of others within
their social environment, the comments made in reference to modes of dressing
encountered in All Saints were too frequent t o be left out of the analysis These
modes of dressing were placed in comparison t o four groups of others The way especially the women in the church were seen t o dress wascontrasted with 1) women
in the Pentecostal churches, 2) the way women dressed in the Catholic church in
Ghana, 3) Dutch Christians, and 4) (African) Catholics in other Catholic churches
We will look at the comments made in relation t o all four of these groups
The general idea put forward was that, while in relation to Dutch society and Dutch
Christians the ways of dressing encountered in All Saints were perceived t o be
more decent and more 'Christian', in comparison with the Pentecostal churches,
and the Catholic church in Ghana and Nigeria, they were perceived as having been
influenced by the Dutch environment to such an extent that questions arose as to
whether this influence was not detrimental t o the level of decency expected in an
African context
Where modes of dressing, as witnessed in the All Saints Church, were contrasted with the way African women in the Pentecostal churches dressed, the
women in All Saints - as an African church - were encouraged to take the example
of their Christian sisters in these other African churches As mentioned previously,
the interviewee who was earlier a fervent member of a Pentecostal church responded to the question 'If you could make an improvement what would it be 7 '
with "First and foremost, the way we present ourselves, especially the women "
Elsewhere in the same interview he had argued,
"And m the Pentecostal church there's some clothes you are not allowed to put on,
hkeòobco, leggings Because some men are weak Sometimes in the African church
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[i.e. All Saints] it pisses me off, when you see those ladies standing up and you even
see their panties. In church you're supposed to dress decent. In the African church
here, some dress as if they're going to a disco.
In the Pentecostal churches you have the Women Movement. In their meeting they are told so many things about how to behave, how to dress, how to keep
your husband, how to interact, even how to cook, so many things. If, as a woman,
you attend this kind of movement you'll know how to act. Just make sure you cover
your butt. When they stand up I feel ashamed. Those things are for the home. God
likes nice things. It's not competition but to know what to wear.
Standing at the pulpit reading in... [a tight outfit]. In Pentecostal all the
women are dressed decent.
- But also expensive...
-1 don't think their clothes are expensive. Just African clothes.
You can't have this short top showing your stomach. And many wear this
ankle chain. Jamais in the Pentecostal church, never. Or a guy wearing earring in
the church, hardly. But in otherchurches it's common. After church, fine you have
your freedom, but not in the church premises. The ankle chain and earring for the
men is not Godly, it's uncalled for." (gmas2)
According t o this interviewee the members of his church could do with more
awareness of t h e Christian virtues of dressing, as proclaimed in the Pentecostal
churches. For women this would mean limiting exposure of theirfeminine shape,
which was, apparently, made especially visible by the trousers they wore and the
t o p s ' , often blouses, which failed t o cover their hips fully. The African women in All
Saints, according t o this interviewee, would benefit from looking at the African
women in the Pentecostal churches, w h o m he considered better (educated) at
dressing in a 'Christian' way. Clearly, the comment did not refer to the women in
All Saints who wore African clothes, but specifically t o the women and girls wearing Western style clothes. The African dress was perceived as decent and considered fitting for a church context, whereas Western-style fashionable clothing was
considered too revealing f o r a church context.
Yet the contrast the interviewee applied between the relative tolerance
within the Catholic church and the strict moral code emphasised in Pentecostal
churches, was also regarded in a positive light - positive in the sense that it prevented a certain hypocrisy that the strict moral code of the Pentecostal churches
was said to result in at times. He said,
"In Africa House some women smoke openly. In other churches maybe they do so in
secret. Most of my friends that know both [i.e. who tried another church prior to
the Catholic one], say that the Catholics they do it openly at least. In the Pentecostal church they smoke and drink secretly at home." (gmas2)
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Next t o revealing an appreciation forthe absence of a so-called 'hoherthan thou'attitude m the Catholic church, which would make the display of criticised behav
iour difficult, and cause discrepancies between appearances in the church on Sun
day and behaviour during the week, the statement above reveals anothertrain of
thought The fact that the'modes of dressing'and 'smoking'were discussed m a
related manner, pointed t o the fact that they had in common that both could be
perceived as the result of too much of a 'Western' influence on African women In
the African context, women smoking cigarettes were much rarer, and those who
were found doing so were held to be imitating Western women 7 '* Note that this in
terviewee referred t o the All Saints Church as 'the African church' and that his con
tinuous comparison between the Catholic and Pentecostal churches in the above
instances in fact was a comparison between appearances and behaviours of Afri
cans in both these churches His observations concerned the African membership,
and particularly the female segment of this membership
The idea that fashion styles, adopted by some of the African women and
girls in All Saints, were influenced by their stay in the Netherlands, became further
apparent from a comparison made between the Catholic Church in the Nether
lands and in Ghana A female interviewee noted that
"the way you dress also is different Something like this [a long blouse loosely co ν
ering the hips] is o k , but here you see clothes that are so tight The trousers are so
tight on some of the women Over there in a small community they'll say it's from
Satan [Laughs ] But here it is you who decides Here they don't talk against any
body's dressing " (gwasi)
With this comment she draws attention t o the point t h a t views had changed in a
new environment According to her, the way in which some of the ladies in All
Saints were seen t o dress would have been condemned as un-Chnstian ('from Sa
tan') in Ghana In All Saints - situated within a Dutch environment - it was ac
cepted In her view the All Saints parishioners generally refrained from criticisms
pertaining t o modes of dressing which, in the Dutch context, tended to be consid
ered as fashionable, rather than indecent 7 5 Note that she herself, like many of the

7

* In Nigerian films, for instance, women that smoke are typically dressed m Western style
fashion, not in African clothes
75
To the Dutch observer, the women m All Saints Church would merely be considered fash
lonable Whereas m other Catholic churches m the Netherlands, mcludmgtheothercase
studies, during summertime it was not uncommon to see white girls wearing the same
spaghetti top singlets that they wore outside during warm weather, I do not specifically
recall having seen any such tops m the All Saints Church The mentioned tight outfits in
practice often consisted of sleeved blouses with a waist line and trousers acceptable as
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women in the church, remains aware of how she dresses and personally does not
wear these so called 'tight' clothes. Indeed, African gowns and fabrics, were common sights in the church on Sundays.
Were the women of All Saints' choices of clothes not aIwaysfavourably assessed in comparison t o other'African'churches (either Pentecostal churches with
a largely African population in the Netherlands, or Catholic churches in Ghana),
they were in comparison t o Dutch society. Their choices were considered as more
decent and Christian than the clothes which women and girls were seen t o be
wearing in Dutch society, as well as in Dutch churches. In comparison to Dutch society, the women in All Saints on Sundays were appreciated for knowing how t o
dress properly as opposed t o women outside the church. As outlined previously in
section 4.5.2 on African - Dutch relations, some of the interviewees expressed that
the views, and modes of dressing, displayed by some of their Dutch fellowChristians surprised t h e m . In fact, in the eyes of some of the interviewees at All
Saints, the 'sexy clothes' seen to be worn by Dutch girls who claimed to be Christians were not held to correspond with their own expectations of how Christian
women were supposed t o carry themselves, both on Sundays and in everyday life.
For them it was difficult t o comprehend how these women would match the way in
which they dressed with their being 'Christian' and the associated virtues. These
same interviewees said that they liked the way women in the All Saints Church
dressed, and that what they put on was "o.k. Most of them wear nice clothes," but
that "Outside the church what they wear is another thing entirely. Outside they
dress too sexy."76
Lastly, we will look more fully at the second part of a quote, which was introduced in the previous section on Catholic - Pentecostal relations. The quote continued as follows,
"In Africa House they exaggerate sometimes. [...] When you talk of mass in a quiet
way it's Holy Trinity77. You can go and not be noticed. Sometimes you like to go
where you will not be noticed. Sometimes you like to go to church in a quiet way.
But it's not possible in Africa House. They pay attention to you and to the way you
dress, and the car you drive. In Holy Trinity it doesn't matter how you dress.
In Africa House there's a kind of competition. It's distracting. You come to
church and see what others are wearing, and people look at your car. In Holy Trinity
you don't see that kind of life. You can sit next to someone and not know the person." (nwass)

appropriate office wear in Dutch companies and organisations.
NmasS
'Holy Trinity' refers to the Parish of the Blessed Trinity.
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As regards the attention t o the style of dressing, this comment referred in particular to the African dresses worn It implicitly touched on the expenses associated
with dressing well in, generally, tailor-made African outfits. With the statement she
seemed further t o link the tendency to pay attention to appearance to All Saints
having a stronger sense of community and social control than the second church
which she attended, whose international composition was constituted by 49 nationalities Similarly, the African Catholics in the present study identified a stronger
sense of community in the so-called African churches in the Netherlands, than in
the Dutch-speaking Catholic churches.78
The interviewee above described the feature of not being noticed as attending mass in a 'quiet' way. Her use of the t e r m 'quiet' here matched with, and
formed a contrast t o , the use of the contrasting term 'loud dressing'. The latter
term was encountered among other Nigerian Christians in the Netherlands, who
used it t o describe a tendency in African churches where too much attention was
being paid t o each other's clothing
All in all, the comments on clothing in the All Saints Church underlined the
tendencies expressed in the previous sections of this case study. The views on being well-dressed, and on appropriate Christian clothing, placed the members of the
All Saints Church in a position where, in comparison t o Dutch Christiansand Dutch
Catholics, they seemed to 'take religion more seriously' in their lives and composure However, in comparison to other African Christians (particularly African Protestants in some of the black Pentecostal churches), they were not as strict and
perhaps more likely t o embrace influences from their everyday Dutch environment
4.6

Concluding remarks

In terms of the question how African Catholics defined themselves, the African
Catholics in All Saints referred t o themselves as Catholics, Christians and Africans.
While the congregation was largely made up of people from Ghana and Nigeria,
phrases starting from 'we Nigerians' and 'we Ghanaians'were rarely encountered in
this parish. Phrases starting from 'we Africans', 'we Catholics' and 'as a Christian',
by contrast, were heard commonly

African women who attended Dutch Catholic churches also voiced considerations of
modes of dressing They indicated attending a Dutch mass rather than a 'black' non Catholic English-speaking church helped them avoid the expenses associated with the
expectation for African women m black churches to wear African dresses, and, as they
would not wish to turn up m the same dress on consecutive Sundays, the implicit expectation that they expand their wardrobes while the materials are relatively expensive
when compared to Western clothes. Most African outfits cost several hundreds of euros.
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The Christian identity was relevant in, the largely secularised, Dutch society.
It reflected what faith meant to the lives of the interviewees. It was relevant, as
well, in relation to Africans belonging to other denominations, including African
Pentecostals. Encounters with the latter were more frequently mentioned than
Dutch Catholics.
Dutch Catholics were viewed as part of the same church (coalition) The
Catholic Church was seen as universal. Yet while members of All Saints claimed
that they could worship in any Catholic church, they were also very appreciative of
the sense of %home' that they experienced within the All Saints Church, which aided
their intentions to go to church to worship God vfrom the heart'. The hymns and
culture in All Saints seemed to facilitate and heighten the experience; thusoffenng
something the Dutch parishes did not (competition).
While acknowledging a shared faith with both Dutch Catholics and African
Pentecostals, the African Catholics in All Saints drew attention to differences with
both groups in detail. They confidently highlighted differences, which motivated
their personal choice for an African Catholic immigrant parish. In respect to Dutch
fellow-Catholics, they identified more with a lively mass for a vibrant and young
Catholic community than the staid masses forthe Dutch elderly. Dutch Christians,
with whom they interacted and considered to take the faith as seriously as them,
tended to be Protestants rather than fellow-Catholics. With fellow Catholics the
generation gap, as well as the language, played a role in explaining why contact
was limited There were differenced perceived in the style of worship. With Pentecostals too, who seemed to be the most common point of reference in terms of
comparison, there seemed to exist a sense of competition. Part of the'competition' seemed specifically to be the incorporation of'African' elements into the style
of worship, particularly on the part of music.
Interviewees mentioned their'African' identity ('because I am an African') as
a motivation to their affiliation to their parish. The 'African' identity had, as its
main feature, the presence of local culture. Outside the church, language, in a
shared mother tongue, was significant in the friendship networks these African
immigrants developed in the Netherlands. Even though Ghanaians and Nigerians
interacted in the church as fellow Africans, the fellow Africans with whom they
spent most time privately, as a majority, hailed from their own country of origin
Networks of people using the same (native) language say something intrinsic about
the significance of culture to the people engaged in these networks. New members
of the church in majority tended to come from the countries already represented
within the composition of the congregation. For other African nationalities, the
cultures and languages were as new/alien as any other culture, equally requiring adjustment.
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In interaction with other churches, the All Saints parishioners presented
themselves as Catholics. They also had no problem with the term "African Catholics'. To them, this denoted a group of Catholics with a reference to from where
they came. It was appropriate to describe them. Talking about their church, interviewees preferred to ascribe an 'African Catholic' identity to themselves and each
other, over an identity as 'Ghanaian Catholics' or'Nigerian Catholics'. Whereas, in
terms of social networks outside the church, there was a tendency to associate
most frequently with countrymen, within the church there was general consensus
on the desire to be one, as African Catholics of the All Saints Church/members of
the Africa House. Here, emphasis was on the similarities rather than the differences.
Within the context ofthe African parish of All Saints, then, the claim that African Christians in the Netherlands stress their religious Christian over their ethnic
African identity requires nuance. In terms of a connection with the Catholic Church
in the Netherlands, the African identity and African approach to worship were certainly relevant in this case, certainly in comparison to the other case studies. Since
the raison d'être ofthe parish was to minister to African Catholics specifically, identification with the African identity was prominent. This identity became expressed
through the presence of local culture. Indeed the shared Catholic identity (religious
identity) was emphasised over national identity (as a form of ethnic identity). But
the continental African identity (also a form of ethnic identity) was equally emphasised over national identity (as anotherform of ethnic identity). Both the Catholic
and African identities had the capacity to bridge differences and enhanced the experience of togetherness, or unity in diversity. The African identity was multicultural and the parish inter-cultural. Religion contributed to integration with a retention of cultural identity.
With reference to the integrative continuum from the Introduction (fig 1.1)
the African parish was placed toward the right end, signifying a considerable degree of segregation. In practice, however, members ofthe church community did
not perceive their own position as such. They saw themselves as part of the Catholic Church community, connected, and from time to time engaged in joint services
with other local and international parishes. Also, the participation in a form of segregated worship did not imply that members of this community, at the individual
level, could be viewed as not being integrated in the Dutch society. On the contrary, at the professional level, many parishioners were assimilated, operating successfully in Dutch professional environments. At the same time, they spoke out
clearly on the need for, and the value of, a church offering a cultural home, keeping
them connected to their cultural heritage.

5

Contexts of speaking-the three
case studies compared

In this chapter, the findings from the case studies are compared, in order to reveal
tendencies which recurred as well as those which turned out to be specific. Thefirst
tendencies can be taken to represent the position of African Catholics in the Netherlands more generally, whereas the second group can be taken to shed light on
the contextual aspects of identity and on how identity is negotiated from situation
to situation. The comparison for convergence and divergence is conducted with a
focus on the detection of patterns, tendencies in positioning.
In outlining the choice forthe groups studied1, a continuum was presented
that positioned the three case studies along an axis running from assimilation, integration, to segregation. This continuum denoted the extent to which worship
took place together with or separately from Dutch Catholics. It thus pointed to the
extent of integration with Dutch Catholics as appearing from the composition of
the church community. The assumption was that interviewees at different positions on the scale (in terms of the type of parish they were part of) might formulate
different desires in terms of their ideal mass.2
The present study has been defined as a comparative case study. In accordance with this, attention is paid to whether the way in which African Catholics
tended to speak differed in any significant way from one parish type to another.
Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 are used to discern whether the nature of the wishes
and/or concerns voiced by interviewees differ by parish. Related to this is the question of whether affiliation to a particular church type in any way corresponded to
stage of integration into Dutch society. Was there a sequence overtime? In section
5.2.3 and onwards, whether the parishes differ, in terms of the religious, and/or
ethnic, identity discourse encountered in them, is investigated.
It was possible to acquire a sense of the extent to which the case studies
were representative of their parish types, since voices of African Catholics outside
the three case studies were incorporated in the analysis. This means that primary
empirical comparison (of the cases to each other) was conducted with a frame of
reference provided by secondary empirical comparison to interviews and sources
outsidethethreecases. At the theoretical level of comparison, the applicability of
1
2

Section 1.5 of the Introduction.
Maaskant's interviewees in Rotterdam, who had no Catholic mass in English or French
availabletothem(mainlywishedforsuchamass, in an international community. Interviewees in the present study did have such masses available to them in their cities (The
Hague and Amsterdam).
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claims made in other studies about African Christians in the Netherlands (Ter Haar,
Van Dijk, Maaskant) was explored for the African Catholics studied hereby
To systematise the way in which the case studies relate to each other, the
similarities and differences are discussed in three sections These sections take into
account the complexity of the speakers' simultaneous participation in multiple social fields In section 5 1 we start with the African Catholic discourse t h a t appears
similar across the case studies Two recurring phrases receive closer attention, as
they represent a common notion and approach in relation to the religious landscape in the Netherlands
The subsequent sections study the differences between specific speaker
positions In section 5 2, d ifferences between speaker positions are linked to differences between the case studies and t o movements between parish contexts Its
first t w o sub-sections interpret the various affiliation choices m view of answering
the question of whether being positioned in a Dutch, international or African
church community bore any relation t o members' states of integration into Dutch
society This involves viewing the choices and significance of certain themes over
time
To understand more fully how integration worked, the discourse through
which African Catholics negotiated their identity deserves attention The remaining t w o subsections of section 5 2 therefore look at differences observed in the way
identity was negotiated from one context t o another, in as far as these contexts
(social arenas) were defined by parish type
Such differences were observed with respect t o ethnic identity discourse A
look will be taken at the extent t o which variations in the responses to the category
'African Catholics' were influenced by parish context Closely related was the observation of a shift in meaning, from one parochial context to another, in what it
entailed to ascribe t o , or to be ascribed, an African identity
In section 5 3 differences between speaker positions are discussed which
did not correspond to parish type, but rather reflected various discursive positions
taken by interviewees within the case studies These differences related t o specific
social (inter-denominational, inter-religious) relations Here, interviewees moved
between different discursive contexts relating t o particular fields of interaction
with groups of others, including non-churchgomg members of Dutch society and
African Pentecostals Differences relating to such (non-pansh-bound) social fields
of interaction were observed with respect t o religious identity discourse
There seemed t o be, in this study, a general consensus among the African
Catholics in terms of their use of terms such as 'Christian', 'believer' and 'churchgoer' On the level of the application of these identifications, however, the meaning and features of these particular terms changed depending on the discursive
context Apparently there were t w o discourses one pertaining t o t h e presence of
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Christian immigrants in Dutch society and, the other, to discussions between African Christians of different denominations As such, 'Christian', 'believer' and
'churchgoer' carried a different set of features depending on whether they were
applied within the context of talking about what it embodied t o be a Christian immigrant in Dutch society, or whether the context consisted of interaction between
African Catholics and other African Christians
The last subsection of 5 3 brings together the various (other) discursive
ethnic and religious 'shifts', as witnessed through the words of interviewees within
(ratherthanbetween)the case studies, aiming to detect the coherence mthe variety As the shifts in choice of identifications or, indeed, identity discourses took
place on a larger scale, they represented patterns in the identity work going on in
the hands of African Catholics as a group
It is inevitable that findings from the previous chapters return m the present chapter After all, it is precisely their recurrence across the cases that indicates
their representation of the general aspects of African Catholics' position in the
Netherlands However, since the focus in each sub-section is on overall patterns
and the findings themselves are studied in the light of insights from group dynamics and, a specifically social constructionist, discourse analysis3, an analytic dimension is added which transcends the level of analysis practised within the individual
case studies
5.1

Similarities between the cases: common expressions

Below, t w o expressions that recurred, in practically identical fashions across the
cases, are discussed The first shared expression is the notion that all believers worship the same God We will have a look at the typical contexts in which this notion
was brought t o the fore Specific attention is paid t o how this notion was used and
what, in terms of the way African Catholics positioned themselves in relation t o
various groups of others, this may have indicated Tendencies in the descriptive detail surrounding the application of this notion revealed African Catholics' relative
distance from, or proximity t o , these groups
A second commonality, shared by the African Catholics across the case
studies, was their concern about achieving a non-judgemental attitude towards
members, leadership, and faith practices at other churches The phrase, "I don't
want to criticise other churches", provides insight into the way African Catholics

3

The social constructionist form of discourse analysis, developed in the field of social psychology, is also known as ' discursive psychology' (Jorgensen & Phillips 2002 96)
"[D]iscursive psychology treats written and spoken language as constructions of the
world oriented towards social action" (ibid )
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positioned themselves in relation to other denominations. Moreover, its use by interviewees in all three case studies was so consistent that it seemed to touch upon
a core of the African Catholic outlook on what being Christian meant to them.

5.1.1

"God is one"

In all three case studies, the African Catholics interviewed brought forward their
view that "God is one" and that "we all worship the same God". This view was expressed in a number of contexts, with only slight variations in wording. These included phrases such as "God is the same God," "the God we worship is the same,"
"in any church you go to it is the same God they worship", or simply, "you know,
God is only one". In all cases the underlying belief to which these pronouncements
referred was the same, although the immediate interests that interviewees sought
to serve by introducing this view to the conversation differed.
To underline one's choice for a place of worship
The most frequent context, to which the notion of only one God became expressed, was that of church affiliation. Interviewees particularly referred to this notion when it came to explaining the choices they had made personally in selecting a
church for their Sunday worship.
On one hand, the notion of God being the same wherever one chose to go
was used by those African Catholics who frequented one particularchurch only and
had no desire to 'shift' to another church. They used it to substantiate their own
personal choice to remain faithful to the very parish they were part of. It came up in
particular when they talked about some of their African Catholic friends who abandoned the Catholic Church afterthey came to live in the Netherlands, or who had
exchanged a Catholic mass in the Dutch language for an English-speaking church
service.
In the hands of these interviewees, the notion of one God underlined that
church-hopping, in search of what might be a 'better' church, was a futile exercise
since God could be found right in the church location at hand. They saw no need to
change location of worship in orderto strengthen theirfaith ortheir personal relationship with God, orto seek deliverance through a specific preacher. To them,
what counted was the depth of one's personal faith and one's personal relationship
with God. Here, the phrase "God is the same wherever you go" served to explain
the choice to remain loyal to the Catholic Church even if there was no full understanding of the language in which mass was conducted.
On the other hand, however, the same phrase that "God is one" was used by
those African Catholics who visited non-Catholic churches to justify theirchoice to
'shift' at will, orto combine attendance of the Sunday services of various churches,
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of different denominations, sometimes even on the same day. After English
masses in The Hague and Amsterdam, I encountered African parishioners in the
t r a m who were on their way t o attend another church service in a Pentecostal or
Charismatic church. "God is just one," they explained, and "my Sunday is for worshipping my God." To t h e m , denomination was of less significance than the fact
that they went there t o give thanks and praise t o the one and only God. After all,
they noted "the gateway t o God is not the church but your heart."
The notion of 'one God', then, was used both t o justify the choice t o visit or
t o join churches of different denominations and the choice t o remain loyal t o one
particularchurch. The belief that "God is the same whereveryou go" supported diverse personal choices in terms of church affiliation.
In the context of inter-faith

relations

Besides freedom in affiliation, the same notion seemed also to encourage crossdenominational visitation of public appearances by 'gifted speakers' or inspiring
preachers paying visits t o the Netherlands. Those African Catholics who attended
events organised by other denominations, were often informed about these by
friends who belonged t o the same African language group. The notion that "we
worship the same God", then, not only influenced locality of faith building, but represented African Catholics'view of their interpersonal relationships with members
of other denominations and adherents of different faiths more widely. At times
when interviewees made reference t o having good contacts with Muslim
neighbours, ina similarvein they mentioned that, "everyone worships intheirway,
but it is the same God we worship".
In terms of frequency, instances in which interviewees used the notion of
'one God' to bridge differences in faith practice were fewer in relation to Muslims
than to Pentecostal Christians, largely because Pentecostals were simply mentioned more. Comparisons with them came up frequently during the interviews,
whereas Muslims were mentioned only occasionally''.

4

There was no particular question included in the interviews which specifically asked interviewees after their relations with Muslims. In terms of observations regarding social
networks, it seemed that, apart from Muslim neighbours and colleagues at the work
floor, the particular level and depth of interaction with Muslims seemed to correspond to
social networks along lines of ethnicity. Here I mean ethnicity at the level of a group
sharing the same first language. In the case of Nigerians in the Netherlands, Yoruba
people counted significantly more Muslims among their close friends than Igbo people.
This can be explained by the fact that whereas the Igbo population in Nigeria is comprise
of over 80 percent of Catholics, the Yoruba have a 50 percent Christian and 50 percent
Muslim population who, on a day-to-day level, interact and live in close association.
Similarly in the Netherlands, close friendships between Christians and Muslims were
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The notion of vone God, which everyone worships in theirway' seemed to be
used particularly with reference to non-Catholic believers5. It was noi mentioned in
relation to Catholics of different nationalities who might be seen to be incorporating touches of culture in theirway of worship. In other words, there was no perceived need to stress that all Catholics worshipped the same God. Neither was it
mentioned that "everyone worships in their own way." Rather, in relation to fellow
Catholics of different background it was always pointed out that "our way of worship is the same". Differences were placed in the category of ^differences in culturerelated styles of expression', which was a different category from 'mode of worship'. The view was that "Catholic worship is the same all over the world, but we
may bring in our own style, our own songs, our culture."
Degree of identification
The way in which African Catholics used the notion of one God seemed to be in line
with the concern displayed over distinguishing themselves from various groups of
others.
As outlined in the theoretical framework6, the extent to which a group is
concerned with demarcating itself from others is connected to the extent to which
identification takes place. Members of a group tend to be more concerned with
demarcation from another group where, to an outsider, the two groups seem
similar. However, the members of a group cease to focus on demarcation once
"similarity approaches identity" (Snoek 1995:66). Demarcation also receives less
attention when, for one group of people, the difference between them and other
groups is seen as overtly obvious (Snoek 1995:57).
We have seen that African Catholics used the notion of one God to explain
the extent to which they mingled with non-Catholic Christians, particularly in the
context of the places where they went to build their faith. Differences in modes of
worship were pointed out specifically when it came to Pentecostal and other
(African)'Born-again', Charismatic, Evangelical and Spiritual churches.
Although there are differences between these types, it has to be noted
that the term 'Pentecostal' was used far more frequently than the other labels, and
as, it seemed, a generic term that included churches of the other types.7 It was
common among Nigerians of Yoruba background.
Perhaps with the exception of clarification of the abovementioned choice to remain loyal
to a Dutch Catholic parish as opposed to alternative choices demonstrated by other African Catholics.
See the references to insights from group dynamics towards the end of section 1.3.
7
In the same way in which interviewees sometimes identified their own Catholic parish by
names other than its official name (e.g. 'Holy Trinity' or 'Diemen parish' instead of
'Blessed Trinity'; or "the African church"), they were not always concerned with placing
5
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common to hear African Catholics apply 'Pentecostal' as a category referring t o
recently founded churches under African leadership. 8
An excerpt from a speech by the representative of the African Catholic
community in The Hague, comprised largely of Ghanaians and Cameroonians,
illustrates this categorisation. At a conference on the religious situation of African
Catholics in the Netherlands 9 , its speaker stated that:
"While trying to solve the[ir] problems [of legal and career constraints and of not
fully feeling at home m the mainstream churches m the Netherlands], Ghanaians
came together to form self-help organisations, those who believed in miracles
formed splinter groups which brought about the proliferation of pentecostal
churches headed by their brothers who had chosen the path to serve the people
of God. Most of us joined them but later realised they were not where we belonged to." (Abrefah 2001:2)
The proliferation of Pentecostal churches under Ghanaian leadership in the Netherlands is here identified as the result of the formation of recently founded churches
(splinter groups) around leaders who claim t o act on a divine calling t o serve and
lead people t o God. 10 The way in which the formation of new churches by miracle-

other churches in exact categories. Moreover, there were numerous instances in which
denomination of members and denomination of the church these members belonged to
did not neatly fall in matching categories. For instance, Capitol in The Hague is an Evangelical church. It attracts African members who call themselves'Born-again'and'Pentecosta I'.
Kanari (2005:268) notes the same tendency among African church members in Israel. In
her article she explains the choice to employ a wide definition of Pentecostal/Charismatic churches by the fact that "the division into types of churches and substreams is not always relevant for them. They too adopt a'crude'division into two types
of churches: the Mainline/Orthodox (among which the Catholic Church occupies a special position) and the Pentecostal/Charismatic, which most interviewees essentially view
as identical." (Kanan 2005:268) Although differences can be identified (see Nieswand
2005), the frequent mention of the different types as a single category in Ghanaian migrant discourse also seems to be supported by for instance Van Dijk's use of the term
'charismatic Pentecostahsm' (Van Dijk 2004).
9
This conference was held in Amsterdam on October 6, 2001 and organized by Missio.
10
Another take on the proliferation of new churches might be to study the constraints on
career opportunities for these immigrants in the Netherlands and viewthese churches as
an avenue of upward mobility for their leaders and active members, enabling the creation of personal 'success stories'. Faced with barriers and marginalisation in society,
managerial and leadership skills, coupled with a religious sense of purpose, can be
turned to use and developed in a church setting. Cf. Nieswand (2005), and Kanari (2005).
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believing Ghanaians is coupled with the Ghanaian Pentecostal presence in the
Netherlands illustrates how the use of'Pentecostal' often was not only restricted to
proven Pentecostal churches. African Catholics often applied it as a generic term
denoting churches that shared features such as the Pentecostal emphasis on gifts
of the Spirit. 11
In relation t o churches of the Pentecostal type, the phrase "everyone
worships in their way but it is the same God we worship" was accompanied by
great attentive detail for differences in mode of worship. Mentioned in particular
were the type of prayers practised and encouraged in these churches; the central
role of the pastor; the expectation of miracles; and the collection of tithes. The
notion of one God explained the attendance of interviewees at these services. At
the same time its use also implied that apparently there was a perceived need to
either account for, elaborate on, or bridge differences. African Catholics seemed
most concerned with defining themselves and their position in relation t o African
Pentecostals.
By comparison, Catholic-Muslim (or Christian-Muslim) differences in
modes of worship were not elaborated on in any detail. These were probably seen
as self-evident. Here use of the phrase "everyone worships in their way but it isthe
same God we worship" illustrated religious tolerance and respect for the other's
guiding principles and outlook on life. Where it followed comments such as"Oneof
my best friends is a Muslim" or "My neighbour is a Muslim" it demonstrated the existence of a positive understanding between t h e m .
With respect t o Pentecostals, use of the same phrase aimed not only t o
illustrate amicable relations, but also t o justify their own participation in
Pentecostal worship. According t o Snoek, members of a group tend t o be more
concerned with demarcation from another group where t w o groups seem more
similar to an outsider. Whether or not all outsiders would have assumed a similarity
between Catholics and Pentecostals is not as relevant here as is the fact that the
African Catholics involved in this study apparently felt it necessary to compare the
Catholic and Pentecostal ways of worship in more detail.
To some, a concern with demarcation from Pentecostals may have, in part,

In an overview of immigrant churches in the Netherlands, Atze van den Broek (2003) uses
the categories "Pentecostal churches as appears from the name" and "Recent churches
starting around Divinely called leaders". Of the 343 different immigrant churches (which
together accounted for 624 congregations/parishes in the Netherlands), 182 were African. Among these 182 African churches 20 carried a Pentecostal reference in their name,
142 were classified under "Recent churches starting around Divinely called leaders", 7
were "Baptist churches as appears from the name", 5 "Roman-Catholic parishes and
'quasi' parishes", 5 "Ecumenically related traditional churches" and 3 "Eastern Orthodox
Churches".
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been a response to their perception that outsiders assume a similarity because
both groups, Catholics and Pentecostals, fall within the category of African
Christian immigrants. Most imagery relating to African Christians in the Dutch
media is based on reports pertaining to churches of Pentecostal or Evangelical
signature Their need to clarify differences, then, might be an act of disassociating
themselves from these images of African Christians and the features associated
with them (e g. rhythmical clapping and dancing during the service and ecstatic
ritual behaviour).
However, the detailed attention paid to the Catholic-Pentecostal
comparison may have simply reflected interviewees' relative closeness to, or
interaction with, members of Pentecostal churches in everyday life and their
experiences in terms of memorable discussions.
As Snoek notes, little or no concern with demarcation takes place when a
group sees the difference between itself and another group as obvious or where
similarity approaches sameness The latter was the case in relation to Dutch Catholics (and Catholics of other nationalities generally). There was little concern with
demarcation, and therefore no need to bring in the same God as a unifier between
differences of approach), due to the fact that here similarity corresponded with
identity. African Catholics identified with Dutch Catholics on the basis that their
shared Catholic identity made them 'one'. In the St. Agnes church, a successful example of a Dutch-speaking territorial parish church in which African Catholics felt
at home, interviewees appreciated that their former priest spoke to the congregation m terms of the fact that "we are all one".
In none of the case studies did African Catholics pay particularattention to
differences between themselves and Dutch or other Catholics. Comparatively,
'Dutch Catholic' - 'African Catholic' differences in terms of style of worship received attention the most in the African Catholic parishes12. As Snoek (1995:54)
noted, concern with demarcation also has to do with competition over limited resources, such as members in the case of religious groups. The smaller the differences between groups are, the greater the chance of losing members to one another
In the case of the African Catholic church communities, attention on cultural elements, not present in Dutch Catholic worship, defined the core of theirexistence. Although individual members could be heard to say that they could worship at a Dutch or international Catholic church equally well, the differences mattered significantly to the priests and leading members of these churches. However,

The term'pansh'is applied m this chapter for the sake of convenience, to refer to the African Catholic church communities, even as they may not have acquired full parish-status
officially and technically represent a 'chaplaincy' or quasi-parish
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since they shared the Catholic identity, the emphasis tended to beon being part of
the big Catholic Church, as members of a world church with room for individual cultures. By way of comparison, interviewees were more elaborate and detailed in describing the ways in which they differed from Pentecostals. This was in line with the
fact that they seemed particularly concerned with defining their own position t o wards this group, as chances for the Catholic Church to 'lose members' t o Pentecostal churches were, in the Dutch context, very real indeed.
5.1.2 "/ don't want to criticise other churches"
Other phrases, used in practically identical fashions by African Catholics across and
beyond the case stud ies, were "I don't wa nt t o criticise other churches", or "I don't
want t o judge" and "I don't want t o condemn". The context, in which interviewees
came up with such statements was invariably of their experience with Christians of
other denominations, in particular Pentecostals, but also Evangelicals, members of
charismatic and spiritual churches13, as well as Jehovah's Witnesses.
That interviewees received Jehovah's Witnesses into their homes 1 '' can be
viewed in the same light as them accepting church invitations from other Christians. Contacts such as these, and exploring diverse churches, seemed to be not
only a way in which t o discuss matters of faith under new circumstances, but also
of getting in touch with new people in relatively open, friendly settings. Those
newly arrived in the Netherlands, especially, at times grappled with loneliness in a
strange society where making new contacts takes time. Several interviewees mentioned how the Dutch culture appeared more 'closed' than the cultures they had
been used to. In particular, those who had not been long in the Netherlands men-

13

Their examples relating to 'spiritual' and 'charismatic' churches often involved a greater
distance in space and time, m the sense that these examples involved encounters and
experiences back in their countries of origin. In context of the Netherlands,'Pentecostal
churches' - at times used as a generic cover term - provided the most examples, or examples were introduced with the specific name of a particular church.
H
In answering the question whetherthey had contact with Dutch Christians, many interviewees said they had had discussions with Jehovah's Witnesses. Generally, they would
let them in and discuss about the Bible and the interpretation of Bible texts. Repeated
house visits could cover considerable periods of time and develop to the extent that
some of the interviewees reported having "friends who are Jehovah's Witnesses". Although Jehovah's Witnesses practice door-to-door evangelisation, interviewees said
they welcomed them and liked to share and exchange views whilst at the same time
making clear that conversion was ruled out. It seemed that to them, as Christian immigrants in a secularized society, these contacts were a good opportunity to talk about
faith, Christ and God (and their place in Dutch society) with a believing local citizen.
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tioned that it was difficult for them.15 Church communities of the Evangelical and
Pentecostal type often highlight their capacity to provide a remedy for the isolation experienced in a highly individualised society. Some advertise, literally, with
the promise to bring an end to one's loneliness. Others promote their capacity as
an alternative family.16
Conscience towards the exertion of criticism
The phrase "I don't want to judge/criticise/condemn" was used in such a similar
fashion, that it seemed to represent an identity marker of African Catholics and
their views of what they deemed to make a person a true Christian. In this remark
cametogetherthat, to them, theirCatholic Christian identity implied a respect for
other people's faiths, and that condemnation or lack of respect were incompatible
with their Christian faith.
Interviewees sought to abstain from 'condemning' ritual religious practices
of others, preferring instead to view them simply as different modes of worship. Although it came up in interviews that others perceived Catholics as 'churchgoers',
undeserving to be considered real ortrue Christians, African Catholicsdid not replicate in similar fashion. At least, they never stated that these others would be 'no
real Christians'. At most, their views on the incompatibility between being Christian and judging others were implicit when they raised questions such as "I don't
understand why Pentecostals deem it necessary to talk bad about Catholics". As
soon as they felt that the implications of their own words might be indirectly approaching the same kind of value judgement, they cautioned themselves with the
reminder that it was not their place to be judging another.
In discussing what going to church meant to them and why it was important
to them, interviewees in all three case studies gave examples of how coming to
church helped (to remind) them to refrain from gossiping or "talking bad" about
others. Gossip and "killing a person by mouth" were seen as sinful to the extent
that they were presented simply as different manifestations of 'killing'. At times
they linked this directly to the Ten Commandments, explaining that the sixth
commandment Thou shalt not kill' extended to the non-physical level, including
verbal acts and gossip (murder of reputation). In addition, some interviewees drew
attention to non-vocalised, or mental acts: thoughts in which one was passing
judgement on another. Included were moments when one caught oneself inter15

They often made friends more easily with other foreigners than with Dutch natives. They
shared their observation and experience that Dutch people who were more open to a
friendly exchange generally turned out to be people with significant exposure to other
cultures, through living abroad or intercultural marriage.
16
E.g. Victory Outreach International, on a flyer distributed to households in The Hague,
advertised with the slogan "A people you call family, a place you call home".
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nally 'cursing' another when they happened to do or say something the interviewee did not like. Such examples of working on themselves came up while discussing the role religion played in their social contacts.
Received criticism
The most frequent context for the remark "I don't want to criticise otherchurches"
consisted of talking about their experiences in Pentecostal churches and their encounters with Pentecostals. These came to the fore in detailed account, as they
formed a significant aspect of interviewees' experience, and part of their religious
landscape in the Netherlands.
African Catholics often indicated they did not set out to make religion a
point of contention in theirfriendships and interactions with African Pentecostals.
From the Pentecostal side, however, they had to endure both ridicule and severe
criticism regarding their faith. These criticisms concerned both religious and nonreligious practice, including bible use, the place of Mary and the Saints, the practice
of confession, the Eucharist and the liturgy, as well as, in the private sphere, the
principal fact that Catholics did not denounce the drinking of alcohol. Inali three
case studies, interviewees addressed how they tried to cope with the atmosphere
of judgement and hostility experienced when interacting with some of their Pentecostal acquaintances, colleagues and relatives.
In orderto show the seriousness of the situation faced by Ghanaian Catholics at the hands of Ghanaian Pentecostals, I quote here from the speech, regarding
the plight of Ghanaian Catholics in the Netherlands, by the representative of the
African Catholic Community in The Hague. As noted in the previous section, 'Pentecostal' as a generic term extends to the category of 'recently started churches
around divinely called leaders', here denoted as 'splinter groups'.
Under the heading 'Conflict and Criticisms from our Pentecostal Brothers'
the situation faced by Ghanaian Catholics was described as follows:
"Because Catholics differ in ideology and practices from these splinter groups,
they practise religious piracy on Catholics and subject them to a series of persecution resulting in confusion, bitter differences and mistrust amongst Ghanaians
sometimes even within families. Ghanaians live m an era of fraternal mistrust."
(Abrefah 2001:3)

The picture painted by the speaker is one of'ideological persecution', which Ghanaian Catholics faced and suffered from their countrymen who belonged to Pentecostal churches in the Netherlands. When interviewees recollected their own confrontations with Pentecostal criticism, their accounts were phrased mostly on the
'subjective' level of their own personal experiences and 'personal' perspective,
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ratherthan in the strong, no-uncertain-terms manner above. The relatively strong
wording probably should be viewed in the light of this source's context. For one,
given that t h e purpose of the speech was to describe the situation of Ghanaian
Catholics in t h e Netherlands in general, it called for generalised group statements.
Secondly, representing an African Catholic community church group, the speaker
serves the interests of this group, whilst simultaneously justifying the need f o r a
church geared specifically towards Ghanaian and Cameroonian Catholics. 17
Despite differences between the quote and the manner of speaking in the
context of the interviews, interviewees' individual observations amounted t o the
same picture of having t o deal with tension arising f r o m the aggressive, evangelising efforts of their Pentecostal kinsmen and co-workers. As Catholics they often
found themselves being ridiculed as lesser Christians, unworthy t o be considered
true Christians ortrue believers, and condescendingly labelled as mere 'churchgoers', or Christians demonstrating limited devotion beyond the walls of the church.
During such moments, it seems that instead of counter-'convicting' the Pentecostal of belonging likewise to a 'wrong' denomination, they rather held on t o
their inner convictions concerning their own view of what being a Christian implied.
Thus, the response of African Catholics t o this situation was not to participate in
such acts of classification. A t times they could say about members of certain other
denominations in descriptive terms that "they believe/think they are better", yet
beyond this they refrained from subsequently ranking one as better or worse, or
more right or wrong than the other.
Their faith inspired them t o develop and practice understanding, love and
peace. They viewed various events in their lives as moments offering an opportunity to check, o r t o self-examine, what extent they had internalised and were able
to display Christian virtues, as they understood t h e m . Encounters in which they
found themselves subjected t o 'ideological persecution' by other Christians seemed
to be good opportunities for doing this - hence the frequency of the statement "I
don't want t o criticise" in this context.
5.2

Differences between the cases: location-specific discourse

Having discussed some typical shared expressions encountered in all three case

The concern over piracy by members of 'splinter groups', reveals a concern over the
Catholic Church'losing members'to the many'new'(Pentecostal) churches through the
fervent evangelising efforts of the latter. Some of the interviewees who remained part of
the Catholic Church after migration to the Netherlands said that they chose consciously
to remain in the 'old' church rather than join one of the many churches started only a few
years ago, expressing little faith in a church younger than themselves. Others said their
confidence waned when observing the frequent divisions/split-offs which take place.
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studies, we will now have a look at where the case studies differed from each other
Investigated here is to what extent affiliation to a Dutch, international or African
parish has led to differences in positioning, as becoming apparent through different ways of speaking
Hereby, attention is first paid to possible factors relating to church affiliation Did the characteristics of the African populations differ between the parishes7
How was affiliation to the church types related to each other 7 To understand the
relationship between positions (affiliation), the mobility between church types receives closer attention, along with the hopes and expectations associated with affiliation to each type of church The present study by no means lays claim to offering a conclusive theory of more or less predictable 'stages' African immigrants go
through while living in the Netherlands It does, however, on a small scale look at
whether the collected data disclose a pattern that would suggest that there are
'stages' through which interviewees went How was integration (with the Dutch) in
the church related to integration in Dutch society at large7 Was the choice to affiliate to a particular parish type in any way an indication of assimilation, integration,
or segregation outside of it 7
After comparing the three case studies for possible differences in terms of
interviewees' measure of integration in Dutch society, we turn to the (discursive)
differences revealing the way African Catholics negotiated theindentity from context to context, from where the mam visible patterns are discerned We will look at
the influence of parish context on differences in the responses to the categorisation of the research group as'African Catholics' or'Catholic Africans' The variations between parishes, in the implications of identification with an African (ethnic)
identity, are subsequently placed m light of the subtle changes, concerning the features associated with such an identity, from one parish type to another
5.2.1

Position in motion: histories of affiliation

Looking at the directions of movement of the African Catholics in this study, in
terms of the type of churches to which they aligned, it became clear that often the
starting point for their journey was often the nearest Catholic church They expected that, on the basis of the shared faith, they would be able to take part in the
church activities of the existing congregations m a natural way, and practice their
faith alongside local fellow Catholics
Table 5 1 below gives an overview of the histories, in terms of church affiliation (within the Netherlands), of the interviewees in the three casestudies The
categories in the table remain as close as possible to the terms that interviewees
used during the interviews to describe or identify the church(es) they used to visit
fora certain period of time
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For nineteen interviewees, the church where they were interviewed was
the first church with which they came into contact with in the Netherlands For
each of the other interviewees (26 people), however, the possibility existed that
s/he had attended more than one type of church before they joined the church at
which they were interviewed.
Interviewees' references to 'Pentecostal', 'Charismatic' and 'Evangelical'
churches are here grouped together to form a single category In all cases, wheneverthe interviewees referred to theirtemporary affiliation to such a church, their
identification of the church always involved mention of the origin of the pastor. Interviewees said, for instance, "It was a Pentecostal church. The pastor was a Nigerian." The leaders of these churches were black pastors from Ghana or Nigeria, or
of Surinamese origin.
Ta6/e 5.2 Type of church attended prior to the present church
Type of church attended before*
Dutch-speaking Catholic church
Dutch-speaking Protestant church**
English-speaking Catholic church
Surinamese and Antillean parish
Pentecostal, Evangelical or Charismatic
church under African or Surinamese leadership
English-speaking Anglican church
No other churches before present
church
Interviewees

St.
Agnes

Our
Saviour

All
Saints

Totals
per type

1

7

3

11

5

0

2

1

2

2

7
5

0

1

0

1

2

2

6

10

0

1

0

1

8

6

5

19

15

15

15

45

* More than one category possible per person
** Included here are a Dutch Reformed church and an Evangelical church under Dutch
leadership
As the table shows, seven of the fifteen interviewees at the Church of Our Saviour
attended a Dutch-speaking Catholic church before aligning to the Church of Our
Saviour. The same was true for three interviewees at All Saints and one person in
the Dutch St. Agnes church who came through another Dutch parish before aligning themselves to their respective parishes. When we look at all of the (nineteen)
interviewees who had not been pa it of another church before their present church,
we find that, comparatively, the highest number were in the Dutch-speaking St.
Agnes church.
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For 19 of the 45 interviewees, the choice for a Dutch-speaking Catholic
church either represented their initial choice or characterised the beginning of their
journey These were the eight people whose first church was St Agnes, and the
eleven people who used to attend Dutch-speaking Catholic churches beforejoming
their present church This supports observations provided by interviewees when
they shared their own, more general, impressions concerning the affiliation of Afri
can Catholics
The figures presented here have no pretence of equating to quantitative re
search exercises They merely serve t o systematise visually the histories of the (li
mited number of) interviewees included in this study In addition, they illustrate the
picture which emerged from the information gained by means of the qualitative in
terviews and research methods
The table supports the observation that the direction of movement tended
more often t o be away from alignment t o a Dutch-speaking territorial parish
church towards an English-speaking international parish, ratherthan the other way
around It also supports the observation that when African Catholics who had wor
shipped at a non-Catholic church under black leadership stepped back to the
Catholic Church, they often chose an African Catholic parish ratherthan a Dutchspeaking or international parish
Ten out of the 45 interviewees had been members of black Pentecostal, Cha
rismatic or Evangelical churches More than half these people ended up in the Afri
can Catholic parish where elements of African culture were included in the mode of
worship The fact that the African parish had the highest numberof members com
ing from a Pentecostal church corresponds with observations shared both by
members of the All Saints Church in Amsterdam and the St Charles Lwanga Afri
can Catholic community in The Hague ι β
The categories in figure 5 2, below, correspond to the options of church affil
iation from figure 1 1 Categories A to D are all Catholic churches In general, the di
rection of movement was from the nearest Catholic church (to which African
Catholics sought affiliation on the basis of their shared faith with Dutch Catholics)
to an English mass or church service 1 9 This could be either an international English18

In the latter it was claimed, moreover, that the relatively limited number of church
members who went to receive communion during mass could partially be explained by
the fact that the congregation counted many members who were not originally Catho
lics themselves, but used to belong to Pentecostal and Charismatic churches and who
now preferred the social atmosphere and style of worship at this African Catholic church
19
The pattern is in line with the findings of Maaskant m Rotterdam She tested the hy
pothesis that "in the first (often insecure, sometimes illegal) stages of their stay in the
Netherlands, Catholic Africans often join Evangelical or Pentecostal churches, specif 1cally within the African communities" possibly to "look for recognition and support from
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speaking church, with a congregation composed of a wide array of nationalities, or
an African English-speaking church, where Catholics f r o m Ghana, Nigeria and
Cameroon found themselves amongst people f r o m the same countries.
Figure 5.2 Direction of movement in the church affiliation

of African

Catholics

Dutch territorial
parish with more
Africans

E.
Pentecostal/
Charismatic/
Evangelica
immigrant
church

English speaking
immigrant parish

immigrant
parish
In other words, affiliation t o church type A tended t o be the starting point. Where
African Catholics in Β had been attending other services before, they tended t o
come from A and f r o m short-lived attempts t o be in Dutch-speaking Protestant
and Evangelical churches. African Catholics in C tended t o come particularly f r o m
people of the same origin or the same position in the Netherlands" only to make the
shift to Dutch-speaking Catholic churches at a later stage when they had gained more
stability in the Netherlands and were more integrated in the society (Maaskant 1999:24).
Based on 21 interviews, primarily with African members of English-speaking Protestant
and African Pentecostal and Evangelical churches, as well as with some who were mem
bers of Dutch-speaking parishes. Maaskant concluded that the hypothesis had been a
false premise. Rather, African Catholics turned to Pentecostal churches after unsuccess
ful experiences in Dutch parishes, and appeared unlikely to return to these parishes after
their position in society had become more stabilized. In the absence of a mass in the
English and French languages in Rotterdam at the time, the primary suggestion they
made was to provide them with masses in these languages, preferably in international
parishes rather than African parishes.
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A and B, but also from E. Those in D came from A, B, C and E. At times, African
Catholics in C tried out D temporarily, before ending up returning to C. It would be
erroneous, therefore, t o conclude either that all movement was geared towards D
or, that D represents the 'ideal' situation for African Catholics
Figure 5.2 shows the direction of movement in the cases where shifts in af
filiation took place. Three things, however, should be noted Firstly, African Catho
lics often reasoned that t o be part of the Dutch parish, the English-speaking parish
or the African parish, was all "the same" t o them, namely t o be part of the Catholic
Church. They perceived it as one and the same church. "In both these parishes I'm
in my church," they noted when they talked about their former and present parish.
Secondly, the suggestion of movement from Β and C towards D leaves out the fact
that both in Β and C there were other African Catholics w h o consciously and delib
erately chose t o be in Β and C and refused to consider leaving Β or C for D Thirdly,
in Amsterdam, where an African parish had been in existence fora relatively longer
period than in The Hague, there was also a significant number of African Catholics
who were part of C, having previously been affiliated t o D, choosing consciously to
be in an international parish. The movement was not, therefore, simply from A t o
B, t o C, to arrive ultimately at D, nor from A t o E, t o C. There was, too, movement
from D t o C It would probably be accurate t o say that the direction of most ob
served movements was from A towards B/E towards C/D.
The African Catholics who were interviewed in the international Parish of
the Blessed Trinity in Amsterdam, and had once been members of All Saints, men
tioned the following as contributing factors in their choice, the international com
position, and opportunity t o experience unity among people from a wide variety of
cultures, the shorter duration of mass, public transport considerations, and; less at
tention being paid t o appearances. At the same time, they noted that they were
able to enjoy the musical contributions of an African choir 2 0 , and meet fnends from
the same country, as easily in their current parish as beforehand in All Saints. 2 1
Influence of represented

nationalities

If we look at the role of the presence of members of the same nationality in attract
ing African Catholics t o a particular church, then we find that m B, C and D the
presence of same-nationality church members contributed positively to interview
ees' affiliation t o these parishes. In all three cases, interviewees openly mentioned
it as a factor of significance, either as having played a role in finding their way t o The parish has a Ghanaian choir, a Filipino choir and a (general, mixed) parish choir
These sing on designated Sundays of the month E g each fourth Sunday of the month
the mass is accompanied by the Ghanaian choir.
Interviewees at the Blessed Trinity who had not previously been part of All Saints also
mentioned these factors
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wards a particular church, leading to their first visit, or in feeling at ease and at
home there during their first visit
Similarly when Cathohcsjomed church type E, the meeting of and singing
together with brothers and sisters who spoke the same mothertongue formed part
of the powers of attraction Despite the international claims and outlook of most
churches of type E, and their intention not t o be associated with one particularcult u r e " , African Christians often actually happened to enjoy, and appreciate in particular, those churches where there were at least a fair number of others from the
same language group, culture, nationality or ethnicity Although welcoming t o wards members of all cultural backgrounds, in practice the (one, t w o or three)
dominant nationalities present among the membership of these churches tended
t o attract new worshippers of the same nationality
Motives for affiliation and identification faith, language or culture7
On the whole, it seems that African Catholics' church journey in the Netherlands
was characterised by three mam motives faith, language coupled with participation, and culture
In terms of identity, or, the image of the self, considered most prominent
within the context of living in the diaspora (in this case the Netherlands), the histories of church affiliation s h o w t h a t / a / f h was the most important Initially most interviewees were concerned with being able to continue their regular church visits
and live their faith They saw themselves as Catholics, Christians and active
churchgomg believers in, what they had been led to believe t o be, a Christian country and, consequently, they looked for a church where they could continue living
their faith Their Christian faith was highly relevant t o their self-image, their perception and presentation of the self, or, their identity
The experience of living one's faith within the context of the local (Dutchspeaking) Catholic church was successful t o varying degrees for different individuals Some succeeded in practising theirfaith m meaningful ways in spite of the differences that they encountered m the Dutch church, when compared to the situation that they knew f r o m their countries of origin Others, however, proceeded t o
search for alternatives
The number one reason given t o explain a shift in affiliation was language
Coupled with this was the desire t o participate more actively in various church ac22

For instance, the pastor of Christ Embassy in The Hague, the mother church of which is
located in Nigeria, made the following statement m his sermon during the church's first
anniversary (in 2007) "This is not an African church This is not a Surinamese church
This is not a Dutch church This is the House of God " The congregation was made up of
Nigerians, Surinamese and Dutch people, and included Dutch Christians m search of
healing for their medical conditions
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tivities, and to be part of church groups engaging in activities extending beyond
the Sunday service alone. In terms of self-definition, it might appearthatthe mention of language represents a form of ethnic identity. Yet, ultimately, language and
participation appeared t o serve a function of the self-image of fully practicing
Christians. A shared language enhanced full participation: enhancing communication with fellow believers as well as creating a deeper emotional impact of the liturgy, as a language comes with a cultural mode of thought.
On the level of self-definition, culture is here placed in third place. Unlike
"my faith" and "because of the language", which many literally brought t o the fore
in explaining their affiliation, 23 "(my/our/the) culture" was less frequently and less
explicitly mentioned. Few interviewees actually used the word 'culture'. Rather,
culture could be derived as a factor implicit within the motivations mentioned (the
songs, feeling at home seeing/interacting with 'my people'), as well as within the
faith, lingual and participatory motivations. It played an inherent role in what people appreciated. It was significant on the less tangible level of inner sensation, or, of
feeling touched or moved by (elements of) a church service. Arguably comments
on (the absence of) an open and welcoming attitude; (lack of) a sense of community; silent and apparently 'unmoved' attitude of Dutch Catholics are culturerelated inasmuch as they are social or religious.
Culture (ethnic custom) thus came third in the sense that it typically wasan
added, cumulative motivation, occurring in the situation (parish) where religious
and language needs were met as well. As motivations, language and culture came
in addition t o faith, not overshadowing it.
Hopes and expectations per church type
The three case studies of church types B, C and D have shown that participants in
each type noted different aspects they desired, dreamt of, or fantasised about.
This became apparent from the answers t o the question "If you could make an improvement, what would it be?" Broadly speaking, improvements suggested by
people in the Dutch-speaking parishes mainly concerned language, the availability
of translations, interpreters o r t h e availability of masses in Englishand French, and
the need to develop a more open attitude towards newcomers.
In the English-speaking parishes, where language needs were met, the
composition of the congregation fitted the age categories of the African Catholics,
and where a wide variety of church activities and groups in which to participate al-

23

This was the case when outlining their motivations both to me as a researcher and to
each other in non-research contexts (as evidenced from discussions between one another and which interviewees in turn recollected during interviews and discussions with
me).
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ready existed, most interviewees mentioned being quite content and were unable
to come up with more t o be desired in their own parish. When they did, thoughts
went out to the inclusion of African songs and/or instruments or rhythm and t o the
church speaking out on the plight of those members marginalised in Dutch society.
Whereas the latter came from parishioners who had been in the Netherlands for only a few years, the longing for the inclusion of cultural touches rather
seemed to increase as people had lived in the Netherlands for long periods of time.
The value of culture, and the inclusion of elements of the home culture in the liturgy, appeared t o increase in significance particularly t o people who were more'integrated' in the Dutch society on a daily basis. We will get t o this in more detail in
the next sub-section.
Finally, in the African parishes where culture was given a greater role in the
liturgy, thoughts on improvement largely went out t o the preservation of unity between the various cultures in the church. It seemed that, whereas the shared faith
was a source of unity, the greater the role given to culture, the greater the challenge of maintaining a satisfactory equilibrium between the various cultures present within a parish. In all three cases, i.e. the Dutch, international and African parishes, emphasis on the shared faith provided the core of their identity within that
context, which brought everyone together.
Culture choices
The Church of Our Saviour (The Hague) differed in the choices made regarding the
accommodating culture f r o m , for example, the English-speaking international parish of the Blessed Trinity (Amsterdam). In The Hague the community consciously
provided only one Sunday mass, with a mixed choir. When the congregation outgrew the church hall in size, the church moved t o another location that could accommodate the entire community. In Amsterdam the sizeable congregation was
offered t w o masses on Sunday. The early mass attracted white parishioners in majority, while the parishioners from Africa and Asia mainly attended the later mass.
Some of the interviewees mentioned they believed the room for culture in the second mass (such as elaborate attention for birthday celebrants) was "driving away"
white parishioners t o the early mass. On the other hand, most interviewees in the
international parish in Amsterdam were positive about the room given t o , and incorporation of, cultural contributions by parishioners of various backgrounds, in
addition to the general English liturgy. It contributed t o their sense of feeling at
home in the church, and of being a welcome part of the community. This is illustrated by the answer of one of the Ghanaian parishioners t o the question below.
- Do you think Ghanaian Catholics and Nigerian Catholics for instance have something like a difference in Catholic heritage?
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-"Here I don't feel it because we do it m the English way But if you take it country
by country there will be some differences Culture takes a big part In the Blessed
Trinity, when the choir sings you feel as if you're in Ghana Here they listen to us
too, so we feel at home Sometimes all three big choirs, the Ghanaian and Filipino
choir, we sing together We don't miss anything For instance when something is
done m the Ghanaian way, like when they baptise a child and you can request the
Ghanaian choir, most of the time they accept " (gmbtii)
As this interviewee states, the fact that "here they [ι e the people in the church or
ganisation] listen to us too [when we want to contribute something]" ensures that
the Ghanaian parishioners feel at home in the parish and fully participate in its ac
tivities At the same time doing things "the English way" means common ground
for everyone The Ghanaian and Filipino choirs each have a designated Sunday in
the month on which they sing This provides structure To the Nigerian parishion
ers (the second largest African nationality present afterthe Ghanaians), the Ghana
ian choir contributes an "African flavour" Individual Nigerians who had joined a
choir were found in the general mixed choir Next t o the monthly appearances of
the choirs, there was flexibility in honouring requests on special occasions, such as
baptisms or thanksgiving ceremonies m honour of a deceased parent to a parish
ioner - occasions t o which whole circles of friends worshipping at other churches
were usually invited The downside, however, was the danger that the dominance
of a particular culture risked 'driving away' parishioners who did not identify with
that particular culture, and who preferred to experience mass in the way closestto
their heart and upbringing
Double affiliation and occasional visits
Besides shifts in affiliation over time, interviewees were engaged in temporary
shifts between positions as well In the case of recurring or regular visits t o the
same alternative place of worship, one could say they simultaneously occupied two
positions (or identified with t w o experiences) In most cases these regular visits
amounted t o one or t w o Sundays each month Usually, while a need was being met
within a newly found place of worship, loyalty and attachmenttothe 'old' commu
nity and/or its members persisted
A quarter of all interviewees had a second church that they regularly at
tended in combination with the church at which they were interviewed 2* The
number of people in possession of a second place of worship was slightly higher in
the Dutch-speaking parish than in the international English-speaking and African
parishes - a third, a quarter and a fifth of the interviewees respectively
24

A table combining the figures of the three case studies for regular church visits is found
m Appendix Β
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In terms of direction, the 'double' affiliations basically seemed t o follow the
same direction of movement as visualised in figure 5 2 They represented the same
themes of subsequent importance attached firstly t o faith, after which language
and participation gained in importance and significance, t o be followed by culture
Related to language and participation are the emotional levels ofjoy, meaning and
purpose to one's daily life, that make up faith This is echoed in the words of an in
terviewee from the Dutch-speaking parish who had started to spend every other
Sunday in the African parish,
"That is what I like m [the African parish] Do you know Father F7 He comes there
sometimes When he preaches you'll understand very, very good You understand
everything he says You will enjoy it It comes to your heart When he comes to
preach, it means that that Sunday you've taken something out for your daily life "
(gwsai)
For all the mobility in their affiliations, the African Catholics in this study were giv
ing themselves room t o search for the circumstances under which they would be
able to practice their faith most meaningfully The location in which they felt best
able to do this varied from person to person, and could vary from time t o time
Besides these regular visits, there were churches that interviewees visited
only occasionally

25

Whereas a second place of worship at times pointed t o certain

unfulfilled desires regarding the faith experience, the occasional visits should not
necessarily be interpreted as such Rather, these illustrated once more African
Catholics'relative openness towards worshipping together with members of other
denominations, as well as revealing their networks of friendship Together, the oc
casional and regular visits underlined the way in which African Catholics practised
their spirituality They showed a proactive determination t o search for a suitable
place of worship that enabled them to practice their faith t o their liking, an open
ness to new experiences, and a desire t o discover common ground with both local
(Dutch) Catholics and believers of various backgrounds
5.2.2

Affiliation, identity and integration

Comparing the data of the three case studies includes a discussion of whethercertam patterns could be discerned as to the relationship between church affiliation
and integration in society We have seen how the histories of affiliation revealed
how the prominence of various motives gained m importance as people were affili
ated to various church types at various stages A related question is whetherthere
25

For a table m which the figures of the case studies concerning occasional church visits
are combined see Appendix Β
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is a relation between integration in society and integration in the church7
It is safe to say that the question of whether a successful integration in
Dutch society corresponds with the choice for a Dutch church can be answered
with a "no" Choosing a Dutch church upon arrival does indicate the desire to integrate but this choice is usually made at the beginning of the trajectory rather than
at the later stages, when 'successful integration' into Dutch society, as evidenced
by, for example, participation on the labour market in a skilled profession and/or
fluency in the Dutch language, has already occurred
Dutch languagefluency and other possible common characteristics ofpansh populations
In terms of language ability, African Catholics who were 100% fluent in Dutch were
found in all church types, as were African Catholics who had only a passive understanding or basic knowledge of the language The same applied to the interviewees
in the case studies Each case study included interviewees at all levels of fluency
There was no striking concentration of African Catholics fluent m the Dutch language in one of the churches in comparison to the other churches Those who were
highly proficient in Dutch and had professional careers, however, did not always
work in Dutch but often in international companies and organisations
The combination of proficiency in Dutch plus a skilled job in a Dutch working environment - with the Dutch language being the language of communication
on the work floor - was found mostly in the African parish In the case of the Dutch
and English international parishes, the interviewees who worked among the Dutch
were often performing unskilled labour and not fluent in Dutch themselves, while
the few interviewees who spoke impeccable Dutch in these parishes worked in international settings where English was the language of communication In other
words, the combination which would by standards of measuring 'integration' according to participation on the labour market, language fluency and education lead
to a high 'score' happened to be found more in the African ,than in the other parishes
Looking at what those who chose to be affiliated to a particular church
type had in common, there was no cleartendency in terms of duration ofstay in the
Netherlands In all three church types, there were parishioners who had arrived recently as well as those who had resided in the country for several decades In terms
of whether they shared a similar purpose of staying in the Netherlands, it can be
said that the overriding majority consisted of immigrants who came to the Netherlands for work Immigrants from Ghana, Nigeria and Cameroon-the three nationalities present in the churches studied - generally had migrated for economic rea-
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sons, m search of'greener pastures' 26 t o be better able t o provide fortheirfamihes
A relatively small number came t o join their spouses who already had jobs in the
Netherlands This was the case for some of the women who were interviewed, who
were taking care of young children
With respect to the role of ethnicity in church affiliation, community building and social networks, people indicated that a shared mothertongue with other
parishioners positively influenced their choice of a particular church In effect this
meant that new African members, attracted to a parish in which other African
Catholics were already found worshipping, largely belonged t o one of the ethnic
groups already present
This was the case in both the Dutch and African parishes In comparison,
more individual African Catholics who did not belong to a nationality already represented on a larger scale were found m the English-speaking international parishes
Here too, there were majorities of particular nationalities 27 Parishioners who did
not have fellow countrymen in their parishes at times expressed regret that, with
only one or t w o members from a particular nationality, "you can't form a club"
Organisation on ethnic principle within parishes
The histories of the presence of African members in the various parishes showed
developments in opposite directions in terms of a shared cultural background or
ethnicity forming the basis for group formation within the church This is when we
look at the formal groups within the church, leaving aside, f o r t h e time being, tendencies displayed in informal patterns in social gatherings
In St Agnes we saw the development from an 'African community' (association on ethnic grounds) towards a 'prayer ministry' (association on the basis of activity) In the interviews, the African interviewees presented this development as
though the original idea to form the African community had come from the side of
the parish organisation They had agreed to this recognising that a registered
membership of the African community made them more easily approachable for
helping out with various tasks in the church In their view, the African community
was a way t o make visible, and to enhance, their contribution, participation, and
true membership of the parish However, in the following years they dissolved the
(ethnic) 'African community', and proceeded coming together in monthly prayer
meetings open t o parishioners of all backgrounds The extent t o which the prayer

Especially among Ghanaians, the phrase "searching for greener pastures" is commonly
used to describe motives of migration This was the case too m speeches delivered during the visit of the Asantehene Otumfoe Osei Tutu II to Amsterdam, 22 June 2002 Cf
Amoako-Adusei (1991), and Nimako (2000) on Ghanaian motives for migration
27
Nigerians m the English-speaking parish m The Hague and Ghanaians and Nigerians m
the English-speaking parish in Amsterdam
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meeting attracted Dutch parishioners, however, remained minimal and, overtime,
African membership diminished as well.
The Church of Our Saviour and All Saints Church showed a development in
the opposite direction. Here, African Catholics originally participated in groups
based on activities, or on gender, age, or marital status, but not on ethnicity o r a
shared cultural background. Only in recent years have they begun t o organise
church groups around ethnic/cultural background. An 'African community' group
was formed in the Church of Our Saviour; a 'Nigerian community' and, a few years
later, a 'Ghanaian community', were created in All Saints Church. The formation of
these groups originated from the organisation of specific activities (the arranging
of the African booth for the Food Fair in the Church of Our Saviour; arrangements
for the reception of a Nigerian cardinal in All Saints; funeral arrangements in
Ghana), after which these groups kept coming together for the practical arrangement of special events, and for more general purposes of socialising and bringing
heads together.
Thus, on the level of officially recognised church groups, it seemed that ethnicity began t o play a role where African Catholics wanted t o contribute t o parish
activities through either presenting, or preserving, elements of theircu/fure specifically. To ensure the inclusion and contribution of these elements, which they cherished particularly about their home culture, organisation started to take place
around a shared ethnic background (continental in Our Saviour; national in All
Saints). However, apart from the choirs and the tendencies in informal patterns of
socialising, the choice to start formal groups 28 within the church based on a shared
origin of a portion of its members came relatively late. Generally, itcameaftereverything else. Often it started from the desire t o have a cultural input from a minority position. 29
It is no coincidence that the 'Ghanaian community' in All Saints was the last
church group t o be founded as an official group, in 2006. After all, for a long time

'Formal' here refers to the fact that the group takes on an official name, such as the Nigerian Catholic Organisation, orthe Ghanaian Catholic Organisation; has an inauguration
ceremony and from then on is noted among the church groups whose members come
together in regular (monthly) meetings. In other words, as a 'formal' group, it is mentioned alongside e.g. the Men's Fellowship and St. Theresa's Society as one of the
groups or bodies comprising the organisational structure of the church.
19
The earlier developments relating to the choirs showed a similar pattern. Initially All
Saints had one general choir, the All Saints Choir. Though it sought to have a mixed repertoire, due to a majority of Ghanaians, Nigerian songs were few. When invitations led to
the All Saints choir performing elsewhere in the country some Sundays, a group of Nigerians stepped in to fill the void and started the Voice of Grace choir with a repertoire of
Nigerian songs, which overtime came to sing every second and fourth Sunday.
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they had constituted the majority in the church and, naturally, this implied that
elements of their culture and culturally determined ways of doing things were well
represented in the way things were being done The 'Nigerian community'was established a few years earlier Its meetings generally concerned the organisation of
activities surrounding the invitations t o , and visits of, Nigerian priests and guestpreachers Again, ensuring inclusion of their culture played a part A further factor
influencing the recent establishment of a nationality-based group f o r t h e Ghanaians in the church might have been the shift in leadership from a sequence of
priests from Ghana t o the first Nigerian priest leading the parish
The recently founded 'African community' of the Church of OurSaviouralso
had the wish t o make a contribution, and thus ensure inclusion of cherished elements of their culture, from a situation where despite their physical numbers
(about a third of the congregation) their specific contribution had been visible t o a
limited degree
Within these parishes, then, African Catholics formed church groups on ethnic principle 30 at a relatively late stage compared t o other organising prmciplesfor
group formation within the church (e g gender or activity) The ethnically defined
church groups were initiated where doing things in the way of the home culture
(according t o customary tradition) was specifically desired or viewed as a valuable
addition to the existing ways of the (original) majority In that sense the groups
were activity-based However, where such a desire was non-existent orsuch a goal
did not correspond t o the needs of the African members, as was the case in St
Agnes, an official community on ethnic grounds made little sense and did not survive In the other t w o churches, where its foundation was self-initiated, it did seem
t o positively contribute t o members' senses of being at home there and recognition But in the context of a Dutch church the negotiation of position, identity and
issues of self-(re)presentation involved other aspects 31
Organisation on ethnic principle outside parish structures
Notwithstanding the level of'official' church groups, on the level of informal gathering, as noted earlier, mothertongue and culture definitely played theirown role
Inasmuch as this study pays attention to the negotiation of identity and representation of the self in various (church) contexts, at the same time there is no denying
that, m terms of social networks, shared origin did play a significant role in the personal networks of African Catholics It seemed that in big cities, such as Amster30

Of course in having an African parish, the concept of group formation on ethnic/cultural
grounds lies at the heart of it Yet here we look at what happens in terms of recognized
groups within such a church
31
These receive attention in the next two sections, which discuss the implications of ethnic
labelling in the three parish types
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dam and The Hague, contacts with Africans from the same country, culture or language group made up relatively larger portions of the social contacts in which African Catholics engaged in their spare time. One aspect of this was cultural, as Africans claimed Dutch people in general had fewer friends altogether. 32 Related t o
this, the chances that Africans were able t o acquire as many friendships with local
citizens as with fellow immigrants reduced considerably.
In the interviews, African Catholics were asked whether, besides the church,
they belonged t o any kind of club, association or society, including a football or
other sports club, musical group, professional association, etceteras. Over a third
of the interviewees in the three case studies belonged to what they called 'homet o w n associations', 'regional associations', 'local government associations'or'cultural associations'. Each of these brought together people who shared a common
place or area of origin, or who felt connected to this area in some sense. In the latter case they could have, as examples, parents or relatives originating from there,
or had been living there for some time.
In these associations members offered each othervarious types of assistance
and a sense of belonging through monthly meetings and annual social events such
as a family day or end-of-the-year party. In case a member died, the other members took on the responsibility t o ensure the person was buried at home and the
body flown and escorted from the Netherlands t o the person's home t o w n . Most
associations also engaged in doing something fortheir area of origin, such as sponsoring and providing materials such as beds, equipment or computers for an orphanage, a local hospital, a school or a police station. Thus they helped not only
their members in the Netherlands by advising each other in legal procedures, and
on matters of housing, jobs, courses, business ideas and locations, but sought t o
make a difference in their home area as well.
Table 5.3 illustrates the membership o f ' h o m e t o w n ' , 'regional', 'local government' or 'cultural' associations among interviewees in the three case studies.
Table 5.3 Membership of regional or hometown

All Saints

Total

10

Our Saviour
6

1

17

15

15

15

45

St. Agnes
Members regional association
Interviewees

associations

As the table illustrates, the tendency t o belong to an association organised around
common origins, shared cultural heritage and common language, was the greatest
32

The size of the average party hosted by a Dutch or African celebrant, whereby the number of invited guest comfortably fitted into one's living room or required the use of a
party hall respectively, was often used to illustrate this.
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among the members who worshipped at the Dutch territorial parish church of St.
Agnes.33 Only one of the interviewees of the African parish All Saints was a member of such an association. Another one was a member of Vice Versa, an association geared specifically towards enhancing the integration between Ghanaian and
Dutch families in the Venserpolder district of Amsterdam, through mutual exchange of information and the organisation of social activities such as outings with
the children.
Matrix of social orientation
Within the context of the African parish, the need for systematic, regular meetings
with people from the same area was already being met through the type of church
they were affiliated to. Outside the church, therefore, the need for such meetings
through membership of an association simply seemed less than in theotherchurch
types. Through their church they were already able to meet, socialise and make
friends with people from the same country, culture, region or hometown, with
whom they could communicate in their mother tongue and whom they could ask
for advice and help when they were facing problems, or needing to find a job or a
house for rent. Even in case of the death of a member, members of the church
community would step in to contact the family and make arrangements34 to facilitate burial at home. In other words, through their interaction with countrymen
from their region of origin in the church they were able to build a cordial support
network consisting of people with similar experiences in a place they felt welcome
and could acquire a sense of belonging.
Where such a need was being met through their church, there was, on the
other hand, outside the church a need to have avenues of greater interaction with
the Dutch, and to increase one's knowledge about the various possibilities and facilities to participate more fully in Dutch society. By contrast, in the Dutch parish,
joint worship provided an opening for intercultural and informative exchange with
Dutch people. In the 'nineties, St. Agnes would organise informative evenings
where a parishioner working for the municipality would explain various procedures
to aid the integration of African parishioners who were struggling with legalisation
matters. Here, the need for information on Dutch organisations/channels/facilities
and/or routes to a more full participation was being met through contacts made in
the church. The need for encounters with people from one's home region and
touches of the home culture was met outside the church in the regional associations.

Together, these ten interviewees belonged to seven different associations.
Such arrangements could include involving a (non-church based) organisation for Ghanaians in the Netherlands such as Sikaman.
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Thus, it seemed, all of these aspects were important and, ideally, African
Catholics were able to incorporate them in the various areas of their lives in some
way If cultural touches were not brought to mind in the weekly church service,
then one could attend monthly meetings t o be reminded there Ifspeaking one's
mother tongue, hearing news from home, exchanging information with people
who had gone through similar circumstances, and experiencing cultural touches,
were possible in the church, then the need for such in another organisational form
was less urgent
It has to be noted that Catholics were said t o make up the majority of the
membership of the associations t o which the interviewees belonged 35 According
to interviewees, many of their Pentecostal countrymen had a problem with the use
of alcohol in these associations, and certain cultural practices such as the pouring
of libation to the ancestors Accordingly they refrained from membership, but at
the same time it was said that these same Pentecostal countrymen would pragmatically withhold their criticisms when they needed t o make use of services offered by members of such an association
Viewed from another angle, however, most Africans belonging to Pentecostal churches in the Netherlands belong to Pentecostal churches under African leadership and with a largely African composition They were, therefore, often already
able t o obtain practical assistance through their Pentecostal church
African-led churches in the Netherlands have been described as providing a
community for the marginalised (Ter Haar iggSf, Van Dijk 2004) These churches
provided community, a safe opportunity t o socialise and make friends 36 , and coping mechanisms On the one hand, coping was facilitated through attention for
daily problems related to migration and legalisation in the preaching, prayers and
testimonies On the other hand, meeting others with similar experiences through
the church led to useful networks of support, assistance and survival for the marginalised (Ter Haar iggSf)
A p a r t f r o m All Saints Church, up until a few years ago African Catholics had
no other similar church location of their own denomination available t o them in
which both the message and community were geared towards such needs If they

It would be interesting to study the extent to which such a possible tendency exists on a
wider scale, 1 e whether all hometown associations tended to have a majority of Catholic members
Van Dijk notes how, from the 1990's, West African immigrants in the Netherlands faced
increasingly stringent procedures of identity verification and investigation by the Dutch
immigration authorities According to him, this "also led to a situation in which the many
Ghanaian Pentecostal churches that had emerged m the meantime came to be seen by
some as the only remaining safe haven where illegal migrants could take part m a social
life of some kind" (Van Dijk 2004 184-5)
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were looking for such connections they could either choose to attend the services
at one of the African-led churches or become a member of (or begin) an association
of members coming from the same region who intended to provide each other
with mutual support
African Catholic immigrants, then, sought to fulfil vanous needs, such as the
need to belong, to integrate into a new society, not to lose touch altogether with
one's heritage, for a place of worship where one could feel reassured in one's faith,
for a network of support These needs, in part universal and in part heightened by
their specific immigrant situation, could be met in various ways, both within a
church context and through membership of an association In the same way, both
the context of the particular church one attended, and the context of finding oneself in a gathering of people originating from the same region, allowed for different
parts of one's identity to be experienced 37
Inverse correlation
While in one context (the importance of) one's religious identity was elevated over
the ethnic identity, in another context it could be the other way round Whether
the religious or ethnic element of their multiple identities was relevant within a
given context, largely depended on the circumstances and partners with whom
one was engaged in the action of defining, rejecting or negotiating identity, and
the respective interests of the parties involved
The fact that membership of regional associations was more common
among the members of the Dutch-speaking church than among the members of
the African parish, offers insight into the fact that assimilation in a given area
(through joint community with Dutch believers) did not automatically imply an
overall assimilation or, even, exclude the possibility of segregation in anotherarea
Rather, it seemed there was a reverse connection, m which more of atype
of social contact in one part of one's life corresponded with a lesser need for it and
a greater need for another type of social contact in another area In other words,
people who, through their professional lives, were more 'integrated' into Dutch society on a daily basis could develop special appreciation for company and manner
of worship inspired by their Yoots'
We have seen, in the previous section, that the inclusion of cultural elements of the home culture in the liturgy was considered more valuable by those interviewees who, through living in the Netherlands for relatively longer periods,
37

Once again, identity, as understood in this study, is seen not as a singular identity but
rather as made up of various identities which take on relevancy according to the immediate contexts within which persons engage m identification of the self m relation to
others A person's 'whole' identity, then, lies m the particular combination of the various
identities relevant to his or her life
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were relatively'integrated'in the society on a daily basis. The value of culture could
simply increase in importance once one was in touch with it lessand started t o miss
it. On the other hand, t o people who experienced a lot of interaction with people of
their home culture on a daily basis, getting better acquainted with Dutch culture
could become important and meet a need. And then again, people w h o worshipped in a Dutch setting could combine the wish t o 'integrate' on the religious
level with the desire t o have meetings where they were 'among themselves' on a
cultural level.
What all combinations seemed to show is that there was notjust one single
relationship between church affiliation, identity and integration in the society, but
that African Catholics actually sought t o have all of these elements (their faith;
their integration in the society; contacts with the Dutch; contacts with fellow countrymen; keeping in touch with their cultural heritage in some way) represented in
their social lives. In their situation as immigrants all these elements were important. However, as we shall see in the next section, not all elements were assigned
equal importance in all contexts.
5.2.3

African Catholics or Catholic Africans?

Another way t o address the issue of the relative importance of the Catholic and African identity respectively, has been t o ask interviewees as to whether they had a
preference for the term 'African Catholics' or 'Catholic Africans' and if so, on what
this preference was based. 38
Different tendencies became apparent through the comparison of the responses t o this question in the different case studies. They reflected the positions
from which interviewees were speaking, that seemed t o be informed by the ethnic
composition of parishes.
Background to the inclusion of the question in the interviews
During a theological conference on inculturation in Africa, held in the Netherlands
in 199339, one point of discussion was whether one should speak of'African Christians' or 'Christian Africans''' 0 . It was claimed that 'Christian Africans' first and

3

In this respect, Fairclough (199277) speaks of'alternative wordings' as a focusforanalysis, as well as 'word meaning'. Words and their meanings may be sources of contention
within wider struggles.
39
The conference was organized by the Missiological Institute, which later became the Nijmegen Institute for Mission Studies (NIM). During this conference African theologian
Patrick Kalilombe asked attention be given to 'Africans in the diaspora' (Turkson & Wijsen, 1994:80-81).
''c In this discussion it was deemed not to be without significance that a Malawian student
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foremost feel African (Ghanaian, Nigerian, or member of an ethnic group within
these countries) and only in second place Christian. This would explain why 'Christian Africans' apparently seemed to shift so easily f r o m one church t o another. In
their report of the conference discussions, Wijsen and Hoeben concluded, in relation t o syncretism and inculturation, that:
"Certainly, [Christian Africans] have accepted Christianity and live it, but at the
same time they remain Africans. Christianity has added a new dimension to their
lives, but it has not infringed upon their Africanness. And therefore it is abundantly clear that it is far better to refer to 'Christian Africans' than to 'African
Christians'." (Wijsen & Hoeben 199477)
Thus in relation t o inculturation of the Christian faith in Africa, and in relation to
syncretism (i.e. a combining of the Christian and African traditional belief systems
by individuals), the view was expressed that the term 'Christian Africans' would do
more justice t o the dominance of the African identity. This is the complete opposite of Ter Haar's view that Africans in the diaspora first and foremost feel t h e m selves Christian and, only secondly, African.
Similarly, at the onset of her research study of African Catholics in Rotterdam, Maaskant (1999:23) had a preference for the t e r m 'Catholic Africans'. However, in the course of her research, as the term proved problematic t o some of her
informants, Maaskant began t o speak of'African Catholics'. According t o Maaskant, the term 'Catholic Africans' would, apparently, "place too much emphasis on
the being Catholic of the African and therefore have a Western connotation in the
sense of: this African is Catholic in a Western way 41 ". The term 'African Catholics',
on the other hand, Maaskant reasons, would better express that they were "Catholic but in their own, authentic, African way" and would, therefore, "do more justice
t o their African origin and identity." (Maaskant 1999:23).
Her explanation of the adjustment indicatesshe sought to emphasise the African identity of the Catholics in her research. At the same time she cautions
against overdoing so by making reference t o Ter Haan "as Ter Haar rightfully reat the University of Zimbawe consistently used the term 'Christian Africans' throughout
her dissertation on the topic of dreams. Being a Christian herself, she worried "whether
as a Christian it was proper to receive information through dreams from her grandmother" (Wijsen & Hoeben 199477). On the choice to refer to Christian Africans rather
than African Christians, Wijsen & Hoeben note that "The distinction may seem subtle
and even pedantic, but on close scrutiny contains a very important point in relation to
syncretism and inculturation. Christian Africans are first of all Africans. Certainly, they
have accepted Christianity and live it, but at the same time they remain Africans...."
(ibid.). A continuation of this quote is found m the main text.
Words between quotation marks in this section are a translation from the original Dutch.
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marks (iggSc:^)'' 2 the label 'African' has t o be used with care. The danger exists
that by this term the Otherness' of African Christians is emphasised to such an extent that it would seem African Christianity and African Catholicism are completely
different religions from the European varieties" (Maaskant 1999:23). Maaskant's
reversal of adjective and noun seems t o be inspired by the wish t o better capture a
certain distinction provided by her informants' African identities. This identity extended to their way of being Catholics, more than that it reflected a reversal of insight relating t o their'main' and 'secondary' social identity in the line of TerHaar''3.
However, the objections Maaskant encountered against the use ofthe term
'Catholic Africans' may have involved additional factors not recogn ised and/or reported by Maaskant. It is well possible - and I will substantiate this possibility below
- that remarks such as that the term "Catholic Africans calls to mind the Western
Catholic image o f t h e converted African"^, which in the Dutch context preferably
should be avoided, served not so much t o 'do justice t o ' (read: make important)
their African identity, but, on the contrary, t o move away from a Dutch insistence
on their ethnic (African) identity rather than their (shared) religious identity. For,
the image o f t h e 'African who became Christian' seems t o make the African identity the primary identity.
The present research study has placed special interest in the circumstances
under which certain identities were presented, rejected or redefined. Already during the first months of research, in interviews with African Catholics in Rotterdam'' 5
who individually attended Dutch-speaking territorial parish churches where few to
no fellow Africans were present, it became clear that interviewees in these parishes
had particular similar experiences, namely that they tended t o meet with interest
in their'African' identity in a mannerthat seemed not to enhancetheirsense of being welcomed.
42

Maaskant's reference 1998c (to 'Strangers and Sojourners') happens to correspond to
the same title in the literature listed at the back ofthe present study.
M
See section 1.2 ofthe Introduction.
*4 Since Maaskant's 10-month research m Rotterdam was set up as a preliminary study to
the present research, the original interview material was at my disposal. Moreover, I had
the opportunity to speak with (and interview) some ofthe same informants who featured m Maaskant's study, including the person who alerted her to her use of terminology.
45
The initial research concept included interviews in Rotterdam, whereby attention would
be paid to those who individually attended Dutch-speaking territorial parish churches
with few to no fellow Africans on one hand, and non-Catholic churches on the other.
However, it was soon decided that I would concentrate on the case studies in the Amsterdam and The Hague, whilst taking note of Maaskant's findings in Rotterdam and the
experiences of interviewees in the other two cities with white Catholic parishes and nonCatholic churches.
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For instance, an interviewee expressed that she believed it to be very important that parish priests be attentive to the cultural background of their parishioners. By this she meant she wished a priest would show a certain sensitivity which
implied a welcoming and interested attitude, without immediately resorting to a
particular set of, what she termed, 'intimate questions' in the very first minutes of
acquaintance. By'intimate'questions she meant questions such as, "Where do you
come from?" (i.e. which country), "How long have you been here in the Netherlands?", possibly followed by "What brought you to the Netherlands?" or "Do you
plan to stay in the Netherlands?". Such questions do not necessarily represent nogo areas in the conversation perse. Yet, when posed at the first moment of contact, they are definitely considered 'intimate' or 'personal' questions, in the same
way as "What was your childhood like?" can be.
As this interviewee's remark indicates, 'showing an interest in one's cultural
background' can be taken two ways. Whereas a (Dutch) person may believe that
asking direct questions shows interest, the other person may see such enquiries as
interrogation, or a level of 'intimacy' not compatible with the situation at hand.
They may see evidence of interest, instead, in attempts made to show they are
welcome and their presence viewed as natural. Coming to a church for the first
time, this lady would expect to be perceived as a fellow Catholic, and welcomed as
such - as a new face in the church. Her advice to priests and parishioners in their
first encounters with fellow Catholics of different cultural background would be to
see/welcome them as fellow Catholics first rather than approach them primarily on
the basis of their (obviously different) origins. In other words, within the context of
a territorial parish church, the most important and most relevant identity was the
religious identity, not an ethnic identity. So-called intimate/personal stories could
then come in at a later time after rapport and trust was established between the
people engaged in the discussion.
Tendencies in the interview responses to the terminology question
Looking at interviewees' responses to the question "Out of 'African Catholics' and
'Catholic Africans' which term would you prefer to use and why?", there was a clear
difference in attitude towards the terms between those interviewees who were (or
had been) members of Dutch territorial parishes and the others. Attention will be
paid to this in a moment.
First it needs to be pointed out that, given a choice between the two terms,
without exception 'African Catholics' was preferred over'Catholic Africans'. None
of the interviewees chose 'Catholic Africans'. They were univocal in their preference. Yet on the level of what motivated their answers there was considerable diversity in their individual reflections on the associated connotations and perceived
emphasis within the terms. Three main types of response were observed:
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ι

the interviewee indicated to have a further preference for referring to
"Catholics' rather than 'African Catholics', therewith making the African
identity n o i relevant in the church,

2

the interviewee explained his or her preference for 'African Catholics' on
the basis of'proper language', thereby either involving or omitting conno
tations,

3

the interviewee deemed the term'African Catholics'adequate, and the Af
rican identity relevant to one's identity

A further option was a combination of these arguments within the response of a
single interviewee, in particular a combination of the second type with one of the
other responses Each of the responses receives further attention below
Ad i) A suggested removal of the adjective 'African'
With respect to the first response, quite a number of interviewees answered the
terminology question by stating that they saw no need t o use the adjective 'Afri
can' This opinion was expressed both by members of English-speaking interna
tional parishes'*6 and members of Dutch-speaking parishes As a lady from the in
ternational parish said,
"To be honest, I don't prefer any Why does it have to be African' We are all Catho
lics serving the same God I wouldn't categorise myself as African Catholic or
Catholic African It's irrelevant " (nwosi4)
Others used equally plain terms when they noted,
"Why do we have to say African Catholics7 Catholic Catholics, no discrimination "
(gwbti)
and,
"African Catholics sounds interesting, is good But actually there is no difference
There is no need to differentiate Catholic is one way of service, one way of wor
ship Catholic is Catholic There is nothing like African Catholics In St Agnes you
have both Dutch and African Catholics Catholic is symbolic of everything But
when you talk of a parish, you can say St Joseph'*7 is an African parish If they de-

As well as the Church of Our Saviour m The Hague, interviews were conducted with pa
rishioners of the Parish of the Blessed Trinity in Amsterdam
The St Joseph chapel at Hoef kade was the then location of the African Catholic commu-
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cide to form a parish, maybe a group of Africans, you could say that because they
are all Africans. We Catholics are one. Africans are one and Catholics are one. There
is nothing like African Catholics." (nwsais)
As these comments illustrate, several aspects were involved in their suggestion to
speak of'Catholics' rather than 'African Catholics'. One aspect was the conviction
that the shared Catholic faith embraced people of all nations. Unity of faith tran
scended differences in culture. Another aspect was that the African culture played
no particular role of significance in the liturgy at the churches where these inter
viewees went for their Sunday worship - hence the irrelevancy of elements of an
African 'cultural' identity.
The mentioned irrelevancy of adding an adjective to the Catholic denomina
tor also referred t o the fact that, while their Catholic identity opened the way for
being part of the greater whole, emphasising their African identity in this context
might set t h e m apart. We can see that, by the pointing out of that "We are all
Catholics serving the same God", "There is no need to differentiate", and "no dis
crimination", these women emphasised unity among Catholics, and were speaking
out specifically against being perceived in any way as a 'special kind', or'different
brand', of Catholic. The aim was an acceptance on the basis of a shared faith. Im
plicitly they appeared t o anticipate a tendency of the Dutch t o look for differences
ratherthan commonalities.
It is important t o note that, although some of the interviewees who sug
gested leaving out the adjective 'African' attended international parishes, alt the
interviewees in the Dutch St. Agnes who had been posed the question on preferred
terminology indicated that they actually did not see a need t o differentiate. More
over, it may not be without significance that the interviewed parishioners of the
English-speaking international parishes who shared the opinion of the interviewees
in the Dutch parish each had been members of a Dutch parish for a period of
time. 4 8 Therefore, the overall impression is that the urgency, t o set straight that
the use of a t e r m like 'African Catholics' should be limited ίο designate members of
an African Catholic parish/church/community only, was felt most strongly by Afri
can Catholics w h o were or had been members of Dutch parishes.
In other words, in comparison to the members of international and African
parishes, the African members of Dutch parishes displayed a heightened sensitivity
towards the t e r m African Catholics. Inali likelihood personal experiences were ofnity, which would later move to the Brandtstraat and take on the name of St. Charles
Lwanga African Catholic community.
The members of English-speaking international parishes who opted fora removal of the
adjective 'African' also had in common that they were people who had spent over a dec
ade in the Netherlands.
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ten at the base of the way they perceived the t e r m Africans in the Netherlands, including many of the interviewees in the present study, often could relate stones
about having shared their personal story with a Dutch person, t o later discoverthis
person had shared the details, told in assumed confidentiality, with others As
such, 'new' contacts and/or conversations often turned out to be 'informed' conversations We may recollect the remark about the 'intimate' questions by the interviewee cited earlier in this section Her advice was that, in trying to make new
parishioners feel welcome, primary focus on, and unbalanced attention for, their
'special' status (ethnicity, cultural background) had the potential of achieving the
opposite result and appeara sign of exclusion ratherthan inclusion By referring to
questions about personal facts (country of origin, purpose and duration of stay, culture, upbringing etc ) as 'intimate' information, she touched upon the issue of contextual relevancy The exchange of such information could be appropriate within
the context of a personal encounter between trusted friends, but lacked relevancy
in the context of coming to a place of worship, a place where one came t o give
thanks t o God, praise and pray t o Him and strengthen one'sfaith African Catholics
visiting Dutch territorial parishes came to the church, which they saw as a'house of
God', t o "have my moment with God" Their conviction was that "in God's eye,
everybody is equal" and that "God knows no boundaries" They would therefore
hope that in a church there would be no place for the same kind of'compartmentahsation' that they had experienced already in everyday life
The relationship with God is one of simultaneous recognition and acceptance In the ideal situation contacts between fellow believers in the same God, and
members of the same church, would take place in the same spirit Related African
Catholics'attitudes towards possible signs of differentiation werea wish for acceptance An interviewee from the international parish in Amsterdam who also used to
go t o a Dutch parish, yet had never been t o the African parish, said,
"Africa House*19,1 don't like the name, maybe the service is conducted in the African
way If you come to Rome you do as the Romans do I'm proud of being African, but
I don't choose to be an outsider Why do I exempt myself and want to do it in an African way 7 " (gwbti)
The statement, "I don't choose t o be an outsider", seems t o be a literal reference to
her association of an emphasis on the (African) ethnic or cultural identity with 'outsider' status She prefers t o mix with and blend into the local (church) population
and fellow Catholics of a variety of backgrounds
As the experiences of African Catholics who individually visited 'white' terri-

Afnca House or, in Dutch, Afrika Huis is the other name of the All Saints Church
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tonal parishes have shown, the 'outsider-feeling' seemed often t o be related t o
colour. Also, we have seen that in the context of St. Agnes 50 African Catholics
deemed the significance of their African identity minimal and equated it simply
with a difference in colour. They pointed out they saw 'African Catholic' and 'African community' as European or Dutch notions "It is not important to differentiate," they said.
"The meaning of the word 'Catholic' is 'universal' It is a universal church, a church
for everybody. 'African Catholic' is more better than the other ['Catholic African'],
but better still is to see the church as universal. The common thing among the Africans is the colour." (nmbt4)
As this member of an English-speaking, international parish puts underthe spotlight, the aim is for everybody to be appreciated as a member of the big Catholic
family'.
Ad 2) A grammatical preference for 'African Catholics'with

connotative

reflections

Concerning the second response t o the question on preferred terminology: notali
interviewees suggested removing the adjective 'African' from the term 'African
Catholics'. Most interviewees did not seem t o have much of a problem with the
term'African Catholics'. To them, it seemed t o be a valid description to which they
felt no need t o object. They generally explained their preference for'Afncan Catholics' over 'Catholic Africans' in terms of the 'proper way t o express things in the
English language'. Some mentioned that perhaps in the Dutch language 'katholieke
Afrikanen' might sound less inappropriate than the English equivalent 'Catholic Africans', in the same way as for instance a number such as fifty-nine would be turned
around in Dutch as negen-en-vijftig.
'katholieken van Afrikaanse

Those who spoke Dutch themselves suggested

herkomst'}''

In their words, 'African Catholics' was believed t o "sound better", sound
"more straightforward" and "more civilised" than 'Catholic Africans'. The latter
term was held t o be "not a good word", or "not sound good in the ear", and sound
like "someone who didn't go t o school could say it".
Not everyone had a clear opinion on whetherthere was a difference in connotations between 'African Catholics' and 'Catholic Africans'. To some, there
seemed little difference between what the t w o terms seemed t o denote. Most interviewees, however, backed up their preference with reflections and personal impressions.
In terms of associated connotations, the term 'Catholic Africans', it was said,
50
51

See section 2 5.3 on African-Dutch relations in the parish
'Catholics of African origin' in Dutch
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"...has a kind of negative connotation to it. It's like: we have Catholics but now
there's a new Catholics coming and that's Catholic Africans. It sounds as if Catholic
was not meant for them initially." (gmas3)
'Catholic Africans' was held to invoke an image of "Africans adopting the Catholic
system". Next to these and similar views in which "'Catholic Africans' signified
that]: we take all the Catholics in the whole world and now we have Africans being
part of it", there was another type of connotation as well, voiced by other interviewees to whom 'Catholic Africans' sounded "as if Catholicism is African" and
"originated from Africa", "as if they are originally Catholics but African is attached
to it," and "like the whole of Africa are Catholics. When you say 'Catholic Africans'
to someone from Pentecostal background he will not be happy."
At first glance, these latter reflections merely seem to substantiate the fact
that the term 'Catholic Africans' simply sounded odd. Upon closer scrutiny, however, the different reflections all have in common the weight of a 'Western Catholic
image'. This will be explored in a moment when the emphasis receives further attention. For now it suffices to say that within the Dutch context, none of the interviewees would choose to use 'Catholic Africans'. "You don't say Catholic Americans" either, they noted, and, "You don't say Catholic blacks. You say black Catholics."
'African Catholics' on the other hand, was said to be a suitable term: "like African-Americans, just like that," "to indicate where people come from", and "because it qualifies who are those Catholics - are they Nederlands or African?" The
term was held appropriate to referto "a parish where they are all Africans", "a
church of Africans" and "Africans worshipping in a given place." It was perceived to
signify "people from Africa that are Catholic," "Catholics that come from Africa"
and "Africans who are Catholics."
With regards to perceived difference in emphasis, at first glance there
seemed to be no consistency in their views pertaining to whetheremphasis was on
the noun or adjective. Where interviewees expressed the view that 'African Catholics' signified 'Catholics who happened to have come from Africa', I initially assumed they perceived the noun as the main (emphasised) identity, and the adjective as describing the additional identity. As 'Catholic Africans' brought to mind
connotations of 'Africans converted to Catholicism' by Western missionaries it
seemed here too the noun carried the main identity - in this case one they apparently sought to move away from judging by their preference for the other term.
However, from those who reflected on emphasis, a different picture emerged. The
emerging picture was one where according to the interviewees, the adjective determines the emphasis. As they explained,
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"In 'African Catholics' their being African is more important than their being Catho
lic 'Catholic Africans' sounds as if they are originally Catholics but African is at
tached to it " (nmasis)
"Many people use 'African Catholics' The adjective is what you are describing In
'Catholic Africans' the emphasis is on Catholic What comes first strikes you first If I
would want to project my Catholicism I would say Catholic African If I would pro
ject my Afncanness I'd say African Catholic It shows unconsciously what you have
in your head Whenever Ρ speaks he says we're the African Catholic community52
It depends on what you want to project He likes to project the African image first
I'm an African first before being a Catholic and therefore I take my Afncanness into
Catholicism " (cmosi3)
"If you say 'Catholic Africans' it's like you make the religion the mam thing 'African
Catholics' gives Africans proper recognition and then the faith But 'Catholic Afri
cans' is like now Catholicism has even extended to Africa Anyway, in a piece writ
ten to stress the African interest I'll use 'African Catholics' If I'm writing a piece for
the church from Rome I'll use 'Catholic Africans' As a defender of the faith you'll go
for 'Catholic Africans' " (gmas3)
"First there is one Catholic But if you want to identify, then you use Dutch or Afri
can Or when you see how they worship in Africa, then you see the African touch
with music The church in Africa is more dynamic than here m Europe, because the
church is more like the environment The Catholic church is dynamic because it al
lows the people to bring their culture into the way the service is done But Europe
does not have so much culture in terms of music and things " (nmbt/as3)
These quotes illustrate that the adjective draws the attention, as did the opinion
that '"African Catholics' signifies within Africans we have the Catholics" Accord
ingly, the notion 'African Catholics' would d raw attention t o the African identity of
the people to w h o m it refers
Significantly, all four interviewees quoted above frequented an African par
ish 5 3 Within the African parishes the notion 'African Catholics' called t o mind 'rec
ognition of the culture' This recognition of culture was appreciated and considered
a relevant part of their identity

52
53

The Charles Lwanga African Catholic Community in The Hague is meant here
Two of them were steady members of All Saints, the interviewee from Our Saviour had
just switched to the African Catholic community in The Hague, and the interviewee from
the Blessed Trinity was a regular visitor of All Saints Two hailed from Nigeria, one from
Ghana and one from Cameroon Whatthey had m common was the fact that they all fre
quented an African parish, and therefore it was acceptable to them thatthe African iden
tity received emphasis
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Generally the interviewees from the African parish, and some from the international parish as well, placed the room for culture within theiradherence to the
Catholic faith. The cultural identity could be celebrated withinthe Catholic identity.
A lady from one of the international parishes chose for the term
"'African Catholics', because'Catholic' is universal. This is a group of the same faith
at the middle, which is a connection that links all the groups. Everyone practices
the faith with the background of the culture they have." (nwosi)
And a male interviewee from another parish said,
"I see myself as a Catholic with an African background^...] The emphasis is more on
being Catholic. We are a big whole who can put together our resources in terms of
culture. That makes it rich. That part of the identity [cultural identity] can be used
to bring richness." (gmbt2)
The being part of the 'big Catholic whole' was important t o all interviewees. It then
depended on their specific location of worship, as to which culture happened to be
dominant there and if it was in the interest of'being part' of the Catholic community at hand t o either play out or downplay the African cultural identity.
Thus, interviewees, who were members of parishes where African parishioners made musical contributions using African instruments, felt no need to downplay the African part of their identity. Nevertheless, it is important to note that
even where they said in 'African Catholics the emphasis is on African', when talking
about themselves, however, the majority said that their being Catholic was the
most important. The main identity they sought t o bring to the fore was still the
noun. They welcomed the attention t o their African identity, provided there was
additional understanding that "If we're all in the church we don't differentiate.
We're all Catholics," and, "Not that there is a different thing dividing African
Catholics from the Dutch. Not t o differentiate, only t o say that is a place where Africans worship mainly." Therefore, in the majority of cases the African identity was
seen as important, yet the Catholic identity was still identified as the most important.
Ad3) A 'dominant'African

identity

Coming to the third type of response to the question on preferred terminology: in
only a few cases did interviewees indicate that the African identity could be identified as the most important identity. With the exception of one person from the
English-speaking parish, the other interviewees who placed the African identity in
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first place were all f r o m the African parish."
Here, drawing attention t o the African identity did not involve conflicts ofinterest of the nature noted in the other parishes. It served t o enhance internal cohesion rather than complicate it. Moreover, the African identity justified the very existence of the parish. Often the incorporation of cultural elements in the liturgy,
specifically the songs, had been part of the reasons attracting interviewees t o join
this particular parish.
It is important t o note that, where interviewees indicated that the African
identity came first as the most important identity, in their answers the religious
identity was a very close runner up. Far more than was the case in those instances
where interviewees emphasised the Catholic identity and asked t o stop bringing in
another'irrelevant'identity, in the instances where interviewees acknowledged the
significance of the African identity, they perceived that both identities were as
highly relevant and important as each other. This becomes clear from the way in
which their answers soon resulted in outlining the importance of the Catholic identity.
Apparently here the ethnic and religious identities were closely intertwined.
In other words, p a / t o / t h e i r African identity was their religious identity. In contrast
t o the many people who made the African identity irrelevant in relation t o the
Catholic identity ('My Catholic identity is the most important. My African identity is
irrelevant.'), they made the Catholic identity of equal importance t o the African
identity ('Yes I am an African first, but at the same time I am Catholic')
Let us have a look at the t w o quotes below. When I indicated that 'Catholic
Africans' appeared t o be used sometimes t o indicate that people feel African in the
first place and Catholic in the second 55 , these t w o interviewees seemed t o agree,
not with the chosen terminology t o express this idea, but with the notion itself,
"[The idea that people feel African in the first place and Catholic in the second] is
correct. I am an African and at the same time a Catholic. And you can also say I'm a
Catholic and at the same time an African.
In this place, I mean this world as a whole, we prefer the Catholic more than
the [African] identity. I think it's because Catholic is a church, and you have to consider a church first before your identity. Catholic, or a church, is a society in some
way, but we normally referto a church building as a 'House of God', so I link it with
God. Always God should come first rather than you as a person. Why I make it so
important [being Catholic] is because it is related to God." (gmasi^)

" T h e All Saints Church in Amsterdam and the Charles Lwanga African Catholic Community in The Hague.
55
See the beginning of this section.
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"That's why I say African Catholics You are born African, m an African family Al
ready you're an African, and after you are born, if your family is Christian, then
automatically you become a Christian " (nwas7)
Both these interviewees start off by agreeing that people feel African in the first
place. They both preferred the term'African Catholics'to convey this very idea It is
interesting that, in his reflection, the first interviewee says that m this world "we
prefer the Catholic more than the identity", meaning the Catholic identity is valued
higher than the African identity. Likewise "your identity" refers to the African iden
tity. His choice of words reveals a first cognitive association of the notion of iden
tity with ethnic, or cultural, identity. This cultural identity, in turn, influences the
fact that "God should come first rather than you as a person", meaning glorifying
the Lord, Creator, or Supreme Being, is valued more highly than the attaching of
importance to human qualities, such as cultural characteristics With this argument
this young man from Ghana has simultaneously re-established his own identity as a
religious person He started by acknowledging the importance of the African iden
tity and closes by concluding on the importance of the religious identity. In be
tween these two statements he expressed how these two identities co-exist m the
person who is, αί the same time, both African and Catholic In addition, his words
touch upon the general appreciation of the two identities through the environ
ment, and the internal convictions, of the African believer.
The second quote, from a Nigerian fellow panshionerof this young man, also
points out how the ethnic and religious identities often go hand-m-hand. By men
tioning that the Catholic identity is often instilled in a person from the earliest
stages of life, through the place where and the family in which they are born, she
draws attention to how closely intertwined the cultural and religious aspects of a
person's upbringing may m fact be This is especially true in the case of Igbo Catho
lics As the vast majority of the Igbo population in Nigeria is Catholic, it is indeed
difficult to separate the ethnic or cultural identity from the Catholic identity. All in
all, the two quotes above show how in the very few cases where interviewees
deemed it fair to place the African identity 'first' before the Catholic identity, they
proceeded by attaching equal importance to this second identity
Relation between responses, parish type and/or proximity to Dutch Catholics
In summation, when we look at the three types of responses to the question on
preferred terminology, we find the overriding majority of interviewees brought to
the fore that first and foremost they would like to be identified as Catholics. The
African adjective was considered to be more or less adequate, depending on
whether the Sunday worship at the parish where the interviewees attended the
mass did or did not include (musical) elements of African culture respectively.
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In the Dutch-speaking parishes the need to avoid differentiation was the
greatest If we go back to those interviewed by Maaskant m Rotterdam we find
that, although her study included members of Protestant and Pentecostal
churches, the interviewees who alerted her to their preference forthe term'African
Catholics' over'Catholic Africans' were in fact affiliated to Dutch-speaking Catholic
parishes 5S This is in line with the observation that sensitivity towards possible discrimination increased as closer contacts existed with Dutch fellow Catholics
As noted in the introduction of this study, Ter Haar mentioned the issue of
whether an identity was self-imposed by the immigrant or ascribed by the host
society, and of whose interests were served in the respective cases From the case
of African Christians in the Bijlmer, she concluded that African Christians in the
Netherlands generally identified themselves first and foremost as Christians, and
only secondly as Africans or African Christians (Ter Haar 1998a 83-4)
The analysis of alternative wording undertaken in this section has shown
that African Catholics in the Netherlands indeed generally preferred to identify
themselves on the basis of their religious rather than their ethnic identity They
generally identified themselves first and foremost as Catholics, and only secondly
as Africans or African Catholics However, there was a strong correlation in terms
of the distance at which the African identity 'came second' Apparently the more
immediate contact existed with Dutch Catholics, the more the emphasis on the
shared Christian identity increased
In other words, the level of contact with Dutch fellow Catholics appeared to
influence the urgency to emphasise the Catholic identity over any other identity,
and to point to the irrelevancy of the African identity Two factors may be involved
here On one hand, given that they worshipped in the same location, there was no
actual difference in the waythey practised their faith On the other hand, they time
and again experienced an African identity being bestowed on them by the Dutch,
and reacted specifically to this very tendency To be labelled 'African' in a situation
where the African identity bore no actual relevance, was seen to be counterproductive to their desire to blend in Focus directed to an apparent 'membership of another culture', was associated with mechanisms of exclusion and inclusion
Comparatively, precisely in those instances closest in resemblance to the
churches about which Ter Haar wrote, namely those where Africans constituted
the majority of the members of the congregation, the sensitivity or objection to
being defined as African Catholics was the lowest Here the African and Catholic
identity competed for attention, and the tendency to draw attention to elements

They were Nigerian priests ministering to a Dutch parish In their work they placed great
importance on creating cohesion within the congregation, and removing thefearof the
Other7 The aim was to have members sit side by side m the church benches withoutfear
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of African culture was the greatest
Therefore, especially within the context ofinteraction with Dutch Christians,
Ter Haar's claim holds true for African Catholics Although she did not sketch the
context of her findings in detail, it seems she represented the view expressed in
relation to Dutch Christians and in relation to the position of African immigrant
churches m Dutch society and co-operative inter-church bodies
5.2.4 The African label in context: colour, culture, country
The section above concentrated on the responses to what was considered the
most appropriate term with which to referto the research group Closely related to
interviewees' responses was the observation of a shifting meaning in what it entailed to ascribe to, or be ascribed with, an African identity from one parochial context to another This section focuses on the pattern behind this
As it was particularly the 'African', ratherthan the 'Catholic', label that elicited variation in the responses, we here examine and systematise more closely the
particular way in which parish type influenced discourse in the field of ethnicity
Apparently, differences between parishes in the manner of speaking, and categorising one's surroundings, corresponded with the particular ethnic composition of
each parish In other words, each parish seemed to have its own discourse relating
to the field of ethnicity The parish situation determined speakers' frame of reference, and formed the immediate context within which their statements emerged
The parishes, then, represented different relational fields of interaction in which
ethnic identity was negotiated
Shifts in responses to the same ethnic label within different parishes corresponded to shifts in the/eatures carried by this label in each of these contexts
Discourses of ethnic identity
Apparently, the relevance of certain qualities associated with an African identity
differed, depending on the type of parish within which the African identity was negotiated
In the churches studied, there were certain location-specific themes We
have seen that in the Church of Our Saviour, due to its many members working at
embassies, multinationals and bodies such as the international court of justice in
The Hague, social status and issues of power and social impact formed a theme in
ways different from the other parishes57 In St Agnes the theme of integration in

57

Looking at the identification tables for each of the chapters, one can see thatthe number
of times interviewees used socio-economic identifications did not differ much However,
the context of and way in which such identifications were applied to downplay or bridge
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Dutch society was more prominent than in the other t w o parishes, as was the use
of group identifications based on colour In All Saints Church the importance of culture was being mentioned more often than m t h e o t h e r t w o Given the research focus on religious and ethnic identity and the interest in patterns on a wider scale, I
restrict myself here t o the colour and culture themes It seemed that the prevalence of colour and culture were closely related t o the specifìc/orm taken by the African identity within the context of Dutch and African parishes, respectively In the
international parish, country of origin seemed more prominent in the way people
referred to an African identity
In other words, the discourse on African identity, or the way of speaking
about and referring t o such an African identity, underwent certain changes depending on whether the people talking were speaking from a position in a Dutch,
international or African parish 58
African identity equated with colour
In St Agnes, the instances where the African identity was mentioned showed that
the dominant feature of this identity was colour Possible differences between African and Dutch Catholics were reduced t o mere differences in skin colour, thereby
de-emphasising behavioural, social or cultural differences
This was not only the case m St Agnes but, indeed, within the context of
assimilation into Dutch congregations on a wider scale Interviewees from within
and beyond the case studies, when talking about theirexpenence m Dutch Catholic
churches, would mark their identity within that context through colour identifications, stating that "over there I was the only black person" or "we were only few
blacks in that church"
Those w h o mentioned they had difficulties with the Dutch mannerof quiet,
internalised and 'immobile' worship, and placed these features in contrastto those
of an identity other than colour, tended to be members of international and African
congregations In otherwords, these were concerns that were expressed looking
back on the periods of adjusting t o the Dutch parishes, talking from a position in an
immigrant church where African culture occupied a greater place During their
membership of a Dutch parish, cultural background tended to be downplayed as irrelevant to one's identity in the church

differences between members of the same parish and the same country was specific to
this parish
From a comparison with interviews and observations m the Parish of the Blessed Trinity
m Amsterdam, and African Catholic groups in The Hague and Rotterdam, as well as the
way interviewees spoke about the time spent m Dutch parishes, it was possible to acquire a sense of the extent to which the case studies were representative of their parish
types m this respect
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In the middle of the assimilation experience, people drew attention t o the
shared identity, t o being adherents of the same faith and believers sharing the
same Church To be part of the Catholic Church in this context implied participating as fully as possible in the existing service The case study of St Agnes has
shown in detail that African Catholics were not seeking to introduce African
hymns, rhythms, instruments or elements of their specific culture t o their fellow
worshippers, despite occasional encouragement from the parish administration so
t o do A structural inclusion of a Gospel Reading m English seemed t o accommodate the African population betterthan elements of cultural specificity Thiswasa
welcome way t o acknowledge the presence of fellow Catholics from Nigeria and
Ghana among the congregation The identity they sought t o negotiate was one
that would not mark them out as a cultural O t h e r ' - a different type of Catholic
They sought to refute the applicability t o them of those distinctive features associated with a presumed 'African' identity ('own' distinctive hymns, use of drums,
noisy expressive form of worship involving clapping, dancing and praying out loud)
Assumptions on the relevance of their ethnic identity within a rehgiouscontext, or,
a transposing of impressions derived from images of'Afncan Christians mthe African churches' onto African Catholics within one's own parish, were misplaced At
the crossroads in terms of the way in which they wished t o live their faith they had
evidently considered their Catholic identity more important than their ethnic (cultural) identity It may be recalled that most African Catholics in the St Agnes
church showed no interest in attending the African mass that became available in
their own church building They expressed that they felt at home in the community
of St Agnes, and stayed with the regular mass 59
For African Catholics t o use colour terminology when referring to t h e m selves and the church population was in line with their rejection of the classification
'African Catholics' Both instances reduced differences on cultural grounds If skin
colour made them stand out it was only on a superficial and not a fundamental
level Moreover, it placed them in the same category with Surinamese and Indonesian parishioners who shared historical ties with the Dutch and were mainly considered as groups well assimilated into Dutch culture
The following quote illustrates the fact that the African Catholics made no
distinction between their own position and that of these other immigrants in the
church An interviewee recounts the performances of the occasional African choir
in previous years
"By then the Indonesians m the church house, they all joined The Surinamers also

St Agnes interviewees mentioned that they truly enjoyed the Agnes choir, especially
when it sang m Latin
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joined us. The church wants to see: this is the African choir." (gmsa2i)
Indonesians and Surinamese are included in the category 'African' here. At first
glance such a statement might easily be interpreted as having been produced in an
unchecked, unconscious manner. However, in view of the complete analysis conducted on the way African Catholics negotiated their identity within this parish, we
see how such a statement is in line with the equation of'African' with 'coloured'
that took place. When invited to sing the African members chose classic English
hymns easily recognised and understood by the Dutch and gathered the other
'coloured'parishioners for support. In this way the choir turned into a gathering of
immigrant fellow parishioners rather than a display of cultural difference. Indeed,
African parishioners of St. Agnes preferred to referto themselves as 'immigrants'
rather than 'African Catholics'.
African identity equated with culture
In contrast to the finding above, the African parish showed a different picture with
respect to the relevance and attributes of the African identity. Here inclusion into
the wider Catholic family went hand in hand with a celebration of culture and custom.
Familiar songs, rhythms and musical instruments had a way of heightening
the experience of the meaning of mass. Parishioners frequently mentioned that
they felt at home. The meaning of'home' here was two-fold. For one, the manner
of worship reminded them of the way Catholic mass used to be conducted back in
their country of origin. At the same time the expression to 'feel at home' also captured a state of mind, describing a sense of feeling at ease, comfortable and free to
act in ways that come naturally within one's surroundings. In both of the African
Catholic parishes (Amsterdam and The Hague) interviewees mentioned the sense
of home as well as expressing how the experience was close to the heart. With this
they touched on the emotional side of worship.
The percentage of women within the various parishes may have been of influence here. Often the female interviewees were the ones who made most reference to the emotional aspects of worship. They were the ones who specifically described how they felt during (particular moments of) the Sunday service. The percentage of women within the African populations of the congregations was the
highest in the African parish, followed by the English international parish. The
Dutch parish counted relatively few African women.
Where an African identity is associated with culture, the situation also
gains in complexity, especially where African immigrants of different ethnic and
cultural backgrounds come together. To All Saints interviewees, who met a significant number of people of their own culture in the parish, the close resemblance of
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the atmosphere t o the original circumstance in which they once had developed
their faith gave rise t o positive feelings, a sense of recognition, belonging and
meaning Familiarity enhanced the depth and joy of the religious experience Itfacihtated worship 'from the heart' Songs known 'by heart', elements that formed
part of their Catholic heritage (e g the sprinkling of holy water by the priest) and
the ability of a priest from the same country t o drive home the message of the
day's Gospel in his sermon all helped to reconfirm African Catholics in their faith
Though acknowledging that "the Catholic mode of worship is the same all
over the world", interviewees referred to liturgical differences between their own,
and other parishes, as differences in 'style' and 'cultural touches'
Due t o the variety of language groups on the African continent there was a
variety in 'cultural touches' in terms of'songs from home' or musical instruments
As such, in the African parishes similar processes of adjustment were going on between members belonging t o different cultural traditions, as those noted by interviewees in the English and Dutch parishes 6o
On one hand, culture formed a power of attraction 6a On the other, it required constant balancing, as it has a potentially divisive quality as well As in the
other parish types, the African parishes too had a collection of cultures p r e s e n t the cultures of immigrants coming from various countries and language groups, of
the Dutch society, and the various missionary cultures in the parishes in which individual parishioners had been brought up in theirfaith As such, apart from the general consensus over its universal content, form and order, parishioners' inherited
early images of mass could vary, just as the style of worship varied f r o m parish to
parish
The connecting principle between members f r o m diverse cultural backgrounds remained, in this context, the shared Catholic identity In addition the 'African' identity, too, was a unifying identity embracing all members of the parish It
was most common t o hear people referto themselves as 'African'while they hardly
referred t o themselves as 'Nigerian', 'Ghanaian', 'Igbo' or 'Asante' The notion of
'African Catholics' (with emphasis on both adjective and noun) in this context was
associated with the source of unity, bringing togetherthe different members of the

0

For instance, a choir member in The Hague expressed that it took considerable effort to
learn the different drum styles and rhythms of another nationality Others noted how
they asked fellow church members about the meaning of songs sung by the choir m another language, or mentioned that they learnt the cultural significance of particular
dress colours as indications of mourning
1
It would be mistaken, however, to infer that African Catholics would always and 'naturally' prefer an African Catholic mass over for instance a Dutch one The variety m personal choices, demonstrated throughout this study, makes this clear
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parish community They were united in the fact that they were enabled, as immigrants coming from Africa, t o derive positive confirmation in theirfaithfrom meeting elements reminiscent of the way they used t o celebrate theirfaith in their country of origin In the form of an African Catholic parish, they were part of the universal church Again, the connecting principle, or aim with which t o bring everyone
together, seemed prevalent in the identification of the self I will come back to this
in the section on overall patterns in positioning
African identity redirected to country of origin
The English-speaking, international parish was in a middle position, between the
other t w o parishes, when it came to the extent t o which interviewees made relevant the cultural aspects of their identity, or indicated a desire t o have some of
these incorporated in the liturgy Here too, such desires seemed t o be voiced more
by African women than the men
In terms o f t h e qualities ofthe African identity, it seemed that, in the context
of this immigrant parish where overfifty nationalities were represented, this identity was largely associated with nationality and place of origin On given occasions
all members o f t h e parish, including the Africans, participated in preparing national
dishes and wearing local fabrics On ordinary Sundays, African Catholics indicated
they could enjoy exchanging information with other parishioners about (structures
of organisation in) their countries Due t o the great diversity in nationalities, African Catholics there seemed highly accustomed to talking in terms of country here
Afterthe shared Catholic identity, the next level of identification of the self was often by nationality or country of origin
In the English parish in Amsterdam a similar principle seemed at work An interviewee noted,
"If we're all in the church we don't differentiate We're all Catholics Nobody will say
'European Catholics', you say Dutch, or Italian Catholics I'm a Ghanaian Africa isa
continent, not a country Most ofthe time they classify us as one, which it's really
not "(gmbtis)
In a context where nationality was a common identification t o all members o f t h e
parish, self-classification by Catholic immigrants from Ghana and Nigeria on that
basis too was more common than in the other parishes It did not set them apart
from the rest in any specific way
Feature dominance related to social context/the ethnic composition of communities
All in all, we have seen how the 'African' label carried different properties according
t o the context in which it was being used Although the label was the same, its
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meaning varied. Depending on speaker position and contextual reference, speakers could switch between these meanings.
In the negotiation of their identity within Dutch parishes, African Catholics
objected to the relevance of their African (cultural) identity. Nevertheless they used
the identification 'African' as a group category. Yet they did so in a way stripped of
its connotations of cultural heritage being relevant. Its main property in this context was merely "the colour of my skin". Here people of different skin colour - native Dutch and immigrants of various backgrounds -, were united by the shared
Catholic culture. Accordingly, expressions such as "in my/our country" or "in
my/our culture" were not used here in the same way as they might be heard in the
other parishes. Here, "our" was preferably used in reference to the Netherlands,
the parish, the Catholic faith.
With the change of context, the properties of the African label changed.
Contexts between which this occurred could be discursive (referential), or physical
social settings. In context of the regional associations, "in my/ourculture" suddenly
was no longer a taboo. Likewise "in our culture" was an acceptable phrase in African parishes where doing things in ways reminiscent of one's culture of origin was a
connecting principle.
In the Church of Our Saviour and the All Saints Church, 'African' was associated with origin, where people came from. Due to the plurality of nationalities in
Our Saviour, to speak of "in my country" had no alienating quality and pointed to
similarity in position.
The ethnic discourses described for the parishes, then, were related to the
ethnic composition of these parishes. The parishes in this case represented particular social fields, social arenas or communities. The noted tendencies extended to
other social fields, which shared the same characteristics in terms of ethnic composition. The discourses in the parishes reflected African Catholics' interaction and
mannerof language use when they found themselves in a Dutch community; in an
African community; and in a community composed of various intercontinental nationalities, respectively. They corresponded to different relational fields in which
ethnic identity was negotiated.
5.3

Differences within the cases: relation-specific discourse

In this section, a closer look is taken at location-independent contextual shifts. This
is achieved through an investigation of how variations in the way interviewees
identified themselves were related to specific arenas of group interaction that did
not correspond to (differences between) the parishes. The shifts of speaker position therefore took place within parishes, rather than from one parish to another.
The variation occurred in the hands of the same speakers who were positioned in
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one and the same parish.
Discussed first, are shifts between t w o social fields of religious identity discourse, each with their associated interpretations of what makes a 'Christian', 'believer' and/or 'churchgoer'. Section 5.3.2 takes a look at the remaining ethnic and
religious identifications as used by African Catholics. When combined they point to
the greater pattern or logic behind the shifts between the various identifications.
5.3.1 Being a believer: discourses of religious identification
With respect t o religious labels, a similar tendency existed whereby labels carried
different properties according to the context in which they were used. Within the
parishes the main religious identification was 'Catholic'. This was a stable category.
Besides 'Catholic', interviewees further used identifications such as 'Christian', 'churchgoer' and 'believer'. The associated characteristics ofthese terms varied according t o the company they kept or, in other words, with what terms they
were contrasted. On one hand, religious self-definition occurred in relation t o a
largely un-churching or un-churched Dutch society. On the other, it occurred in relation to diverse members of the Christian community. In the latter case the main
groups were Dutch and other Catholics, and (African) members of (African) charismatic, 'born-again', evangelical and Pentecostal churches.
As outlined in the Introduction (section 1.3) people generally have difficulty
in answering questions which ask them t o define themselves 'out of the blue'. 62 Interviewees who were asked how they would define themselves displayed a clear
awareness of the importance of the context. They indicated that it depended on
the conversational context and the degree of specification. Let us have a look again
at a quote, which has been partially discussed in chapter t w o .
"When I'm describing myself, what do I say? African Catholic? Do I say that? I say I'm a
believer and when they ask me where I go I say: yes, I am Catholic. I don't have to tell
you I'm an African. I don't have to tell you that. The colour of my skin makes it obvious.
-1 think you used to say immigrants...

Attention in this study was mainly on identifications of self and others that came up
while interviewees answered open questions about their experiences (Appendix A). Only
a few times did I ask 'How would you define yourself?' or 'How do you normally describe
yourself, as Christian or Catholic...?' In these cases interviewees literally answered: "It
depends on the nature of the question. Someone can ask: are you a Christian or a Muslim? Or: are you a Catholic or a Pentecostal? It depends on the context." (nwosj) Another
said: "The only way we can differentiate is when we have Muslims and Christians together in the society, and then I use African Christians, not Catholics." (nwbty)
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- Sometimes I say immigrants, but generally I don't describe myself in any of these
terms I'm a plain and ordinary person who believes in God, in going to church, in being nice to people, in showing a little love where I can " (nmsa22)
In his reflection it seems that, first of all, this interviewee tries to recall in what
words he has heard himself describe himself to others in actual day-to-day interaction "I say I'm a believer" indicates that, in contexts where he has been engaged in
an act of defining himself religiously, this has been the term he used The selfdefimtion as Catholic follows when people ask him where he worships, orto which
denomination he belongs Once arrived at the level of the Catholic community, it is
in his view unnecessary to make a further specification between different Catholics
When reminded of the term by which he referred to the African parishioners in our
previous conversations, he remarks that he prefers to think of himself as a plain
and ordinary person Widdicombe (1998) has shown this last part to be a common
response when placing a person in a category
Moving away from a particular category, yet thinking of the way in which he
would describe himself, the interviewee charactenses himself as someone "who believes in God" This corresponds with his initial identification as a 'believer7 Secondly he characterises himself as someone who believes in going to church This in
distinction from people who may believe in the existence of God, yet are not found
worshipping God in any church on Sundays
The third and fourth characteristics (being someone who believes in being
kind and loving to other people) not only point to qualities, by which he would define his own 'ordinary' person, but seem related specifically to his religious definition of himself For, when viewed in combination with other interviewees' remarks
on the associated features of the terms 'believer' and 'churchgoer', the qualities of
treating others with love and kindness, or showing love through acts of kindness,
serve to strengthen the identity of the 'believer* We may recall Antaki and Widdicombe's remark that if something (or someone) did not have to be described in a
certain way, then the way it is described might be studied for what it might be doing specifically
In this case, the mentioned qualities seem to be 'made relevant' in relation to
the foregoing phrase, in which the interviewee hasjust described himself as someone who 'believes in going to church' By indicating he is a churchgomg believer
who seeks to be good to his fellow man, or to apply Christ's teachings in his daily
interactions with people, he has simultaneously established that he is speaking
from a position where being a 'believer* and 'churchgoer' are complementary to
one another This is the case in the discourse associated with African Catholics' position in the field of religion in Dutch society, as Christian immigrants in an unchurching society
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At the same time, another discourse co-exists in which the identifications of
'believer' and 'churchgoer' are not complementary but are, in fact, opposite notions. This is the case in the discourse associated with the position of African
Catholics in the field of the African immigrant churches, when African Catholics interact with African Christians who are Pentecostal or'born-again'. Sincethese contacts are frequent, and the accompanying discourse pervasive, the need to explicate the intended meaning of 'believing in going to church' follows from it.
In the theoretical framework, it was outlined that a person generally speaks
from different positions within different contexts. These different positions may be
contradictory. According to discourse analysis, "Language is structured in patterns
of discourses-there is not just one general system of meaning...but a series of discourses, whereby meanings change from discourse to discourse" (Jergensen and
Phillips 2002:12).

Believers in an un-churching society
Within the discourse associated with African Catholics' position as religious immigrants within a society in which church buildings are half-empty on Sundays, and
where more and more vacated church buildings are assigned alternative functions63, self-definition as someone who believes was an important part of one's
view of oneself within one's surroundings. African Catholics often commented on
the absence of the youth in the Dutch churches. Generally this observation formed
a major part of their first impressions in the Netherlands upon arrival. In most
Dutch parishes the younger generations were underrepresented. This extended to
the Dutch peer group of the African Catholic immigrants in this study.
In their contacts with the native population, they had conversations with
Dutch people who claimed not to believe in God, and others who claimed they did
believe in God, or'something higher'6^,, yet felt no inclination to be part of a regular
church community. The identity of the 'believer' was relevant both in contrast to
the non-believer, atheist or non-religious on one hand, and in relation to persons
privately engaged in forms of spirituality or religiosity outside the institution of the
church on the other.
African Catholics who had more interaction with the Dutch indicated that
they had developed an understanding that, besides the atheists, there were a great
number of people who would still referto themselves as 'Catholic' and 'Christian'

They are either demolished or turned into designer apartments, mosques, concert halls,
book stores, or spaces for art exhibitions.
This last category is now called in Dutch 'ietsisme' and 'ietsisten', i.e. 'somethingism'and
'somethingists', referring to the common expression used to acknowledgetheexistence
of a transcendent reality: "I do believe there is something".
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without, however, attending any church service 5 A remark that recurred frequently among African Catholics was that a person could be 'good' and 'doing
good' independently of his religious affiliation These they saw as people w h o m
upon their death would be recognised by Christ as having lived their lives in accordance with his spirit, even as they had not been affiliated t o his church Church
membership and leading a good and righteous life were separable qualities, which
did not necessarily imply each other Sharing their reflections, interviewees invariably indicated that the latter (being a good person in the way one treated one's
fellow humans) was what mattered most in the end 66
Self-identification as a believer, then, was a relevant way for African Catholics t o describe themselves t o others in the process of becoming a bit more personally acquainted than through everyday interaction at the workplace, for example
At a general level it presented one's position within a field of believers and nonbelievers At the same time, this identification was general enough to leave room
forcommonground with adherents of other religions, or other streams of religious
thought or spirituality The 'believer* at this general level included both churchgomg and non-churchgomg believers 'Churchgoer' here positively identified one as
an actively practising Christian
Believers versus churchgoers m Catholic-Pentecostal discourse
Within the interaction with members of Pentecostal and evangelical churches, describing oneself as someone 'who believes in going t o church' carried unintended
negative connotations In their contacts with 'born-agam' Christians, African
Catholics frequently encountered their Catholic faith and style of worship being
discussed in a derogatory manner Their depiction as'churchgoers'by Pentecostals
formed part of this In Pentecostal discourse 'churchgoers', ratherthan being the
more 'serious' Christians (compared t o their surroundings, as in the discourse described above), signified people who were, on the contrary, being not at all senous
about their faith Here, the terms 'churchgoer' and 'believer* referred to t w o opposite identities In contrast t o the true 'believers', the 'churchgoers' merely showed
up in church without tangible evidence of leading 'worthy', Christian lives Catho-

This included'nominal Christians'who referred to their upbringing but cited events that
had made them lose faith m either the existence of God or the image of God as presented to them in the church community they had once belonged to They could be en
gaged individually m a search for spirituality It also included young people whose Chris
tian parents had given them basic yet little consistent exposure to church community life
from the conviction that they were free to decide for themselves as they got older
As such, in the view of the African Catholics in this study, salvation was not reserved
strictly for members of their (own) church In other words, they displayed an mclusivist
view
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lies were often ridiculed as people who lacked 'spirit', lacked biblical knowledge and
merely went to church to 'stand up and sit down' without applying the word of God
in their daily engagements. The fact that they drank alcohol evidenced they could
not be considered serious, as was the fact that they visited bars, discotheques and
cinemas, and participated in ungodly acts such as 'worshipping' saints and ancestors. Through this, Catholics were pushed onto the defensive.67
Apparently to be identified as a 'churchgoer' in this context implied a lack of
true faith. In Pentecostal discourse, the terms 'believer' and true 'Christian' were
reserved for the 'bom-again'. Those who had been baptised in the spirit and actively practised their faith outside the church service, ideally refraining from smoking, drinking alcoholic beverages, pre-marital sex, veneration of saints and ancestral spirits, were in return ensured salvation upon theirdeath. Being a good Christian in this context was as much related to the 'don'ts' as to the 'do's' (showing acts
of kindness to others).
On a day-to-day basis, African Catholics had lots of contacts with people
who belonged to Pentecostal churches, especially with those who came from the
same country of origin -their Ghanaian, Nigerian and Cameroonian countrymen.
In these contacts they saw themselves becoming portrayed as non-serious Christians. It became relevant to define themselves as 'believers' not only on the basis of
the fact that they believed in God, but also on the basis of the fact that they too
were Christians who were practising the tenets of their Christian faith outside the
walls of the church. Therefore, reacting to the negative connotation of the term
'churchgoer7, they tended to specify the way in which they lived their faith under
daily circumstances as good followers of Christ. In their view the term'believer'applied to them inasmuch as it applied to their Pentecostal brethren.
Discursive switches to the second discourse became visible, therefore, particularly when they concentrated on the associated feature of exhibiting good
Christian characteristics in their daily lives, the core of which seemed to be formed
by Christ's words that what one had done to any of one's fellow humans could be
considered a thing one had done to Christ (Matthew 25: 40). As such the instruction to treat others in the same way one wished to be treated (Luke 6: 31), was a
guiding principle by which African Catholics sought to assist others in need.
As we've seen earlier, recognising each interaction with a stranger, or an
'other', as an opportunity to indirectly redefine one's relationship with Christ had a
great influence on how African Catholics approached others. It seemed to guide
their interaction with others, including Pentecostals.

African Catholics kept explaining that the idea that they 'worshipped' Mary and the
Saints was misconstrued. According to them, they did not 'worship' them, but 'honoured
them and asked them to intercede from them with God'.
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It was within church circles that the term 'believer' gained in significance asa
valuable elaboration of one's identity as a'churchgoing Christian'. In the same way
as non-churchgoing members of the society could be 'good' or'Christian', a num
ber of interviewees also gave examples of Christians in the churches that were 'un
Christian'in some of their behaviours. Examples were Christians that appeared mo
tivated by racist fears or views on one hand, and hypocritical Christians who did not
what they said on the other (particularly, though not solely, with regardstothe ac
cumulation of wealth).
Discursive shifts (of meaning) in religious identification
To African Catholics in the Netherlands, then, their'Catholic' identity implied the
identity of a 'believer'. Catholics, by implication were 'believers' and 'Christians'. At
the same time, people who attended a church service on a regular basis, identified
themselves as 'churchgoers' in contrast to those who did not attend church ser
vices, or to fellow Catholics who had ceased to do so on any regular basis.
From the ways in which the word 'churchgoer7 came up spontaneously in the
interviews, it was apparent that it did not carry the same negative connotations at
tached to it by the Pentecostals. However, as soon as the discursive context shifted
to (references to) communication with Pentecostal countrymen, being a 'churchgoer' acquired negative connotations and informed a need in African Catholics to
specify that they were 'believers'.
In the discourse referring to their position in Dutch society, and theirgeneral
view of themselves, being Catholic, believer, churchgoer, Christian were comple
mentary identities, all of which they considered applicable to themselves. Being
Christian and Catholic, believer and churchgoer formed composite parts of the
same religious identity. In the discourse guiding the interaction with Pentecostals,
however, Christian and Catholic, and believer and churchgoer, were often applied
as mutually exclusive terms. It was then Christian versus/opposite Catholic; believer
versus churchgoer; and believer versus Catholic. African Catholics were involved in
a continuous renegotiation, or redefinition, of the identities ascribed to them.
The use and meaning of these religious labels, then, shifted from one con
text to another. As these contexts primarily concerned interaction with groups of
others outside the Catholic community, the variation of connotations did not so
much exist between the three case study parishes. Rather, the way in which African
Catholics used these religious identifications appeared consistent across the case
studies, and as such reflected the position of members of the research groupas α
whole. It reflected their position vis-à-vis various parties in the Dutch religious landscape, more specifically the un-churched and the 'bom-again' respectively.
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5.3.2 Patterns in positioning: connectivity through category use
In this section, attention is paid to the general tendencies in the application of ethnic and religious labels. It brings together, and tries to make sense of, the great variety in identity labels that African Catholics used in speech. As outlined in the sections above, labels such as 'African', 'Christian', 'believer' and 'churchgoer' carried
different connotations in different discursive contexts. Particularfeaturesofthese
identities received priority depending on the particular social field at hand. It seems
these features corresponded with different 'levels' ofspecification in denoting one's
ethnic identity (such as colour, continent, or country). The presence or absence, in
the vernacular of the speaker, of a certain level of identification for purposes of
communication did not imply that other levels (or layers) did not have a place in
how people might identify themselves elsewhere.
Throughout this study individuals have been noted to possess multiple identities, the particular combination of which sums up 'who they are' in the world in
which they live. As such, each person had multiple 'sides' or 'aspects' to their persona, each of which found expression in particular areas of their lives. One's ethnic
identity, religious identity, gender, family position, professional identity and so
forth, represented different aspects to one's (whole) identity and were relationally
established as relevant or irrelevant to a given situation. In addition, within each of
these contextually (ir)relevant identities their various features, in turn, were also
made (ir)relevant contextually. Given the research questions, attention has here
centred on religious and ethnic identity.
If we disseminate these two identities, then they both have multiple levels or
layers. The ethnic identity 'African' was contextually associated with colour, continent, country, ora smallerethnic group of which many exist within the bordersofa
given country, also referred to as a language group ortribe 68 . Within tribes speaking one language, various dialects might be spoken in different regions. At the
smallest level is the hometown. At times interviewees made statements in which
they referred to 'my people'. Depending on the context and intention of the
speaker, 'my people' could referto the people in their hometown; to people speaking the same dialect coming from the same region; to people belonging to the
same tribe/language group; or to people from the same country.
Similarly, references to religious identity varied from 'broad' to 'narrow'. In
the broadest sense, being religious was contrasted with the non-religious and with
people who did not believe in God or the existence of a reality beyond the visible
and tangible world. This is the level where one would identify oneself by saying "I
believe", "I am a believer" or "I am religious". To "have faith" was contrasted with

Interviewees used the category 'tribe'.
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the faithless.
Then, at a slightly more specific level, the form of this faith became more
specified. Now, being religious meant adherence to a particularfaith orworld religion in contrast to other faiths or religions. At this level one identified oneself by
saying, "I am a Christian", as opposed to a Muslim, Buddhist, Hindu or a practitioner of an African Traditional Religion. Under certain circumstances, being Christian
required further specification according to denomination. Here, being a Catholic
was contrasted with, for instance, a Methodist, Seventh Day Adventist, Pentecostal or Anglican identity.
Figure 5.4

Continuum containing levels of religious/ethnic identification

religious identity

Faith Religion Denomination

non-religious, secular identity
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Figure 5.4 represents the various points on a continuum from a 'broad' religious, to
a 'broad' ethnic, identity through more 'narrow' identities. Both of the identitieson
the extreme ends move from the general towards the specific. In the contrast between a religious identity on the one hand versus a non-religious, secular identity
on the other, ethnic identity is included in the latter.
Members of the same ethnicity may vary a great deal in terms of religious
adherence. For instance the Yoruba have among them as many Muslims as Christians, and also practitioners of the traditional religion, who worship the Orisha (deities), yet all consider themselves to be Yoruba. Their Yoruba identity is separable
from, and transcends the religious aspect of the identity of the members belonging
to this group. At the same time, at the other end of the spectrum religious identity
likewise transcends a multitude of ethnic identities, as it bringstogetherunderone
denominator people belonging to a range of ethnicities. People of all nations can
feel united by their Christian faith. Catholics of all colours can worship together.
The emphasis of one identity over the other, and therewith their apparent
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divisibility, should not be confused with a denial/absolute dismissal of the identity
temporally and contextually considered to be'less relevant' Individualstend to experience the various aspects of their identity as an integrated part of oneself People effortlessly 'switch' between theirfamihal and professional roles/identitieson a
day-to-day basis without doubting that they are still the one and same person In
the same way, the African Catholics in this study experienced theirfaith and their
geographical background as composite parts of one and the same 'whole'
Intertwmement of categories
In some cases, an ethnic 'tribal' identity and a religious identity were intertwined to
the extent that they were inextricably connected Here, one identity was a feature
of the other One's faith was a direct consequence of one's 'tribal' identity This
particular category may be identified as 'ethnic-religious' Where the overriding
majority of people from a given region shared one faith, their adherence to a given
denomination could be viewed as a direct consequence of the ethnic group to
which they belonged
To be born among the Nigerian Igbo, practically implies growing up a Catholic Underthe influence of changing conditions and migration, individuals may opt
to make new choices of affiliation later in life Yet, as long as over 80 percent of
Igbo are Catholic, the combination of the two identities is so common that in this
example the religious identity has become, practically, one of the features of this
ethnic identity This involves not only denominational affiliation, but also has behavioural consequences Custom becomes imbued with faith and faith practice imbued with custom The remark "We Igbo are a churchgomg people" is an instance
of this 69 The 'ethnic-religious' category, then, denotes a category of belonging in
which members of an ethnic group explain their religious affihation/views/behaviourasa logical consequence of their ethnic heritage
The reason why the inseparability of ethnicity and religiosity is identified asa
specific category on the continuum (rather than that 'ethnic-religious' could be
used as a 'title' of the entire continuum) has to do with the starting point/basic
principles of the underlying study It has been the intention to look at the identif 1cations/group categorisations brought forward by African Catholics themselves,
and at the circumstances under which these came up In this approach, ratherthan
Made by an interviewee m St Agnes, this remark should be seen in context of a comparison with (Dutch) non-churchgomg believers and non-believers It also commented on
the Igbo majority among the steady parishioners of St Agnes and the movement of
other African Catholics who ceased mass attendance for a variety of reasons It also
commented on the fact that a church location (the meeting room of the parish house)
was an appropriate location for meetings of the hometown associations of Igbo members
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assuming the applicability or non-applicability of Mbiti's famous phrase that "Africans are notoriously religious" (Mbiti 1970:1) for the research group as a whole, attention was paid t o whether, when and where members of the research group
themselves brought t o the fore such intermingling of ethnic and religious identities.
A few interviewees actually made statements that "Africans are
very/deeply/notoriously religious". All those interviewees who did so were members of the African parishes. The phrase was not encountered in this particularform
in the other parish types. 70 This is in line with the fact t h a t in the other parish types
the relevance of ethnicity t o religious practice was de-emphasised. The implications of emphasising the connection between religious and ethnic identities had,
simply, different implications in the African parishes than it had intheotherparish
types. In context of the African parishes the intertwining of faith and African culture formed the connecting principle for the community. Such a statement enhanced the sense of community, or at least could in no way be imagined as being
detrimental to it. We have seen that, in terms of the Mabels' or identifications used,
that the frequency in the use of adjective-noun-combinations in which ethnicity
and religious role/function were mentioned in combination (e.g. 'an African priest')
was much higher in All Saints than in the other parish types.
Category use, belonging and social cohesion
In contexts where the association of religious practice or behaviour with ethnicity
did not pose a threat t o belonging, then, ethnicity was made freely relevant to
one's religious identity. In context of the African parishes, shared origin and shared
cultural heritage seemed to strengthen social cohesion, the sense of community
and belonging. Under circumstances where ethnicity constituted a sharecffeature,
it could be embraced without alienating anyone. This included cultural elements in
the liturgy, as well as the discursive linkage of faith and culture. By contrast, in the
other parish types people tended to use unilateral labels which drew attention to
either a particular religious ora particular ethnic identity, ratherthan the combined
identifications encountered in the African parish. This was in line with thefactthat
the shared faith was noted t o bring people together by superseding differences
and/or transcending those boundaries which are created by origin and cultural heritage.
The tendency, as noted by Ter Haar (19983:82), that African Christians in
the Netherlands would stress their Christian, rather than their African, identity
was, indeed, prevalent among African Catholics where they interacted with other

70

Except by an interviewee who had joined an African parish yet also remained involved in
activities organized by his previous church, the Church of Our Saviour.
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(non-Catholic) Christians as well as Catholic Christians of various cultural
backgrounds. In the latter case, and in particular when with Dutch Catholics, the
label of the shared identity that was emphasised was 'Catholid. On one hand it was
partof(re)negotiatinga position of inclusion in the face of exclusive tendencies. On
the other hand, and perhaps more importantly, it was part of a more general
tendency that seemed closely related to their religious outlook on life and on what
social relations with other people were generally about. By this I mean that,
generally, interviewees seemed to show great awareness of'the greater picture',
meaning the connection between people and the influence of how one chose to
approach each interpersonal encounter. Their faith encouraged them to be 'open'
and welcoming to strangers. It was said that, "an ordinary handshake can change
someone's life". This means that, although it may be impossible for one to know of
or empathise with another person's distress, a kind gesture or an outstretched
hand might just come at the right time to mean the difference between hope and
hopelessness, being noticed and being alone, between belonging and isolation.
Close examination of the way in which African Catholics in this study
categorised their social surroundings revealed a pattern in their use of group
categorisations. They displayed a clear tendency to use 'we'-categories that
related to the level which embraced themselves as well as the other. Their use of
language and their statements as to what was of the most importance, in a given
situation, were oriented towards, or in line with, an ideal of unity. In terms of the
levels of specification that they made relevant, they would often ultimately
attribute the most importance to that level which proved to be inclusive of both
groups.
As we have seen, African Catholics did not always feel restricted by
denomination in selecting their place of worship. In such a mobile context their
Christian faith was a more powerful source of identification than their
denominational background.
Similarly, a 'black' identity might not be considered worth 'celebrating' in
one context (if it proved to be divisive, in respect to the white members of the same
community), but equally could be a 'celebrated' identity in another context (in
which it united Ghanaians or Nigerians with Surinamese - a common combination
in many of the Evangelical churches).
The ethnic/cultural qualities of identities became celebrated in those cases
whereby they enhanced the experience of unity, community and belonging. By
contrast, in cases where they formed a threat to that sense of community they
were downplayed in the sense of being less relevant features. To stay with the
colour example, it is not that in territorial parishes the 'black' label did not appear.
On the contrary, it was used more frequently than in the other parish types.
However, the use of the label was to illustrate or support a line of thought in which
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"black or white makes no difference", or, at least, should make no difference.
By 'celebrated' in the context of Evangelical churches, I mean that
interviewees would, for instance, make a remark such as "black people like to kneel
down and be prayed for". By making such a statement, the categorisation became
endowed with associated (behavioural) features. The choice to use 'black people'
also proved to be an inclusive term, which embraced both the speaker and her
Caribbean friend whom had invited her along.
In the case of African Catholics, then, the extent and conditions under
which Ter Haar's claim applied, stood in close relation to African Catholics'
generally inclusive approach. This was the case in relation to (Dutch) Christians of
their own denomination on one hand and (African) Christians belonging to other
denominations on the other.
The use of categories to manage group membership
In day-to-day interaction, language use (the application of categories) isa powerful
tool in the delineation of group membership. Inasmuch as our ways of talking
'reflect' our world, identities and social relations, they simultaneously 'create' and
'change'them (Jorgensen & Phillips 2002:1). Of particular interest to a group's view
of their world and, indeed, their own position within a domain are the categories
they use to describe or represent the reality with which they see themselves faced
(ibid.) These categories include identities. In the words of Dennis Day,
"the language people use in interaction can join them together-or, indeed, keep
them apart - in particular social ways. Group categorizations... are both orientations to our sociality and social actions themselves" (Day 1998:151)
Day studied linguistic ethnic group categorisation at two workplaces in Sweden. He
found that "on almost every occasion where a speaker offered or asserted an ethnic categorization of an interlocutor, that interlocutor resisted it in some way"
(1998:161). Both the casting and rejection or renegotiation could take place in very
subtle and delicate ways. A speaker could use category-bound features to indirectly
make relevant another speaker's ethnic categorisation, which could have the effect
of disqualifying one from participating in or contributing to certain activities or decisions. In response, the person being cast into an ethnic category "can work to
mitigate or resist such ascription and its consequences" (Antaki & Widdicombe
1998:13-4). Day outlines that in doing so, people "are not just resisting the relevance of their purported ethnic identities for the task at hand. Rather, they are resisting the implication that they are not due the trust one needs to be a member of
the social group constituted in the social activity" (Day 1998:168). They reacted
against extériorisation and "doubt as to their capacities as members of the social
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group jointly doing what the others are doing" (Day 1998 151)
According t o Day, resistance took place in five different ways Persons being cast into an ethnic category either dismissed the relevance of the category,
minimised the supposed 'difference' between categories, reconstituted the category m o r d e r t o b e excluded from it, ethnifiedtheethmfier(i e they came up with a
counter ethnic categorisation to establish the other person as equally 'foreign'), or
resisted 'ethmfication' by actively avoiding it (1 e they responded simply t o other
parts of the statement while ignoring the ethmfymg part) (Day 1998 162-167) All
five ways of resisting extériorisation subtly served t w o purposes " t o signal that
what their fellow mteractants are doing is making choicesabout them, and to voice
an opinion about those choices" (ibid 168)
In the present study we have seen that African Catholics dismissed the
relevance of the African label t o their participation in worship in a Dutch Catholic
church, simultaneously minimising the supposed difference between Dutch and
African Catholics In terms of honouring the request foran occasional African choir,
their response seemed t o be 'active avoidance of ethmfication'
Ethnicity (particularly defined in terms of nationality) was associated less
with potential extériorisation in the context of congregationsthat were composed
of various ethnicities equal in size and influence and whose members shared a
similar position in the host society
The most important pattern or strategy in the application of identity
categories by African Catholics seemed to be that of the preference given to the
connecting principle in any given community All identities that connected or
described the various members all at the same time were acknowledged as
relevant identities These were the 'Catholic' identity in all parishes, at times
nationality within literally truly 'inter-national' communities, and 'African' and
'Catholic' within African parishes (connecting Ghanaians and Nigerians in one
community, or Ghanaians and Cameroomans m another) Within the community,
self-presentation ideally and generally took place in terms of the shared, rath er
than the exclusive, identity category
Contrast with Pentecostal

evangelism

We have seen that, in their relationship with African Pentecostals, African
Catholics indicated that they were ill at ease with the way in which the
Pentecostals used the categorisations of 'Christian'

and 'believer* to draw a

distinction and segregate themselves from the Catholics As shown earlier, t w o
discourses co-existed, in which 'Christian', and 'believer 7 , carried different
specificities
Looking at figure 5 4, the Pentecostal definitions of 'Christian' and
'believer' would be located at the inter- and mtra-denommational

level In general
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Catholic discourse the terms of "Christian' and 'believer' were located, instead, at
the two outermost layers For African Catholics their Pentecostal countrymen's use
of the categorisation ^Christian' and their continuous occupation with the
discernment of'true Christians', and subsequent derogation of what they labelled
'churchgoers', seemed to represent an ideological challenge This challenge
consisted of the difference in (spiritual) approach to others and in respect for
others The topic of Pentecostal criticism seemed to cause brief moments of inner
conflict in interviewees This they appeared to resolve by determining for
themselves that they preferably would not criticise these others for risk of
doing/becoming that which went against the core of what they wished to stand
for, and believed to be right Their own criticism of the behaviour of some
Pentecostals was thus limited strictly to the latter's role/capacity of fervent
cnticiser Besides views regarding (in)appropriate signs of (dis)respect, what came
into play here was a difference between an in- and exclusivist viewpoint relating to
the question of salvation, usually referred to as the ecumenical position stressing
dialogue with Christians of other denominations versus the evangelical position
stressing the need of conversion of Christians of other denominations
Given the fact that I have limited my research to African Catholics, the
particular manner and/or immediate circumstances in which the group studied by
Ter Haar placed their ^Christian' identity in first place were not investigated Based
on the Catholic experience, it seems plausible that the Christian label featured as a
bridge from which to negotiate a shift from Otherness' to 'sameness', particularly
in contacts with Dutch Christians, and in response to tendencies of the latter to
cast them in an 'exotic' category of its own Indeed the idea that Ter Haar's claim
principally concerned self-presentation vis-à-vis Dutch Christians seems to be
confirmed by her explanation that "African Christians in the Netherlands try to
locate their identity not in what separates them from Dutch Christians, but rather
in what binds them together with them" (Ter Haar 2003 265) Her frequent
application of the phrase, "African Christians in the Netherlands" should, therefore,
probably best be understood as a reference to the social field of discursive
interaction between Christians of African and Dutch origin respectively
The extent to which the said emphasis of the Christian identity may in part
also derive from its prominence in discursive contexts otfterthan a positioning visà-vis Dutch Christians and the international Christian community, however,
remains to be researched From the Catholic perspective, African Catholics
mentioned the prominent use of the term Christian by some of their Pentecostal
countrymen, particularly those who belonged to churches in which an exclusivist
notion of salvation was being preached Associated with such a notion of salvation,
the perceived need to evangelise increased The African Christians studied by Ter
Haar conceived of themselves as being on a mission to re-evangelise the host
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country, and revive the lost faith in the Valley of dry bones' (Ter Haar 1998a).
Rather than labelling these churches as 'African churches', Ter Haar promotes the
'international' label that they assign t o themselves, which characterises t h e m as
international in scope and 'open' t o all. The same international label, however, also
encompasses the evangelising motives of "the new generation of evangelical or
Pentecostal church in Ghana, many of which are preoccupied with spreading the
gospel and some of which have established efficient bureaucracies intent on
evangelising overseas, notably in Europe" (Ter Haar 2003:268).
The group of African Catholics studied here has been a-typical of the
evangelising, or missionary-driven agendas, towards members of the host society
which is often noted about African immigrant churches (cf. Bongmba 2007; Gerloff
2000; Koning 2008; Ter Haar 1998; Währisch-Oblau 2000). More than in the other
t w o parish types studied, members of the African parishes did express their
concern about the decreasing adherence to and visibility of Christianity in the host
society. Yet they aimed t o address this, by ensuring a Christian presence and/or
facilitating a possible rediscovery of Christ by Dutch people through personal
example ('lived testimony'), rather than through outright evangelisation,'preached
testimony' and/or the promotion of an exclusivist message of salvation. In this
respect the Charles Lwanga African Catholic community in The Hague was an
exception, and seemed to bear greater resemblance t o the non-Catholic Christian
communities from which it derived part of its membership than t o the average
Catholic parish. 71

71

Find below a detailed excerpt of the view stated by the representative of this community.
Concerning the view that Catholics best exhale their faith through 'outstanding acts of
kindness' and 'personal purity' this quote is not exceptional. It is, however, where it displays an immediate interest in numerical growth achieved through conversion and an
exclusivist view of salvation. It may be relevant to mention that the community m question is fairly young in existence (since 2000). Abrefah (2001:1) declared
"Christian beliefs and practices should actually reflect a higherreason of morality.
We want to see a spiritual revival within the catholic church and to achieve practical piety in the service of God and man. In a society where kindness and personal
purity are rare, where almost everyone focuses attention on good-living rather
than supernatural signs, Christianity seems to be dying within the mainstream
catholic churches, paving way for some kind of revival from our pentecostal
brothers who always promise greater manifestations and miracles to their members. These groups criticise catholics and accuse us of aloofness because we si mply pray in silence ... In the early days of Christianity, catholics were marked out
by their clear convictions about doctrine and ethics. We recognised only one message of salvation -Oneandonly God the creator of heaven and earth. This excl usiveness of early Christian belief and behaviours, coupled with some material
benefits attracted many people resulting in the worship in huge cathedrals with
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From the concepts of inclusiv/sm and exclusiv/sm, in regard t o the notion of
salvation and related views on the after-life, we return t o the concepts of inclus/on
and exclus/'on, which denote mechanisms of social group formation in everyday interaction. Although the first and latter concepts represent different spheres, they
may influence each other in the determination of what is considered righteous behaviour by members of religious groups, and how they treat others consequentially. The concern t o delineate boundaries in one sphere (distinguishing those who
are saved from those who are not) may find expression in another sphere (group relations). Writing about Nigeria, Danfulani uses the t e r m 'religious exclusivism' "to
describe the intentional segregational attitude of some Christians and Muslims in
Nigeria. It encapsulates the feeling of rejection of the other as not belonging to
'own group'. This rejection o f ' t h e other 1 exists in both camps along inter and intrareligious lines that divide members of the t w o faiths and their numerousdenominations and sects." (Danfulani 1998:343) By contrast, Danfulani notes, "religious inclusivism which is being prescribed as one of the solutions for Nigeria's religious
trauma denotes genuine understanding and warm interaction between and within
members of diverse religious groups without necessarily enforcing the precondition
of conversion or any hint of trying to convert others t o own faith." (ibid.). This isan
even more urgent task in societies where the religious atmosphere is essentially a

large congregations of different backgrounds. This type of worship we think has
become the cause of the decline in piety within the mainstream catholic churches
because it looks as if the church is unable to keep m touch or control members religious behaviours. Ghanaians and Africans in general believe in theanonymity of
ethnic (minority) communities where personal witness is more effective because
of common languages. Again we see personal witnessing and evangelism, backed
by outstanding acts of kindness as the basis for bringing other people (nonbelievers) to Christ. This is something that is not prevalent in the mainstream
churches, so we cling ourselves into small groups m our bid to cause a new generation of catholics to offer the Almighty God true religion, honest concord and
due worship as a means to expand into a major force in size and extend the spiritual influence acquired into the society" (Abrefah 2001:1).
The quote - and this may throw light as well on the situation of some of the numerous
small and upcoming African-initiated Christian congregations-, reveals an interesting relationship between the attraction of small religious communities in which members
share a common language on the one hand and their simultaneous outreach missions,
often translating into the desire to be international, on the other. These come together
in the important place given to testimonies. It is precisely the protected nature of the
(language) community that sets an intimate atmosphere conducive to testimonies and
personal prayer in one's mother tongue. From this atmosphere it is believed the community has an 'added' dimension which others deserve to be introduced to. However,
vast numerical growth in turn becomes coupled with the loss of intimacy and effectiveness.
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pluralistic one, such as in Nigeria, Danfulani notes (ibid.).
Thus inclusivist and exclusivist religious claims are closely associated with relations between social groups on a daily basis. Concerned with boundary demarcation, in the worst cases exclusivist faith claims may translate into intolerance, disrespect and violence towards those who adhere t o other faiths. 72
Contrast with Dutch emphasis on ethnic particularity
The African Catholic tendency t o approach identity by emphasising the common
aspects, is significantly different from the tendency often preferred in Dutch
identity discourse t o direct the emphasis toward the particular and the peculiar.
Kraan's interview with Akosia, quoted in the Introduction (section 1.3), exemplifies
the tension between these t w o approaches. After Akosia indicated that the extent
t o which she identified with her background and culture depended on context,
Kraan asked what perception of the self (feeling Dutch/Ghanaian/Asante)gotthe
upper hand in the midst of Ghanaians. When writing the research design, I too
wondered about the manner in which the possession of multiple contextual
identity would actually translate in terms of identification, orexperience of the self,
among groups representing the various cultural spheres of one's life. At that initial
stage I did not know whether it would be experiences of'alienation' that would
dominate the reflections of the people operating in t w o cultural spheres w h o m I
was about t o interview, or 'recognition and identification' instead.
Relating to the context-dependency of (self-)perception, Anil Ramdas,
essayist and writer of short stories and columns, wrote the following:
"Here [in the Netherlands] I am a coloured person, in Paramaribo I am not. In
Paramaribo I am a Hindustani, in India I am not. In India I am a Westerner, in the
Netherlands I am not." (Ramdas 1992:168, original in Dutch).
What is striking about this statement is that the decisive element in the way he
defines himself lies in that in which he differs from his surroundings. He might also
have said "Here I'm a Westerner (alternatively: Dutch), in Paramaribo coloured
(Surinamese) and in India Hindustani" in which case he would have emphasised
that which connects him to the majority within his immediate environment.
However, it is rather the characteristic distinguishing him from the majority that

Danfulani seems to establish a causal link between inclusivism and tolerance when he
writes that "Compared with the adherents of indigenous religions, who are more peaceful and tolerant because of the inclusivist nature of their faith, religious intolerance and
violence is more often perpetuated by Muslims and Christians [who] believe only members of their faith, sect or denomination will gain entry into paradise." (Danfulani
1998:342)
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seems to determine his identity, or how he feels he is being perceived and identifies
himself.
The particular attention to the exceptional seems to be in line with the
popular use of the concept of identity in the Netherlands. In an individualistic society, people seem to be particularly occupied with the creation of a 'unique' impression. Overt attention to, and apparent persistence regarding 'unique'qualities is, in
this context, not therefore necessarily a sign indicating non-acceptance.
At this stage of systematising the research findings, it has become clearthat
the tendency displayed in the way African Catholics defined themselves in relation
to their surroundings pointed in the opposite direction. They drew attention to the
shared identity rather than one that made them 'special'. Their preference for inclusive categories thus differed, both from Pentecostal exclusivist category use as
well as from Dutch tendencies to seek identity through the unique.
5.4

Concluding remarks

This chapter aimed to see whether and, if so in what respect, discourse corresponded or differed across the case studies. For this purpose attention was paid to
discursive themes, as well as the use of ethnic and religious identity labels. In addition to these discursive comparisons, the case studies were compared fora possible
relation between church affiliation and stage of integration in Dutch society. In all
comparisons, the focus was on the detection of patterns relevant to the position of
African Catholics, as a group, within the Netherlands.
Discourse corresponded across thethree cases in the sense that the notion
of one God was brought to the fore inali cases. Irrespective of variations in conversational context, African Catholics shared the conviction that believers of all denominations and religions worship the same God. This notion justified personal
choices for each of the parish types and explained the freedom of crossdenominational worship that many African Catholics displayed.
The common phrase "I don't want to criticise other churches" was in line
with this. From the conviction that believers in various religious traditions all worship God in their own way, it followed that other ways should be respected as
equally valuable expressions of the same function. African Catholics, therefore,
tried to refrain from value judgements pertaining to other churches and other
manners of worship. In relation to Pentecostals, they were critical of church leaders
who spoke condescendingly of (Catholic) ways of worship different from theirown.
In the process these African Catholics affirmed their view that (as) good Christians
(they) would not be disrespectful of others.
That religious discourse largely corresponded across the three cases was
shown both by common phrases and the use of religious labels. The applications
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and implications of religious self-identifications such as 'Catholic', 'Christian', 'believer' and 'churchgoer' were similar across the cases. The connotations of these
labelsvaried in relation to specific groups of non-Catholics. Interviewees acted coherently in the way in which they shifted between these meanings. The main
change in meaning and features of the terms related to whether one discussed being religious in (a secularised) Dutch society or whether one discussed contacts
with African Pentecostals. The coherence across the cases reflected a group position vis-à-vis the various participants in the religious field. Religious discourse
largely was relation-dependent rather than location-dependent.
This convergence of religious category use across the three parishes, however, did not exclude, in a thematic sense, slight differences in conversational direction from parish to parish, for instance regarding the topic of Pentecostals. In St.
Agnes, the Pentecostal presence was prominent in relation to the topic of church
affiliation. They represented an alternative choice at the crossroads posed by the
language barrier. In All Saints Church, Pentecostals provided comparative reference in terms of approaches to spirituality. In the Church of Our Saviour, attention
centred on the basic analysis of the Catholic-Pentecostal discourse, which the two
other cases confirmed. To remain with discursive themes missionaries, as a religious category, seemed to receive more attention in the African parishes than
elsewhere. This was related to the fact that attention for cultural differences in
faith expression, between Dutch and African Catholics, was a more prominent part
of discourse in the African (cultural) parishes than in the other parish types. The
comparative references to Pentecostal and/or African Protestant spirituality may
be viewed in the same light, i.e. of greater attention to the distinctive in faith expression and the views behind these ways of expression.
The wishes voiced by African Catholics varied in the three parishes. In St.
Agnes, they were directed at means to overcome the language barrier. In Our Saviour, interviewees expressed they would appreciate more musical touches from the
home culture. In All Saints, the desire was for a strengthening of the unity to be
found amidst the cultural diversity. Thoughts of the ideal parish were therefore informed by the point of reference provided by the circumstance of each parish type.
Looking at the interviewees' histories of church affiliation, these wishes not only related to speaking position, but also seemed roughly to correspond to the direction
in affiliation overtime.
Motivations for affiliation were faith first, language second, culture third.
On the basis of faith, African Catholics could worship in all three parish types. Both
home culture and language needs were met to varying degrees in the two different
immigrant parishes. In terms of affiliation, Catholics often started at the nearest
parish (faith motivation). They then addressed their language and participation
needs. The need to remain connected to one's ethnic cultural roots was not neces-
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sarily attached to church affiliation, as it could be met through the numerous regional, hometown and cultural associations. Within African parishes, cultural influences required careful management in orderto maintain multicultural cohesion. As
in the other parishes, emphasis on the shared faith was important in bringing/keeping the members of the community together.
Unlike the fairly consistent use of religious identifications across the cases,
the use of ethnic identifications, on the other hand, seemed to be characterised by
specific, location-dependent factors. Discursive choices in self-identification appeared to be influenced by the particular composition of the congregation of which
one was part. In the Dutch parish, African Catholics de-emphasised the relevance
of their African ethnic origin. Instead, they emphasised their religious identity as
Catholics as their relevant identity. This could clearly be observed from their
shared, identical response to the label 'African Catholics', a term they rejected.
When they did use the 'African' identification themselves, it tended to be in a decultured fashion, as a reference to immigrant status or colour. 'African' as a synonym for 'black' served the colour palette of a multicoloured community. It could be
embraced by a multicoloured faith community, being part of it and enhancing it.
In the thoroughly international Church of Our Saviour, a similar attitude
was encountered, of facilitating an emphasis of unity. In addition to stressing their
common religious identity, the ethnic identity labels encountered served to enhance the 'inter-national' atmosphere. References to national origin were common. However, in terms of origin-based group formation, the Africans in the parish
organised as a continental group, including various African nationalities. Rather
than forming e.g. a Nigerian group after example from certain nationality-based
groups in the parish (such as the Americans, the Irish, the Spanish), the uneven distribution of numbers of the other African nationalities made the Nigerian majority
prefer to come together under an inclusive continental 'African' denominator,
rather than a national one. This way, minority nationalities were included. Interviewees' responses to 'African Catholics' in Our Saviour (and the Blessed Trinity)
were characterised by similar warnings against discrimination as were encountered
in St. Agnes on one hand, and/or acceptance of an origin-denoting adjective on the
other.
Lastly, in All Saints (and Charles Lwanga) little objection was made against
the applicability of the term 'African Catholics'. After all, in the context of an African parish such a term covered the entire parish community ratherthan subdividing it. It contributed to unity and social cohesion. In relation to other Catholic parishes, the celebration of culture was placed within the tradition of ethnic parishes
within the Catholic Church, i.e. the intention of the Church to be accessible foreveryone to participate and live their faith.
The case studies showed variation in the features of the label 'African', that
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were made relevant (colour, country or culture). Looking into the greater pattern
behind African Catholics' identifications of self and others, as was done in this
chapter's previous section, the way African Catholics tended to apply both the
various ethnic and religious social identities had something in common. In most
contexts the social identity they sought to make relevant was the first level of
specification that embraced all parties involved. They did so not only to prevent
themselves from being excluded from a category, but equally and actively did so in
orderto preventthe otherfrom being excluded aswell, if the latter constituted the
minority.
In summation, comparing African Catholic ways of speaking (discourse) in
three parish types has revealed that the use of religious identifications was largely
convergent, while the use of ethnic identifications diverged. This divergence in (the
implication of) ethnic identification seemed related to the ethnic composition of
the congregations. Through their use of language, African Catholics managed
processes of inclusion and exclusion. They displayed a clear preference for inclusive
category use, emphasising the connection between the various parties.
Further discussed in sections of this chapter was the question of whether being positioned in a Dutch, international or African church community bore any relation to members' states of integration (assimilation, segregation) in Dutch society.
Since the relationship between affiliation and integration is close to the main question of this study, this issue will be discussed in the general conclusion.

6

Conclusion

The main question formulated at the beginning of this study was whether, for
African Catholics in the Netherlands, religion contributed to their assimilation,
integration or segregation. This comprehensive question contained several
components. Firstly, it required insight into whether assimilation, integration or
segregation in the religious field corresponded to assimilation, integration or
segregation in otherfields. Forthis, three parish types were compared in terms of
characteristics of the African members of a Dutch, international and African parish
respectively. Secondly, it implied investigating discursively to what extent African
Catholics distinguished themselves within their Dutch surroundings, from what
group(s) their religious convictions secluded them and with whom these facilitated
integration. I therefore studied how African Catholics defined and positioned
themselves in the Netherlands and who were the principal characters operating the
social field within which they engaged in a definition of the self. In other words,
social positioning was studied through paying close attention to the identity
categories that African Catholics made relevant and the circumstances under
which they so did. I paid specific attention to the respective places of religion and
ethnicity herein. This way it also became possible to compare the findings on
African Catholic identity discourse in the Netherlands with Ter Haar'stheory, based
on the study of African Protestant churches, in regard to the self-definition of
African Christians in Europe.
Not a linear process
In the Dutch debate on integration and immigrant identity, the degree to which
immigrants are integrated often seems to be understood as, or at least discussed
as if it would be, a gradual overall process. Groups and individuals are held to move
overtime towards eventually becoming 'well-integrated' (assimilated) in the society (at faster or slower paces). Clustering in 'own' (ethnic/cultural) communities
and (Muslim) cultural religious praxis tend to be viewed as possible indicators of
disconnection from Dutch society and the 'failure' of the integration process.
Scheffer's essay 'The Multicultural Tragedy' (2000) warned against the potential
dangers of 'communities living past each other* and criticised the multicultural
strategy as a sign of 'indifference' on the part of the host society.1 In the ensuing
years the tension between the perceived trend of segregation (immigrants cluster1

As long as the groups of immigrants who were invited to perform mainly unskilled labour
in the 1960s and 1970s were perceived as migrants who would eventually return to their
countries of origin, 'own' cultural communities were encouraged.
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mg in their 'own' communities) and the call for immigrant assimilation has per
sisted
The presupposition that the choice to worship in their 'own' (eth
nic/cultural) communities, or together with members of the host society, would
point to a related stage of integration into the host society is refuted by the find
ings of the present study To see whether assimilation/ integration/segregation in
the religious field was accompanied by the same attitudes in other fields, a com
parison was made between a Dutch territorial parish, an immigrant parish that at
tracted overfifty different nationalities, and an African immigrant parish Their Af
rican members were compared to one another in terms of non-church related par
ticipation (language ability, employment, friendship networks, club membership)
The case studies revealed that there was no linear correspondence between
church affiliation and integration within the Dutch society in a smgularfashion In
many cases the relationship seemed ratherto take the form of an inverse correla
tion, combining assimilation in one field with separation in the other Individuals
who were assimilated in a Dutch parish often simultaneously belonged to regional
associations uniting them with fellow-Africans on the basis of origin Individuals
who worshipped with fellow-Africans could be fluent in Dutch and work with Dutch
people all day in their professional environment They sometimes did not feel a
need to join regional or cultural associations Affiliation to a particular parish, then,
was no specific indicator of one's level of integration in the society What seemed
most important, and something which the African Catholics in this study seemed
to ensure in their lives successfully, was that all elements of their identity, including
their religious and ethnic identities, were given a social context or avenue in which
they could be expressed and nourished This awareness led to a variety of possible
combinations in terms of memberships of various social, religious or ethnic bodies
for individuals As immigrants, both their position in the host society as well as
their heritage and ties with their country of origin were important to their experi
ence of themselves
Discursively, in terms of the group categories used for self-reference, it
then depended on the immediate social context as to what part of their identity
was the most relevant within that context The way African Catholics defined
themselves in relation to the various groups with whom they interacted will be dis
cussed in more detail below First, however, remaining within thetheme of integra
tion in the church and society, we look at the perceptions that circulated on this m
African Catholic discourse
One of the sub-questions was whether African Catholics preferred to wor
ship separately or together with other Catholics African Catholics indicated all
three parish types were important (ι e 'open' territorial parishes, international English/French-/Portuguese-speaking international immigrant communities, and Afri-
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can immigrant parishes). Speaking from a position within a Dutch territorial parish
interviewees indicated they saw being part of the local church as a form of integration in the society. Within both the Dutch and international parishes, the connection of people from differing backgrounds through shared faith was considered
valuable, and something they wouldn't want to miss in exchange for the company
of people whom they said to 'already know everything about'. The thought of
membership of a specifically African parish was viewed by some as missing out on
an opportunity to 'integrate' with other cultures. An interviewee remarked "I don't
choose to be an outsider." Members in Dutch and international communities noted
they would not choose to 'segregate' themselves by going to an African parish.
Speaking from within an African parish, interviewees did not conceive of
themselves in any way as a 'separated' parish. Rather, they emphasised the beauty
of the Catholic Church acknowledging the importance of culture to the achievement of the full experience of the faith. In their African immigrant parish they felt
part and parcel of the big universal Church. They engaged in joint activities with
other parishes, including the nearest Dutch territorial parish and the Englishspeaking international parish. In terms of integration in the society, the African
parishes played a positive role by offering Dutch language courses and computer
training. At the informal level, the social community was able to provide many
members with renewed strength and courage to face the various issues coming
their way during the week. Like other immigrant churches, the African parishes
were, through the composition (and experience) of their membership, probably
better equipped to be of help to African immigrants in need of suggestions to ensure survival on the margins (regarding jobs, housing, care). Equally, these parishes
were very attractive to African immigrants who were 'well-integrated' in Dutch society on a day-to-day and professional level as a way of remaining connected to
their cultural roots.
Religion, in the case of African Catholics in the Netherlands, seemed in the
main to contribute to integration. In terms of the community, religion could contribute to eitherassimilation, integration or segregation in one way or another, dependant on the perspective from which the situation was viewed (interviewees in
All Saints referred to Nigerians in St. Agnes as "well-integrated, well-assimilated
there", whereas interviewees in international parishes saw members of African
parishes to be self-segregating). In terms of religious convictions, identification
processes (category use) and African Catholics' general attitude in social relations,
religion certainly contributed positively to integration. Theirfaith facilitated integration with various groups of others as it conditioned them to see elements of
connection rather than division. This occurred at various levels.
Within all three parish communities, i.e. at the intra-parish level, their
shared faith transcended, and helped to integrate, different origins/backgrounds,
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nationalities, cultures as well as differences in socio-economic position. Theirfaith
also helped to bring together Catholics of different cultures in organised occasions
at the inter-parish level. The essence of theirfaith translated to an open attitude on
the part of African Catholics towards strangers, visitors and newcomers into their
communities. In relation to (African) Christians of other denominations, i.e. at the
inter-denominational level, African Catholics felt encouraged by theirfaith to join
other Christian congregations in worship. Religion thus facilitated integration with
Dutch Catholics as well as with those belonging to different denominations.
Where African cultural elements infused the liturgy and the sense of community (through song, drums, style of preaching, prayer, social atmosphere after
mass, church groups and activities) this strengthened the members of African parishes in theirfaith. Theirfaith, in turn, stimulated an attitude in them that was conducive to integration in society on a day-to-day basis.
In answer to the sub-question as to what role religion played in African
Catholics' interaction with others, they displayed a strong awareness of theirfaith
being a guide to the way they handle social interaction in general. Ratherthan verbally proclaiming their religious adherence to all who would listen (something they
believed Pentecostals were doing), they were engaged in applying their beliefs in a
more inconspicuous, although where possible, a tangible manner. They took pride
in Catholic works of charity for the needy irrespective of their religion. Interviewees
themselves were engaged in donation and fundraising for materialsto orphanages,
schools and hospitals in their countries of origin, often realised through regional associations.
They also indicated that their Catholic faith helped them to respect others'
faiths, enabling them to undertake activities side-by-side with these people. Their
social networks generally included adherents of other faiths, and, forthose moving
in Dutch circles, non-religious people as well.
With respect to the question of whether their friendship networks developed along religious or ethnic lines, it seemed that both membership of a church
community and a shared mothertongue were powerful points of connection. Often interviewees indicated that their church proved to be a place where it had been
relatively easy (when compared to other potential meeting points)to makefriends
and take an interest in each other's lives. At the same time, this seemed to happen
the quickest, although not in all cases, with those who camefrom the same country and/or spoke the same language. The desire to be helpful to others tended to
be tapped into most frequently by people from the same country. Friendships developed from deeds of assistance, advice or support. In otherwords, African Catholics showed concern for any person in need and a readiness to help to the best of
their ability; yet in most cases directed to them, the question came from a person
from the same country. Similarly for themselves, in times of need it often seemed
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easier to approach or get response from someone from the same country of origin,
to whom one could express oneself without language barrier, and who was most
likely to have gone through similar experiences in the past and now possess the
knowledge or contacts as to solve their problems. People of similar ethnic background usually formed the greater part of interviewees' friendship networks. They
also had friends of different backgrounds, but their 'Dutch'friends did not generally
exceed a handful. Social culture played a part here as well. Interviewees who were
married to Dutch people sometimes made the comparison that their spouses had
fewfriends compared to their own. Yet strictly in terms of their own Dutch friends,
they rarely succeeded in making more Dutch friends than their spouses had done.
As to the extent and/or way in which their staying within the diaspora had
influenced their religious lives, I first continue along this line of the influence ofthe
Dutch social culture. Upon arrival in the Netherlands, African Catholics generally
first tried to locate a Catholic church nearby. Although some relatives of members
of an African parish were introduced to the African parish before knowing anything
else, on the whole, however, most started worshipping at the nearest Catholic
church. Once they had succeeded in locating such a church, they then had to decide their position on both the language barrier and the make-up ofthe community: their initial observations generally concerned the surprisingly limited size of
the congregations (in certain cases leaving more than half the seats empty); the
absence ofthe youth and people belonging to their own age groups; the brevity of
the sermon, and the quiet composure during worship. Depending on the particular
community, African Catholics either succeeded to adjust to this new circumstance
(finding personal ways to compensate for certain elements and viewing their
church attendance primarily in terms of their 'moment with God') or began to look
around for a more stimulating location of worship.
Although the language barrier was usually noted as the main reason, the
relative Openness' or 'closedness' ofthe church community and/or its individual
members seemed to make a real difference as to whether African Catholics, who
sought affiliation to territorial parishes, experienced a place where they were able
to connect with the source of their faith in a meaningful way over time. In cases
where feelings of not being welcome interfered with one's purpose of going to
church, they searched for a more conducive place of worship where they believed
theirfaith would grow (lbe fed') ratherthan be tested. If an English-speaking, nonCatholic church community was closerto hand than the nearest English-speaking
Catholic church community, African Catholics who were driven in theirquest to attend church would join these. Therefore, living in the Netherlands influenced African Catholics'religious affiliation to the extent that some joined other denominations, or simply cease going to church altogether.
In many cases, joining non-Catholic church communities in worship did not
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involve breaking from their Catholic identity. To them, as (Catholic) Christians they
could worship in any church. Even African Catholics who were very much content
in their English-speaking, young (in terms of age groups present) and vibrant
Catholic immigrant community could do the same and attend other church services. After all, they said, it was the same God being worshipped. In other cases,
however, identification with the new community could extend beyond the mere
identification on a different 'level' (as Christian) towards conversion and (temporary) complete identification with the new denomination (such as was the case
where an interviewee said "I was a Pentecostal then").
Living in the Netherlands also influenced African Catholics' perception of
their religious identity in the sense that it made them reflect (stimulated by fresh
observations) on their faith in relation to other faiths, its role in their own lives, as
well as on faith in relation to culture. The universal aspect of Catholic worship was
appreciated more thoroughly after experiencing how consistency in manner of
worship facilitated the joint worship of people of all cultures. Laying eyes on 'novelties' such as the presence of women at the altar and girls serving mass led to personal reflections on certain cultural taboos in Ghana and Nigeria (the taboo on
menstrual blood in relation to esoteric powers and the sacred). In all three casestudy churches the mass servers included daughters of African parents.
Exploring Ter Hoar's theory
In pioneering a new field of research, Ter Haar has to be credited for drawing the
attention of scholars of religion to the presence of African Christians in the Netherlands. In a number of publications she has posited the theory that African Christians in the Netherlands saw themselves first and foremost as Christians rather
than Africans or African Christians. By means of a comparative case study the present research aimed to explore if her generalised theory would hold true in the specific case of African Catholics.
At the beginning of this study I assumed that contextual factors would be
involved in the way African Catholics identified themselves. Consequently, the extent to which Ter Haar's theory applied to Catholics (as a group on which little to
no research had been conducted) was held to involve contextual (situation/relation/location-specific) factors. The African Catholics in this study did indeed display the tendency, described by Ter Haar, in many cases. These had in
common that they concerned self-identification in relation to a specific group of
others, i.e. in relation to non-African Catholics and Christians, often Dutch. Atthe
same time there were contexts in which African Catholics placed their ethnic African identity in the foreground. This was the case where African Catholics found
themselves in social gatherings together with fellow-Africans who were Muslim, or
were part of faith traditions differing from their own. There were also contexts in
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which both African and Christian identity received similar emphasis. The contexts
in which Ter Haar's theory did and did not apply, are identified below.
Where African Catholics were interacting with Dutch Catholics, it wastrue
that they emphasised their (shared) faith and religious identity rather than their
ethnicity. African Catholics who went for Mass in Dutch-speaking territorial parishes clearly defined themselves first and foremost as Catholics. They indicated
that in this context their African identity was not relevant. Dutch tendencies to
concentrate primarily on their perceived ethnic identity risked enhancing newcomers' feelings of being unwelcome if they were being approached as an 'other',
rather than accepted as fellow-believers, -worshippers, -parishioners and Catholics. African Catholics noted there was still a long way to go for many territorial parish communities, and their priests, in terms of learning how to be open and
welcoming toward new faces. The way they placed their religious identity before
their ethnic identity seemed to be a response to their experience with Dutch tendencies of'othering'. Subsequently it had become part of their habitus within this
particular social field to anticipate such tendencies.
At the same time, always starting from the similarities (that which people
have in common), formed such a natural and significant part of both their general
and faith-inspired outlooks on life that it also informed their understanding of how
social situations were to be best approached in general. Having grown up in multicultural societies, it was simply natural to them that in a religious setting their religious identity should come first, and in the workplace their professional qualities. It
seemed that in their language use and choice of terms of identification there was a
strong orientation toward unifying language use. Even when using contrasting
pairs (e.g. 'black'and 'white', or Ghanaian and Nigerian), interviewees often were
using labels to convey a message of basic unity. In the words of one Ghanaian lady,
"We always want more unity".
In relation to other Catholics, then, they generally defined themselves as
Catholic in the first place and African in the second. In relation to (African)
Christians belonging to other denominations, they defined themselves as Christian
in the first place, and Catholic in the second. Upon entering first discussions
pertaining to faith or religious beliefs with people whose religious adherence was
not clear, or with adherents of other world religions, it seemed natural to define
themselves as believers first and Christian or Catholic secondly. That approach
opened the way to discuss religious perspectives and views on spirituality even with
others who themselves were not going to any church, mosque or place of
community worship. In the course of the conversation or as contact progressed
identifications of the self could then include specific parts of one's identity and
experiences where no common ground existed with the conversational partner. In
relation to Africans from other countries than their own they made relevant their
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African identity first and their identity as Ghanaians, Nigerians or Cameroomans
second In relation to Africans from their country, their national identity was
emphasised over their tribal identity In relation to people from the same town,
their shared origin was emphasised over for instance differences in church
affiliation
As noted in the introduction, Ter Haar's theory elicited strong reactions in
the United Kingdom, where Afncanness and Christianity were experienced as
coherent elements of one and the same identity (Gerloff 2001172) Gerloff
suggested that the immigration of Africans to Britain preceding the corresponding
arrival in the Netherlands by several decades might play a part in explaining the
difference between the approaches She argued that the emphasis of their
Christian identity in the Netherlands might reflect the conciliatory language
spoken by African Christian immigrants in the early stages of settlement In berline
of argument the experience of racism would eventually affect their preparedness to
'meet their European counterparts halfway' and ultimately alter their selfdefimtion into a firm confirmation of both their Christian and African identity The
Afro-British response thus embodied two significant elements Firstly, it contained
a critique on the separation of religious and ethnic identity, and secondly, it hinted
at a correlation between length of stay after immigration and pride in, or
affirmation of, ethnic heritage, enhanced by exclusion
Based on the present research among African Catholics, it seems that,
rather than interpreting the tendency to emphasise their religious identity before
their ethnic identity as 'conciliatory' before the full experience of racism, it might
also be interpreted as a response to (more or less subtle) signs of exclusion and/or
racism It represents an alternative view, actively countering or anticipating
discrimination, a voiced opinion to remind their European counterparts of their
common identity
I have argued that Ter Haares claim applied to African Catholics in the
specific context of interaction with their Dutch counterparts, and was applicable in
as far as it could be viewed as a comment on contextual (ir)relevancy of ethnic
identity Ratherthan pointing to a denial or disintegration of their African identity,
the emphasis on being Catholic or Christian was an act of re-adjusting social
identification and m-group boundaries The various religious and ethnic identity
categories (figure 5 4) were not experienced as truly separable categories, or
erasable parts, of their individual being Each identity could be made relevant
discursively in a specific context, or isolated for analytical purposes, but all formed
part of interviewees' 'whole' or'multiple' identity (Jorgensen & Phillips 2002 109)
They were best viewed as different 'voices' associated with various degrees of
specification that were instrumental in specific contexts and "oriented towardsthe
production of social effects" ( Bourdieu 1991 220)
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Nevertheless, Gerloff s suggestion of a correspondence with stages and a
development overtime remains a useful one. The relevancy of African (cultural)
identity increased in the company of, and in places of worship shared with, fellow
Africans. The attention on phases highlights the dimension of the preference for
the company of certain groups over time. With respect t o African Catholics, we
have seen that the incorporation of cultural elements from one's country of origin
became more appreciated, and more highly sought after, as people stayed longer
and became more assimilated into Dutch society on a daily basis. An inverse
correlation seemed t o exist between their social orientation in various areas oftheir
lives; their working and religious lives, and their membership of associations. As
Stuart Hall says, people form a 'sense of self by choosing one of all possible
versions of 'me' (paraphrased by Jorgensen & Phillips 2002:111). The different
aspects oftheir identity needed t o find expression through a number of avenues.
Looking at the individual histories of church affiliation, the notion that
familiar cultural modes of expression enhanced thefaith experience seemed to gam
ground with time. More than seeing, in the increased importance attached t o
remaining in touch with one's religious and cultural roots, a way to 'balance'
assimilation in other areas of society, Ter Haar links the increasing emphasis on
culture and ethnicity t o personal security. After the noted 'uproar* in the UK and
GerlofPs reaction, Ter Haar writes,
"Personally, I would like to argue not only that the definition of identity should result from a process of negotiation in which the people concerned participate..., but
also that the formation of an ethnic identity is closely associated with the personal
security of the individuals concerned. Obviously, the mechanisms forthat are influenced by the size of a particular minority group vis-à-vis the majority population.
Africans in Europe are a relatively small minority and have little or no power as a
group. For many of them, their (Christian) religion helps them to achieve a degree
of security and inner strength which may well encourage them m future to reconsider their self-identity specifically in terms of being African Christians. Or, alternatively, the experience of exclusion, inspired by racism or other excluding mechanisms, may have a similar effect. This is the case, for example, in the United Kingdom where, due to the circumstances of an entirely different context, African and
Afro-Caribbean church leaders tend to insist on their African identity in the experience of theirfaith" (Ter Haar 2003:26g).
She notes that 'the formation of an ethnic identity is closely associated with the
personal security of the individuals concerned'. This phrase could relate to the high
number of undocumented immigrants in these church communities (Ter Haar
1995:2). From a vulnerable minority position, the 'Christian' identity would then
seem a 'safe' identity t o emphasise, whereas the ethn ic identity would carry risks,
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e.g. in the domain of detailed personal specifics facilitating possible repatriation.
Once the basic need for security has been met, Ter Haar sees the possibility that
ethnic identity will eventually receive greater emphasis in the way these Christians
present themselves. Gerloff's interpretation of'reconciliatory'language in this line
of argument unwillingly acquires a certain dimension of fearfulness, or'hiding' behind the Christian identity. Although the sensitivity over questioning about personal specifics (including country of origin) was acknowledged by African Catholics
as relevant in some situations, I would rather, certainly in the case of African
Catholics, perceive it as part of a greater pattern in terms of how identity, connection and community are approached: a pattern that is not merely born out of necessity but confronts and offers the ethnic Dutch an alternative viewtotheirway of
categorising the world and the people around them.
Again, the present research study has specified that the negotiation of a
Christian before an African identity particularly occurred in the context of interaction with Dutch nationals. At the same time the ethnic identity was placed before
the Christian identity in interaction with fellow Africans of diverse religious convictions, a meeting for Nigerian professionals, in a regional or hometown association,
or among members of a cultural performance group, for example. In terms of the
preference for religious over ethnic identification in the context of the black church
communities, a difference might also exist between the number of non-Africans
present in these churches in the Netherlands and the UK respectively.
According to Ter Haar, 'the definition of identity should result from a process
of negotiation in which the people concerned participate'. This seems to imply that
this process has been insufficient and, also to reveal the extentto which she seems
to have been addressing an ethnic Dutch audience in her work. As self-definition
cannot take place in a social vacuum, as it involves participation, it may be deduced
that she is not referring to se//-definition but instead to definition by an external
party. Only then does it make sense to express the hope that this external party
would let their 'object of definition' participate in the negotiation of how it is defined: remember her concern over "who defines identity'. After having studied the
way African Catholics defined themselves in relation to various groups of others,
my understanding of Ter Haar's claim is that she conveys the message of African
Christians to Dutch Christians. I therefore would add that it is important not only to
ask "who defines identity", but also, "in relation to what or who is a selfidentification made relevant". Self-definition involves a relational field of social interaction.
Comparison with immigrant integration in America
We have seen that the discursive dominance of inclusive categories, found among
African Catholics in the Netherlands, on the one hand formed part of their religious
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outlook on inter-human relations On the other it was a consequence of, and tool
in, the interaction between the discourses associated with the social position of the
members of particular groups With language as an instrument in a social process,
the chosen classifications often seemed oriented towards acceptance, belonging,
unity and inclusion In this respect it is interesting to compare the position of
Catholic immigrants within Dutch Christian host society to what has been written
about church affiliation and social integration in the case of immigrant
congregations in the United States
According to Spickard (2005 24) "American scholars have long recognized
the important role that churches play in immigration assimilation " Already in the
1950s it was recognised that "American immigration is a process of transforming
oneself from ethnic foreignerto Protestant, Catholic, or Jew" Spickard mentions
Niebuhr's 1929 study2 which "focused on the fact that American denominations result from social divisions, among them the divisions between immigrants of different national origin " It showed that "National denomination (among Protestants)
and ethnic parishes (among Catholics) provided safe crucibles in which Croats,
Norwegians, Dutch, Italians, Greeks, and others could become Americans Thus
Swedish Baptists, to takejust one example, moved from being an old-country sect
to a new-country denomination, using religion as a means to maintain a quasiSwedishness as they became more and more like their neighbours Their identity
shifted from foreignerto hyphenated-American, their church served as midwife to
this transformation " (Spickard 2005 24-5)
Certainly, all the case studies undertaken in the present study showed interviewees demonstrating a clear awareness that, to quote Spickard (2005 25), "ethnicity ultimately vanishes behind religion as a social boundary" This awareness was
expressed through the identifications of self and others which they made relevant
or emphasised
Spickard notes, "There are now several studies of various immigrant congregations that track the ways in which religions help these groups 'become
American'" (2005 25) These studies include projects in Chicago (cf Warner and
Wittner 1998) and Houston (Ebaugh and Chafetz 2000) Warner introduces the
concept of "new Congregationalism" This refers to a new religious landscape in
which an important place is reserved for religious communities in the form of
"strong local congregations, plural m type and scope" While American mainline
denominations have witnessed a decline in membership, local congregations have
emerged in the place of national religious organisations
The impact of self-definition, orthe header/identity labels by which groups
2

HereferstoH R Niebuhr 1929 The Social Sources of Denommationalism NewYork Me
ndian
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come together or orga nise themselves, may be sign if icant overtime. It may sustain
the experience of participation in the host society, both in the eyes of the immigrants and members of the original population. The fact that Spickard speaks of
'assimilation'through church communities in which immigrants of a particularnational origin come together, may, in view of the Dutch discourse on immigrant integration, seem t o reconcile t w o contradicting notions. 3 It appears that the American religious landscape has accommodated the perception that these churchesare
part of what defines it. The above examples of ethnic parishes helping immigrants
become American, accepted and included, pertained t o European immigrants. In
the case of black churches, the notion of ethnicity ultimately vanishing behind a religious identity indicates all the more the power of classification (labels) in struggles
over social in- and exclusion.''
Different as the circumstances may be, such American studies may serve to
indicate the relevancy of classification debates in the discussion of immigrants'
identities and integration. 5 They make the connection visible between (self)identification and in- or exclusion, and how this translates into popular perceptions of social cohesion.
Believers in the universal church
In conclusion, I will pay attention to the words of a Nigerian lady in the Dutch territorial parish who said "We Catholics are one. Catholics are one and Africans are
one". At the time of the interview and in the context of emphasising her Catholic
identity, the adding of the latter phrase seemed beside the general point that I un3
4

5

See section 1.1.
Although the historical context of African American Catholics in America differs greatly
from the context of African Catholics in the Netherlands (the nature of the exclusion
they experienced as well as the nature of their struggle against it), the specific way in
which Pinn (20o6:xviii-xix) characterized African American Catholics and what constituted their distinctiveness compared to other Catholics struck a chord with me. He
writes:
"African American Lutherans, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Romans Catholics, and
so on are not different from their white counterparts in any doctrinally or ritually
significant way. Hence, the ability to claim a tradition, or even the way m which a
tradition is expressed in worship, is not what makes unique religious expression in
African American communities. Rather, it is often the case that what marks African
American participation in Christian denominations... is the unique nature of their
struggle for inclusion, and the ways m which this struggle for equal footing within a
given tradition is shaped by the sociohistorical conditions that have influenced African American communities."
Especially where participants in the Dutch debate on multiculturalism take recourse to
the American case, as does Scheffer (2007).
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derstood her to be making. It is now, at this point of having systematically looked
into the use of identity categories (first per interview, then per parish, then for all
three parishes combined) and the tendencies therein, that such a remark strikes
me with renewed clarity. It expresses with perfect simplicity the basic pattern
which seemed to permeate the way in which the African Catholics in this study
chose to identify themselves. The principle of unity in diversity was maintained not
only in the religious field but also guided ethnic identification. It seemed to be applied in relation to various facets of interviewees' multiple identity.
They noted the fact that the Catholic Church was 'universal' and la church
for everybody', and many of them pointed out that the original meaning of the
word 'Catholic' is 'Universal'. The experience of migration had given them a renewed appreciated of the universality of their faith. With the same mass being
celebrated worldwide, they felt at home with it in a new environment. Even when
faced with the a Dutch language barrier, they were able to follow the mass and find
meaning in their worship. The same universality of their faith also meant that if
they chose an immigrant parish for reasons of language, it did not feel as a separation from their Dutch counterparts, as they saw a connection through theirshared
faith. Due to personal experiences some African Catholics had had in what they
identified as certain 'closed' Dutch Catholic parish communities, some pointed out
it would not harm parishes to work on developing an 'open' attitude in the encounter with newcomers. Others had been lucky and had felt at home in Dutch parishes,
often aided by the presence of other black faces in these congregations. Initially,
they approached all Catholic parishes as part of their Church, as they believed in
the universality of their faith.
The word 'believers' in the title of this book, refers not only to their belief in
a church for everybody, and the universality of their faith as an advantage. It refers
also to the self-identifications they used in relation to African Pentecostals and
other non-Catholics they encountered within the Dutch religious landscape, including adherents of otherfaith traditions and non-believers. With respecttothe latter
categories of non-Catholics it was part of a certain openness and acceptance of
people with other convictions. In the case of the particularcategory of African Pentecostals, however, it referred in part to a typical struggle in the discourse between
the two groups. In the view of Pentecostals, who maintained a difference between
'going to church' and 'believing', Catholics were judged to be'churchgoers'. To the
African Catholics, on the other hand, 'churchgoers' and 'believers' were not mutually exclusive categories but rather complementary terms. They resisted the Pentecostal opinion and maintained they too were believers and practising Christians,
albeit without the strong missionary agenda of their Pentecostal counterparts. In
addition,'believers in the universal church'touches on the connotations of the distinction that is sometimes maintained between the universal and local church. The
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universal church hereby signifies 'the community of Christians' while the local
church refers t o a church community bound t o a particular location African Catholics moved between church locations with flexibility, when they migrated to a new
country, as well as when they combined worship in a Catholic parish with an (African-led) Protestant church service. As Christians they could worship in any church
Returning t o the expression 'Catholics are one and Africans are one', within
their church religious identity linked together fellow-Catholics of different backgrounds to form one great whole or, as some said, one big Catholic family Among
Catholics, it was one's shared identity as a fellow-Catholic, which created belonging and togetherness. For African Catholics the way to express kindness and indeed love for their fellow man involved making that person feel accepted. Showing
another person appreciation and acceptance seemed to be achieved best by recognising the other person as a part of oneself and/or one's community The same
desire to create (and experience) senses of belonging, connectedness, and community informed their approach to others in different settings Among fellowAfricans of the same or different cultural backgrounds, there was the tendency to
reach towards an experience in which "We Africans are one" Ultimately and ideally
their faith seemed t o guide African Catholics in a direction where they seemed t o
be concerned, not so much with the maintenance and creation of barriers between
'us' and 'them', but rather with the creation of a 'we', wherever possible, still in line
with their experience of themselves and who they were 6
The tendency to focus on the common features should not be misunderstood as a desire to blend and iron out all elements that constituted diversity. On
the contrary, diversity was embraced Neither should the tendency towards making shared identity the most relevant be misinterpreted as a denial of other facets
of their identity in order t o fit in These other facets of African Catholics' identity
could become expressed within the interaction wheneverthe occasion made them
relevant, however, on condition that there was a simultaneous understanding of
similar positions, unity or connectedness between people. Once there was a sense

For this sense of 'we' they would turn to the identification that embraced the potential
'us' and 'them' categories Subsequently the existence of diversity within such a 'we'category was not denied, perceived as threatening cohesion, or alienating members of
the included groups This use of 'we' categories to create social cohesion is different
from what Scheffer proposes in his book Het Land van Aankomst (2007) He equally reasons that integration requires moving from 'us/them' thinking towards a 'we'(2007 401407) However, in his subsequent line of argument this 'we' refers to a stronger selfdefmition by the host country in terms of its cultural characteristics, to which immigrants should then aspire to adjust, pass citizenship tests, and perform citizen's duties in
order to get included in the category In other words, m Scheffer's argument'they' (immigrants) assimilate until they are the same as 'we'.
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of acceptance, belonging ortogetherness there was room for specific/unique characteristics and the exchange of personal views and stories. Yet African Catholics
seemed conscious of the balance and of whetherthe basic conditions for an open
exchange were being met. Where such was not established (unity in diversity) the
tendency to emphasise the shared facet of their identity came into play as a Yeminder'.
In a sense the title of this study had to be in line with the observed use of
inclusive categories. Titles of studies on African Protestants in the Netherlands
have included such categories as 'strangers' and 'sojourners' (cf. Ter Haar 1995a,
1998b). African Catholics, however, identified themselves in relation to Dutch society as 'immigrants', ratherthan strangers, sojourners or'migrants' (the more pervasive term in Dutch discourse). As immigrants they were members of the Dutch
society, rather than people looking on from the fringes or fleetingly passing
through. Rather than strangers they were part of the new community. As immigrants they also carried their personal histories of migration and had ties to their
countries of origin.
Thus, abstracting the main tendencies from the analysis of all the group
categorisations used by African Catholics in the interviews and deducted from participant observation, at the ultimate level of abstraction their message was one of
recognising (or not losing sight of) oneness in the middle of everything else. They
made reference to Christ's words that "what you have done for your fellow man
you have done for me". To them theirfaith was a significant influence on howthey
tried to approach their interaction with others under daily circumstances.

7

Epilogue

The time span between the outset and the completion of this study was nearly a
decade It is a hallmark of qualitative research that it involves a long-term commitment to a specific field This has been the case with this study Overthe years I
have stayed in touch with some of the interviewees and parishioners from the case
studies and their church communities During this period the field associated with
this research has shown to be a world m motion Movement may have characterised the lives and experiences of the individual Catholic immigrants,1 but parish
structures within the Roman Catholic Church of the Netherlands were also in motion Furthermore, the discussion pertaining to immigrants in the Netherlands
changed overthe years, and scholarly interest in African immigrants and their religions has increased, as is shown by newjournals (e g African Diaspora, now in its
second year) and publications (e g Adogame, Gerloff& Hock 2008, Bediakoeta/
2004, Jansen & Stoffels 2008)
I begin with the changes close to the case studies As we have seen, experiences of the interviewees were analysed, with attention paid to variation from
situation to situation, from one period (of church affiliation) to the other, from one
type of social circumstance to another Data from three case studies were compared as representing African Catholic discourse associated with the context of
Dutch, international and African parishes respectively In many cases, church affiliation displayed dynamic rather than static patterns, with movement between
church types
At the same time, the dynamics did not end with individuals speaking the
discourses of various "positions' The histories of the three case study churches
have shown that the churches themselves were subject to movement as well The
two immigrant churches, the Church of Our Saviour and the All Saints Church,
have relocated several times overthe years in search of a fitting location of worship
and parish life Both eventually ended up sharing church buildings with small-sized
congregations of Dutch-speaking territorial parishes The Dutch territorial parish,
St Agnes, on the other hand, entered in an arrangement of facihty-sharmgMobihty was a characteristic of the research group m several ways The most obvious
way was their emigration from Ghana, Nigeria or Cameroon In some cases they had
lived in other African and/or European countries before the Netherlands In other cases
they migrated on to other European countries, America or back to their countries of origin in the period afterthey were interviewed forthis study Within the Netherlands, mo
bihty was visible m terms of their church affiliation Within the interviews, discursive
'mobility' could take place between various points of reference m the course of the conversation
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leading-to-a-merger with a Spanish-speaking immigrant parish. From a 'multicolour' Çveelkleurige') or'colourful' ('kleurrijke') parish, St. Agnes in 2007 changed into
a 'multicultural' parish, with Spanish and Dutch masses in which the two congregations can each maintain their own cultural way of worship. The congregation of the
nearby territorial parish of St. Teresia which had to close down its own church
building, joined t h e m .
All three case studies, then, showed an increase in proximity, connection
and co-operation between immigrant and territorial parishes, coming t o share
buildings with one another. This may be viewed against the backdrop of t w o developments on a wider scale. Firstly, local Catholic communities have had t o deal
with ageing of their congregations, and the resulting decrease in numbers of
Catholics in the Dutch-speaking territorial parish churches has led t o impending
closures and decisions t o dispose of (or assign alternative designations to) certain
church buildings. Secondly, the Bishops Conference decided that immigrant parishes should be included in the regular diocesan structures from 2005. The care for
these communities ceased to be organised separately, as had been the case for
more than twenty-five years in the form of umbrella organisation Cura Migratorum. This policy seems to be inline with the recognition that immigrant communities represent a growing portion of active, churchgoing Catholics who codetermine the face of the Catholic church in the Netherlands; the choice to guide
the process of mutual acquaintance and acceptance between the older and new
communities 2 ; and the desire that the immigrant communities become financially
self-reliant.
Describing the statements, in the underlying research, of African Catholics
in interaction with specific contexts, had both benefits and complications. The dynamics of the field might be viewed as complication t o t h e reproducibility of observations. Parish locations and populations have changed overtime. 3 On entering
2

For many Dutch-speaking territorial parishes the changes within their parishes have been
a process of'mourning'. Various speakers at the STVA seminar" Bedreiging of verrijking:
allochtonen in onze geloofsgemeenschap" (27 April 2000), including the then dean of Amsterdam diocese, referred to it in these terms.
3
E.g. in St. Agnes the presence of African parishioners diminished, both in percentage and
numerically. St. Agnes has now become a multicultural parish offering Spanish and
Dutch masses. This means categories such as 'the Spanish speaking people' are now
more prominently encountered than at the time of interviews. However, this does not interfere with the fact that as case study of the territorial parish it represented during the
fieldwork period, the relevance of its findings regarding discursive tendencies encountered with respect to the relationship between African and Dutch parishioners extends
to other territorial parishes with small numbers of Africans. The same with the findings
regarding discursive tendencies at international and African Catholic communities and
in relation to African Pentecostals.
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the case-study churches today, an observer would not encounter identical
churches and congregations.
However, emphasis on the link between self-definition and context was
beneficial. The choice to accommodate, as reality, the dynamic factor at the individual level has proved to be insightful to understanding the (related) variety in
identity discourse among African Catholics in the Netherlands. This variety revealed a roughly recognisable pattern. The case studies should be viewed therefore
in terms of the comparative insight they provide into African Catholic discourse
within the three church types (Dutch, international, African) represented during
fieldwork.
Attention to dynamics meant insight was gained in the mechanisms guiding how African Catholics in the Netherlands tend to define themselves. The value
of the analysed linkage between self-presentation and the particular social contexts of the case studies, then, remains intact. The object of analysis was the relationship between a particular discourse and a specific set of social circumstances/relations, rather than a presentation of discourse only.''Thefindings deriving from the comparison of the cases keep their value in terms of the processes
they reveal regarding the discourse and identity categories that one can expect to
encounter in contexts (parishes) characterised by similar features (social composition).
Through the use of categories, African Catholics were managing processes
of inclusion, not only where they represented a minority party, but also where others were a minority in their presence. Language use (discourse) was a tool in integrating members of various groupings with one another to see them as part of a
larger, all-embracing category. The consistency of this tendency reflected an important part of African Catholics' religious views.
African immigrants clearly have something to offerto Dutch society. For
church communities aiming to be more open, examining the example of African
Catholic language use (the choice for inclusive lwe'-categories) might be a first
step. To African Catholics, 'acceptance' into a community was first achieved
through emphasis on commonalities (the shared faith). Unless it was preceded or
accompanied by clear verbal or non-verbal indications that a person was welcome,
the Dutch tendency to 'show interest' by asking questions pertaining to personal
information with no immediate relevance to the situation at hand, often perceived
as 'intimate', was in itself not an effective way to give a sense of welcome: If atten-

4

As noted in the theoretical framework the limitations of'static', essentialist identity descriptions lie in that those ascribed this identity in many situations do not recognize it, or
its features, as accurate with respect to themselves. Constructionist identity descri ptions
take account of the interplay between self-perception and context.
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tion to one's 'otherness' went unaccompanied by simultaneous attention on
'sameness' it functioned as a mechanism of exclusion. Many African Catholics who
began their journeys of affiliation in Dutch territorial parish churches mentioned
the lack of a welcome. These had seemed the logical and convenient choice t o
them - t h e local church in one's residential neighbourhood. Although some returned weekly over a period of time t o have their moment with God, the community they encountered and their interaction with the parishioners surely played
roles in their choice of church affiliation. As one interviewee noted, "Catholics have
to preach about opening the doors, but it will take the Dutch people years t o
learn." We may also recall the words spoken at the Christmas get-together, which
referred t o the reception of European, including Dutch, migrants in Africa since
pre-colonial times: "We welcomed the Whiteman. Now the Whiteman should also
welcomeus." An easy guideline for members of any community would be to simply
imagine how one would hope t o be treated oneself when visiting and/or trying t o
integrate into a new community.
As noted in the Introduction, the concepts of integration, immigrants' identity and religion tend to create a powerful mix in media coverage of political discussions and survey findings. If the perspective that people possess multiple identities
has slowly but steadily gained ground among scholars in the social sciences, it has
been slower t o penetrate the Dutch public arena where it continues to compete
with essentialist notions of (national) identity. From the latter perspective, multiple
identity is understood as problematic ratherthan natural and easily interpreted, as
would it indicate a potential lack of loyalty to the Dutch cause. Therefore, citizenship or national identity, ancestry and religious adherence are interpreted as conflicting identities ratherthan identities associated with particularareas of one's life,
or, particular fields of social interaction. In 2000 the results of research conducted
by the University of Utrecht were presented underthe alarming front-page headline "Integration stops at the front door." 5 Researchers had concluded that outside
t h e h o m e , at school and in the workplace, a desire to integrate existed, whereas no

5

"Conclusie uit studie naar islam in Nederland: Integratie stopt bij de voordeur, "in: de Volkskrant, 11 May 2000. The research, titled Islam in the multicultural society, was conducted
by the University of Utrecht on behalf of the daily newspaper de Volkskrant. It consisted
of a survey in Rotterdam among 300 Moroccan, 300 Turkish and 300 Dutch youths.
Nearly all youths of Moroccan and Turkish descent called themselves Muslim. 90 percent
attached great value to Islam, saying its importance to them increased ratherthan diminished. More than 50 percent of the youth of Dutch descent was non-religious. Young
Muslims indicated they stuck to their own culture within their homes. The research concluded that a Dutch Islam was m the making, which had many faces. Muslims differed in
opinion on free partner choice, the position of women, and the importance of the
mosque.
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integration was desired in the private sphere. Since it was a quantitative multiplechoice survey, it is not entirely clear how respondents interpreted the questions
they answered and how their answers, in turn, ought t o be interpreted. The choice
of headline reveals a concern over multiple identity interfering with assimilation. In
2008 the results of a similar study 6 pointed out that second generation immigrants
of Turkish and Moroccan descent identified with the cities in which they lived (Amsterdam and Rotterdam), being Dutch and having a religion just as strongly asthey
viewed themselves t o be Moroccan or Turkish (Groenewold 2008:8). In other
words, identifications were combined, occurring with various socialgroups at once,
without the implication that one identification excluded oraffected connectedness
or loyalty t o another. However, clear as this may seem t o immigrants whose everyday reality it reflects, in the Dutch media voices who assume and emphasise conflicting identities and loyalties (particularly between religious adherence t o Islam
and Dutch citizenship) are often allowed to overbear the more detailed and nuanced findings. In 2007 the Scientific Council f o r t h e Government, aiming to offer
constructive advice forfuture policy regarding immigrant integration and the (national) identity debate, presented a study that proposed a redirection of emphasis
t o 'identification w i t h ' the Netherlands, as a requirement that could be met and exist independently of simultaneous alliances t o other groups at other levels.7 Media
coverage of the presentation of the report, however, barely discussed itscontents,
dominated as it was by the strong responses t o a remark made at the presentation
saying "the Dutchman' does not exist. These responses came from those people
who were apparently not ready to depart from their view of identity in essentialist
terms, and to consider the perspective that there is more t o people than a singular
identity based on national origin. They were quick to dismiss the council'sadvice, in
favour of continuing both the search f o r t h e Dutch national identity and a focus on
assimilation.
Discussion of the multiple identities of immigrants often tends t o be surrounded by questions of loyalty. Arriving at a better understanding of the mechanisms of self-identification, or ways in which identification works forspecific groups

7

Part of a comparative project on second generation immigrants of Turkish and Moroccan
descent in 15 cities across 8 European countries. TIES stands for The Integration of the
European Second Generation'
The report proposed to stimulate social cohesion through a focus on inclusive definitions
ofidentity.lt sought to'break the recent cycle of mutual mistrust'It distinguished three
ways in which identification with a country might exist or be stimulated: functional identification (identification on the basis of commonality/shared interest ratherthan origin);
normative identification; and emotional identification (Wetenschappelijke Raad voorde
Regering 2007). It argued that the possession of double nationality did not interfere with
one's loyalty to the Netherlands.
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of immigrants in practice is therefore important.
Looking into how religious and ethnic identities (and subdivisionsthereof)
are used by immigrants of African descent and Catholic faith in defining themselves in relation t o their surroundings was an attempt t o study more closely identity 'at work' in the hands of a group of immigrants, and in more detail than would
be achieved through a study seeking t o 'describe' a particular identity or a survey.
Attention t o the 'process' by which identification comes into being, seemsto have
been lacking in the discussion of immigrant identity in the Netherlands. In the
Dutch debate on multicultural society, immigrants' multiple identities are increasingly viewed in problematic terms. This is not only the case with regard t o citizens
who possess dual-nationality. Religious adherence (particularly to Islam) has been
contrasted t o national loyalty, especially by rightwing politicians whose support
has been growing recently, notably in regions where voters have limited contact
with non-western immigrants. 8 An image of immigrants in these cases is therefore
largely formed through the media, rather than through actual neighbourly ordayto-day contact. In the discussion of identity and integration, the discursive trend in
many cases still reveals the dominance of essentialist notions of identity, defining
non-western immigrants based on the cultures of their countries of origin. Immigrants have tried to balance the Dutch 'either-or' approach by drawing attention to
the fact that identities are experienced as 'both-and' rather than as mutually exclusive categories. The fact that it is a slow process is made clear when looking at the
way the t w o studies on Islam were presented.
The angle taken, in studying identity discourse, was to start from the notion that people possess multiple identities. As noted, most individualsjuggle various identities and/or social cultures on a daily basis (such as professional and familial identities depending on whether they are at work or at home). The multiple
identities of immigrants seem to speak especially to the imagination due to greater
'distance' between the different cultural spheres in which they participate. Often,
the pressure on immigrants to define their position is greater. 9
Migration, globalisation and technological progress have all significantly reduced the distance between cultures previously associated with geo-political locations. People are now able t o travel from one continent to another in a matter of
hours, cell phones and the internet have created the opportunity t o interact with

In the EU elections of 4 June 2009, Wilders'contra-lslam PVV party was declared the biggest winner, gaining four seats. Especially the provinces of Groningen and Limburg (in
the far North and South of the country respectively) scored high in PVV support, while
most immigrants in the Netherlands are found in the urban conglomerate in the CentralWest of the country.
In terms of identity, they thus provide a microscopic view on everyday processes which
all people are engaged in.
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those at great distances as frequently as with one's next door neighbour. People
are able to create and participate in communities unhindered by physical distance.
This has made the need to study how people juggle multiple fields of social interaction, each associated with its own identity discourse, while maintaining a sense of a
consistent self, particularly relevant.
It seems attention to patterns in self-identification has been more prominent
in Dutch studies relating to Muslim immigrants, than in studies into African Christians. However, the rapid growth of immigrant churches founded by African Christians has proved a consistent trend, and several studies with regards to Christian
immigrant communities in the Netherlands have now appeared. The present study
has attempted to contribute to this growing body of knowledge.

Nederlandse samenvatting

Integratie en identiteit nemen een prominente plaats in binnen het discours met
betrekking tot de positie van migranten in de Nederlandse samenleving, steeds vaker ook in combinatie met religie De komst van nieuwe groepen migranten heeft
sinds eindjaren tachtig van de vorige eeuw de levensbeschouwelijke kaart van Nederland aanzienlijk veranderd Naast moskeeën, hindoeïstische en boeddhistische
tempels, duiken er in de Randstad steeds meer christelijke kerkgenootschappen
op, veelal opgericht door Afrikanen
In Nederland wonen momenteel meer dan 165 000 geregistreerde Afrikanen uit landen ten zuiden van de Sahara, en een mogelijk even groot aantal dat
buiten de statistieken blijft Deze groep, die zich vanaf dejaren tachtig en negentig
van de vorige eeuw in Nederland heeft gevestigd, is verantwoordelijk voorde oprichting van een gestaag groeiend aantal kerken, met name in de grote steden,
waar de door Afrikanen, met name Ghanezen en Nigenanen, opgerichte kerken
inmiddels meer dan de helft van de migrantenkerken uitmaken In dejaren negentig zijn de eerste studies naar dit fenomeen verschenen (Jongeneel et al 1996, Ter
Haar 1995 e ν ) Deze hadden vooral aandacht voor Afrikaanse protestanten uit
evangelische, charismatische en pentecostale hoek Het onderhavige boek onder
zoekt een groep Afrikaanse christenen die tot nog toe onderbelicht is gebleven,
namelijk Afrikaanse katholieken Bestudeerd worden de ervaringen, patronen van
kerkelijke aansluiting, netwerkvorming en identiteitsbelevmg van deze groep
De hoofdvraag die beantwoord wordt is in hoeverre religie bijdraagt aan
een segregatie, integratie of assimilatie van Afrikaanse katholieken in Nederland,
en in relatie tot welke groepen dit het geval is Dit vraagt ten eerste inzicht in hoe
verre segregatie, integratie of assimilatie op religieus vlak samenhangt met segre
gatie, integratie of assimilatie op andere terreinen hoe verhoudt integratie in de
kerk zich tot de mate van integratie m de samenleving7 Drie typen parochies, res
pectievelijk een Nederlandse, een internationale en een Afrikaanse parochie, zijn
uitgebreid bestudeerd en met elkaar vergeleken, onder andere op kenmerken van
hun Afrikaanse populaties
In verband met de hierboven genoemde relatiepatronen is ten tweede de
identiteitsconstructie van Afrikaanse katholieken onderzocht Identiteit en relatie
hangen met elkaar samen Hoe Afrikanen zichzelf positioneren in relaties heeft ook
te maken met hoe zij gepositioneerd worden Subvragen die aan bod komen zijn
a

Hoe definieren Afrikaanse katholieken zichzelf in relatie tot de
Nederlandse samenleving, Nederlandse katholieken, en Afrikanen met een
andere geloofsovertuiging7
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Welke rol speelt hun geloof in hun sociale netwerken, in vergelijking met
bijvoorbeeld etniciteit7
Heeft het verblijf m Nederland hun geloofsbeleving of religieuze identiteit
op enigerlei wijze beïnvloed of veranderd7
Op welke wijze leveren Afrikaanse katholieken een bijdrage aan het
veelkleurige christendom m Nederland en de multiculturele samenleving m
het algemeen7 Vieren ZIJ het geloof op een specifieke wijze die verschilt
van andere katholieken7

Geïnterviewden waren vooral afkomstig uit Ghana, Nigeria en Kameroen Identiteit
is in deze studie opgevat als het geheel aan voor een persoon geldende identificaties die een rol spelen in verschillende situaties waarin men zichzelf of een ander
aanduidt als behorend tot een sociale categorie Identiteit is dus per definitie
meervoudig De aanduidingen die relevant zijn vooreen persoon kunnen weliswaar
verschillen per context, maar zijn met oneindig in aantal.
Deze studie maakt bij de beantwoording van de onderzoeksvragen gebruik
van een door de theorie en methode van kritische discoursanalyse geïnspireerde
benadering (Fairclough 1992, Jergensen & Phillips 2002), welke de principes van
conversatieanalyse (Antaki&Widdicombe 1998) combineert met de sociologische
theorie van het maatschappelijk handelen (Bourdieu 1990 e ν ) Discoursanalyse
richt zich op de patronen die aanwezig zijn in de manier waarop de werkelijkheid
beschreven wordt door de leden van bepaalde groepen Hieronder vallen ook
identiteitsaanduidmgen, ofwel labels die men aanwendt om zichzelf of anderen te
definieren Discoursanalyse gaat ervan uit dat classificaties de werkelijkheid zowel
reflecteren als mede constitueren Met andere woorden, ze zijn zowel afgeleid uit,
als mede van invloed op de ervaren werkelijkheid
Ter Haar (1998a 82) stelde dat voor migranten identiteit cruciaal is en ves
tigde de aandacht op het belangrijke onderscheid in wie het nodig vindt om identi
teit te definieren, de immigrant of het gastland, en op welke manier zij hiervoor
kiezen Na onderzoek gedaan te hebben onder Afrikaanse christenen in de Am
sterdamse Bijlmer, was Ter Haar van mening dat Afrikaanse christenen in Neder
land zichzelf bestempeld zien als Afrikanen, terwijl ZIJ zichzelf in de eerste plaats
identificeren als christenen en hun christen zijn het belangrijkste element van hun
sociale identiteit vormt (Ter Haar 1998a 83-4) De generalistische uitspraak dat
Afrikaanse christenen in Nederland, en Europa in het algemeen, zich eerst en voor
al identificeren als christenen en pas in tweede instantie als Afrikanen of Afrikaanse
christenen, werd door Ter Haar mmdervoorzien van informatie overde specifieke
context waarin dit duidelijk werd Aangezien verondersteld kan worden dat zij tot
deze conclusie kwam in de (protestantse) kerken die ze bezocht, kan men zich af
vragen in hoeverre deze identiteitsopvattmg werd beïnvloed door de specifieke lo-
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catie of kerkelijke context waarin ze naar voren werd gebracht. In mijn onderzoek
naar identiteitsbeleving onder Afrikaanse katholieken, als een tot dusver weinig
onderzochte groep Afrikaanse christenen, wilde ik dan ook nader onderzoeken in
hoeverre Ter Haai^s theorie op hen van toepassing was, daarbij van de hypothese
uitgaand dat een dergelijke zelfdefinitie op basis van geloof in plaats van, of boven,
etniciteit mogelijk in grote mate contextafhankelijk is. In hoeverre de theorie geformuleerd door Ter Haar van toepassing is op Afrikaanse katholieken in Nederland, is daarom onderzocht met specifieke aandacht voorde concrete omstandigheden waarin de Afrikaanse katholieken zich op een bepaalde manier identificeren.
Met andere woorden, wanneer Afrikaanse katholieken in Nederland over zichzelf
en anderen spreken, daarbij gebruikmakend van termen als Afrikanen, Ghanezen,
christenen, katholieken, gelovigen, buitenlanders, Igbo, Asante, immigranten,
pinkstergelovigen, zwarte mensen etc, wanneer, waar en waarom worden deze
uiteenlopende identificaties dan gebruikt? Nadruk ligt daarbij op hoe Afrikaanse
katholieken hun identiteit construeren en reconstrueren in de wisselwerking met
anderen. Voorbeelden van deze anderen zijn Nederlanders, Nederlandse katholieken, andere immigranten, andere Afrikanen en pentecostale christenen.
Reden om de context waarin zelfidentificatie tot stand komt in de analyse
mee te nemen, was ook het feit dat Ter Haar's uitspraak stof deed opwaaien in
Groot-Brittannië, waar Afrikaanse christenen gezegd werden een onmiskenbare
symbiose tussen hun Afrikaanse erfenis en het christelijk geloof voorte staan en uit
te dragen (Gerloff 2001:172). Gerloff opperde dat verschillen tussen de lengte van
het verblijf van zwarte migranten die in de jaren 1950 en i960 naar GrootBrittannië kwamen, en zij die vanaf de jaren 1970 naar Nederland en Duitsland
kwamen, mogelijk aan dit verschil in zelfidentificatie ten grondslag zouden liggen.
Het idee van stadia, of fases is ook impliciet in de manier waarop in Nederland over integratie van migranten gesproken wordt. Te beginnen bij Paul Scheffer's essay 'Het multiculturele drama' in 2000, dat zeer van invloed is geweest op de
manier waarop het integratiedebat gevoerd wordt en de accentverschuiving van
het multiculturele model richting een sterke nadruk op assimilatie, lijkt de integratie van migranten gezien te worden als een geleidelijk proces, waarbij men zich
langzaam of sneller beweegt in de richting van een over de gehele linie steeds beter
geïntegreerd raken in de Nederlandse samenleving, of mogelijk in de andere richting. Mede met het oog op het ontwaren van mogelijke stadia in de voorkeur voor
geloofsbeleving in de eigen groep of met leden van het gastland, is het onderzoek
opgezet als een vergelijkende gevalsstudie, waarin drie parochietypen met elkaar
worden vergeleken.
Vergeleken zijn een Nederlandstalige territoriale parochie, een Engelstalige
internationale migrantenparochie, en een Afrikaanse migrantenparochie. In elk
van deze geloofsgemeenschappen werd de geïnterviewden dezelfde vragen voor-
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gelegd en werd het identiteitsdiscours op dezelfde wijze bestudeerd Na een inleidend hoofdstuk, waarin het conceptueel en technisch kadervan deze studie wordt
uitgewerkt, beschrijven hoofdstuk twee, drie en vier achtereenvolgens per geloofsgemeenschap (Nederlands, Internationaal, Afrikaans) het traject dat de aldaar
geïnterviewden wat betreft kerkbezoek reeds hadden afgelegd alvorens zich bij
deze kerk aan te sluiten, evenals de identificaties en relaties die het meest prominent naar voren kwamen als relevant voor hun sociale werkelijkheid Zokomtbijde
Nederlandse parochie aan bod hoe de Afrikaanse katholieken daarzich verhouden
tot Nederlandse katholieken, tot Afrikanen, onder wie ook katholieke, die Engelstalige protestantse kerkdiensten bezoeken, tot de Nederlandse samenleving en tot
andere Afrikaanse katholieken Voor de Internationale parochie wordt beschreven
hoe zij zich positioneren te midden van de vele nationaliteiten, onderlinge statusverschillen, ten opzichte van Nederlandse christenen en Afrikaanse pinkstergelovigen De gevalsstudie van de Afrikaanse parochie gaat m op de relatie tot Nederlandse christenen, tussen Ghanezen en Nigenanen in de parochie, tot Afrikaanse
pentecostale kerken en tot een aantal groepen aan de hand van opinies met betrekking tot hoe leden hiervan zich kleden
Het vijfde hoofdstuk omvat een vergelijkende studie en analyseert de overeenkomsten en verschillen tussen de drie gevalsstudies Primaire empirische vergelijking (van de gevalsstudies met elkaar) werd uitgevoerd met als referentiekader
secundaire empirische vergelijking, met interviews en bronmateriaal buiten de drie
cases, en ook theoretische vergelijking met de bestaande studies Het geloof in één
God, die dezelfde is ook al wordt hij op uiteenlopende manieren door aanhangers
van verschillende confessies en godsdiensten aanbeden, werd door alle geïnterviewden naar voren gebracht, zowel ter verklaring van hun (uiteenlopende) kerkkeuze, de flexibele combinatie met het bijwonen van diensten in protestantse kerken onder, veelal, Afrikaans en Surinaams leiderschap, en de relatie met aanhangers van andere geloven, zoals Afrikaanse moslim landgenoten en andere immigranten in Nederland
Tussen de gevalsstudies werden met name met betrekking tot het gebruik
van etnische zelfidentificaties verschillen waargenomen Er bleek onder meereen
verband te bestaan tussen de uiteenlopende reacties ten aanzien van de term 'Afrikaanse katholieken'en het parochietype waartoe de geïnterviewde behoorde Wat
identificatie op grond van een 'Afrikaanse' identiteit betekende en impliceerde,
verschilde overeenkomstig de etnische compositie van de geloofsgemeenschap
Op het gebied van religieuze zelfidentificatie bestonden met zozeer verschillen tussen de parochies onderling, maar wel naar groepen anderen in relatie tot wie zelfidentificatie tot stand kwam Hier bestond enerzijds een discours met betrekking
tot de positie van christelijke immigranten binnen de ontkerkelijkte Nederlandse
samenleving en anderzijds een discours ingegeven doordiscussies tussen Afrikaan-
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se katholieken en hun pentecostale landgenoten. De betekenis en implicaties die
kleefden aan zelfidentificatie in termen van een 'gelovige', 'christelijke' en 'kerkgaande' identiteit verschilden van elkaar binnen deze twee discoursen. Verschillen
in religieuze identificatie bleken niet zozeer locatiespecifiek, alswel relatiegebonden. Naast dat de grote patronen in het identiteitsdiscours van Afrikaanse katholieken verder besproken worden, wordt in hoofdstuk vijf ook de relatie tussen integratie in kerkelijke context en integratie in andere velden nader geanalyseerd.
Hoofdstuk zes formuleert de voornaamste conclusies met betrekking tot de
hoofd- en deelvragen. Hoewel men geneigd is te denken dat integratie in de (Nederlandse) kerk gepaard gaat met integratie in de Nederlandse samenleving, blijkt
integratie geen lineair proces. Enerzijds bevestigt deze studie de eerder gedane
constatering (Maaskant 1999) dat de aanname dat Afrikaanse katholieken in eerste
instantie de voorkeur aan eigen geloofsgemeenschappen zouden geven om naarmate ze langer in Nederland verblijven de overstap naar Nederlandse territoriale
parochies te maken, op een misvatting berust. Afrikaanse katholieken blijken in
eerste instantie aansluiting te zoeken bij de plaatselijke Nederlandse parochie, ervan uitgaand dat zij op basis van hun gezamenlijke katholieke identiteit aansluiting
zullen vinden bij de plaatselijke bevolking. Als deze aansluiting, door gebrek aan
een open of verwelkomende houding van de gemeenschap, taalbarrière en generatiekloof, niet verloopt als gehoopt, verlaat men deze parochies om zich bij Engelstalige of door Afrikanen geleide kerken aan te sluiten. Nieuwkomers wenden zich
dus veelal tot Nederlandse parochies en Afrikaanse katholieken die langer in Nederland verblijven en stevig geïntegreerd zijn qua beroepsuitoefening en Nederlandse taalbeheersing, beginnen meer waarde te hechten aan de aanwezigheid van
elementen uit de cultuur van herkomst in de kerkelijke vieringen. Afrikaanse katholieken die zich 'door de week' (in de samenleving) aanpassen lijken 'op zondag' (in
de kerk) hun hart op te willen halen in viering van het Afrikaan zijn. Daarnaast stimuleerden de Afrikaanse parochies integratie in de gastsamenleving ook door bijvoorbeeld Nederlandse taal- en computercursussen aan te bieden. Afrikaanse katholieken die zondags in de Nederlandse kerk assimileren achtten hun Afrikaanse
identiteit niet-relevant in die context. Zij konden zich bovendien opwinden over
het door autochtone Nederlanders telkens op hun etnische achtergrond en cultuur
aangesproken te worden, als dit in hun ogen niet relevant was. Buiten de kerk, waren degenen die een Nederlandse parochie bezochten verhoudingsgewijs opvallend vaak, zeker in vergelijking met leden van Afrikaanse parochies, lid van regionale of culturele verenigingen, georganiseerd op basis van herkomst of'hometown'. Leden van de Afrikaanse parochie bleken in plaats daarvan in clubs te zitten
waarin zij contact onderhielden met Nederlanders.
Al met al bleek integratie te verlopen volgens een meervoudig proces,
waarbij Afrikaanse katholieken in deze studie, door individueel verschillende com-
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binaties van keuzes, ervoor zorgden dat de verschillende elementen van hun identiteit, met inbegrip van hun religieuze en etnische identiteiten, konden worden uitgedrukt en gevoed. Integratie in de Nederlandse samenleving verliep niet volgens
een rechtlijnig patroon, maar werd via verschillende wegen gewaarborgd, zoals
ook het contact met hun culturele wortels. Hun geloofsovertuiging droeg bij aan
hun integratie met diverse groepen anderen aangezien deze hen conditioneerde
steeds de verbinding te zoeken. Dit gebeurde op verschillende niveaus. De theorie
van Gerrie ter Haar bleek in veel gevallen inderdaad op te gaan, specifiek in interactie met Nederlandse christenen en katholieken. Hier kreeg de gezamenlijke
christelijke identiteit de nadruk boven de etnische. Daarnaast waren er situaties,
zoals bijv. in regionale verenigingen met ook leden van een andere godsdienst,
waar de gezamenlijke etnische identiteit boven de religieuze werd benadrukt. De
coherentie in de identificaties die Afrikaanse katholieken relevant maakten was gelegen in het onderliggende patroon. Kenmerkend voor het identiteitsdiscours van
Afrikaanse katholieken was dat hun taalgebruik in elk van de sociale relaties gericht
bleek op het ervaren van eenheid binnen de diversiteit.

Appendix A - Interview guide
Church affiliation
ι.

2.
3.
4.
5.

When and how did you come to join (name of church)? How did you first
find out about the church? What made you decide to join? What were your
first impressions?
Have you been to other churches in the Netherlands? Which ones? What
was it like there?
Can you name all the reasons why going to church is important to you?
Is there something you'd really like to see happen in (name of church)? If
you could make an improvement, what would it be?
What do you think the Roman Catholic Church could do for (African)
Catholic immigrants? Should they bring more African priests; offer mass in
a variety of languages; or focus on the integration of Catholic immigrants
in the Dutch parishes? Should there be more African Catholic churches?

Social networks
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Are you a member of any club or association besides the church? (sports
club, cultural club etc.)
The people you meet in church, do you stay in touch with them outside the
church?
Do you have contact with Dutch Christians?
How important is religion for your social contacts?
Do you have friends of other denominations or do most of them happen to
be Catholic?
What do you think connects people / brings them together? When you look
at your circle of friends and your friends' friends, do (your) social networks
develop mainly along lines of religious denomination; nationality; lan
guage; culture; or socio-economic position? What, in your view, seems to
be a powerful factor in connecting people?

Religious factor after migration
12.

13.

Has your staying in this country had any influence on yourfaith in any way?
(Has anything changed in terms of strength, the role of yourfaith in your
life, the way you practise it?)
Could you compare for me your participation in church activities here and
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14.

in (country of origin)? (Where did you spend more time on activities and
what contributes to the difference?)
What do you think of the faith of Dutch Christians?

Terminology
15.

16.

Terms like member, parishioner, churchgoer, Christian, believer seem to
carry different connotations. What are the differences to you? How would
you describe yourself?
Out of 'African Catholics' and 'Catholic Africans', which term would you
prefer to use and why?

Appendix Β - (Ir)regular visits by case study
interviewees to other churches
This appendix brings togetherthe figures of the three case study churches in terms
of the regular and occasional visits their interviewed parishioners paid to other
churches.
Table B.i Type of church visited regularly besides one's own parish
Type of church visited regularly
(minimally monthly)
Dutch-speaking Catholic church
Dutch Protestant church
English-speaking Catholic church
Pentecostal/ charismatic/ evangeli
cal Protestant church under African
or Surinamese leadership
African Catholic community
Totals of interviewees

St.
Agnes
@*
1

Our
Saviour
2

@

2

2

2

5/15
(33%)

4/15
(27%)

All
Saints
-

Totals
pertype
2

-

1

2

2

4

@
3/15

4
12/45
(27%)

(20%)

*@ signifies that interviewees found themselves already at the church type stated on the
left.
Table B.i displays the common combinations. Three interviewees combined a
Dutch parish and an English international parish and anotherthree an English in
ternational with an African parish. Four people were regularly found at a nonCatholic church. Although the latter considered themselves "affiliated" only to
their Catholic parish, their regular visits to their second place of worship in some
cases amounted to the same frequency as by which they attended their Catholic
church.
The people in the Dutch parish who had a second place of worship indicated
the language, familiarsongs, and liveliness in theirsecond church was inspirational
to the renewal of theirfaith. The people in the English-speaking international par
ish who had a second place of worship mainly seemed to divide their attention due
to participation in specific activities and church groups in both their initial and new
church community. The people in the African parish at times also went back to
theirformer place of worship, but this generally tended not to exceed more than a
few times per year and therefore has no place in the table. Where they attended a
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second service on a regular basis, maintaining (and making) contacts with friends
and people who might be of help under difficult circumstances played a significant
role.
As the table shows, interviewees in Our Saviour were the least likely to
combine their affiliation with regular worship at non-Catholic churches. Whereas
combined attendance of more than one Catholic church could involve active par
ticipation in various church activities and groups, such as a prayer group, choir,
ministry, this was not the case in the non-Catholic churches visited by the inter
viewees on a regular basis. Here atmospheric reasons seemed to prevail ratherthan
becoming actively engaged. 1
In the case of regular visits, interviewees obviously appreciated the experi
ence t o the extent that they chose to return t o the church in question, even asthey
maintained their affiliation to, and appreciation of, the church to which they were
affiliated at the time of the interview Next t o such combined attendance, there
were also churches which were visited occasionally and which interviewees did noi
join
Table B.2 Type of church visited occasionally besides one's own parish
Type of church visited occasionally*

St.
Agnes

Our
Saviour

All
Saints

Totals
per type

Dutch-speaking Catholic church
Dutch Protestant church
English-speaking Catholic church
Pentecostal/ charismatic/ evangeli
cal Protestant church under African
or Surinamese leadership
African Catholic community
Interviewees

4 (27%)
3 (20%)

3 (20%)

5 (33%)

12 (27%)

4 (27%)

@**

2 (13%)
2 (13%)

5 (11%)
6 (13%)

7

(47%)

3 (20%)

6 (40%)

16 (36%)

ι

(7%)

ι

@

2 (4%)

15

45

15

15

(7%)

* More than one category possible per person
** @ signifies that interviewees found themselves already at the church type stated on the
left Our Saviour and All Saints both represented the only church of their type in the city
and region Agnes interviewees did visit other 'same type' churches
As shown in table B.2, most churches visited occasionally were black Protestant
churches of the Pentecostal and charismatic type. 16 of the 45 interviewees had
paid visits to such churches. In second place came occasional visits t o Dutch-

1

When African Catholics did become actively engaged they changed denomination and
no longer saw themselves as Catholic
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speaking Catholic churches. 12 interviewees had paid visits to such local churches.
Actually, 20 out of 45 interviewees (i.e. 12 plus 6 plus 2) had visited Catholic
churches other than the one they were affiliated to. Underlying this was the belief
that the Catholic Church is one and that as a Catholic one could enterany Catholic
church as one's Church. Dutch-speaking Catholic churches naturally ranked highest
among these since the majority of Catholic churches in the country is Dutchspeaking. However, the same logic that applied to the Catholic churches could also
be extended to entering non-Catholic churches "as a Christian". Here too, all
churches were seen as 'one'.
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